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The year 1258 A .D .is reg arded by all M uslim historian s as the year w hich m ark s the
beg in n in g of the deg en eration of M uslim s.O n 13th February 1258 the M on g ols burst
forth from Cen tral A sia an dsack edthe city of B ag hdad,— the city w hich w asthe abode
of the Caliphs,heartof the M uslim political pow eran da sym bol of the cultural g lory of
thattim e in the civ ilizedw orld.The en tire territory w here the M uslim s ruledfrom the

H in du Kush ran g es to the Red S ea an d the M editerran ean w as ov errun by them an d
com pletely dev astated.M illion s of M uslim s w ere putto death,the en tire g en try w as
w iped out,thousan ds of scholars,scien tists an d authors w ere slaug htered;libraries,
treasures of art an d buildin g s w hich w ere m odels of beauty an d eleg an ce w ere
plun dered.Com plete dem oralization setin the M uslim w orld.Itw as a stag g erin g blow
tothe M uslim civ ilization from w hich itcouldn ev erag ain recov er.

P recisely 600 years later, the city of D elhi w as recaptured by the B ritish, after the

abortiv e rev olt,on 20th S eptem ber 1857 an d the beautiful city w as sack ed by the S ik h
soldiers of the B ritish A rm y an d the B ritish troops in the sam e m an n er the M on g ols
sack edthe city of B ag hdad.Thousan ds of M uslim fam ilies in the affectedarea of D elhi
w ere w iped outof existen ce by the B ritish arm y outof v en g ean ce;their palaces an d
m an sion s w ere razedtothe g roun dan dtheirproperties w ere con fiscated.M artial L aw
w as im posed.M uslim s w ere treatedby the B ritish as the v an quishedarm y.D elhi,— the
cradle of M uslim civ ilization , w as dev astated an d the lastof the M ug hal em peror,

B ahadur S hah,w as con dem n ed todeportation by a sham CourtM artial on charg es of
sedition an d rebellion .W hatan iron y!S ov ereig n ty had rested dejure in the person of
the M ug hal em perorB ahadurS hah.The M ug hal em perorw as a puppetof the B ritish,



his prestig e w as v ery hig h an d all pow erful chiefs of the period— the M ahrattas,the
N izam an dthe B ritish ren deredhom ag e tohim ,receiv edtitles from him an ddescribed
them selv es as his S ubedars.Thus the In dian arm y foug htag ain stthe alien ag en tw ho
usurped. pow er an d w as outto subv erttheir faith; they did n otrebel ag ain stthe

m on arch.

In fact,the party w hich m utin iedw as the B ritish an d shouldbe charg ed w ith sedition
an d treachery.In dian arm y m utin y w as n ota purely m ilitary in surrection ;itw as a
n ation al uprisin g ag ain stthe de-facto g ov ern m en tin the sen se thatall com m un ities

in cludin g H in dus,M uslim s,Chiefs an d peasan ts alik e,foug htshoulder to shoulder.
D israelihadcorrectly describedthe n ature of the m utin y w hen he saidin the H ouse of
Com m on son 27th July 1857 thatthe 'm ov em en tw asa n ation al rev oltan dn ota m ilitary

m utin y'.B utcon tem porary E n g lishm en v iew ed the outbreak as a M uslim rev oltan d
took terrible v en g ean ce ag ain stthe M uslim com m un ity as a w hole.In hum an atrocities
w ere com m itted by the B ritish officers an d m en them selv es w ho feltn o sham e in
proclaim in g their ow n m isdeeds.W hen the B ritish had the upper han d,burn in g an d
han g in g expedition s becam e a m atterof routin e an dn odistin ction w as m ade betw een
the in n ocen tan dthe g uilty.

"W ithin a few days of its fall,D elhiw as desertedby its in habitan ts.L arg e n um berhad
perished atthe han ds of in furiated soldiers;those w ho leftthe city in fear died of
exposure an d starv ation .En orm ous treasures w ere looted an d ev ery soldier becam e
rich.A ll houses,shops,stores w ere ran sack edan dlooted,theirin m ates k illed,w hether
they w ere rebelsorn ot.W om en w ere rapedan dchildren butchered."'The Times' n oted:

"N o such scen e has been w itn essed in the city of S hah Jahan sin ce the days of N adir
S hah..." In L uck n ow an d Jhan si the story w as the sam e;m assacres,of v illag ers an d
sepoys an dn oquestion s w ere ask ed.A piece of rope,the bran ch of a tree an dthe rifle

bulletw asall thatw ere n eeded."

S pyin g hadbecom e a profitable profession ;m an y H in dus an dev en som e M uslim s took
adv an tag e of the opportun ity an dsuppliedin form ation tothe B ritish g ov ern m en tabout
the activ ities an dw hereabouts of those w hohadparticipatedin the rev oltbuthadg on e
un derg roun d.These spies w on the fav orof the B ritish authorities an dw ere g en erously
rew arded in the form of titles,jagirs an d properties.Thus a larg e n um ber of H in dus

becam e rich jagirdars an d lan dlords ov ern ig htw hile a v ery larg e n um ber of affluen t

M uslim fam iliesw ere eitherexterm in atedorw ere reducedtoa state of deg radation .

S yed A hm ed stood betw een tw o ag es,— the m ediev al ag e thatw as dyin g w ith the
holocaust of the rev olt in 1858 an d the m odern ag e that ushered in w ith the
con solidation of the B ritish pow erafterthe suppression of the rev olt.Itw as atan early
ag e of 19 yearsthatS yedA hm edKhan en teredthe serv ice of the EastIn dia Com pan y in
1836 an d w ithin fiv e years,he had qualified him self for prom otion as a sub-judg e in

1841.H e had seen the M ug hal em pire in its fadin g g lory as a m em ber of the n obility



respected for its learn in g ,piety an d political role.H e k n ew v ery w ell thatthere had
n ev erbeen an y con tactw ith the W estatan y lev el atan y tim e durin g the M ug hal rule.
There had been n o liaison w ith the Turk ish em pire as the M ug hals n ev er ow ed
alleg ian ce to the Caliph.The In dian s had been liv in g in total isolation in their ow n

eg g shell.

H ow ev er, a slow rev olution w as tak in g place: Teleg raph lin e w as open ed in 1854
betw een Calcutta an dA g ra— a distan ce of 800 m iles an ditw as exten dedtoL ahore an d
P eshaw arby 1857.The postal system w asreform edan da un iform rate of half-an n a w as
bein g charg ed for letters.Railw ays w ere bein g con tem plated as far back as 1844.200
m iles of railw ay lin e w as already in use by 1857.In 1853 con struction of 5,000 m iles of
railw ay track w as san ction ed to be un dertak en by eig htpriv ate Com pan ies. H ig h

schools an d colleg es w ere bein g foun dedev eryw here.Un iv ersities w ere establishedin
Calcutta,B om bay an d M adras in 1857.A n A rabiccolleg e w as started in D elhi in 1825
an dtw oyearslater,En g lish classesw ere in troduced.

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION:
W ith the in troduction of railw ays'coal m in in g activ ity started in B en g al by 1846.The

outputof Ran ig an j coal m in es in B en g al rose to90,000 ton s.D iscov ery of coal prov ided
an addedin cen tiv e toiron sm eltin g .The Crim ean W ar of 1854 cutoff supplies of raw
flax an d hem p as a resultof w hich im prov ed m ethods of cultiv ation of jute in B en g al
w ere in troduced.In 1853 an In dian cotton m ill w as startedan draw cotton beg an tobe
exportedtoB ritain w hile,atthe sam e tim e,m an ufacturin g textilesforthe In dian m ark et
by In dian sw asun dertak en ,prov idin g n ew av en uesforthe em ploym en tan dtrain in g of
In dian s in n ew techn iques.A v en ues forov erseas em ploym en tin B ritish colon ies in S ri
L an k a,S outh A frica,B ritish Guian a in S outh A m erica an d in M auritius broug htn ew

opportun ities tothe un sk illedlabourasw ell as sm all traders.En g in eerin g in dustry w as
setupby the Tatasin Jam shedpur.

PRESS

A fter the foun din g of the En g lish lan g uag e n ew spaper 'S tatesm an 'from Calcutta an d
'Times of India' from B om bay,H in dus follow edby publishin g the En g lish D aily 'Hindu'

from M adras an da little later,an otherEn g lish D aily 'L eader'from A llahabad.Calcutta
w as n otbehin din brin g in g outB en g alian dEn g lish lan g uag e n ew spapers.W hile these
dev elopm en ts w ere tak in g place prov idin g for the n ew W estern ised class a sortof
con tin uation of education as w ell as open in g a w in dow on the affairs of In dia as a
w hole an dthe w orldatlarg e,the N orth W estern P rov in ces an despecially,the M uslim
in habitan ts,rem ain ed un affected an d un con cern ed;un fortun ately,itw as the M uslim s

as a com m un ity w hich bore the brun tof the sav ag ery an ddev astation in the afterm ath
of the M utin y.



The B attle of B uxar in 1764 an d the ig n om in ious Treaty of A llahabad in 1765 should
hav e open edthe eyes of the M ug hal rulers an dthe n obility tothe fastrecedin g tide of
their fortun es an d ig n om in ies to com e already starin g them in their fact.s;butthey
rem ain ed passiv e,in ert,crim in ally n eg lig en tof their duties un to them selv es an d the

oblig ation s they ow ed to their coun trym en in g en eral an d the M uslim com m un ity in
particular w hich w as the base of their political pow er an d social status.They n ev er
botheredtofin doutw hatw ashappen in g w ith in the coun try an dthe w orldbeyon dthe
N orth W estFron tierprov in ce.The M uslim g en try an dthe com m on ersalik e w ere un der
the spell of deg en erate,reaction ary pseudo-relig ious clerg y an d liv in g un der the false
pride of theirpastg lory thatw as n olon g ertoreturn .The people,itseem s,hadlostall
sen se of the idealsof freedom broug htupasthey w ere un derthe oppressiv e feudal an d
tribal codesof con duct.W hen the pow erpassedon tothe En g lish,they probably took it

as an otherchan g e of dyn asty.Itis sig n ifican tton ote thaton the ev e of the m utin y the
B ritish A rm y con sisted of 233,000 In dian soldiers an d on ly 46,000 B ritish troops.The
Gen eral S erv ices En listm en tA ctof 1856 im posedon them the oblig ation toserv e in an y
partof the w orld.

The g hastly trag edy an d the traum atic experien ces of the M utin y m usthav e leftan
in delible m ark on the thoug htful m in dof S yedA hm edKhan w how as forty years old.

H e lov ed D elhi dearly an d bein g open m in ded,he had m an y dear frien ds am on g st
H in dus as w ell.Raja Jaik ishen D as w how as k n ig htedin 1869 w as his life-lon g frien d.
W hen S yedA hm edv isitedP un jab in 1870 he w as presen tedan address of w elcom e by
the In dian A ssociation ,L ahore,on behalf of the citizen sof L ahore.The P residen t,D ayal
S in g h,in his address of w elcom e,said,"W e,the m em bers of the In dian A ssociation of
L ahore,beg tow elcom e you toour city w ith our bestw ishes an d m ostdistin g uished
sen tim en ts." Eulog izin g his serv ices to the cause of M uslim education , the address
reads,"N otthe leastrem ark able public career has been the breadth of your feature of

you!'v iew s an dliberal attitude tow ards section s of the com m un ity otherthan y ourco-
relig ion ists.Yourcon ductthroug houthas been stain less of bias orbig otry.The ben efits
of the n oble education al in stitution you hav e established atA lig arh are open alik e to
H in dus as w ell as M oham m edan s .... Your hig hly useful career in the L eg islativ e
Coun cil of In dia can on ly be touchedupon here.Yourim partial care forall classes,your
m an ly an d faithful represen tation of n ation al v iew s an d your v ig ilan treg ard for
n ation al in terests,w hile actin g in thatbody,deserv e the w arm estack n ow ledg em en ts

from usan dourcoun trym en ."

W hile addressin g a g atherin g atGurdaspur S yed A hm ed told his audien ce;1 "W e,
(H in dus an d M oham m edan s),should try to becom e on e heartan d soul,an d actin
un ison .If n ot,the effectof on e ag ain stthe other w ould ten d to the destruction an d
dow n fall of both." .... "A ll person s, w hether H in dus or M oham m edan , ev en the
Christian s w horeside in this coun try,are all in this particularrespectbelon g in g toon e

1
Q uotedinG.F.I.Graham :"The life and work of Syed Ahmed Khan"



an dthe sam e n ation .2 "D octrin ally,he w as a broad-m in dedan dtoleran tm an sin cerely
appreciativ e of the H in dus,butas a political an dsocial un ithe w as of the opin ion that
the M uslim sof In dia hadtow ork outtheirow n salv ation ."P un ditJaw aharlal N ehru,in
his 'D iscov ery of In dia',v in dicatedthe hon or of S yedA hm edin these w ords:"H e w as

n otopposedtothe N ation al Con g ress because he con sidereditpredom in an tly a H in du
org an ization ;he opposeditbecause he thoug htitw as politically tooag g ressiv e ...H e
w asin n ow ay an ti-H in du orcom m un ally a separatist."

H isen tire forty yearsof en deav orsan dpersev eran ce from 1858 on w ardstohislastday,
on the 27th day of M arch 1898,w ere spen tin selflessdedication of serv icestothe In dian
people an dthe M uslim com m un ity in particular.S yedA hm edplayeda dom in an trole
as a reform er,as an education istan d as a statesm an in the public life of M uslim s in

particular an d the In dian people in g en eral.S yed A hm ed Khan m ade history.Itis,
therefore,on ly appropriate thatfora fullerappreciation an dev aluation of hisw ork an d
place in history an dtodohim full justice,w e shall presen thim in historical perspectiv e.
W e shall hav e to look atthe history of the M uslim com m un ity of the In do-P ak
subcon tin en tdurin g the period1707 to1858.H istory,accordin g toa P ersian prov erb,"is
a m irror of the pastan d a lesson for the presen t."Itw ould n otbe an ov erstatem en tto
say thatthe history of pastan d,v ery particularly,the M odern ag e,com m en cin g from

1858,in sofaras the M uslim com m un ity is con cern ed,is v ery m uch relev an ttoourow n
tim esan dholdslesson sthatw e hadbetterheeded.

S yedA hm edv isitedD elhiin S eptem ber1857 on hearin g of the reoccupation of the city
of D elhi by the B ritish forces.H e learn tw ith horror thathis m atern al un cle's son had
been k illed an d thatall his rem ain in g relation s had ev acuated tothe shrin e of H azrat
N izam uddin A ulia outside D elhi,exceptfor his m other an d her sister w how as blin d.
They had been turn ed outof their house an d had tak en shelter w ith an old m aid

serv an t,Zehan ,in her cottag e.They had n o food to eatan d n o w ater to drin k .W ith
g reatdifficulty he w as able totak e them to M eerut.S og reatw ere his person al losses
thathe w as heart-brok en an d shock ed atthe g hastly sig hts he had w itn essed.In utter
dejection , he ev en thoug htof m ig ratin g to Eg ypt.B uthow could he deserthis co-
relig ion ists in their critical hour? Im m ediately after the rev olt w as ov er, the
Gov ern m en t g en erously rew arded those In dian s w ho had been helpful to the
Gov ern m en tin its difficultdays. "A big Taluk a"3 yieldin g an an n ual ren tal of Rs.

150,000/- w as recom m en ded by M r. S hak espeare, the Collector of B ijn our for S yed
A hm ed alsobuthe refusedit,for his con scien ce did n otperm ithim toen joy an estate
the price of w hich w as the bloodof his coun trym an .(Itw as the estate of a M uslim Rais
of Chan dpur) In July 1858 S yed A hm ed w as prom oted as 'S adrus S adur' an d
tran sferred to M oradabad.H e w as still sufferin g from acute m en tal an g uish ov er the
trag edy thathadbefallen hisbelov edcity.M ig ratin g toEg yptfrom w here his an cestors

2
H.Kraem er:'Islam in India Today'

3
'Eminent Mussalmans'



had com e,he thoug ht,am oun ted to desertin g his com m un ity in its hour of distress
w hich w as an actof cow ardice.B utin the position he cam e to occupy in the rulin g
circles an dhis hig h judicial posthe couldbe of real serv ice tohis people.A s a m atterof
fact,he had in terceded on behalf of m an y respectable M uslim s charg ed w ith sedition

an d obtain ed their hon orable acquittal.H e stood by the B ritish Gov ern m en tan d the
En g lishm en in their hour of crisis an d sav ed their liv es atg reatperson al risk an d
reputation am on g hisco-relig ion ists.N ow he w asdeterm in edtosav e the liv esof hisco-
relig ion istsan dcoun trym en an dtoredeem theirhon or.

The M uslim com m un ity heldpolitical suprem acy forov er700 years.M uslim s,draw n as
they w ere,from m ulti-ethn ic stock ,— Turk s,A fg han s,A rabs,M ug hals an d P ersian s,
div ided in totribes,ow in g alleg ian ce totheir tribes an d dyn asties,w ere n on etheless,a

distin ctcom m un ity un iv ersally calledby the n on -M uslim s of this lan das 'M usalm an s'
there w as un ity am idstdiv ersity irrespectiv e of color an d ethn ic orig in .B esides the
Turk s,A fg han s,A rabs,M ug hals an dP ersian s,there w as a larg e m ajority in deedof the
In dian s w ho professed Islam an d becam e a partan d parcel of the larg er M uslim
com m un ity,com pletely m erg in g in the cultural an d spiritual stream of Islam sharin g
w ith equal pride the cultural heritag e of Islam an d the un iv ersal character of M uslim s
ason e 'Um m a'.

M uslim s hadbeen liv in g as on e com m un ity,jealously m ain tain in g theirdistin cten tity
broadly div ided in to four categ ories,— S yed, M ug hal, S heik h an d P athan . A n d in
N orth In dia,the M uslim s of In dian orig in m ain tain edw ith pride theirRajputorJator
Gujjar descen tg uardin g their distin cten tity as M uslim s;they took the title of Khan
w ithoutthe leastopposition from their Turk ish an d A fg han fellow M uslim s an d the
uppercaste H in dus i.e.— the B rahm in s an dthe com m ercial com m un ity freely adopted

the title of S heik h.A ll of them en joyedfull relig ious freedom tochoose an y S ufi order

or an y The k in g s an d em perors respected the suprem acy of 'S hari'a'an d the judiciary
headed by Q azi w as in depen den tan d the sov ereig n obeyed the Jurists an d Q azis
scrupulously as an y otherM uslim citizen .'S hari'a'w as the on ly bin din g force thatk ept
the M uslim com m un ity in toa w ell-k n itbody irrespectiv e of w hether the ruler w as an
A fg han or a Turk or an A rab or M ug hal.Their m ode of thin k in g ;liv in g an d con duct
w as distin ctin all aspects of hum an life.The exclusiv en ess of H in dus rig idly g ov ern ed
by their caste system helped to create an d stren g then the solidarity or con scious'

aw aren ess of M uslim s bein g a distin ctan dseparate com m un ity;itrem ain edburiedin
theirsubcon scious;itn ev eroccurredtothem atan y stag e durin g the 700 years of their
political suprem acy thatthey w ere a n ation apart. Iterupted on ly w hen they lost
political suprem acy hav in g com e un deralien rule an d a subjectrace con fron tin g them
to supersede an d ov errun , threaten in g to deg rade them to the status of third class
citizen s.A n dabov e all,theirfaith,— all thatthey v alue in thisephem eral life,w asin real
dan g erof bein g subv ertedby the alien an dtheirbreadan dbutterbein g robbedby the
risin g tide of H in du n ation alism w hich con sideredthe M uslim sasalien s.



Islam is a un iv ersal Relig ion an d M uslim s as such, are a un iv ersal brotherhood
tran scen din g the barriersof g eog raphy,coloran drace.In deed,the con ceptof 'N ation 'is
alien tothe spiritof Islam an dits v ery con ceptis W estern .Ev en in ourow n tim es,the
Ulem a,asa class,thin k thatthe con ceptof 'N ation 'isrepug n an ttothe belief in Islam .In

the life-tim e of S yed A hm ed Khan porten ds of H in du-M uslim discord had already
beg un toappear justw ithin ten years of assum ption of param oun tcy by the B ritish.A
few distin g uished H in dus proposed thatthe Urdu lan g uag e an d the P ersian script,
w hich w as usedforw ritin g ,shouldbe,as faras possible,discon tin uedin the courts of
L aw ,an d thatthe H in di B hasha,w ritten in D ev an ag ri scriptshould be adopted in its
place.The oppon en ts of Urdu w rote a n um berof spiteful articles sug g estin g thatUrdu
should be reserv ed for M uslim s on ly,w hile H in dus should be taug htin H in di.A n d,
althoug h they adm ittedthatH in diw asn otyetw ell en oug h dev elopedforthe purposes

of tran slation ,they in sistedthatitcouldbe tran sform edin toa suitable m edium .

This proposal of H in dus cam e as a rude shock to S yed A hm ed Khan w ho arden tly
believ edin a un itedIn dia.A ftercon siderable thoug htS yedA hm edfeltcon v in cedthat
itw as n ow im possible forthe H in dus an dM uslim s toprog ress as a sin g le n ation an dit
is n ot possible for an yon e to w ork for both of them (H in dus an d M uslim s)
sim ultan eously.H e happen edtocall on M r.S hak espeare,the Com m ission erof B en ares,

a few dayslateran din course of con v ersation on education ,M r.S hak espeare expressed
surprise thatS yedA hm edtalk edon ly of the prog ress of M uslim s an dtoldhim ,4 "this is
the firsttim e he hadev erheardhim talk in term sof the adv an cem en tof M uslim salon e,
ratherthan in term s of the w elfare of the In dian people as a w hole.S yedA hm ed's reply
w as con cise;"N ow Iam con v in cedthatthe tw ocom m un ities w ere in capable of puttin g
their heartan d soul in to an ythin g requirin g m utual effort, an d ev en thoug h the
opposition w as n otyetas serious as itm ig htbe,Ithoug htthatitw ouldin crease larg ely
because of the v iew s of the people w ho call them selv es educated.Iassured him that

an yon e w ho liv ed lon g en oug h w ould see the truth of m y prediction , an d w hile I
ag reed w ith him thatitw as a m atter for g reatcon cern an d sorrow ,I w as forced to
adm itthatIhadev ery con fiden ce in thatw hatIhadpredictedw ouldcom e about."To
N aw ab M ohsin ul M ulk from L on don ,dated29 A pril 1870,S yedA hm edw rote:"This is
a proposal w hich w ill m ak e H in du-M uslim un ity im possible the resultw ill be thatthe
H in dus an d the M uslim s w ill be com pletely separated. B utin spite of this n asty
episode,S yedA hm edcon tin uedtow ork sin cerely forthe prom otion of un ity betw een

the tw ocom m un ities.H in du n ation al m ilitan cy con tin uedtog ain stren g th an dshow ed
its ug ly headin the form of H in du-M uslim riots,the w orstbein g in 1893 atB om bay,in
w hich M r.B .G.Talak ,a fron t-ran k in g H in du leader w as in dicted durin g the sedition
trial heldin 1918.

The year1867 m ark sthe partin g of w aysan dS yedA hm ed'sprediction cam e true.O n ce
con v in ced thatH in du-M uslim un ity is im possible toachiev e S yed A hm ed resolv ed to

4
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w ork w hole-heartedly forthe M uslim cause.In his opin ion ,M uslim s bein g in the ratio
of 1:4 in the N orth an d ov erall position in In dia m ay n otw ork outto m ore than ten
percen t,w ere a defin ite m in ority.Ithadbecom e n ecessary topreserv e theiriden tity as
on e people an d this w as possible on ly if they w ere called a "N A TIO N " in term s of

W estern political con cepts.Un derthe B ritish parliam en tary con ceptsan dpractice heads
are coun ted for represen tation in the Coun cils an d w hen itcom es tothat,the M uslim
w ill fin d him self on e ag ain stfour toten H in dus an d lose his leg itim ate rig hts,an d be
g radually ov errun an dsubjug atedby the H in du.This w as an ug ly situation an d S yed
A hm edrem ain edw atchful w ithoutprecipitatin g m attersun til 12 Jan uary 1883 w hen he
w as spurred in to action an d con sidered itn ecessary to forew arn his co-relig ion ists of
the dan g ers in heren tin the system of represen tation by election .Forthe firsttim e S yed
A hm ed declared thatthe 60 m illion M uslim s in In dia w ere a n ation an d In dia w as

in habitedby m an y n ation s.H e g av e the M uslim s an iden tity an dg alv an izedthem in to
action as on e N A TIO N from KhybertoKan yak um arian dB aluchistan toA ssam .Itw as
S yed A hm ed w hocreated the aw aren ess am on g M uslim s thatthey are a n ation apart
an dm usthav e the rig httochoose theirow n represen tativ es w ith adequate safeg uards.
S yed A hm ed's speeches deliv ered on 12th Jan 1883, 28 D ec 1887 an d 16 M ar 1888
w ork ed m ag ic.The B ritish P arliam en tin its In dian Coun cils A ct1892 accepted the
prin ciple of separate represen tation forM uslim s forthe firsttim e an din troducedin the

political con stitution of In dia an dlatter on ,specifically em bodied this prov ision in the
Gov ern m en tof In dia A ctof 1909.M uslim s hav e n ow been accorded the status of a
N A TIO N by im plication , fin ally pav in g the w ay for the em erg en ce of a sov ereig n
in depen den tstate for the M usalm an s of In dia,— P ak istan — on 14 A ug ust1947.The
In dian Coun cils A ctof 1892 is in deed,a g reatachiev em en tan d is the resultof the
sag acity an d political foresig htof S yed A hm ed Khan .S yed A hm ed Khan ,althoug h a
g ov ern m en tserv an t,participatedin publicaffairs w ith a spiritof serv ice,his approach
w as con structiv e an dhis m ethodcon stitution al,hon estan dforthrig ht.H e w as fearless

an d exhorted his coun trym en to stan d up lik e m en for their rig hts w ithout
tran sg ressin g the boun ds of loyalty if they are to be heard an d their sen tim en ts
respected an d g riev an ces redressed. H e abhorred ag itation al politics an d k eptthe
M uslim com m un ity outof politics because,he thoug htthatthe on ly w ay torehabilitate
the respectability of the M uslim com m un ity lay in recon ciliation , cooperation an d
loyalty. H is pam phlet, 'The Causes of In dian Rev olt' subm itted to the B ritish
P arliam en t,con sidered in itially as a piece of seditious literature by m ostof the B ritish

In dian rulin g bureaucrats,w as foun d on a m ore thoug htful readin g ,tobe hon estan d
con structiv e criticism an d ev ok ed adm iration an d respect for the author w hose
un blem ished character,g uts an d un sw erv in g loyalty w ere am ply prov ed durin g the
M utin y in 1857.In w ritin g the pam phlethe displayed exem plary courag e in brin g in g
outthe failin g s an d shortcom in g s an d the atrocities perpetrated by the B ritish rulers
w hich is an am ple proof thatthose w hohurled the m ean an d un charitable charg es on
him of bein g a B ritish stoog e are all a bun ch of liars w hodidm ore harm than g oodto
the M uslim com m un ity.



S yed A hm ed Khan had a differen topin ion an d his v iew s w ere m odern ,— a hun dred
years aheadof his big otedan dreaction ary com patriots.In 1858 S yedA hm edw as forty,
w ith ov ertw en ty years serv ice in the Judiciary.H e possessedg ifts of headan dheart,a
tow erin g person ality,courag e of con v iction an d a hig hly dev eloped sen se of n ation al

pride.H e is rem em bered as the foun der of the A lig arh M uslim Un iv ersity,a stan din g
m on um en ttohis m em ory rem in din g us of his dedicated serv ices tohis people in the
field of education ;A lig arh Un iv ersity is justn otan other un iv ersity;itepitom izes a
m ov em en tfor the reg en eration an d resurg en ce of the M uslim com m un ity leadin g it
from the dark n ess of m ediev al ag e in tothe lig htof the 20th cen tury.H e is the fatherof
M uslim ren aissan ce.H is g reatestcon tribution to the M uslim com m un ity of the In do-
P ak sub-con tin en tis thathe succeeded in creatin g in them the aw aren ess of bein g a
separate N A TIO N an dsucceededin n oton ly redeem in g theirhon orbutalsosucceeded

fully in con v in cin g the B ritish rulin g circles an d the En g lishm en both in In dia an d in
E n g lan d,thatthe 60 m illion stron g M uslim sw ere n otan in sig n ifican tm in ority butw ere
the scion s of a rulin g race leg itim ately en titled to. con sideration an d respectas a
N A TIO N apartfrom the n um erically superior H in du com m un ity.For full forty years
from 1858 on w ards tohis lasthouron 27th M arch 1898,he faithfully serv edhis coun try
an d his co-relig ion ists w ith v ision , un failin g courag e an d dig n ity. H e w as in the
v an g uard of the fig htfor the defen ce of the rig hts of M uslim s an d their culture.H e

w ork edin defatig ably day an dn ig ht,fortheirsocial an deducation al reform an duplift.
H e bore n oan im osity for his H in du coun trym en an d serv ed theirin terests w ith equal
ferv or in the larg er in terests of In dia.S tan din g prom in en tly am on g the an ti-M uslim
forces w ere the B en g ali H in dus w ho w ere spearheadin g the an ti-M uslim activ ities
closely follow ed by the H in du rev iv alistA rya S am aj an d the m ilitan tM ahratta leader
M r.B .G.Tilak an d,lastbutn otthe leastdan g erous,— the B ritish spon sored political
party,the In dian N ation al Con g ress,w earin g the m ask of n ation alism adoptin g the v ile
g am e of theirm asters,'div ide an drule'by div idin g the M uslim sag ain stM uslim s.

A pprehen siv e of a Russian thrusttow ardsIn dia in 1885 "S irW illiam W edderburn "5 said
thatin theirschem e forthe in v asion of In dia the Russian g en eralsdepen dedforsuccess
"on a rise for risin g of the n ativ e population ."... earlier, Rippon had w ritten to the
S ecretary of S tate:"A s the Russian s approach ourfron tiers m ore n early,they m ay try to
stir up discon ten tan d trouble by in trig ues carried on w ithin our dom in ion s,an d the
real question ,therefore,is how m uch in trig ues can be bestm etan d defeated" H um e

in cluded,couldw ell see the urg en tn eedof org an izin g a 'ration al in terior'as preferable
tothe buildin g up of 'a scien tificfron tier'thatthe proposed In dian N ation al Con g ress
could fulfill these w ords,w as H um e's correctcalculation ....."in deed,in in itiatin g the
n ation al m ov em en t,M r.H um e took coun sel w ith the V iceroy L ordD ufferin ."

S yedA hm edKhan w as quick toperceiv e thatthe B en g aliH in du w ouldsoon dom in ate
the In dian N ation al Con g ress an d cov ertly use ittoseduce an d ov eraw e the M uslim s
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for the furtheran ce of his ag itation al politics an d spreadin g disaffection ag ain stthe
g ov ern m en t.H is fears didprov e correctan dthe V iceroy w as soon disen chan ted.S yed
A hm ed w arn ed the M uslim s of the g rav e dan g ers of association w ith the m isn am ed
In dian N ation al Con g ress.The N ation alistM uslim s dubbed S yed A hm ed Khan as a

traitor an d the Ulem a of the D eoban d sem in ary w ere in the forefron tof those w ho
spread calum n y ag ain stS yed A hm ed Khan accusin g him of heresy,of bein g a traitor
possessedof slav ish m en tality an dm an y otherun utterable in v ectiv es.B utin spite of all
this calum n y heaped on S yed A hm ed,his three speeches can be rig htly called as a
lan dm ark in the history of the ev olution of M uslim political thoug htthatculm in atedin
the creation of P ak istan .A s ag ain stthe M uslim oppon en ts an d m udslin g ers,a v ast
n um berof em in en tH in du political scien tistsan dw riterstook a m ore charitable v iew of
S yed A hm ed an d his role in the freedom strug g le. The M uslim s w ho so bitterly

opposed S yed A hm ed are those v ery g en tlem en w ho opposed the em erg en ce of
P ak istan ,an d w ithoutthe leastqualm of con scien ce,m ig rated to the n ew state an d
reaped en orm ous ben efits an d hav e been persisten tly con spirin g w ith the en em ies to
un doP ak istan .S yed A hm ed Khan declared thatM uslim s are on e n ation an d n ow w e
talk freely of four n ation s an d n on e of these expon en ts of four-n ation s theory ev er
m en tion ed the Kashm iris w ho by im plication , are probably to be treated as n on -
n ation als,Kashm irbein g a disputedstate atthe m ostan dthey hav en 'tg otthe courag e

topron oun ce on e w ay orthe other.The readersm ay thin k thatthisisn otrelev an ttothe
life of S yed A hm ed Khan .Itis relev an tbecause itw as the con v iction of S yed A hm ed
thatM uslim s of In dia arca n ation an dP ak istan w as achiev edon this log ical basis— the
firstideolog ical state sin ce the M uslim sof In dia arcm ulti-racial,m ulti-ethn ican dm ulti-
lin g ual g roupsan dthe on ly bin din g force isIslam .

S yed A hm edadv ised the M uslim s tok eep aw ay from the In dian n ation al Con g ress in
spite of the factthatthe party w as prom otedby the B ritish rulin g circles an dblessedby

the V iceroy,an d un equiv ocally declared:"Iobjectto ev ery con g ress in an y shape or
form w hich reg ardsIn dia ason e n ation "an dexposedthatbody sothoroug hly thatev en
the V iceroy,the erstw hile cham pion of the In dian N ation al Con g ress,open ly in dicted
the Con g ressin hisspeech deliv eredon S t.A n drew 'sD ay D in n eron 30 N ov em ber1888.
S ir A uck lan d Colv in ,the Gov ern or of the N orth W estern P rov in ce w as particularly
disturbed atthe Con g ress leaders tourin g districts an d preachin g w hathe called,
hostility tothe Gov ern m en t.H e alleg ed thatthe leaders of the Con g ress exploited the

courtesies exten ded to them by the Gov ern m en tperson n el to claim official sym pathy
w ith theirv iew s.Colv in furtheralleg edthatthe Con g ress leaders m ade ev ery political
reform to appear as a con cession to their org an ized effort.The relation s betw een the
B ritish In dian bureaucracy an d the Con g ress w ere so cordial that at the secon d
Con g ress session held atCalcutta in 1886, L ord D ufferin show ed his sym pathy by
in v itin g the m em bers of the Con g ress as 'distin g uishedv isitors'toa g arden party atthe
Gov ern m en tH ouse.If S yedA hm edKhan hadbeen a loyalistan da slav e tothe B ritish
rulers he shouldhav e applaudedthe B ritish fortheirlarg en ess of heartbuthe cam e out

w ith an outrig htcon dem n ation of the Con g ress because his firstloyalty w as tohis ow n



com m un ity,— the In dian M usalm an s.H e w as n otafraid of the w rath of the V iceroy
an dthe B ritish bureaucracy.H e took upthe challen g e in rig htearn est,as he w as quick
toperceiv e the poten tial dan g ers of the risin g tide of H in du com m un alism w earin g the
m ask of n ation alism .

S im ply tellin g the M uslim s tok eep aw ay from the Con g ress w as n oten oug h.H e m ust
coun ter itatev ery lev el on a n on -com m un al basis.H e therefore foun ded 'The In dian
Un ited P atriotic A ssociation 'an d he secured a w ide follow in g of social elite from
am on g stH in dus,S ik hs an dotherelem en ts from prin cely states as w ell w how ere m ost
in terestedin a stable adm in istration an din fruitful cooperation betw een the people an d
the Gov ern m en t. The A ssociation published pam phlets an d n ew spaper articles
expressin g the v iew s of these elem en ts on the curren tissues m ak in g useful sug g estion s

an d represen tation s to the Gov ern m en t for redress of g riev an ces. S yed A hm ed
succeededin w in n in g ov erthe m em bers of the rulin g B ritish bureaucracy an dthe san er
section of the com m un ity.

S yedA hm edw as the firstin the an n als of the sev en hun dredyears of the existen ce of
the M uslim com m un ity topoin toutsharply in course of a speech,ata m eetin g of the
Education A dv an cem en tCom m ittee held on 27th D ecem ber 1886, the absen ce of

cooperation an d coordin ation betw een the M uslim s liv in g in differen tparts of the
coun try.S yedA hm edsaid:

"S uch is ourplig htatthis tim e thatalthoug h w e are calledby a sin g le n am e,that
is the M uslim Com m un ity,yetthe M uslim residen ts of on e place k n ow as little
aboutthose of otherplacesasaboutforeig n ers.There isn om ean satourdisposal
w hereby the people of v arious districts could g ather tog ether,g ettok n ow each
other's con dition s, com m un icate to each other their ideas about n ation al

education an d n ation al prog ress,establish m utual affection an d sym pathy,an d
achiev e a sen se of un ity.... S o un coordin ated arc atpresen tour ideas about
n ation al education an dn ation al prog ress thatratherthan helpeach other,w e arc
at cross-purposes w ith each other... The reason is that w e hav e n ot yet
determ in edby properin quiry w hatisthe correctpath forustofollow is."

Itg oes tothe creditof S yedA hm edthathe createdam on g the M uslim s the aw aren ess

thatthey are a n ation an d thatfor the preserv ation of their iden tity as a n ation they
m ustof n ecessity coordin ate w ith each other on coun try-w ide basis for their prog ress.
Toin culcate the con sciousn ess of n ation al un ity he w ork ed for the establishm en tof a
M US L IM UN IV ERS ITY exactly on the pattern of O xford an d Cam bridg e Un iv ersities
caterin g fully tothe relig iouseducation alon g side W estern education .

The g reatestaccom plishm en tof S yedA hm edw as thathe succeededin securin g forthe
M uslim s due represen tation in serv ices,con stitution al safeg uards for the M uslim s in

the local bodies an d the hig her Coun cils an dabov e all,the rig httoseparate electorate



an d tacitrecog n ition by the B ritish rulers thatthe sixty m illion (atthattim e)M uslim s
con stitute a n ation an d their rig hts n eed to he secured throug h con stitution al
safeg uards to en sure due represen tation an d all this w as achiev ed n otthroug h an y
ag itation butby affirm ation of loyalty an d throug h the path of con ciliation . S yed

A hm ed's colleag ues, N aw ab M ohsin -ul-M ulk an d N aw ab V iqar-ul-M ulk faithfully
follow in g in theirleader's footsteps— S yed A hm ed's traced outpath— con solidated the
g ain s splen didly w ell an d carried them forw ard k eepin g pace w ith the con stitution al
reform s en acted after the death of S yed A hm ed from tim e to tim e.The life of S yed
A hm ed from 1858 to1898 is really the story of the M uslim n ation m archin g on w ards,
puttin g up a con stitution al fig htall alon g an d n otthe path of ag itation so lon g as it
w ork ed an d ev en tually,w on for the M uslim s a hom elan d— a sov ereig n in depen den t
state of P ak istan w here the M uslim sof the sub-con tin en tcan liv e an dprosperaccordin g

to the dictates of their faith an d k eep pace w ith civ ilization .W e are,in deed,g reatly
in debtedtoS yedA hm edforw e are en joyin g today the fruits of freedom accom plished
throug h hisw isdom ,foresig htan dselflessleadership.

A s the earliestm odern istreform er,S yedA hm edbrok e the fetters of m ediev al thin k in g
an dcalledupon his co-relig ion ists forthe recon struction of relig ious thoug htan dsocial
order.H e said:"Itisa g reaterroron the partof the A hle-S un n ah W al-Jam a'ttoholdthe

opin ion thatthe freedom of 'Ijtihad'has com e to an en d an d M ujtahids hav e becom e
n on -existen t.This doctrin e has don e im m en se harm tothe M uslim s an dshouldn ow be
aban don ed. W e should dev elop a spiritof in quiry an d research.L ife,in ev ery ag e
brin g s n ew problem s w hich had n o existen ce in their tim es." H e called upon the
M uslim s to:"reflectupon our con dition hon estly an d carefully exam in e those custom s
an d habits of ours w hich appear in im ical to civ ilization so as to fin d outhow they
orig in ated, thatis, w hether they creptin to us from outside or w hether they w ere
am on g stus.W e m ustg iv e up those custom s thatare really bad an d obstructiv e to

civ ilization ,reform in g those thatare capable of bein g reform ed"These arcw ordsfull of
w isdom addressed to a society w hich had lostpolitical suprem acy an d had been
en slav edby an alien Christian n ation an dw as in an acceleratedpace of bein g eclipsed
by the n um erically superior H in dus in social,econ om ic an d education al fields facin g
the prospectof an n ihilation ashadbeen the case in S pain by the en dof the 15th cen tury.

A s the earliestk n ow n m odern istin Islam icthoug ht,S yedA hm edplayeda m em orable
role.D r.J.M .S .B aljon ,Jr.D .D .in his book ,"The Reforms and Religious Ideas of Sir Syed
Ahmed Khan"says:— "The ev erlastin g an dg reatestben efitof S yedA hm edKhan forhis

coun try is thathe restoredthe M uslim tofaith in him self....A lsoatthe m om en tIslam is
un thin k able w ithoutA hm ed Khan ,an d self-con sciousn ess an d en erg y of presen tday
P ak istan are essen tially the ultim ate con sequen ce of the stim ulation an d in spiration
w hich hism ag n eticperson ality g av e tohisin dolen tcom m un ity."

Referrin g tothe v oice of dissen tby the oppon en tsof S yedA hm edKhan ,he says:



"W e can n otag ree,therefore,w ith those v oices w hich,n ow adays,in the flush of recen tly
g ain edin depen den ce,are heardin In dia proclaim in g thatA hm edKhan w as n oton ly a
w illin g tool in the han ds of B ritish im perialists,butev en that6 "he had directed the
footsteps of the M ussalm an s alon g w ays thatfostered in them a slav ish m en tality

in steadof self-respect,hig h-m in dedn ess an dbreadth of political outlook .7 "In deeditis
true thatrepeatedly he bridledthe n ation al passion s of the M uslim s,an dthatpolitical
ag itation , especially "in allian ce w ith the H in dus, w as to him , w an derin g in the
dan g erous fields of sterile em otion alism .".."B uthis aloofn ess from political affairs,so
in com prehen sible toIn dia of today,w as exactly a proof of his political w isdom an dhis
sen se of realism .".."forIn dia an dparticularly forM uslim In dia of his day,patien ce an d
self-restrain t,com bin ed w ith a k een eye for w hatw ere in the g iv en circum stan ces the
possible i.e., the spiritual m ean s for the preparation for the future self-rule, w ere

certain ly m ore urg en tly required than the stirrin g up of a futile secon d m utin y a
n ig htm are w hich haun tedS yedA hm edall hislife."

"O f the n eed of a re-orien tation of Islam icrelig ious thoug htin the sub-con tin en tthere
couldbe n odoubt.In the lon g periodof theirdeclin e in the eig hteen th an dn in eteen th
cen turies the M uslim s hadlosttouch w ith the n ew forces of civ ilization .N orhadthey
had an y directexperien ce of the con flictbetw een relig ion an d scien ce w hich w as so

m ark ed a feature in the W estern thoug htin these cen turies.Toclose their eyes to the
in ev itable reaction s w hich w ere boun dtoaffectthe relig ious beliefs of those w how ere
taug htm odern scien ces w ould n othav e been of an y adv an tag e tothem .S yed A hm ed
Khan foresaw this dan g er fairly early.H e therefore decided to presen ta m odern ized
picture of Islam ,for he k n ew thatthe fun dam en tal doctrin es w ould n otprov e tobe a
hin dran ce tothe path of scien tificstudiesan dprog ress."

M aulan a H ali refers in this con n ection to a Coun cil appoin ted by the O ttom an ruler,

S ultan A bdul A ziz, to con sider the question an d to subm ita report. Ithad been
defin itely establishedthatthere w as n othin g in Islam w hich couldbe declaredtobe an
obstacle in the path of prog ress.There w ere certain practices an dideas w hich hadbeen
adopted by the M uslim s of earlier cen turies, an d un doubtedly w ere useful in the
con dition sof those days,butin the m odern periodthey w ouldhav e tobe aban don ed.

In the In dian con textitw as a hard task todeterm in e the n ature of these practices,but

S yedA hm edw hoheldsim ilarv iew stook upthe challen g e an ddecidedtoun dertak e to
elim in ate such custom s w hich had n o san ction in relig ion . In his w ritin g s in 'The
Tahzib-ul-A k hlaq',he in troduced a n ew style of prose,plain an d sim ple yeten riched
w ith n ew v ocabulary con v eyin g n ew ideas aboutn ation al pride, an d n ation al self-
respect.
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S yedA hm ed'sg reatn esslay in the breadth of hisv ision an dlov e of hisco-relig ion istsin
spite of theirfierce opposition .H e tracedouta carefully g uardedpath forthe prog ress
of the M uslim s in the fieldof acquirin g k n ow ledg e of En g lish an dW estern scien ces for
successful participation in the con stitution al prog ress tow ards self-g ov ern m en t. H e

realizedthatdem ocracy w as on the m arch in Europe an dthe theory of the div in e rig ht
of k in g shipw asa thin g of the pastan dthaton ly the in tellectually alertan dadv an cedin
education ,scien ce an dtechn olog y w ouldsurv iv e an dprosperasa respectable people in
the com ity of n ation sof the w orld.W hatism ore,he succeededin buildin g upa base for
the em erg en ce of n ew leadership tofulfill his dream of preparin g the M uslim s for the
strug g le ahead for securin g their leg itim ate rig hts as a n ation ,for he k n ew v ery w ell
thatthe con stitution al reform s on the an v il an dthe direction they w ere destin edtotak e
ultim ately could on ly be freedom from the B ritish rule an d H in du dom in ation .The

con stitution al reform s an n oun ced prog ressiv ely in 1909, 4919 an d 1935 ultim ately
follow edby the In dian In depen den ce A ctof 1947 m ak in g prov ision forthe settin g upof
tw o,in depen den tD om in ion s — P ak istan an d In dia,clearly v in dicated the fon d hopes
he en shrin edin his heart.Un doubtedly,S ir S yed A hm edw as the g reatestthin k er an d
reform er in con tem porary M uslim w orld an d v ery particularly in the stran g e an d
un usual con textof the In dian M uslim com m un ity of hisday.

Fazale Kareem
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Chapter 1

LINEAGE EARLY LIFE AND EDUCATION

Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, the father of Muslim renaissance and resurgence as a nation and

a political force in the Indo-Pak sub-continent was born on 17th October 1817 at Delhi in
an illustrious family of Syed nobility tracing its descent from Hazrat Imam Hussain.
Syed Ahmed's great great grandfather, Syed Burhan had migrated from Iran during the
reign of Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan and entered the service of the Mughal Emperor,
holding responsible civil and military posts. Syed Ahmed's grandfather, Syed
Mohammed Hadee, was decorated with the titles of 'Jawahid Ali Khan' and 'Jawad ud
Dawla', commander of 1000 foot, 500 horsemen during the reign of Alamgir II. Syed
Ahmed's father, Syed Mohammed Muttakee (Mir Muttakee) was a religious recluse and

he declined politely the honors and titles of his father as he had no liking for the court
life. Yet, he commanded great respect. However, he re-established his contact with the
Mughal court on account of his personal friendship, on the accession of Akbar Shah
(who reigned from 1806-1837). Thus, on account of his ancestral titles, Syed Ahmed
came to be known as Syed Ahmed Khan.

Syed Ahmed's father, Mir Muttakee, enjoyed the confidence and friendship of Shah

Ghulam Ali, the ruling saint of the Mujaddidi Order founded by Sheikh Ahmed of
Sirhind, better known as Hazrat Mujaddid Alif Sani (1564-1624)—the Reviver of Faith.
It was after his name that the new born was named by the saint Shah Ghulam Ali when
Mir Muttakee presented his infant son for blessings. Shah Ghulam Ali was a close
friend of Shah Abdul Aziz, the illustrious son of Shah Wali-u'llah of Delhi. Syed Ahmed
received his first lessons in Arabic from Shah Ghulam Ali. In his youth, Syed Ahmed
was well built, burly and refined. He inherited the manly skills of his father who
excelled in archery and swimming as also the benign qualities that distinguished his

father. Mir Muttakee cared little for worldly honors and spent his life, contented and
carefree, without the least inclination for worldly advancement although he enjoyed the
personal friendship of the reigning emperor Akbar Shah II. He was a religious recluse.
Therefore, Syed Ahmed remained largely under the care of his maternal grandfather,
Khwaja Farid ud Din. Descendant of a line of commanders and administrators since
emperor Shah Jahan, Mir Muttakee's ancestral mansion was located near Jama Masjid in
a prestigious locality but it had frequently been the target of Mahratta and Jat
freebooters. So Mir Muttakee, discreetly, moved to his father-in-Law's haveli—a huge

palatial building in a comparatively more secure part of the city.

Khwaja Farid ud Din was an accomplished gentleman, statesman, linguist and
mathematician, descending from a saint,—Khwaja Mohammad Yusuf of Hamdan. On
recommendation from General Martin and other high government officials, Khwaja
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Farid-ud-Din was appointed Superintendent of Madressah-i-Aliyah, Calcutta. Lord
Wellesley was impressed by the diplomatic skill of Khwaja and sent him to Iran as an
Attaché of the British Embassy in which post he acquitted himself with credit.
Recognizing his talents, the Company appointed him political officer at the Court of

Ava in Burma. He returned to Delhi in 1810 after 13 years' service under the East India
Company. When Lord Lake conquered (1803) and entered Delhi, Khwaja Farid was in
Iran. Khwaja's friend and patron, the Boston-born General David Ochterlony, resident
at the Mughal court, was appointed Commander of Delhi Garrison and fortress of
Allahabad from 1810-1815. It was in 1815 that Akbar Shah II offered Syed Muttakee the
position of Prime Minister. Syed Muttakee suggested instead, that his father-in-law,
Khwaja Farid would make a better choice because of his vast experience as a statesman
of recognized merit and in the good books of the Governor General and high ranking

British officers. Akbar Shah accepted the recommendation and sent for Khwaja Farid-
ud-Din from Calcutta. For eight years—with a brief broken period—Khwaja Farid
served the Mughal emperor until 1822, as Prime Minister. He resigned in 1822 due to
differences. "A few weeks after his resignation, Maharaja Ranjit Singh sent his envoy to
Delhi to invite Khwaja Farid to Lahore as his Prime Minister with a purse of Rupees
thirty thousand for his expenses. Such was the reputation Khwaja Farid ud Din enjoyed
as a statesman and administrator. However, his eldest daughter, mother of Syed

Ahmed, advised him with cogent arguments not to accept the offer because of the clash
of interests that may develop between the Sikh kingdom and the powerful expanding
political power of the British which may ultimately over-power and finish Ranjit Singh's
kingdom. The old statesman listened to his daughter's advice and politely turned down
the offer."1

When Syed Ahmed was born in 1817, his maternal grandfather, Khwaja Farid-ud-Din
was the Prime Minister of Akbar Shah H enjoying personal friendship of high ranking

British civilians and military officers, who used to make regular courtesy calls on him at
his residence. The most frequent visitor was General David Ochterlony in his
resplendent uniform with medals and feathers in his hat, and young Syed Ahmed
would sit in his lap. Khwaja Farid died in 1828. Syed Ahmed was eleven years old.

Syed Ahmed had the good fortune of flying under the loving care of the most
accomplished and distinguished statesman of his times,—a gentleman who had the best

education and the unique distinction of being a mathematician. Young Syed Ahmed
must have learnt a lot about the events of his contemporary world at first hand. The old
statesman was a very strict disciplinarian and must have exercised a lot of influence on
his grandson at his impressive age. Throughout his adult life, Syed Ahmed cherished
the sweet memories of his grandfather with the' highest regard and wrote his biography
as a lasting homage, under the title 'Sirat-i-Faridiyah' in 1893.

1
Hafiz Malik: 'Sir Syed Ahmed Khan and Muslim Modernization in India and Pakistan'.
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EARLY EDUCATION

Syed Ahmed received a fairly good elementary education in subjects taught in his time,

in the madressahs. His education was strictly traditional—he was taught Arabic,
Persian and recitation of the Holy Quran under the wise guidance of his mother, Aziz
al-Nisa, who was a great lady. Upto his twelfth year his mother would make him repeat
to her at night what he had learnt during the day. He did not learn English. He studied
some books in Arabic syntax, grammar, logic and philosophy a few elementary text
books of mathematics, algebra and geometry under the guidance of his uncle. He also
studied medicine in the clinic of Hakim Ghulam Hyder Khan and practiced medicine
under his guidance for some months until he was eighteen. He was not a brilliant

student and he gave up education. It was only after about ten years' service in the
judiciary—at the age of 29 years, that he felt the necessity of advanced education and
started in right earnest like a keen student to study under accomplished scholars of
Delhi—the subjects were Fiqh and Jurisprudence.

EMPLOYMENT

Mir Muttaakee died in 1836. It was a great tragedy to the family. Mir Muttakee had
been drawing stipend from the Mughal court and owned some agricultural land. The
stipend was small and irregular but the family was just above want. With the death of
Mir Muttakee, the stipend ceased. Syed Ahmed had to seek a job to earn a living. He
was just nineteen years old. Much against the wishes of the family he joined the service
of the East India Company as a Serishtadar in the court of his uncle who was Sadr Amin

in Delhi. In February 1839 he was transferred to Agra as Naib Munshi or Deputy
Reader in the office of the Commissioner of that Division. In December 1841 he became
Munsif or Sub-Judge of Fathepur Sikri. He was transferred back to Delhi in 1846. Syed
Ahmed had embarked on a literary career by that time and had gained due recognition
as a budding author. At that time permanent settlement was being introduced in some
districts of the Agra Division. To expedite the work of settlement and streamline the
administrative procedures, Syed Ahmed drafted a "Dasture al Amal"2—a transcript and
Analysis of Settlement Regulations followed a year later by 'Jam-i-Jam'—A history of

Mughal Dynasty in Persian (1840) 'Intikhab al-Akhawayn'—A Civil Law Digest—which

he had compiled to achieve promotion to the position of Munsif (small cause judge). He
succeeded in the competitive examination and was appointed Munsif at Mainpuri in
1841. A year later he was transferred to Fathepur Sikri. His intellectual and professional
labors were appreciated and commended by the Commissioner of Agra, Sir Robert
Hamilton who gave Syed Ahmed a letter of introduction addressed to Col Lindsay
which reads:-

My dear Lindsay

2
G.F.I. Graham: 'The Life and work of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan'
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It is not my habit to introduce people, but the bearer has been studying for
employment, and you will see the fruits of his labor in his 'Transcript and
Analysis of the Regulations'. He is of good family, and I had intended to give

him a situation which he deserves for his assiduity and exertions, if you will do
something for him. He is very timid, but clever. Named Syed Ahmed.

Two years earlier, in 1842, he was received in audience by the Emperor Bahadur Shah II
and decorated with his grandfather's title of "Javad ud Daula" and the additional title of
'Arif Jung'. It may be interesting to recall that during the reign of Akbar Ali, his father
was offered the title along with Prime Ministership by the emperor but he thanked his
Majesty for this signal honor and mark of favor and represented that the best man for

the post is his father-in-law—Khwaja Farid-ud-Din and the emperor readily acted on
this advice and appointed him Prime Minister with the title of Nawab Dabir-ud-Daula
Amin-ul-Mulk Khwaja Farid-ud-Din Khan Bahadur Masleh Jung. It was in 1815 and
two years after i.e. 1817, Syed Ahmed was born.

TRAGEDY AND TURNING POINT—A BUDDING AUTHOR

Syed Ahmed was a merry and happy-go-lucky type of young man enjoying gay parties.
His father, Mir Muttakee died in 1836 and his eldest brother, Syed Mohammad died in
1846 at the age of 38. He loved his brother dearly for he had been his closest friend and
a tower of strength to him. Syed Ahmed could not bear the loss. He gave up, all gaiety
and fun and his whole life was transformed; and with it, his pattern of life. No more
finery. He adopted simple clothes worn by ultra-orthodox Muslims, grew a long beard
and shaved his head. He threw himself heart and soul to make up for lost time in

education and pursue private study. His labors bore fruit and his latent intellect shone
forth. During his slay in Delhi, keeping company with his mother to console her in her
bereavement, he applied himself diligently to self-study. He had got himself transferred
to Delhi in 1846 on compassionate grounds to remain by the side of his mother and
remained in Delhi until 1855. During this period he wrote many books and made a
mark as an author. His second publication, original research work.—"Asar-us-Sanadid"

which is partly an archaeological history and partly a biographical encyclopedia of

contemporary personalities of the city (Delhi) with a list of 142 Hindu and 59 Muslim
rulers who reigned from 1400 B.C. to 1853 A.D. He gave a list of various cities and fork
which have composed it (Delhi)—nineteen in all. This hook won him international fame
and, in recognition, Syed Ahmed was made an honorary member of the Royal Asiatic
Society. The book was published in 1844 and it was his second literary work. A French
translation of the book by M. Garcin de Tassey was widely appreciated and procured
for Syed Ahmed Khan the honor of a Fellowship of the Royal Asiatic Society. The letter
conferring this distinction is reproduced below:

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY,
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5, NEW BURLINGTON STREET, LONDON,
20th July 1864

Dear sir3,

I have great pleasure in bringing to your notice that at a meeting of the Royal
Asiatic Society, held on July 4th, you were unanimously created an honorary
member of the Society. The Diploma seconding your election will be sent out to
you as soon as a safe opportunity offers. In congratulating you on this well
deserved mark of distinction, I trust, it may be gratifying to you to know that
your researches on Indian antiquities are duly appreciated, both in this country
and abroad.

Your most obedient
RETNOLD ROST
SECRETARY

A second edition of this work was published in 1854.4 The archaeological section,
comprising three chapters, deals with 232 buildings of all kinds—forts, palaces,

mosques, mausoleums, assembly halls, towers, gardens, places of public entertainment,
wells, bridges etc in nineteen different zones of Delhi, each representing a period of its
chequered history between 1400 B.C. and 1847 A.D.5 The origin and nature of each
building and the important events connected with it were ascertained with the help of
such inscriptions as were extant and decipherable, checked with popular traditions and
available historical references.

The work was first published in 1847 and was presented to The Royal Asiatic Society by

A.A. Roberts, magistrate and Collector of Shahjahanabad.

The other notable work,—a major work of scholarship, was a revision of Abul Fazal's
'Ain-i-Akbari' in three volumes. A revealing incident connected with Syed Ahmed's
revision of the 'Ain-e-Akbari' is worth recording. It was fashionable in those days for

commendatory remarks, sometimes in verse, by eminent personalities to be appended
to new publications. In accordance with this practice, presumably at Syed Ahmed's

request, Mirza Ghalib sent him a few lines in Persian verse in the form of a 'Mathnavi'.
In those lines he paid compliments to the labor Syed Ahmed had expended on the work
but characterized as labor wasted. It was, he said, not the inventions and innovations of
Akbar and Abul Fazal which deserve to be exhibited and admired but those of the
British and he described Syed Ahmed's dressing up of antiquity in a new garb as an
inappropriate exercise of his talents. "This must have aptly served Syed Ahmed as a

3
G.F.I. Graham: 'The Life and work of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan'

4
Quoted from 'Syed Ahmed Khan' by Hadi Hussain.

5
M. Iladi Hussain: 'Syed Ahmed Khan' Pioneer of Muslim Resurgence'
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timely remonstrance for living too much in the past instead of occupying himself with
the wonderful new things happening around." The remonstrance of Mirza Ghalib was
apt in those times of decadence.

'Ain-e-Akbari' edited and published in three volumes is considered most authentic and

was published by the Royal Asiatic Society in 1862.

Another monumental work on History edited by Syed Ahmed, 'Tariq-e-Feroze Shahi' by
Ziauddin Burni—(A history of the early Muslim rulers of Delhi) was considered most

authentic and published by the Royal Asiatic Society in 1862 with an introduction by
Syed Ahmed Khan. Yet another outstanding contribution to Urdu literature rendered
by Syed Ahmed. was an Urdu translation of Edward Gibbon's 'Decline and Fall of Roman
Empire'—he had it translated personally at a cost of rupees six hundred and published

it in 1863.

Syed Ahmed produced voluminous literature in his lifetime,—both in quantity and
quality—no Muslim author has contributed so much in our times, as may be seen from
the impressive list of his works attached at the end of this chapter. Syed Ahmed was the

first Asiatic to be honored as a member of the Royal Asiatic Society and only two Indian
Muslims are known to have attained to this prestigious honor uptil 1947 and no
Pakistani has attained this honor until now.

DECAY AND DISINTEGRATION OF THE MUGHAL EMPIRE—THE WANING
GLORY

Syed Ahmed was born at a critical period of the history of the Muslims in Indo-Pakistan
sub-continent. It was the period of the waning glory of the Mughal empire and in its
twilight existed the last of the three Mughal emperors: Shah Alam II (1759-1806), Akbar
Shah II (1806-1837) and, finally, Bahadur Shah Zafar (1837-1858). It was during the reign
of Shah Alam II, that Delhi witnessed two invasions which shook the empire from end
to end. The first, by Nadir Shah in 1739 and the second by Ahmed Shah Abdali in 1761,

leaving in their trail anarchy and chaos. And the last war, in 1764 by a confederacy led
by the emperor himself against the British to regain and restore the falling prestige of
the empire resulted in a total defeat at Buxer in October 1764 - just within seven years of
the battle of Plasscy. It was the first alliance to try to wipe out the British influence in
India. Under the Treaty of Allahabad dictated by the British (1765), the Emperor Shah
Alam II bestowed on the East India Company the Diwani of Bengal and Orissa—the
right to administer and collect revenue. In return for the rights so conferred, the

Emperor was granted a 'pension' of rupees 26 lakhs per annum and virtually taken into
protection and he remained as such, until his return to Delhi in 1772 from Allahabad.
Najib ud Daulah, who had been for nearly ten years (since the 3rd Battle of Panipat), the
dictator at Delhi died in Oct 10th 1770. On 9th Feb 1771 the Marhattas, with whom Shah
Alam had been in negotiations for his restoration on the throne at Delhi, had captured
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the city after bombardment and made it over to the Emperor. Thus Shah Alam II
entered the imperial capital after twelve years of poverty and humiliation, on Jan 1782.
Shah Alam was deposed and blinded (July, 1788) by his Afghan courtier Ghulam Qadir,
princes were flogged and princesses were dishonored. The entire palace area inside and

outside, was completely ravaged for plunder. The Afghan rule lasted for two-and-a-half
months. Scindia, when he heard of these incidents, sent a force to occupy Delhi. Delhi
was occupied by Marhattas, Ghulam Qadir was pursued, captured and executed. Shah
Alam now passed into the care of Marhattas until the occupation of Delhi by Lord Lake.
Shah Alam was taken back into British protection in 1803, after the defeat of Mahrattas.

The last two emperors were pensioners, physically safe from the horrors and indignities
but shorn of all power, held shadow court in the Red Fort. Until the final reduction of

the Marhatta confederacy in 1818, the British power remained largely confined to the
presidencies of Madras, Bombay and Bengal and they could not protect the Emperor
Shah Alam II from the physical violence, indignities and humiliations suffered by the
Emperor and the Royal family—and the people at large, at the hands of his own
courtiers, Marhattas and the Rohillas so long. However, "the Governor General always
showed the Emperor all marks of respect, described himself as a humble servant (fidwi)

and in conformity with the prevailing practice of the Mughal court, waited on the
Emperor and made the customary 'Nazar' of 101 guineas.6 In return, the Emperor gave
him 'khillat' and titles which the Governor General used in all official documents. Until

1835, the Company struck coins in the name of the Emperor. In 1816 the Company
discontinued the practice of giving 'Nazar' to the Mughal

Emperor as it considered it to be a symbol of inferior status. "How the British turned
from a Trading Company to grabbers of territory and ultimately gaining political
supremacy and domination within a course of 100 years of the death of the Emperor

Aurangzeb in 1707 is a long story of perfidy, subtle intrigue and treachery, aggravated
by the debased and deprived Mughal nobility and ambitious warring chiefs. The 18th
and 19th centuries were indeed an age of decadence, degeneration and degradation for
the Muslims of the sub-continent, and in contrast, for the British people and the people
of Europe, it was an age of enlightenment and progress in literature, science and
technology and political power and domination over the Muslims throughout the
world. It was not until the middle of 20th century that we have been able to shake off

the political domination and attain independence.

The life of a great man is invariably the history of his people and his country. Sir Syed
Ahmed Khan lived to the ripe old age of 81. At the age of 21, he joined the service of the
East India Company in 1838. When Mutiny broke out, he was 40. He went through the
traumatic experience and the worst carnage that had engulfed the Muslims in 1857 and
had seen with his own eyes from a responsible position the depths of degradation and

6
D.P. Singhal: 'A History of the Indian People'.
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humiliation that had become the lot of the Muslim community. From 1857 onwards to
the very last hours of his life in March 1898,—a period of 41 years, were spent in the
service of his people. He served his people,—the Muslims, with untiring energy, total
devotion and dedication. His honesty of purpose as an educationist and as an ardent

reformer for the social and educational uplift and the cultural regeneration of Muslims,
and as a fighter in the defence of his downtrodden people, he displayed such courage of
conviction, guts and courage that baffles the bravest and, at last, evoked the admiration
of the British rulers and won their sympathy as well for the cause he espoused. In order
to assess the value, worth and greatness of this benefactor of the Muslim community, it
is only appropriate that we should survey, in brief, the condition of Muslims in the 18th
century. 'The life and work of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan' may rightly be considered the first

phase of the struggle of Muslims of the sub-continent to emerge as a sovereign

independent nation in their own right in our times in August 1947—exactly within
ninety years of the first war of independence in 1857.

MUSLIMS IN THE SUB-CONTINENT

The Arabs had commercial relations with southern India long before the advent of

Islam. The commercial contacts were continued by the Muslim Arab traders who
introduced their new Faith of Islam to the West coast of India. With traders came
missionaries and many Indians were converted to Islam. The coming of Islam was the
first major impact on the Indian society. The first Muslim conquest of Sindh under
Muhammad Bin Qasim in 711 A.D. came only as a punitive expedition. The Brihmin
rulers of Sindh had sent their legions earlier to help the Persians against the Muslims.
During the governorship of Hajjaj, some Arab rebels crossed the border into Sindh and
had taken shelter with Raja Dahir. However, the immediate cause of the Arab invasion

was provided by the incident of plunder of some ships carrying the families of Arabs
who had died in Ceylon and the gifts sent by the ruler of Ceylon to the Caliph. The
pirates belonged to Daibul and Hajjaj demanded of the Raja to release the captives,
return the gifts and punish the pirates. Raja Dahir refused to take action. So a punitive
expedition was sent to punish the Raja. Muhammad Bin Qasim led a successful
campaign. Raja Dahir was killed on the battlefield. Muhammad Bin Qasim pushed
forward, captured Brahamanabad near Hyderabad, Schwan and Multan. The object was

fully achieved and Muhammad Bin Qasim was recalled in 713. Sindh was no more
bothered and the Muslim community continued to flourish for three centuries until the
invasion of Sultan Mahmud in 1000 A.D., who annexed Multan in 1006.

After a gap of another 150 years, Ghiyas-ud-Din Muhammad Ghori, invaded India in
1175, taking Peshawar in 1178, Sialkot in 1185, Lahore in 1186 and he finally defeated
Prithviraj in the Battle of Tarain in 1192 and captured Ajmer. His successor, Qutbuddin
Aibak, captured Delhi and Meerut in 1195 and founded the Sultanate of Delhi. Five

dynasties ruled Delhi successively, one after another, until the Khiljis and Tughlaqs
when the extent of the empire spread from North to the farthest south—greater than
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that of Asoka. Muslim rule continued to flourish until the death of Aurangzeb, the great
Mughal emperor, in 1707. After the death of Aurangzeb, wars of succession followed.
Aurangzeb, left four sons. Prince Muazzam emerged successful and ascended the
throne under the title of Bahadur Shah. The empire was in shambles. The Rajputs, Sikhs

and Mahrattas were in revolt. Rising ambitions of the governors, intrigues and
treachery apart, very considerably plagued and weakened the empire. Bahadur Shah I,
lived for just about 5 years but, in spite of very considerable odds, he maintained the
dignity of the empire. Another war of succession followed. For the following seven
years, the Mughal throne was occupied, by five kings in succession. They were all
incompetent, corrupt and degenerate. Some of the nobles became kingmakers. The
notorious Syed Brothers became so powerful that with the help of Mahrattas they
seized the person of the emperor Farruksiyar, dragged and blinded him, imprisoned

and finally put him to death. After Farruksiyar, they put two phantom emperors in
quick succession and then, a third, Muhammad Shah in 1719, who occupied the throne
from 1719 to 1748. India was in a state of anarchy and the empire was crumbling.

INVASION OF NADIR SHAH

It was during the reign of Muhammad Shah that another crushing blow to the tottering
empire was received at the hands of Nadir Shah in 1739. Nadir Shah was undoubtedly
the greatest king Persia had produced. Rising from humble beginnings, he rose to
power and in 1736, he deposed Shah Tahmasp, replacing him by his infant son
designated as Shah Abbas III and himself declared to be the Regent. Thus, he usurped
the throne and when the infant Shah died, Nadir got himself elected Shah in 1736. To
put down the rebellious Afghans, he captured Qandhar and proceeded to invade Kabul
to punish the Afghan fugitives. Both Qandhar and Kabul were Mughal territory. The

Mughal governor fled to Peshawar. As kings know no morals, Nadir Shah crossed the
Indus in 1739, captured Peshawar and then Lahore and marched on Karnal. Peace was
negotiated and the Mughal emperor Muhammad Shah went in person to the Persian
Camp. Nadir Shah agreed to return to his country. According to the treaty, Nadir Shah
was to be given 50 lakh rupees.

To what depths of wickedness and meanness the nobility of the decadent Mughal court

could stoop may be illustrated by the following incident:—Sa'adat Khan, the Nawab of
Oudh, jealous of the growing power of Nizam ul Mulk, approached Nadir Shah and
sabotaged the Treaty by exciting the cupidity of the conqueror by suggesting that the
Shah could have demanded more and the 50 laks he bargained for is far too little. Nadir
Shah now demanded 20 crores of rupees and asked Muhammad Shah to come to the
Persian camp. Muhammad Shah complied in good faith but was taken prisoner. Nadir
Shah entered Delhi and occupied the Mughal palace. Incidentally, the inhabitants of
Delhi attacked, some Persian soldiers out on a looting spree.
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As reprisals Nadir Shah ordered a general massacre. Thousands of innocent citizens
were put to sword and enormous wealth fell into the hands of Nadir Shah. The famous
Kohi-i-noor diamond and the 'Peacock' throne were seized. The king and the nobles
were deprived of their jewels. The great tragedy that had befallen the inhabitants of

Delhi in which thousands were massacred was due to the treachery and jealousy of an
ambitious courtier—vile, vicious and ambitious Sa'adat Khan, the ancestor of the House
of Oudh, who sabotaged the excellent terms of peace with honor negotiated and
obtained by Nizam ul Mulk. Nadir Shah's invasion hastened the downfall of the
Mughal empire and destroyed its prestige. The Afghans from the North West and the
Mahrattas from the south were encouraged in their rising ambitions. Yet another
menace was stalking and that was the rise of the East India Company who came as
traders but were now building up military and political power.

EUROPEAN CONTEST FOR SUPREMACY IN INDIA AND THE RISE OF BRITISH
POWER

The Mughal emperor Aurangeb was the first to take notice of the menace arising from

the incursions of the European powers and the rising power of the British East India
Company. Portuguese were the first to reach the Indian shores as traders and soon,
went on a conquering spree with all the bigotry of Christianity and with a particular
animosity and hatred against Muslims. Even before the founding of the Mughal Empire
by Zahiruddin Babur in 1526 the Portuguese came to India from the sea as traders.
Discovery of a direct sea route to India in 1498 by Vasco de Gama changed the course of
human history by throwing open the doors of Asian mainland to the European

adventurers and conquerors who grew into strong maritime powers. Since time
immemorial India had commercial intercourse with the Western countries dating back
to Alexander's invasion of the Indus in 327 BC. Between 515 and 520 BC Sindh
remained incorporated in the Persian empire. The expansion of the Roman empire
further encouraged and facilitated trade and commerce through the overland routes of
Egypt and up to the Persian Gulf through Syria. But these old routes remained barred
for the Western powers with the rise of the Arab power in the early 7th century A.D.
Some trade routes which passed through central Asia were also closed to the Western

powers with the conquest and capture of Constantinople by the Turks in 1493.
European trade with the East was, however, conducted by Genoese and Venetians and
the Europeans who had no Mediterranean port were excluded from the Eastern trade.
From the time the direct sea route was discovered in 1498 reaching the port of Calicut,
the Portuguese started building up settlements and occupying territory in the East.

As early as 1505 the Portuguese felt themselves strong enough to appoint Francisco De

Almeida as governor in India with special instructions to build fortresses and
consolidate their power. In 1509 the post was upgraded and Alfonse de Albuquerque
was appointed Governor General. He captured the rich port of Goa from the Sultan of
Bijapur. He occupied Malacca in 1511 in South East Asia and Ormuz on the coast of
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Persia. He fortified Goa which increased in commercial importance and remained the
bastion of Portuguese power until 1948 when it was occupied by the Indian army.
During his administration he bitterly persecuted Muslims. They had pushed upto Hugli
and the Portuguese pirates were ravaging the Bengal coast and had occupied

Chittagong.

The Mughal emperor Shah Jahan ousted them from Hugli in 1632 and they lost Salsette
and Bassein to Mahrattas in 1737. Under instructions from the emperor Aurangzeb,
Shaista Khan reoccupied Chittagong and gave the Portuguese such a thorough beating
that they never again dared to encroach the Bengal coast. The Portuguese were brutal
and they gloated over the fact that they put every Muslim they could find to sword and
put the mosques on fire with the bodies of Muslims. Hindus were equally repressed

and during their occupation of Ceylon (1658-1795) they put most of the male members
to sword and forced every man to accept Christianity. The Portuguese ambitions to
establish an empire were smashed forever.

Shaista Khan turned out the British as well from Bengal and Surat in 1698. It may be
interesting to recall the events leading to this drastic action. The emperor Jehangir
granted a firman to the British East India Company allowing them to build a factory and

trading facilities at Surat in 1613. Sir Thomas Roe, duly accredited ambassador to the
Mughal court, stayed until 1619, wanted to conclude a commercial treaty guaranteeing
trading facilities but the idea of commercial treaty was not approved by the emperor.
Instead, he allowed them permission to establish factories and commercial facilities at
Surat, Agra, Ahmedabad and Borach. The British defeated the Portuguese on the coast
of Persia capturing Ormuz which remained in British hands ever since. The Eastern
coast offered better opportunity after the fall of Vijayanagar kingdom in 1565. In 1611
the British East India Company established a factory at Muslipatam. Their position
improved with the firman granted by the Sultan of Golconda in 1632 which granted

them trading rights in some parts of Golconda on payment of some dues. The most
important of such places was Madras which site they purchased from the Raja of
Chandragiri and with his permission they built fortifications and named it Fort St.
George. The British turned northwards and built a string of settlements in Orissa,
Bengal and Bihar, all subordinate to Madras. In 1661 the Portuguese ceded Bombay as
their trade on the western coast had declined. Cromwell was the first of the British

rulers to understand the national value of Indian trade and the Company as the agent of
commercial expansion and in 1657, he granted a Charter which enabled these
companies to unite and raise a permanent joint and limited stock. King Charles II was
even more favorably disposed towards the Company. He transferred Bombay to the
Company—a piece of Portuguese territory he received in dowry—on an annual rent of
10/-. Further, recognizing the unhelpful political conditions in India and the need to
acquire territory he authorized the Company to wage war and conclude peace with
non-Christian princes and to appoint governors to exercise civil and criminal
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jurisdiction at various settlements. Under this Charter, Madras and Bombay were raised
to the status of presidencies under governors (1661).

BRITISH ON WAR PATH—BRITISH AGGRESSION DURING AURANGZEB'S
REIGN REPULSED

During the last quarter of the 17th century, the Company fell into arrears to the extent
of £281, 250/- in its transactions with the merchants in Surat. There was constant
friction between the Mughal officials and the Company over the payment of custom
duties and the British merchants taking undue advantage of the concessions by

defrauding the government of large sums. The Company found it inconvenient to pay
the arrears and adopted militant warlike policies. It started to fortify Hugli settlement.
London sent out troops and ships with orders to capture Chittagong. The British
captured the Mughal forts at Thana and stormed fortifications at Balasore. The
hostilities started in 1686. In retaliation, Shaista Khan seized all British factories within
reach, repulsed the British from Hugli, compelling them to retire to an unhealthy place
at the mouth of the river. London sent fresh reinforcements under William Heath who

stormed the Mughal fort at Balasore, committing most inhuman atrocities, rescued the
British at Hugli but failed to capture. Chittagong and sailed away to Madras. On the
Western coast, the governor of Bombay, Sir John Child, seized the Mughal vessels and
sent his forces to Red sea and the Persian Gulf to arrest pilgrims to Mecca. The Mughals
captured the British factory at Surat, blocked Bombay and ordered the expulsion of the
British from the Indian soil. Britain had to pay dearly for its aggression and
misadventure against India during the reign of emperor, Aurangzeb.

The Mughals were a massive land power. The Company, no match for the Mughals,
sought peace. The Mughals, on their part, also desired cessation of hostilities as they
could not challenge the British at sea. In 1690, Aurangzeb imposed a heavy fine on the
Company, ordered it to restore the goods captured from the Mughal ships and pay all
the dues of Indian merchants and, at the same time, granted the Company a new license
for trade. After the conclusion of peace in 1690, the British were permitted to establish a
factory at Sutnati and permitted to fortify the settlement after the revolt of the zemindar

of Burdaban, the fortified factory was named in 1700 as Fort William. It was the period
of great profit to the Company. In 1682, the Company became so rich that it could pay
50% dividend and declare a bonus of double that figure.

The British government sent another mission to the Mughal court during the rule of
Farruksiyar in 1715. The Company obtained three firmans granting them many more

privileges. Its officials could reside anywhere they wanted, they were exempt from

additional customs duty on exports and imports in exchange for Rs. 3000/- a year in
Bengal and Rs. 10,000/- a year in Surat. It was allowed to buy additional lands around
Calcutta. In Madras, its goods were exempted from customs in all the ports of Golconda
and the existing rents were confirmed. It could mint coins at Bombay which could have
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currency throughout the Mughal empire. These were all unusual privileges conceding
the Company to virtually establish a parallel government of their own within the
Mughal empire. Let us not forget that Farruksiyar had become a puppet in the hands of
the Syed Brothers at that time. The new presidencies thus grew in unprecedented

prosperity.

In the beginning of the 18th century, the French and the British were the only European
powers in competition on the Indian soil. However, the French influence was
exclusively confined to the South. The British influence had not reached the north and
they remained wholly unconcerned and unmoved by the political upheavals taking
place in the North causing the disintegration of the Mughal empire. Revolt of the Sikhs
and the rise of the Mahratta power in the North, the invasion of Nadir Shah in Feb 1739

and the sack of Delhi, the rise of Mahrattas who overran Rajasthan and captured the
whole of Punjab and the five successive invasions of Ahmed Shah Abdali and the sixth
invasion culminating in the decisive 3rd Battle of Panipat in which the Mahrattas
ambitions were completely smashed remained unnoticed, probably through discreet
diplomatic oversight; in fact, the Muslim and Hindu rulers and the Mughal nobility was
wearing itself down in a war of mutual destruction which made the task of empire-
building so much easier for the British. In spite of the so many privileges and

concessions granted to them, the English merchants continued to bring shiploads of
guns and ammunition and stockpiling in secret magazines. The conditions of anarchy
prevailing at that time had already spurred their ambitions. Political conditions
prevailing at that time have been described by Col. Mill, in his report to the European
ruler thus:-

"The Mughal empire is overflowing with gold and silver. She has always been
feeble and defenseless. It is a miracle that no European prince with maritime

power has ever attempted the conquest of Bengal. By a single stroke infinite
wealth might be acquired, which would counter-balance the mines of Brazil and
Peru ... The policy of Mughals is bad, their army worse, they are without a Navy.
The empire is exposed to perpetual revolts. Their ports and rivers are open to
foreigners. The country might be conquered or laid under consternation as easily
as the Spaniards overwhelmed the naked Indians of America.

.... A rebel subject, named Alivardi Khan, has torn away the three provinces of
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, from the Mughal empire. He has treasure to the value
of 30 million sterling. His yearly revenue must be at least two millions. The
provinces are open to sea. Three ships from 1500 to 2000 regulars would suffice
for the undertaking. The British nation would cooperate for the sake of the
plunder and the promotion of their trade. The East India Company is so
distracted as to be incapable of any firm resolution."7

7
Prof. Sh. Abdur Rashid: 'A History of the Muslims of Indo-Pakistan, Sub-continent'.
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This scheme was suggested by the British Colonel at an appropriate moment when the
Mughal empire was crumbling. The Mughal Subedars of Bengal, the Deccan and the
Oudh assumed independence in 1703, 1713 and 1724 respectively and founded

dynasties. In the South, the time was propitious for grabbing territory for a war of
accession had started in the Carnatic with the death of Nizam-ul-Mulk in 1748. The
Asafjahi kingdom of Hyderabad extended from Vindhyachal to Madura in the far-
south. By that time, the French, under Dupleix, who had extended French influence on
the Coramandal coast (Carnatic), were in the favors of Nasir Jung who succeeded his
father, Nizam ul Mulk had become as powerful as the English East India Company and
the war of succession had provided the French and the English companies with an
opportunity to contest for political 'power'. The Anglo-French struggle in India took the

shape of three Carnatic wars: First—1744-45, Second—1751 and the third—in 1758. The
first Anglo-French war (1750-1754) and the third Anglo-French war (1758-1763) had far
reaching consequences on the Indian Soil. Trouble in India began in 1754 when a British
Naval unit appeared near Pondichery,—a French settlement. The French governor,
Dupleix, prevailed upon Anwaruddin, the Nawab of Carnatic, to forbid hostilities in his
jurisdiction. Consequently, the British fleet withdrew leaving Pondichcry without harm.
But soon after, Dupleix, with the Nawab's sanction attacked and captured Madras. The

conflict between the French and the English continued until the Treaty of Aix-La-
Chapelle in 1748. By this treaty, France restored Madras to the British in exchange for
Louisbourgh in North America. Dupleix resented this because French had an edge over
the British in India.

ANGLO-FRENCH RIVALRY FOR SUPREMACY IN CARNATIC

Soon after the accession of Nasir, Jung as the Nizam of Hyderabad, there was trouble
brewing in Carnatic. Dost Ali Khan, the governor of Carnatic, though appointed to the
post by the emperor, was a subordinate of the Subedar of Deccan, Nizam ul Mulk
Asifjah. On the death of Nizam-ul-Mulk in 1748 Dost Ali Khan was busy expanding his
territory in preparation for making a bid for independence. Trichinopoly and Madura
fell to him but Tanjore resisted as Mahrattas from the north moved down for their relief.
In the ensuring battle Dost Ali was killed. Trichinopoly and Madura were retaken and

Chanda Sahib, (the son-in-law of the deceased ex-governor Dost Ali Khan) was taken
prisoner. Muzaffar Jung, a grandson of Nizam-ul-Mulk, contested the succession of
Nasir Jung and, at the same time, Chanda Sahib was claiming the province of Carnatic.

Dupleix supported the claim of Muzaffar Jung in Hyderabad and Chanda Sahib in
Carnatic. Deccan government was forced to take strong action. Anwaruddin Shahamat
Jung, who governed the Carnatic province on behalf of the Nizam, was the first to take
the field but he was outnumbered and killed by the combined army of Muzaffar Jung,

Duplcix and Chanda Sahib, who was released by the Mahrattas. His son Mohammad
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Ali escaped and fled to Trichinopoly where he sought the protection of the English. This
created an alarming situation.

Nasir Jung rushed and advanced with an overwhelming army aided by his feudatories

of Kadappa, Karnul, Adhoni, Bankapur, Mysore and Berar. The rebels were routed at
Arcot. Chanda Sahib fled to Pondichcri and Muzaffarjung was taken prisoner. The
resistance put by Dupleix at Pondichery also cracked and the French leader sought
peace which was refused and Dupleix fled to Jinji with his broken army. Mark! The
myth of the superiority of European army was exploded, but treachery denied the fruits
of victory; Himmat Khan, an Afghan,—the Nawab of Karnul, hatched a conspiracy with
Dupleix. While Nasir Jung was waving his hands to the Hyderabad army storming a
fortress, Nawab of Karnul (Himmat Khan) shot him dead (1750). The death of Nasir

Jung was the triumph of Dupleix and the conspirators; it was a decisive crippling blow
to the kingdom of Hyderabad which had been a bulwark against the rising Mahrattas
power in the South. Now it was Dupleix who was to decide the fate of the Muslim
political power in Deccan. The kingdom was divided among the conspirators. Dupleix
captured all the important forts and ports on the Coromandal coast. Chanda Sahib got
Arcot, Madura, Trichinopoly, Tirinavilli, Jinji and Chandawar and the Afghans were
given Adoni, Raichur and Bijapur. The next step was the appointment of Ramdas as

Diwan. A French contingent was to escort Muzaffar Jung, now declared the Nizam of
Hyderabad, to Aurangabad. But dissatisfaction of the Afghans of Karnul in regard to
their share led to another skirmish. The award had fallen short of their expectations and
they raided the Asiljahi camp when the procession reached the vicinity of Karnul. In the
skirmish Muzaffar Jung was killed by an arrow. This was the second tragedy that had
occurred within two months and upset once again the political situation. The issue of
accession came up again.

Raja Ramdas and other Hyderabad nobles were in favor of Nizam Ali Khan, the fourth
son of Nizam-ul-Mulk as he was more competent than his other brothers but they were
prevailed upon by the French General Bussy to support Salabat Jung, the third son of
Nizam-ul-Mulk by virtue of his seniority. But, save his seniority in age there was
nothing else in his favor and, consequently, the young state was left in the hands of an
imbecile monarch who was devoid of any capacity to rule. The French General Bussey
gained domineering position in the affairs of Hyderabad and was honored with high-

sounding titles of Saif-ud-Daula Ghazanfar Jung. He manipulated to taking over
Northern Circars for the maintenance of the French army. The English were alarmed
over the domineering position and influence gained by the French over the Nizam.
They appealed to the Imperial Court at Delhi. After careful consideration, the Mughal
emperor (Ahmed Shah 1748-1754) deputed Feroze Jung, the eldest son of Nizam-ul-
Mulk to replace Salabat Jung and do away with the French influence. The emperor's
action was well received by the nobility of Hyderabad but before arrival in Hyderabad,
Feroze Jung was poisoned in Aurangabad. Nizam Ali Khan and Salabat Jung were in a

state of political detention in Hyderabad. The nobility were treated harshly by the
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French soldiers. The prime ministers were meted out disgraceful treatment by the
French soldiers and removed from office. The state failed to put up adequate resistance
against the Mahrattas who captured the strategic fort of Asirgarh and lost the territories
of Asirgarh, Burhanpur, Daulatabad and a part of Bidar to the Mahrattas in the battle of

Udgir, fought in 1760.

Salabat Jung reigned for 12 years. He was deposed in 1762 and succeeded by Nizam All
Khan who brought fresh vigor to the Hyderabad government. He was an energetic and
conscientious ruler. The first step he took to assert his authority was the ouster of Hyder
Jung, the Diwan, who had been the main source of the authority of Bussey. Bussey
himself was recalled to Pondicherry by the new French governor. Dupleix had already,
been recalled by French government in 1754 and a new governor place. The English

captured Vizagapatam (Northern Circars) and Muslipatam in 1758 and made friends
with the Nizam. That was the end of the French influence in Deccan.

When Ahmed Shah Abdali invaded India for the fifth time in 1759 he found himself
confronted not by the Mughals but by the resurgent Hindu power of the Mahrattas. The
moves and counter-moves over the next 18 months culminated in the 3rd Battle of
Panipat on 14th January 1761. Ahmed Shah Abdali won a resounding victory. The

Mahrattas were confounded and scattered, the surviving Mughal chiefs divided and
ineffective, the English East India Company still in the distant Bengal, it appeared that
the entire Hindustan lay at his feet. But Ahmed Shah Abdali lacked the tenacity of
Babur and his Mughal army; Abdali's men clamored for arrears of pay and wanted to
return to their hills. Abdali found it expedient to leave Shah Alain on his throne and
appointed Najib-ud-Daula as his prime minister.

This state of affairs in the north proved advantageous to Nizam Ali Khan (Nizam of

Hyderabad) which he was quick to avail. Balaji, the third Peshawa, died of heart failure
over the rout of Mahrattas and was succeeded by his minor son, Madho Rao with his
uncle Raghuba as the Regent. There was bickering and factional fight. Nizam Ali Khan
lent his support to Raghuba but Raghuba failed to honor his commitment to return
Daulatabad to the Nizam. Nizam Ali Khan promptly led an army against him,
advanced as far as Poona. He crushed the Mahrattas and sacked the city of Poona. All
the territory seized by the Mahrattas earlier was recovered.

In the meantime, the British gained ascendency with their success in Arcot in 1751,
followed by their success in Bengal at the Battle of Plassey in 1757, and finally, against
the emperor Shah Alam at the Battle of Buxar in 1764. Under the Treaty of Allahabad,
imposed on the vanquished emperor in 1765, the Company obtained the grant of the
Diwani of Northern Circars in Deccan as well along with an upper hand in the Carnatic
in the South. This was in addition to the Diwani of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. The status
of the Mughal emperor had now been reduced to a pensioner of the East India

Company. The English general entered the Circars and occupied Vizagapatam District
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but Nizam All Khan refused to accept the emperor's firman and decided to expel the

British. The Company found it prudent to seek an amicable settlement instead of
fighting. They offered an annual payment of rupees nine lacs for the five districts and
the promise of military assistance in case of emergency for the defence of these districts.

Accordingly, a treaty was signed on 12th November 1766. The cession of Carnatic was
also accepted on the payment of a 'Nazrana' of rupees five lacs. This was the first treaty

signed by the Hyderabad government with the English and placed their relations on the
basis of equality on a legal footing. The earlier Treaty concluded by Salabat Jung in 1758
lost its validity and this time, they had to deal with an equally strong power. Yet,
another development was taking place at that moment.

THE RISE OF HYDER ALI—MYSORE KINGDOM

The rise of Hyder Ali in Mysore began posing a formidable challenge to the East India
Company. By 1761 Hyder Ali had established himself firmly and his power was rising.
He has recovered from the temporary reverses at the hands of Mahrattas in 1763 and by
1769, defeated the triple alliance of the Nizam, Mahrattas and the English. The British
were given a good thrashing and a humiliating peace was imposed by Hyder Ali on the

English. Again in 1780 he swept through Arcot. In the later years, the British had to face
a more formidable challenger, the valiant son of Hyder Ali, Tipu Sultan. The exploits of
Hyder Ali and Tipu Sultan are dealt in greater detail in a separate chapter.

To complete the picture of the emerging power pattern in the South it is necessary to
review the events once again culminating in the British action to frustrate the French
ambitions and power resulting in the dramatic emergence of British as a military power
set on a course of conquest. Wars of succession and internecine warfare in the political

conditions of India, at that time, had created widespread anarchy and insecurity,
thereby prompting the French and the English trading companies to raise armies on the
Indian soil. For the English and French trading companies it was as much a case of
national rivalry and upholding of national honor. Both European powers pursued
subtle diplomacy to win political favors and trading rights from the Indian rulers. For
the Indian princes all that mattered was the throne and all their actions were
shamelessly tempered with ambition and intrigue and there was no such bar as

patriotism and national honor,—the emotional factors that could restrain and bar them
from invoking help of the foreigner. It was thus that the French and the English trading
companies advanced from the state of clients, seeking commercial favors to the position
of king-makers and arbiters of the destiny of the Indian people. Even the Mahrattas
were no exception to this perverse expediency and they sought the help of the British in
their wars of succession and their wars with the neighboring Muslim kingdoms of
Hyderabad and Mysore. Both the European powers,—French and the English, activity
intervened in the power struggle of the Indians in Deccan and the South. It all began

with the death of Nizam-ul-Mulk Asaf Jah I, in 1748. A war of succession followed.
Nasir Jung succeeded but was challenged by Muzaffar Jung, a grandson of the late
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Nizam. In the Carnatic, Chanda Sahib who had been released by the Mahrattas, put
forward his claim to the office of his father-in-law, the Nawab of Carnatic. Carnatic was
a part of the Asafjahi kingdom of Hyderabad founded by Nizam-ul-Mulk Asaf Jah I.
Dupleix, the French governor of Pondicherry, made a secret alliance with Muzaffar

Jung and Chanda Sahib. The combined forces defeated and slew Anwar-ud-Din, the
Nawab of Carnatic, in the battle of Amber in 1749. The Nawab's son, Muhammad Ali,
fled to Trichinopoly and Carnatic fell into the hands of Chanda Sahib. Muzaffar Jung
was now confronted with the full forces of Nasir Jung who spent most of the year of
1750 in the Carnatic. Dupleix eliminated Nasir Jung through a conspiracy and secured
recognition of Muzaffar Jung as Nizam of Hyderabad. Muzaffar was shortly killed and
in his place Salabat Jung was raised and maintained in power by the French, making
them the supreme power in Deccan. In the meantime, Chanda Sahib had besieged his

rival Mohammad Ali at Trichinopoly whose position was getting hopeless with the
arrival of the French before Trichinopoly in September 1751. The fall of Mohammad Ali
could spell total disaster to the British in the South. Now, a critical situation had
developed in the struggle for power between them and the English in India although
France and England were at peace in Europe.

Robert Clive, a writer in the British East India Company at that time, conceived of a

plan for the relief of Trichinopoly. Instead of attempting to relieve Muhammad Ali, he
occupied the capital city of Arcot which was undefended. Chanda Sahib was alarmed
the fall of his capital city and rushed a large army, his son Raza Sahib to relieve it.
Robert Clive maintained a gallant defence of the besieged city for 51 days; after which
he was reinforced by troops from Madras. Trichinopoly was captured and Chanda
Sahib was forced to surrender to the Raja of Tanjore and later, murdered at the
instigation of Mohammad Ali. Thus Dupleix's dream of establishing French power was
shattered and the British influence was established with Mohammad Ali becoming the

undisputed ruler of Carnatic. Both France and England disapproved of the war in India
and under the Treaty of Aix-La-Chapelle of 1748, it was agreed that the French were to
restore the captured territories to the British and abstain from attempting to overthrow
Mohammad Ali. Bussy, the French general, was to remain at Hyderabad and the British
were to recognize Salabat Jung. Thus, the French remained supreme in Deccan and the
British in Carnatic. But soon after this treaty, the Seven Years War broke out in Europe
between France and England in 1756. However, no hostilities took place in India until

1758 April fortunately for the British. The French government sent Count de Lally with
a large force to India in 1758. But, in the meanwhile, with their victory at the Battle of
Plassey in 1757, the British were now far too formidable for the French. Count de Lally
recalled Bussy from Hyderabad and Moracin from Circars in his attempt to strike at
Madras. Clive took advantage of this situation and defeated Bussy's successor Condore
at Hyderabad.

Salabat Jung changed his allegiance from French to the British and ceded Northern

Circars to the British the loss of which was a fatal blow to the French power. The war in
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the Carnatic dragged on until the defeat of Count de Lally in 1760. By 1761, not a single
place remained to the French in India. The war was brought to an end by the Treaty of
Paris in 1763. France regained Pondicherry and other settlements on condition that they
were not to fortify these settlements. The French trade was totally ruined. The French

trading company ran into terrible losses. They, however, made stray attempts but
without success. And, finally, with the defeat of Napoleon, at the Battle of Waterloo in
1815, the French hopes in India were completely shattered leaving the British the
dominant power in Deccan, Carnatic and Bengal.

BENGAL

Political instability had set in Bengal after the death of Alivardi Khan in 1756 in which
the British participated fully gaining a firm foothold in Bengal. Siraj-ud-Daula, a
grandson by his daughter, who was declared successor in his lifetime by Alivardi Khan,
succeeded to the Subedari of Bengal but he was challenged by his cousin Shaukat Jung.
Siraj-ud-Daula was fully aware and conscious of the involvement of the European
powers in the South, and particularly, the role of the British. The British espoused the
cause of Shaukat Jung, thinking that Siraj-ud-Daula would soon be ousted. They started

abusing the privileges with impunity and by sheltering fugitives from justice.
Furthermore, they started fortifications without permission of the Nawab, violating the
laws of the country. Siraj-ud-Daula sent emissaries to remonstrate but the British
treated them with contempt. Infuriated, Siraj-ud-Daula seized the British factory at
Kasimbazar, marched on Calcutta and captured it in June 1756. When the news of the
capture of Calcutta reached Madras, a fleet under Admiral Watson, carrying troops
under the command of Robert Clive was sent. After some indecisive engagements the
British recovered Calcutta in Feb 1757. A treaty was signed between the Nawab and the

British, by which the Company regained its privileges, trade rights and factories with
the additional right to fortify Calcutta and to coin rupees.

Just at that time, the Seven Years War broke out in Europe between the English and the
French which had its repercussions in the Carnatic as well. Clive captured
Chandranagar from the French with the approval of the Nawab. This act of Siraj ud
Daula deprived him of the sympathy and support of the French. The British should

have been grateful for this unexpected support but they indulged in intrigue and
conspiracy by secretly negotiating with Mir Jafar, who was the Nawab's Commander-
in-Chief and one who was secretly aspiring to the throne of Bengal. A plot was hatched:
"It was agreed that Clive should pick up a quarrel with the Nawab and Mir Jarar, at a
critical time of the battle desert the Nawab and join Clive. Siraj-ud-Daula was to be
deposed and Mir Jaffar raised to the throne. Mir Jafar also agreed to pay the English
rupees 175 lakhs in addition to compensation for their losses. By a secret agreement he
guaranteed large monetary rewards to the Army, Navy and the members of the

Council."
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Accordingly, Clive accused the Nawab of aiding the French and marched. The two
armies met at Plasscy on 23 June 1757. During the battle, Mir Jafar misguided the
Nawab and as soon as his army ran into the trap, he deserted the Nawab with his forces
and joined Clive as arranged, at a critical hour. The battle opened at 8 a.m. and

continued until mid-day. By 3 p.m. the Nawab's army was retreating. By 5 p.m. the
British won the victory which scaled the fate of not only Siraj-ud-Daula but also the fate
of Bengal. Siraj-ud-Daula fled to Murshidabad where he was betrayed and delivered
into the hands of Mir Jaffar, and executed.

If one can call it a victory, it was decisive. The only real resistance came from the
Frenchmen who had joined Nawab's Army. Mir Jaffar was recognized by the British as
the Nawab of Bengal. The Battle of Plassey marks a turning point in the history of India.

Though Mir Jaffar was the nominal head, it was Robert Clive who was the real power.
Battle of Plassey was not a battle in the real sense.

Clive had left Calcutta on 22nd June with 800 British soldiers and 2200 Indian sepoys to
face' the Nawab's disaffected and disarrayed army of 50,000. In spite of his previous
South Indian experience Clive himself was doubtful of the issue and showed on the eve
of the battle almost the only sign of irresolution in his life. The battle was a little more

than a cannonade and was settled first by Kilpatrick's unauthorized advance and then
by Siraj-ud-Daula's headlong flight. Mir Jaffar looked on from a distance, appearing
cautiously the next day to reap the fruits of his circumspect treachery. On 28th installed
him on the 'Masnad' at Murshidabad. This marks the end of the Muslim rule in Bengal
and the beginning of a tragic era of woe and suffering for the Muslims of Bengal. The
Muslims of Bengal had been enslaved. Now they had to serve two masters,—Hindu
and British and, for the next two hundred years the Muslims of Bengal to suffer all the
ignominy of social, economic and political bondage. June 1757, marks as well the

resurgence of militant and aggressive Hindu nationalism. Just exactly as the tragedy
and treachery was brewing in Bengal, Ahmed Shah Abdali invaded India and captured
Delhi in January 1757.

AHMED SHAH ABDALI—THE NORTH WESTERN PROVINCE.

The British power in 1757-65, was largely confined to Madras, Bombay and Bengal
presidencies and the East India Company was kept busy by the Mahrattas and the
kingdom of Mysore under Hyder Ali and Tippu Sultan until the close of the 18th
century. The Mughal Empire was declining fast and falling apart in the North. The
decline of the Persian empire had created a political imbalance in Central Asia and the
Anglo-Russian rivalry started moving towards the Indian frontiers. The decline of the
Persian empire with the assassination of Nadir Shah in 1747 had far reaching
repercussions on the course of events in India.
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Nadir Shah, a Seljuk Turk, was a great soldier. His invasion of India in 1739 had dealt a
crushing blow to the tottering Mughal empire and hastened its downfall but his own
assassination in 1747 disastrously weakened the western ramparts of the Mughal
empire. Nadir Shah was a brilliant soldier. He conducted successful campaigns against

Bokhara and Khiva (now in the Russian empire) recovered the lost provinces of Persia
from the Turks and his empire extended from Oxus in the north to the Indus in the
south. He consolidated the Persian power in the Gulf. Nadir Shah was the first king in
the East to perceive the technological revolution changing the face of Europe. He raised
a Navy, initially, of 20 war ships, mounting 23-pounder guns, surveyed the east coast of
Caspian sea, built fortifications and also built a dockyard. His naval fleet of twenty
vessels manned by Indian and Portuguese made the power of Persia a reality and the
Russian government viewed this with fear and suspicion. He obtained the services of an

Englishman to conduct survey for laying of a telegraphic line long before the Turks
thought of it. As a soldier, Sir Mortimer Durrand, compared him with Nepoleon as a
soldier and strategist.

Nadir Shah was assassinated in 1747. Ahmed Shah Abdali who commanded the Afghan
and Uzbeg contingents of Nadir Shah's army broke away and founded the first Afghan
national state and was duly elected king of Afghanistan. Taking advantage of the

declining power of the Mughal empire he seized Kabul in 1748 and in the same year,
invaded India and secured the province of Sindh. Thereafter, he continued incursions.
In 1751 he captured Lahore. The Mughal emperor made peace and ceded to him the
province of Punjab and Multan. By 1756 the condition of Mughal empire deteriorated.
Ahmed Shah Abdali again invaded and this time, he sacked Delhi. On the 12th January
1757 Khutba was read in the name of Ahmed Shah Abdali in the Jama Masjid of Delhi.
He appointed the Rohilla Afghan Chief, Najib-ud-Daula, as the guardian of the Mughal
emperor Shah Alam and left Delhi. Thus, the Mughal emperor Shah Alam became the

vassal of his own courtier. Intrigues and conspiracies between the warring factions of
the Mughal nobility continued unchecked and unabated. So much so, a grandson of
Nizam-ul-Mulk, Ghazi-ud-Din Imad-ul-Mulk, became all-powerful. After deposing and
blinding the emperor, he called the Mahrattas for assistance in his war against Safdar
Jung. Thus, the Mahrattas became the principal power and now the king-maker had
become a puppet in the hands of Mahrattas in his turn. The Mahrattas, under the
command of Raghunath Rao, recovered Lahore in 1758. The Mahrattas were now

intoxicated with power as the emperor and the capital Delhi were under their control.
They had become ambitious and were dreaming of flying over the walls of Attock.

THIRD BATTLE OF PANIPAT (14 Jan 1761)

Ahmed Shah Abdali decided to strike. In 1759-60 he drove the Mahrattas to flight
driving them into Rajasthan inflicting great losses. The Mahrattas honor and

imperialism was now at stake. The Poona court collected the finest armaments and
dispatched a great army to challenge Ahmed Shah Abdali under the command of
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Sadasiv Rao, uncle of the Peshwa. The two armies confronted each other on the
battlefield of Panipat on 14 Jan 1761. Ahmed Shah Abdali inflicted a crushing defeat on
the Mahrattas. It was a decisive battle and the Mahrattas were completely smashed. The
Pcshwa's eldest son and all the leading Mahratta chiefs were killed. It was a total

annhilation of the Mahrattas army. The Mahrattas dream of establishing Mahrattas
Hindu empire came to a naught. The British East India Company were in the distant
south and Bengal; they must have cleverly kept aloof with great satisfaction so as to
allow the Mahrattas to be beaten thoroughly to be ultimately eliminated to pave the
way for their unchallenged domination in India.8 Even otherwise, it is doubtful if the
British could have fared any better than the Mahrattas as Ahmed Shah Abdali's legion
fought under the command of Nadir Shah who inflicted severe defeats on the Russians
and the British were no match against the massive disciplined army of Ahmed Shah

Abdali. Now, the only other power left in the field to challenge the supremacy of the
British were the valiant rulers of the kingdom of Mysore,—Hyder All and Tippu Sultan
successively from 1769 to 1799.

HYDER ALI KHAN (1761-1782) TIPPU SULTAN (1783-1799)

"Mysore was the cradle of one the most daring and successful adventurers in the annals
of the East, and perhaps the most formidable adversary whom the British ever
encountered in the region" says Bowing. The daring adventurers were Hyder Ali and
his son, Tippu Sultan of Mysore, founded over the ashes of the Hindu Kingdom of
Vijayanagar destroyed after the Battle of Talikota in 1565 and which owed allegiance to
the Mughal empire since 1699. The Khutba was continued to be read in the name of the
Mughal emperor right upto 1799—till the fall of Scringapatam. During the contest
between the rival claimants to the Nawabship of Carcantic in 1749 the Hindu Raja of

Mysore supported Mohammad Ali in a tripartite alliance with the Mahrattas and the
British. In recognition of his services, Hyder Ali was appointed as the Faujdar of
Dindigal and later, became the Commander-in-Chief. In a sequence of events following
the imbecility of the Raja, Hyder Ali captured power in 1761. What distinguished Hyder
Ali and Tippu Sultan and placed them in the forefront of national heroes of their times,
is their dash, daring and foresight. In independent India, in the post partition histories
written, Tippu Sultan is accorded the proud status of a national hero whereas the

Mahrattas state under Sivaji and the Peshwas is termed a 'Bandit State'. Tippu Sultan
was the first modernist Indian ruler who imbibed the political ideal of the French
Revolution.

During the course of his military operations in 1749, Hyder Ali seized several guns
belonging to an English convoy which had been cut off from the main army. He took
advantage of the confusion to seize a large amount of the Nizam's treasure. He paid a

8
D.P. Singhal observes that the British played a subtle and elusive game but refrained from antagonizing Mahratta

power. Though the Afghans won the battle the real beneficiaries were the British.
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visit to Pondicherry and closely observed the French military organization. He obtained
the services of the officers of French artillery and established an arsenal. After the battle
of Panipat in 1761 in which the Mahrattas suffered a crushing defeat at the hands of
Ahmed Shah Abdali he was quick to perceive that the British were his only enemies.

Though an illiterate, he knew what was going around in the world. The Seven Years
War between France and England had started in 1756 and was still raging in Europe.
Hyder Ali was known to be in close relations with the French. He adopted a plan of
perpetual harassment, stormed Carnatic and forced the Madras government into a
treaty on his terms in 1769. The Treaty of Madras provided for the mutual restitution of
conquests and reciprocal assistance in a defensive war"... In 1771 the Mahrattas attacked
Mysore defeating Hyder Ali completely. Hyder Ali, in accordance with the Treaty of
Madras appealed to the British for help but they refused to honor the treaty and come

to his aid. There was war again in Europe between France and England in 1778. Taking
advantage of the situation, Hyder Ali formed an alliance with the Nizam and the
Mahrattas and, in 1780 stormed into Carnatic and defeated the British Commander
Baillic. Hyder Ali died in 1782 but his son, Tippu Sultan continued the war against the
British.

TIPPU SULTAN (1783-1799)

Peace was concluded between France and England. British concluded the Treaty of
Mangalore in 1784 with Tippu by which the conquered territories and prisoners of war
were mutually restored. The success of Hyder All has amply exploded the theory of the
invincibility of the British. Hyder Ali and his son Tippu Sultan sought to banish the
British from India. Tippu Sultan sought the help of the French and sent an ambassador
to Constantinople and Paris in 1787. He attacked Travancore in 1789, a state in alliance

with the Company. Thus started the 3rd Anglo-Mysore war which lasted for two years.
The Nizam and the Mahrattas who were apprehensive and jealous of Tippu's power,
allied themselves with the British. The early British campaign having been unsuccessful
Cornwallis himself took command, capturing Manglore in 1791 but his advance to
Seringapatam failed. He was forced to retreat hastily due to the scorched earth policy
which caused famine in the British camp. But the Mahrattas came to the British aid and
saved the situation. A year later, Cornwallis marched again on Tippu's capital, and this

time, he was more successful. Unable to resist the combined forces of the British,
Mahrattas and the Nizam, Tippu signed the Treaty of Seringapatam in 1792 by which
he agreed to cede half his territory and pay a large indemnity. The British company got
Coorg, Dindigal, Malabar and Baramahal; the Mahrattas gained territory west upto
Tungabhadra and the Nizam on the north-east upto Cudapah."

Ever since the Treaty of Seringapatam in 1792 Tippu Sultan had initiated diplomatic
negotiations for an offensive and defensive alliance with the French who welcomed his

approach. Some French volunteers had even joined Tippu's service and Napoleon was
endeavoring to reach India by way of Egypt and Persia. Tippu dispatched a mission to
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Mauritius to propose an alliance with the French Republic 'for the expulsion of the
English from India'. He negotiated not only with the French but also with the Afghan
people, he planted a 'Tree of Liberty' in his capital.

The Treaty of Seringapatam imposed very harsh conditions (1792) but Tippu
discharged his obligations faithfully. But, at the same, time, he did not lose heart. He
strengthened the defenses of the capital, rearmed his infantry and horsemen, raised
fresh forces and helped the cultivators to make up the losses they had suffered in the
war making them happier and prosperous again. Tippu was convinced that if he
remained complaisant he will have to share the same fate which had overtaken Sirajud
Daula. He was desperately looking for allies but considered the Indian and Muslim
chiefs as unreliable. War was raging in Europe. A French expedition had sailed to the

Isthmus of Suez and Napoleon had instructions "to drive the English from all their
possessions in the East which he can reach". On 2nd April 1797, Tippu Sultan sent his
ambassador to Mauritius who was received in state by the governor. Tippu had
appealed to them to furnish him both European and Negro troops to fight his enemies.
About a hundred French subjects volunteered. A new Governor General—Lord
Wellesley had taken charge in 1798.

On 22 February 1798, the Governor General, Lord Wellesley issued a declaration of war.
British army, Nizam and the Peshwa marched on Seringapatam. On May 2, the enemy's
batteries breached the fortifications. There was treachery afoot. Tippu hastened towards
the breach but it was too late. He fought desperately, sword in hand and fell. In Indian
history Tippu is a controversial and fascinating figure. He was the first and, perhaps,
the only Indian ruler to think of combating European domination with the help of
European alliance. He possessed a valuable library and was well versed in Persian,
Urdu and Kannada. There was much in his career, and character which, despite the

vehemence of his anti-British sentiments, invite respect and even admiration.

The thirty years struggle of Hyder Ali and his son Tippu Sultan against the rising tide
of British expansion could have served as a model and a source of inspiration and
above all, a rallying point for the patriots in the north. Tippu fell fighting, sword in
hand on 2nd May 1799 and thus ended the career of a gallant son of India, and a
formidable enemy of the British in India. Not a tear was shed in the effete Mughal court.

Shah Alam II was the reigning emperor.

It was in 1798 that the Afghan king, Zaman Shah appointed Ranjit Singh as the
governor of Punjab and a year later, in 1799, Ranjit Singh declared himself independent
king of Punjab. The Mughal emperor Shah Alam II was powerless and entirely
subservient to Scindhia. The Mahrattas were now a powerful force but it soon
dissipated due to internecine wars. By the year 1818 the Mahratta confederacy was
completely smashed by the British and Lord Lake had earlier captured Delhi in 1803.

That was the end of the Mahratta power. The Mughal emperor was finally taken into
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British protection and his presence was confined within the Red fort, subsisting on the
pension granted by the East India Company. By the year 1818 the British power was
fully established in India excepting Punjab and the NWFP where the Sikhs were the
dominant power. With the defeat of Napoleon in the battle of Waterloo in 1815 British

became a world power.

THE REVOLT OF 1857

When the Revolt broke out on 10th May 1857 at Meerut, Syed Ahmed Khan was Sadr
Amin at Bijnore since 1855 January on promotion. He was busy writing hooks. There
had been outbreaks earlier, prominently, one at Barrackpore which was promptly

suppressed. The British were not worried but the disaffection was not subdued. At the
time of the revolt the strength of the British Indian army was 46,000 British troops
including Royal troops and 260,000 Indian soldiers. The army comprised mostly of high
caste Hindus,—Brahmins of all denominations—Kshatriyas, Rajputs and Ahirs largely
drawn from the north-east India, U.P. and Behar.

"The outbreak at Meerut was serious where 85 horsemen refused to handle the newly

introduced bullets which were smeared with the animal fats of cows and pigs on the
outer wrapper which was required to be bitten and torn off with teeth before loading
into the magazine chamber. This was sacrilegious for both the Hindus and the Muslims.
The 85 horsemen were promptly arrested, court martialled for disaffection, fettered like
common criminals and marched off to jail. Incensed at this insult to injury, the
Regiment broke out into open rebellion on 10th May 1857, shot down their British
officers, released the prisoners and marched to Delhi to proclaim Bahadur Shah as the
emperor. "It is significant, and indicative of the popularity of the Mughal crown that the

leaderless mutineers instinctively elected to fight under the banner of an incompetent
and unwilling Mughal emperor rather than the Mahrattas, who were stronger of the
two and more anti-British. Once again the Mughal flag was hoisted on the Red Fort and
the Revolt was fought under the Mughal banner. Orders were issued in the name of the
Mughal king, coins were struck in his name, and the Hijri calendar was used in place of
Samvat".9

"The mutineers, joined by the Delhi sepoys, made themselves masters of the city and the
palace, massacred the Europeans and proclaimed the restoration of the Mughal empire.
The capture of Delhi was a signal for a general rising in northern India and the mutiny
spread to Lucknow, Bareilly, Kanpore, Agra, Jhansi, Central India, Bundelkhand and
other places. By the second week of June the whole of Audh was in arms".

In Oudh the mutineers converged round two centers,—Lucknow and Kanpore. At
Lucknow, all Europeans and a small force of loyal Indian soldiers were besieged in the

9
D.P. Singhal: 'A History of the Indian People.'
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Residency until it was finally relieved by Campbell in Nov 1857. At Kanpore, the Revolt
was directed by Nana Sahib. After a siege of 19 days, the British garrison was
compelled to surrender in June. All prisoners were murdered. British recaptured
Nagpur in July but was soon reoccupied by the mutinous troops until it was again

recaptured in December by Campbell. At Bareilley, the capital of Rohilkhand, the
sepoys revolted and proclaimed a Rohilla Chief as governor. They retained power for a
period as long as a year. In central India, the rebel leaders were the Rani of Jhansi and
Tatya Tope. In May 1858, the British captured Kalpi which was the principal arsenal of
the rebels. In June 1858 the rebels captured Gwalior and compelled Scindia who had
remained loyal to the Company, to take refuge at Agra and proclaim Nana Sahib as
Peshwa. Most of Scindia's troops joined the rebels. They were finally defeated by British
in June 1858. The Rani of Jhansi, fighting gallantly, was killed at the head of her troops.

Delhi was stormed on 14th September and recaptured on 21st September 1857. The
aged emperor Bahadur Shah surrendered. He was 82 years old at that time. The rebel
force which was 30,000 strong scattered into villages or made their way to Lucknow
and other places. Nearly a quarter of the British force became casualties and General
Nicholson was killed. From that moment suppression of the revolt as a whole was only
a matter of time. The largely innocent inhabitants of Delhi, to whom the advent of the

rebels had been a great calamity as the Mahrattas and Afghans before them, suffered
acutely in the reprisals and punitive measures which followed. The aged emperor was
taken prisoner, tried in the Fort, ironically, for 'treason' and deported to Rangoon. His
two sons were savagely shot. Major Hodson presented the heads of the princes on a
plate to the aged emperor. Most despicable and heinous atrocities were committed by
the British when they gained the upper hand. Edward Thompson's book, "The Other Side
of the Medal" and William Russel's Diary gives a clear picture of these acts. When the

British had the upper hand, burning and hanging expeditions became a matter of

routine and no distinction was made between the innocent and the guilty. Within a few
days of its fall, Delhi was deserted by its inhabitants. Large numbers had perished at the
hands of infuriated soldiers; those who left the city in fear died of exposure and
starvation. Enormous treasures were looted and every soldier became rich. All houses,
shops and stores were ransacked and looted, their inmates killed, whether they were
rebels or not. Women were raped and children butchered. The 'Times' (London) noted:

No such scene has been witnessed in the city of Shah Jahan since the day that Nadir

Shah .... In Lucknow and Jhansi, the story was the same; massacres of the villagers and
sepoys and no questions asked. A piece of rope, the branch of a tree and a rifle bullet
were all that were needed. Everywhere, according to the abundant evidence furnished
by the British themselves, British officers indiscriminately killed guilty and innocent
alike. Not only were the people massacred, tortured, burnt alive, but they were made to
do things which they believed would damn their souls. Hindus were made to cat cow's
flesh, and Muslims were sewn in pig, skins, smeared with pork fat before execution and
their bodies burnt.
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SYED AHMEH VISITS HIS MOTHER AT DELHI IN SEPTEMBER 5 1857

"... by April 1858 when Syed Ahmed returned to Bijnore to resume his duties as Sadr

Amin, accompanying the British forces during the last phase of their offensive. But
before he returned to Bijnore, he visited Delhi in September 1857, on hearing of the re-
occupation of that city by the British. Of this visit he gives a brief account in his
biography of Khwaja Farid-ud-Din. While at Meerut, he had heard that in the course of
reprisals by the British troops his maternal uncle, Wahidud Din, and his uncle's son
Hashim Ali Khan had been killed and that all his remaining relations had evacuated to
the shrine of Hazrat Nizamuddin outside Delhi, except for his mother and sister, who
was blind. When he arrived in Delhi he found that they had been turned out of their

house and had taken shelter with an old maid servant, Zeban, in her cottage. For three
days they had no food to eat and for two days no water to drink either. His mother's
first thought on seeing him was about his personal safety. She entreated him to go away
at once and leave her to her fate. He, however, assured her that he had come with
proper authority and had even been to sec the governor at the Fort. On learning that
they had been without water for two days he went out to the nearest well. But there was
nothing there with which to draw water. So he went to the fort and brought a jar full of

water from there. On reaching Zeban's cottage he found her sitting on the ground
outside with an earthenware jar and an earthenware cup lying near her. She had
apparently come out in search of water but, too weak to walk, had sat down on the
ground. He filled her cup, but instead of drinking the water she poured it into her jar ...
Syed Ahmed assured her that he had enough water in the jar to drink as well as she can,
and filled her cup again. She drained the cup at one draft and lay down on the ground.
Leaving her there, Syed Ahmed ran into the cottage and gave his mother and aunt a
drink of water. Then he rushed out to look for a carriage by which to take the old ladies

to Meerut. The first sight he met was Zeban lying dead. As for a carriage, there was
none to be had in the whole city. The Fort authorities were, however, kind enough to
lend him a small mail-coach by which the three of them travelled to Meerut. His mother
was back with him to Meerut, but the shock and anxiety of mind that she had suffered
were too much for her and she died a month afterwards. Syed Ahmed's uncle and
cousin whose house adjoined his at Delhi, were slain unarmed by the infuriated Sikhs
three days after the assault. They were as loyal as Syed Ahmed himself; but at that

dreadful time many innocent men, I grieve to say, suffered for the sins of the guilty."10

RAVAGE OF DELHI BY SIKHS

"Syed Ahmed's personal loss was heavy, but when he saw what the Muslim community
had suffered, his grief was inconsolable. In the indiscriminate massacre, arson and loot,

which followed the British occupation of the city, Delhi, which Syed Ahmed had known
so well and loved so tenderly, simply ceased to exist. The British quarrel was really with

10
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the mutineers and their comrades in arms, but partly to strike terror in the minds of
Indians in general, and partly out of anger at the massacre of European women and
children at the hands of the mutineers the authorities unleashed the dogs of war on the
vast civil population of the city. Besides, in order to enlist the support of the Sikh

soldiery the Punjab officials had, by narrating legendary tales, stirred their religious
zeal to the white heat of fanaticism and, in this hypnotized state of mind, the Sikh
soldiery committed atrocities which were more revolting than those even committed by
the angry British soldiers. What Delhi suffered in these conditions is hard to describe
but easy to imagine. Not a house was safe; not a human being was secure. For several
days after the British occupation of Delhi, civilians were shot at sight and, when this
was over, trials under Martial Law started and any wretch, who had a grievance against
another or who wanted to win favor of the victors would, come forward with

accusation of complicity against the best and the noblest,: and was really believed. All
the celebrities of Delhi, whom Syed Ahmed in his 'Asarus Sanadid' had described were
dead or were hiding to save their lives. The vast quarter of the city between the Fort and
the grand mosque, which house the, Mughal aristocracy, was completely razed to the
ground and ploughed up. The grand mosque of Shah Jahan was taken over by the army
and the Anglo-Indian press was freely debating whether it should be destroyed or
converted into a church".11 It must however be stated, in order to vindicate the honor of

the mutineers that there is no truth in the tales of dishonor of British women spread by
the Anglo-Indian press.12 To substantiate this view, Mr. C.F. Andrews, an eye witness of
the tragedy as narrated in his biography of 'Zaka ullah of Delhi' may be quoted.13 "It is
often stated that this hour of madness among the European soldiers was due to the
stories of the outraged honor of the English women, who had been killed during the
mutiny. As this charge against the mutineers has been very often repeated, and has
formed the subject of sensational novels written especially by authors who have dealt
with the mutiny in fiction, it is well to give at this point direct evidence taken

immediately on the spot. Mr. W. Muir, who was at the head of the Intelligence
Department in the affected districts, and, perhaps, the most well informed of those
special civilian authorities, who had to deal with the Mutiny affairs, writes on
December 30th 1857 as follows":-

"My comrades with the Intelligence-Department, at the Headquarters of the
Government at Agra have brought me during the past six months into contact

with messengers and spies from all parts of the country. I gladly add my
testimony, that nothing has come to my knowledge, which would in the smallest
degree support any of the tales of dishonor current in our public prints. Direct
evidence, however procurable, has been steadily and consistently against them ...
The people, those must have been, had there been any case of outraged honor,
and would have told us, uniformly deny that any such things were ever

11
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perpetrated or thought of. The understanding of the people on this point, if, as I
believe, we have correctly apprehended it, cannot be wrong ... judging from the
great accumulation of negative evidence, supported as it is on many important
points and direct and positive proofs, it may be safely asserted that there are fair

grounds for believing that violation before murder was never committed".

"That English women and children were killed by the mutineers has never been
questioned but it is a relief to be able to remove this baseless rumor about violation
entirely from the mind. Not only Mr. W. Muir's personal evidence (afterwards Sir
William Muir) taken but also a special Commission of enquiry was held on the spot.
They sat at Agra directly after the capture of the city of Delhi, and made the report
before the end of the year 1857. It came to the same conclusion as W. Muir that no such

acts of dishonor had been committed. Yet, it is a deplorable fact that positive rumors of
this kind were widely circulated; and the delirium from which the European troops
suffered was partly due to these false reports. This cannot, however, in any way excuse
what happened at Delhi, which left a stain on British Military history. Those who wish
to pursue the matter further should study E.I. Thompsons's hook, entitled 'The Other
Side of the Medal' Mr. C.F. Andrews cites an official dispatch of C.E. Saunders, the

Commissioner at Delhi, to W. Muir at Agra. He writes as follows:-

"Only those on the spot know the difficulties with which our commanders had to
deal (i.e. after the assault). The whole army was utterly disorganized and within

three or four days of the assault, discipline was almost at an end. For several
days, a majority of our European troops might almost be said to be suffering
from a delirium. The native troops were almost as, if not equally, disorganized
from similar causes and from the plunder which fell into their hands"....

"General Wilson ordered that no protection tickets should be valid unless they were
countersigned by himself. The consequences was that few, obtained anything like
protection. No guards could be furnished, and before two or three days elapsed, there
was not a house that not been ransacked and plundered; friends and foes alike suffering
to an equal extent. The chief wealth of the citizens had been bricked up and plastered
over. The Sikhs and others with the military force very soon learnt the artifice, and a
very considerable amount of plunder had been carried off which will not enrich the

'Prize Fund'.... The Prize Agents and the Army, generally, were rather anxious to lay it
down, that the whole city of Delhi had become the property of the Army, having been
taken in assault, and were anxious to dispose of real as well as personal and moveable
property. The consequence has been that all wealth of the city, which has escaped the
clutches of independent plunderers, has been transferred by night-time here and the
guarantee has been abused. The city has been so thoroughly ransacked and plundered,
that parties are not willing to pay much for their effects still remaining untouched. The
authorities have not gone on any very fixed principles in disposing of property, but on
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the contrary, the whole question has been marked by want of principles more than
anything else."

IMPACT OF THE REVOLT ON THE INDIAN MUSLIMS

"In the British view, it was Muslim intrigue and Muslim leadership that converted a
Sepoy Mutiny into a political conspiracy aimed at the extinction of the British Raj. The
British were also convinced that the Muslim community, though few in numbers, were
far more hostile throughout the course of the uprising. In Rohilkhand, in Agra, in
Aligarh, the local authorities reported that the Muslims were "for the most part against
us, while the Hindus remained almost universally friendly". Rikes, at Agra, even

claimed that the Muslims had behaved so badly that if the population had sympathized
with them instead of antagonized, I should despair of governing India for the future....
A Muhammadan was another name for rebel. "Lord Canning alone stood out against
this outright condemnation of Muslims although he admitted that the Revolt, for a time,
took the shape of a caricature revival of the Mughal empire he insisted that it was no
more Muslim than Hindu and he refused to sanction any special measures of
retribution directed against the Muslim community. But he could no more stem the tide

of anti-Muslim sentiment than stop the cry of vengeance."

GOVERNMENT REACTION TO MUSLIM PART IN THE REVOLT

"Government's immediate reaction to the supposed Muslim instigation of the Mutiny
was ferocious. Take for instance, the Mughal Delhi. The great mosque was confiscated.

The larger part of the Fathepuri mosque was auctioned off. The Daryaganj mosque
became a bakery and the great Mughal palace a barrack. The massive area between the
mosque and the Red Fort was cleared to provide a field for British cannon. House after
house was razed to make way for the canals, roads, and railways which ploughed their
way into the city. In the longer term this policy was extended to the relics of Mughal
administration. Oriental departments were abolished as Government was moved from
Agra to Allahahad".14

"The court of Sadr Diwani Adalat was set aside; the functions of Hindu and Muslim
Law officers came to an end, and in 1868, the centre of Government in NAT was moved
from Agra, scene of great Mughal glories, to Allahahad, the Holy city of the Hindus.
Moreover, Government departments, particularly those involved in reforming old ways
and breaking down the influence of established groups in bureaucracy, appeared to
carry this animus against the Muslims into their work. The numbers of Muslims in the
police and Judicial departments, it was announced, were too large. The Education

Department too severely criticized for the fact that they (Muslims) still hold a strong
position in the bureaucracy generally. A School Inspector wrote, It is a well known fact

14
Latif Ahmed Sherwani: 'Pakistan in the Making—Documents and Readings'.
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that there is no nation on earth more opposed to education or enlightenment than the
bigoted Muhammadans and yet the government seem disposed to allow them a
monopoly of the best employments ... Let not educated man be taunted by these
Bahadurs." (The inspector was Siva Prasad—Report of the Director Public Instruction,

(NWP) 1863-64) The following extract from Sir Alfred Lyall (then a young civilian
officer in Agra) gives some idea of the spirit in which sonic Government officers
conducted the post-mutiny changes: "They (the Muslims) deliberately planned and
tried to carry out a war of extermination (Lyall told his father) in 1858 and retaliation in
such a case is sanctioned by any means be exterminated, it could be the greatest
possible step towards civilizing and Christianizing Hindustan".

"As every Muslim in North India was under a cloud, everywhere the Muslims were

being oppressed with a heavy hand. Despondency and sullen despair had taken hold of
the Muslims of North India"... This despondency at that time had been the greatest
danger of all. The Muslims resented bitterly the atmosphere of suspicion in which they
continually lived; and yet this very resentment added to the shouldering of the fires.
They began to hate the British and the English ways. A large number of those who had
before belonged to flourishing families under Mughal rule, and had been used to
exercise authority were reduced to beggary and squalor. Property had been sold at

ruinous rates, during time of depression; and afterwards when the tide turned and the
prosperity of the country began to come back, their fortune at first did not revive with
it. They saw those who had been their servants now becoming their masters. Destiny
seemed to be against them, crushing them down. No hand was held out to help them.
The younger sons of the noble Muslim families remained inactive, merely lingering idly
about the house, uneducated, untidy, sometimes even in tatters without the least desire
to improve their own position, having lost altogether the very spirit of progress. The
low estate into which some of them had fallen could scarcely be credited. Men and

women of noble blood, nay, even of the Royal family itself, had been obliged to serve in
menial occupations in order to avoid starvation. The whole of the North of India was
scattered over with such families in decay. Only very slowly indeed had the spirit and
courage at the heart of the Muslim faith, throughout the provinces by the mutiny, been
restored. Those who were educated and enlightened, and had actually stretched out a
hand to help were looked upon in the first instance with strange suspicion and distrust.
Bitter prejudice was raised against them and the shouldering fires of religious bigotry

were fanned into flame. The one remedy which those who had come forward proposed
the acquisition of the new learning were denounced on all sides by the reactionaries as
contrary to the religion of Islam. The cries of 'Kafir',—infidel, atheist were handled
about unceasingly and all the forces of bigotry and superstition were brought to bear
against the innovators."15 Such is the eye-witness account of the Muslim state of mind
and their condition at that time as depicted by C.F. Andrews who proceeds further to
observe:

15
C.F. Andrews: 'Zakaullah of Delhi'.
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"But in the darkest hour a marvelous personality had arisen, Sir Syed Ahmed
Khan, who would have been a commanding figure and a born leader of men in
any country and at any period of history, at that critical moment came to the

front of the battle and led the whole fight against bigotry and darkness. The
battle had been won. Sir Syed Ahmed at last became loved instead of being
hated. The character of the new education was vindicated and the attitude of the
English themselves towards the Muhammadans was strikingly modified. The
imputations leveled against Musalmans as discontented and mutinous, became
less frequently heard. In certain cases, a mutual friendliness between the English
rulers of Northern India and the Muhammadan gentry arose in its place... All
this had taken nearly half-a-century to accomplish—years of hard, painful

incessant struggles such as the present generation could scarcely appreciate or
understand. It was still true".16

"The hatred of the Muslims among British officials especially was so intense that,
according to Russell, it was warmly urged by some of them that the Jama Masjid at
Delhi should be destroyed as a reminder to the 'faithful' of their humiliated position in
India. The Governor General had even proposed that they should pull down the 'raj' at

Agra and sell the blocks of marble. Lord Robert's attitude was typical of the British. He
felt so furious with the Muslims that in one of his letters to his sister, Harriet, he wrote
that the British should work with their life's best blood and show those rascally
Musalmans that with God's help Englishmen will still be the masters of India. To
perpetuate and strengthen English domination in India it was thought necessary by the
British to keep the Muslims under foot; the revolt appeared to justify this".17

"Thereafter, it became almost a habit with British officials to put the blame for

everything that went wrong on the Muslims. They were not happy to see them in
administrative jobs and often treated them with contempt and ridicule. Towards the
Hindus, on the contrary, their attitude was generous and they employed them willingly
in junior administrative posts."

NOT MUTINY; NATIONAL REVOLT

"To call it a mutiny is to falsify history. A mutiny is a military revolt against the legal
authority of the country. The legal ruler of India was the Mughal emperor at that time,
Bahadur Shah. The East India Company was merely an agent for collection of revenue
but it gradually built up military power, grabbed territory and usurped power. From
the battle of Arcot in 1751 onwards to the battle of Plassey in 1757 and battle of Buxar in
1764 imposing harsh and humiliating terms under the Treaty of Allahabad (1765) the

16
C.F. Andrews: 'Zakaullah of Delhi'.
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British continued to acquire territory without challenging the authority of the emperor.
The rebels had no organization and no planning; they acted under an emotion; yet they
were all conscious of the alien presence and resented it; it was anti-British in character.
In this respect the rebels had the general support. There was much sympathy in

northern India for the rebels. The Madras and Bombay armies remained loyal; only the
Bengal army had rebelled. With the exception of the Begum of Audh and the Rani of
Atansi and some minor chiefs, none of the feudatory chiefs sided with the rebels, and
the Mahratta chiefs, Holkar, Scindia and Gaekwar remained loyal. Gwalior and
Hyderabad remained tranquil. The fidelity of the Sikhs, Rajputs and Gorkhas prevented
the spread of the revolt. Dost Muhammad, the king of Afghanistan, remained friendly.
Persia concluded peace with the British in 1756. Still it was a national revolt. Mahrattas
and the Mughals,—traditional enemies, fought side by side, shoulder to shoulder. The

majority of the Hindus fought under the command of the Mughal king. There is enough
evidence to suggest that the rebels had enough general support to get rid of the alien
government and restore the old order of which the Mughal king was the rightful
representative. Disraeli, who was to emerge as one of the greatest Prime Ministers of
England in 1874, correctly described the nature of the Mutiny when he said in the
House of Commons on 27 July 1857 that the movement was a 'National Revolt' and not
a military mutiny".

Queen's sovereignty was proclaimed on November 1st 1858 in a Grand Durbar at
Allahabad and Lord Canning was appointed the first Viceroy. Queen Victoria became
the Empress of Indian empire. The East India Company was dissolved by the Act of
1858, the powers previously wielded by the Court of Directors of the East India
Company and the Parliamentary Board of Control passed to the Crown.

THE GHASTLY TRAGEDY—SYED AHMED'S FEELINGS

In the aftermath of the revolt Muslims suffered the most, being the most suspect in the
eyes of the British rulers for in spite of its Hindu origin the Muslims were thought to
have instigated disaffection and disloyalty to and hatred of the new regime. Syed
Ahmed was horrified at what had happened to Delhi he loved so much. Delhi where he
was born and brought up was devastated and ceased to exist. The ghastly tragedy that

had overtaken the city of Delhi and the total ruin and disgrace suffered by the Muslim
community as a whole which was the particular target of the enraged rulers must have
given a rude shock to Syed Ahmed and pricked his conscience, pride and honor as a
Muslim. His first feeling must have been one of horror and boundless grief over his
personal losses and wounded pride as a member of the Muslim community which was
still living under the illusion of being the ruling race. In his utter disgust, he thought
that India was no longer a place for any self respecting Muslim and wanted to retire
and migrate to Egypt. But soon, he rallied his courage, pondered deeply and decided to

respond to the new challenge and to stand up like a man by the Muslim community in
its hour of distress. He was no longer a courtier of the effete Mughal empire which had
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fallen; he was now a man of the people and he was quick to perceive the urgent need to
salvage and retrieve the honor of the Muslim community on a National scale, the urgent
need for their social and economic rehabilitation through educational uplift to
emancipate them from the social degradation and economic backwardness so that they

may recoup and recover their legitimate rights and representation in the administrative
set up appropriate to their status as a ruling race under the previous regimes; and all
this, in his carefully considered view, can best be achieved only through affirmation of
loyalty to the British rule and in cooperation and sincere friendship with the Hindus
and not through confrontation. The first step in his programme was reconciliation with
the British rulers and the second step was to shake the Muslims out of their lethargy
and encourage them to acquire English education and the new learning. It was a sound
decision and the only feasible and sensible course of action under the then prevailing

conditions. It would have been a criminal folly indeed if Syed Ahmed had chosen to act
and rush in the fashion of the old chevalier to resuscitate the fallen fortunes of a
debased, depraved and debauched dynasty and the nobility in the name of Islam in a
vain Quixotic effort to dislodge the British who were already firm in their saddle and
had become a world power with no one to challenge their supremacy.

Syed Ahmed was forty years old at that time and had twenty years service in the

judiciary. The role he played during the mutiny was unblemished and courageous
which was viewed with gratitude and satisfaction by every British officer who came
into contact with him in those troublesome days. Throughout the revolt he conducted
himself with cool courage, daring and dignity and averted ugly and dangerous
situations. His sustained courage and tact had ensured safe evacuation of the families of
British personnel. At that time he was the lone Muslim who could step in as the
protector of Muslim community and salvage the honor of many a Muslim gentleman.
The very cream of the Muslim elite and intellectuals had either perished or were in

hiding. The immediate challenge was the prevailing conditions of fear, degradation and
oppression. It was at this critical juncture that Syed Ahmed stepped forward boldly
with the courage and dignity of a refined statesman. When Queen Victoria issued a
proclamation of amnesty and religious non-interference on 1st November 1858, Syed
Ahmed was in Moradabad. Syed Ahmad organized a public meeting of Muslims and
offered prayers in congregation to offer thanksgiving. Fifteen thousand Muslims joined
the thanks-giving service.

In 1860 there was a great famine followed by epidemic. On his request, the Government
appointed Syed Ahmed as administrator of Famine Relief handling over 14,000
affectees. He threw himself heart and soul and worked with so much dedication and
patriotism that he endeared himself to both Hindus and Muslims alike. He emerged at
the end of the famine relief work as an acknowledged social worker and a liberal
nationalist and a champion of the rights of Hindus and Muslims alike.
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CAUSES OF INDIAN REVOLT' (ASBAB-I-BAGHAWAT-E-HIND)

To redeem the honor of the Indian people—and Muslims in particular, it was necessary
to correct the erroneous notions associated with the mutiny and to clear the pernicious

atmosphere created in the aftermath of the mutiny. He delved deep into the causes of
the 'Mutiny' and wrote the historical pamphlet even before the issue of the Queen's
proclamation. He got 500 copies printed under his personal supervision and sent these
to the British Parliament. Not a single copy was sold or distributed to the public in
India. It is said that Syed Ahmed offered special prayers before sending the pamphlet to
the Parliament. Syed Ahmed discarded the populous notion that the mutiny was a
rebellion; he debunked and ridiculed the official views of a rebellion as preposterous.

The root cause, he elaborated, was a spontaneous outburst of the simmering discontent
accumulated over the years against misconceived policies of the government and that
the mutiny was mismanaged. Both in approach and content, Syed Ahmed's thesis was
revealing and revolutionary. Mark! The pamphlet was submitted to the British

Parliament and not to the Governor-General in India, and a few months after the issue
of Her Majesty Queen Victoria's proclamation of amnesty and non-interference in
religion (1st Nov. 1858). When the pamphlet was translated into English and came up
before the Governor-General in Council, it caused quite a stir. The Foreign Secretary,

Cecil Beadon, called it highly seditious and recommended that the author should be
proceeded against. But saner counsels were beginning to prevail under the tolerant
leadership of the Governor-General, Lord Canning, and so, in view of Syed Ahmed's
signal services in Bijnore, the pamphlet was treated as 'bonafide criticism'. Several
English translations were made of it for official use, both in England and in India. The
first to be published was made by Sir Auckland' Colvin and Major General G.F.I.
Graham in 1873 but the official versions had in the meantime been quietly exercising

their influence on the formulation of policy behind the scenes. Syed Ahmed had put
forth the revolutionary idea that Indians ought to be associated and consulted in the
higher Councils of State for tke abiding good of both the Indian subjects and the
empire—an idea that nobody ever thought of Syed Ahmed was educated in traditional
learning and did not know English and was certainly not aware of the new political
concepts taking shape in Europe. The first fruit of the impact made by Syed Ahmed's
Pamphlet 'Causes of the Indian Revolt' was 'The Indian Councils Act of 1861', which
gave scats to Indians in the Central Legislative Council. The Pamphlet made history and

Syed Ahmed Khan emerged as the prophet of goodwill who corrected many a wrong
notion associated with the Indian Muslims in staging the mutiny. The beauty of his
representation was that it is a truly national representation and Hindus were not
blamed for their folly in starting the revolt—the first shot was fired by a high—caste
Hindu sepoy, Mangal Pandey, at Barrackpore.

In 1856 the Indian Army composed largely of Hindus drawn from North-East India,

U.P. and Behar, constituting over 90% percent. Syed Ahmed went so far as to criticise
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the handling of the mutineers at Meerut stating that they were "brave people who had
served the East India Company loyally, had won medals and decorations, and refused
to bite the cartridges (the biting of which would have destroyed their castes) because
they thought that this was "no open crime at all". They were, however, punished in a

manner which thinking men know to have been most wrong and most inopportune. He
pointedly added, the prisoners, on seeing their hands and feet manacled, looked at their
medals and wept. They remembered their services and thought how they have been
recompensed. It was a fearless exposition of the wrongs done by the British to their
subjects. It required guts and moral courage of a high degree, to write in such a vein but
the political sagacity and decorum which had been the hallmark of the British character
saved him from the consequences of such dangerous writings. No wonder that Cecil
Beadon, the Foreign Secretary, who later became the Lieutenant Governor, dubbed it as

'highly seditious' and had recommended that the author should be punished was
convinced later when he was confronted by Syed Ahmed who challenged him to
produce one copy and he will pay him a thousand rupees, was finally satisfied that the
pamphlet was not written to incite the public but to inform the Government. Mr. Cecil
Beadon became an admirer and friend.

Syed Ahmed was ignorant of English language and was still unacquainted with the

modern political thought and the revolutionary ideas of Marx and Engels whose
'Communist Manifesto' was published in 1848. A hundred years earlier, in 1749,
Rousseau's great political work, the 'Social Contract' which proclaimed the ideal of the
sovereignty of the popular will was published. The writings of the great, French
revolutionary which inspired the French Revolution in 1789 and the American
declaration of Independence in 1776 were not known in India although the French had
established their first settlement at Pondicherry in 1674 and the French were actively
involved in the Carnatic wars in 1748 onwards in a bid to overthrow the British

supremacy on the Indian soil right upto the end of the 18th century as Allies of Hyder
Ali and Tipu Sultan. Yet, Syed Ahmed represented the Indian case with an overtone of
indignation without being disloyal exposing the wrongs of the British rulers and their
woeful lack of political vision and sagacity. It seems he read the English mind of the
Victorian age correctly and fully succeeded in driving home the truth. That speaks
volumes of his greatness. Even more remarkable is the dauntless courage of the author;
the country was yet under Martial Law and the Anglo-Indian press was spitting fire

advocating a firm line, he wrote the book and shrewdly dispatched all the copies to the
British Parliament direct.

The Causes of Indian Revolt, which made history, was written by Syed Ahmed in Urdu
in 1858. It was translated into English by Sir Auckland Calvin and G.F.I. Graham and
published in England for the first time in 1973 Some extracts are reproduced below for
the information of the inquisitive reader:-
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"The primary causes of rebellion are, I fancy, everywhere the same. It invariably results
from the existence of a policy obnoxious to the dispositions, aims, habits and views of
those by whom the rebellion is brought about."

"As regards the rebellion of 1857, the fact is, that for a long period many grievances had
been rankling in the hearts of the people. In course of time, a vast store of explosive
material had been collected which was sparked off into a conflagration."

"The manner in which the rebellion spread, first here, then there, now breaking out in
this place and now in that, is alone good proof that there existed no wide spread
conspiracy."

"Nor is there the slightest reason for thinking that the rebels in Hindustan received any
aid from Russia or from Persia. As between Roman Catholics and Protestants, so
between the Musalmans of Persia and of Hindustan, cordial cooperation is
impossible...."

"I see nothing strange in the fact, if fact it were, of the ex-king of Delhi having written a
firman to the Persians. The ex-king had a fixed idea that he could transform himself into

a fly or gnat, and that he could in this guise convey himself to other countries, and learn
what was going on there. Seriously, he firmly believed that he possessed the power of
transformation."

"No doubt men of all classes were irritated at the annexation of Oudh; all agreed in
thinking that the Honorable East India Company had acted in defiance of its treaties,
and in contempt of the word which it had pledged. The people of Oudh felt on this
occasion much as other men have felt whose countries have been annexed by the East

India Company. What I mean is, that the men who would be the most irritated and
dismayed at such step, were the noblemen and independent princes of Hindustan.
These all saw that sooner or later such a policy must lead to the overthrow of their own
independence, and confiscation of their own lands. Nevertheless, we find that there was
not one of the great landed princes who espoused the rebel cause. The mutineers were
for the most part men who had nothing to lose—the governed, not the governing,
class...."

"There are no grounds for supposing that the Mohammedans had for a long time been
conspiring or plotting a simultaneous rise or a religious crusade against the professors
of a different faith. The English Government does not interfere with the Mohammedans
in the practice of their religion. For this sole reason it is impossible that that idea of
religious crusade should have been entertained. Thirty five years ago a celebrated
Moulvi, Mohammed Ismail by name, preached a religious crusade in Hindustan, and
called upon all men to aid him in carrying it out. But on that occasion he distinctly

stated that natives of Hindustan, subject to the British Government, could not
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conscientiously take part in a religious war within the limits of Hindustan. Accordingly,
while thousands of Jehads congregated in every district of Hindustan there was no sort
of disturbance raised within British territory. Going northwards, these men crossed the
Punjab frontier, and waged war in those parts of the country. And even if we should

imitate the know-nothings in the various districts and call the late disturbance a
religious war, it is very certain that no preparations were made for it before the 10th of
May 1857."

"Most men agree in thinking that it is highly conducive to the welfare and prosperity of
Government—indeed, is essential to its stability—that the people should have a voice in
its councils. It is from the voice of the people only that the Government can learn
whether its projects are likely to be well received. The voice of the people can alone

check errors in the bud, and warn us of dangers before they burst upon and destroy us.
A needle may dam the gushing rivulet; an elephant must turn aside from the swollen
torrent. This voice, however, can never be heard and this security never be acquired,
unless the people are allowed a share in the consultations of Government. The men who
have ruled India should never have forgotten that they were here in the position of
foreigners—that they differ from its natives in religion, in customs, in habits of life and
of thought. The security of a Government is founded on its knowledge of the character

of the governed, as well as on its careful observance of their rights and privileges. They
are in every instance the inheritance of the peculiar race. It is to the difference of
thought and of custom that laws must be adopted, for they cannot be adopted to the
laws. In their due observance lies the welfare and security of Government. From the
beginning of things, to disregard these has been to disregard the nature of man, and the
neglect of them has ever been the cause of universal discontent."

"The evils which resulted in India from the non-admission of natives into the

Legislative Council of India were various. Government could never know the
inadvisability of the laws and regulations which it passed. It could never hear as it
ought to have heard the voice of the people on such a subject. The people had no means
of protesting against what they might feel to be a foolish measure, or giving public
expression to their own wishes. But the greatest mischief lay in this, that the people
misunderstood the view and the intentions of Government. They misapprehended
every act, and whatever law was passed was misconstrued by men who had no share in

it, and hence no means of judging of its spirit. At length the Hindostanees fell into the
habit of thinking that all the laws were passed with a view to degrade and ruin them,
and to deprive them and their fellows of their religion. Such acts as were repugnant to
native customs and character whether in themselves good or bad, increased their
suspicion. At last came the time when all men looked upon the British Government as
slow poison, a rope of sand, a treacherous flame of lire. They learned to think that if
today they escaped from the hands of Government, tomorrow they would fall into
them; or that even if they escaped on the morrow, the third day would sec their ruin.
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There was no man to reason with them, no one to point out to them the absurdity of
such ideas."

"I do not wish to enter into the question as to how ignorant and uneducated natives of

Hindustan could be allowed a share in the deliberations of the Legislative Council, or as
to how they should be selected to form an assembly like the English Parliament. These
are knotty points. All I wish to prove here is, that such a step is not only advisable, but
absolutely necessary, and that the disturbances are due to the neglect of such a
measure."

"The mistake of the Government made itself felt in every matter connected with
Hindustan. All causes of rebellion, however various, can be traced to this one. And if

we look at these various causes separately and distinctly, we shall, I think, find that
they may be classed under five heads:-

1. ignorance on the part of the people; by which I mean misapprehension of
the intentions of Government.

2. the passing of such laws and regulations and forms of procedure as jarred

with the established customs and practice of Hindustan and the introduction of
such as were in themselves objectionable.

3. ignorance on the part of the 'Government of the condition of the people, of
their modes of thought and life and of the grievances through which their hearts
were becoming estranged.

4. the neglect on the part of our rulers of such points as were essential to the

good Government of Hindustan.

5. the bad management and disaffection of the army.

"I would here say that I do not wish it to be understood that the views of Government
were in reality such as have been imputed to them. I only wish to say that they were
misconstrued by the people, and that the misconstruction hurried on the rebellion. Had

there been a native of Hindustan in the Legislative Council, the people would never
have fallen into such errors.

INTERFERENCE IN MATTERS OF RELIGION

There is not the smallest doubt that all men, whether ignorant or well-informed felt a
firm conviction that the English Government was bent on interfering with their religion,

and with their old-established customs. They believed that the Government intended to
force the Christian religion and foreign customs upon Hindu and Mussalman alike.
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This was the chief among the secondary causes of the rebellion. It was believed by every
one that Government was slowly but surely developing its plans. Every step, it was
thought, was being taken with the most extreme caution. Hence it is that men said that
Government does not speak of proselytizing Mohammedan community summarily and

by force; but it will throw off the veil as it feels itself stronger, and will act with greater
decision. Events increased and strengthened this conviction. Men never thought that
our Government would openly compel them to change their religion. The idea was, that
indirect steps would be taken. It was supposed that Government would, by making the
people deprived of the knowledge of their own faith, work on the cupidity and poverty
of its subjects, and, on condition of their abjuring their faith, offer them employment in
its own service."

"In the year 1837, the year of the great draught, the step which was taken by rearing
orphans in the principles of the Christian faith, was looked upon throughout the North-
West Provinces as an example of the schemes of Government. It was supposed that
when Government had summarily brought all Hindostanees to a pitch of ignorance and
poverty, it would convert them to its own creed. The Hindostanees used to feel an
increasing dismay at the annexation of each successive country by the Honorable East
India Company."

"In the first days of British rule in Hindustan, there used to be less talk than at present
on the subject of religion. It has been commonly believed that Government appointed
missionaries and maintained them at its own cost. It has been supposed that
Government, and the officers of Government throughout the country, were in the habit
of giving large sums of money to these missionaries, with the intention of covering their
expenses, enabling them to distribute books, and in every way aiding them. Many
convented officers and many military men have been in the habit of talking to their

subordinates about religion; some of them would hid their servants come to their
houses and listen to the preaching of missionaries, and thus it happened that in the
course of time no man felt sure that his creed would last even his own lifetime."

"The missionaries, moreover, introduced a new system of preaching. They took to
printing and circulating controversial tracts, in the shape of questions and answers.
Men of a different faith were spoken of in those tracts in a most offensive and irritating

way. In Hindustan these things have always been managed very differently. Every man
in this country preaches and explains his views in his own mosque or his own house. If
any one wishes to listen to him, he can go to the mosque or house and hear what he has
to say. But the missionaries' plan was exactly the opposite. They used to attend places of
public resort—markets, for instance, and fairs, where men of different creeds were
collected together and used to begin preaching there. It was only from fear of the
authorities that no one bade them to be off about their business. In some districts the
missionaries were actually attended by policemen from the station. And then the

missionaries did not confine themselves to explaining the doctrines of their own books.
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In violent and unmeasured language they attacked the followers and the holy places of
other creeds, annoying and insulting beyond expression the feelings of those who
listened to him. In this way, too, the seeds of discontent were sown deep in the hearts of
the people."

"Then missionary schools were started in which the principles of the Christian faith
were taught. Men said it was by the order of Government. In some districts covenented
officers of his position and of great influence used to visit the schools and encouraged
the people to attend them; examinations were held in book which taught the tenets of
the Christian religion.—Lads who attended the schools used to be asked such-questions
as the: "Who is your God?" "Who is your redeemer?" and these questions they were
obliged to answer agreeably to Christian faith—prizes being given accordingly. This

again added to the prevailing "When the village schools were established, the general
belief was that they were instituted solely with the view of teaching the doctrines of
Jesus. The Perganah visitors and Deputy Inspectors who used to go from village to
village advising the parents to enter their 'children at those schools, got the nickname of
the native clergymen.... Their sole idea was that these schools were Christian schools
established with the view of converting them."

"Alluding to the Government colleges' earlier traditional curricula, including Sanskrit,
Persian and Arabic, Syed Ahmed maintained: "The large colleges established id the
towns were from the first a source of suspicion. At the time of their establishment Shah
Abdul Aziz, a celebrated Moulvi of Hindustan was alive. The Mohammadans asked
him for a fatwa on the subject. His answer was distinct "Go" he said, "read in the English

colleges, and learn the English language. The laws of Islam admit it" Acting on this
opinion the Mohammadans did not hesitate to enter these colleges. At that time,
however, the colleges were conducted on a principle widely different from that which is

adopted at present. Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit and English were equally taught. 'The
Tiqah Hadees' and other such books were read. Examinations were held in the 'Tiqah'
for which certificates of proficiency were given. Religion in any way thrust forward.
The professors were men of worth and weight—all scholars of great reputation, wide
knowledge and sound moral character. But all this has, been changed. The study of
Arabic is little thought of 'The Tiqah' and 'Hadees' were suddenly dropped. Persian is
almost entirely neglected. Books and methods of teaching have been changed but the

study of Urdu and English has greatly increased. All this has tended to strengthen the
idea that Government wished to wipe out the religions which it found in Hindustan."

"Such was the state of the village schools and the colleges, such that the general feeling
of distrust throughout the country as to the views of the government about conversion.
When a proclamation was issued by Government to the following effect; Whoever had
studied and passed examination in certain sciences and in the English language and
had received a certificate to that effect was to be considered as having prior claim for

employment in the public service. Petty appointments were granted on the production
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of certificates from the Deputy Inspectors who had hitherto been nicknamed native
clergymen. This came as a blow to everyone. Suspicion increased tenfold. The rumor
again rose that Government wished to deprive the Hindostanees of all means of
subsistence, and by impoverishing them gradually, to substitute its own religion in the

place of theirs.

"Finally in a public letter, missionary Edmund asserted Christianity's superiority over
Islam and Hinduism by virtue of the West's scientific, technical and political superiority
over the East. His letter stated: "All India was now under one rule, that the telegraph
had so connected all parts of the country that they were the one; that the rail roads
brought them so near that all towns were as one; the time had clearly come when there
should be but one faith, that we should all become Christians."

CONFISCATION AND RESUMPTION OF LANDS

"The laws providing for the resumption of revenue free-lands, the last of which was
Regulation of 1819, were most obnoxious. Nothing disgusted the natives of this country

more with the English Government than this resumption of revenue-free lands. Sir T.
Munro and the Duke of Wellington said truly enough that to resume lands granted
revenue-free, was to set the whole people against us, and to make beggars of the
masses. I cannot describe the odium and the hatred which this act brought on the
Government, or the extent to which it beggared the people. Many lands which had been
held revenue-free for centuries were suddenly resumed on the flimsiest pretexts. The
people said that the Government not only did nothing for them itself, but undid what

former Governments had done. This measure altogether lost for the Government the
confidence of its subjects."

"In the first days of British rule, sales of landed property were so numerous that the
whole country was turned upside down. To remedy this, Government passed the law
which is called Regulation 1 of 1821, and appointed a Commission of Inquiry. This
Commission, however, gave rise to a thousand other evils. After all, the affair was not
brought to a satisfactory conclusion, and at last the Commission was abolished. All I

now say is, that whether this system of sales was the result of necessity or of ignorance,
it has at all events had a hand in bringing on the rebellion. The claim of the Government
lies, I take it, upon the produce of the land, not upon the land itself."

DISTRICT OFFICERS' IGNORANCE OF PEOPLES' CONDITIONS

"The people again, having no voice in the Government of the country, could not better
their conditions; and if they did try to make themselves heard by means of petitions,
these same petitions were, if ever attended to, and sometimes never even heard.
Government, it is true, received reports from the subordinate officials; but even these
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officials themselves were ignorant of the real thoughts and opinions of the people,
because they had no means of getting at them."

"Now, the Government ought to have received the complaints and petitions of its

people direct, and not, as it did, invariably by reports from its district officers."

"I feel it most necessary to say that which is in my heart, and which I believe to be true,
even at the risk of being distasteful to many of the ruling race. I maintain that the
maintenance of friendly relations between the Governors and the governed is far more
necessary than between the individuals; private friendships only affect a few, friendship
and good feeling between a Government and its subjects affect a nation. As in private
friendships two persons are' united by the bond of a common friendship, so also should

a Government and its people be knit together in like manner. The people and the
Government I may liken to a tree, the better being the root, and the firmer the growth of
that root. As the root is, so will the tree be. Friendship, intercourse and sympathy are
therefore not wholly dependent for their existence on the givers and the recipients
being of the same religion, country, or race."

"Does not the Apostle Paul admonishes us in these beautiful words? "And the Lord

make you to increase and abound in love one towards another and towards all men,
even as we do toward you" And does not Jesus admonish us in these? "Therefore all
things whatsoever we would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them; for this
is the law and the prophets."

"These were meant to inculcate friendship and love to all men; and no one, no wise and
thoughtful man, will say that the admonition is wrong, that friendship and love to our
fellow-men are not beneficial, that their results are nil, and that they do not blot out

much that is wicked. As yet, truth compels me to state, Government has not cultivated
the friendship of its people, as was its duty to do. The Creator has instilled into the
heart of man and the instinct of animals, that the strong should be kind to and care for
the weak. The father loves his child before the child loves him. The man tries to win the
woman, not woman the man. If a man of low degree try to win the esteem of one in
high position, he is liable to be styled a flatterer and not a friend. It was therefore for the
Government to try and win the friendship of its subjects, not for the subjects to try and

win that of the Government. If it had done so, the results would have been great, and
the people would have rejoiced. Alas that it has not done so'. Friendship is a feeling
which springs from the heart and which cannot be kindled by 'admonitions' ....
Government has hitherto kept itself as isolated from the people of India as if it had been
the fire and the dry grass—as if it thought that, were the two brought in contact, the
latter would be burnt up. It and its people were like two different sorts of stone, one
white and the other black, which stones, too, were daily more and more widely
separated. Now the relations between them ought to have been those between the

streaks of white and black in the stone called Abri, in which we see the former close
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alongside of the latter, the one blending with the other. Government was, of course
perfectly right to maintaining special friendly relations with its Christian subjects
(English), but it was, at the same time, incumbent upon it to show towards its native
subjects that brotherly kindness which the Apostle Paul exhorts us to in these words:

"And to Godliness brotherly kindness; and to brotherly kindness charity". It must be
borne in mind that the blood of the Muhammadan conquerors and that of the people of
the country was not the same ; that their faith was not the same; their manners and
customs not the same; that in their hearts the people did not like them; and that at first
there was little or no amalgamation of the two. What, then, was the secret of their
becoming friends? .... One great source of the stability of a Government is undoubtedly
the treating of its subjects with honor, and thus gaining their affections.... In the first
years of the British rule in India, the people were heartily in favor of it. This good

feeling the Government has now forfeited, and the natives very generally say that they
are treated with contempt. A native gentleman is, in the eyes of any petty official, as
much lower than that official as that same official esteems himself lower than a duke.
This opinion of many of these officials is that no native can be a gentleman."

THE ENGLISH ARMY SYSTEM HAS ALWAYS BEEN FAULTY

"Owing to the paucity of the European clement the people of India only stood in awe of
the sepoys, who thus became puffed up with pride, and thought there were none like
them in the world. They looked upon the European portion as a myth, and thought that
the many victories which the English had gained were gained entirely by their own
prowess. A common saying of theirs was, that they had enabled the English to conquer
Hindustan from Burma to Kabul. This pride of the sepoys was most marked after
Punjab was conquered. So far had it gone that they made objections to anything which

they did not like, and I believe even remonstrated when ordered to march consequent
on the yearly reliefs. It was precisely at this time, when the army was imbued with this
feeling of pride, and the knowledge or rather conjecture that Government would grant
anything they stood out for, that the new cartridges were issued—cartridges which they
really believed were made up with fat, and the using of which would destroy their
caste. They refused to bite them. When the regiment at Barrackpore was disbanded, and
the general order announcing the same was read out to each regiment, the deepest grief

was felt throughout the army. They thought that the refusal to bite the cartridges, the
biting of which would have destroyed their caste, was no crime at all; that the men of
the disbanded regiment were not in the least to blame, and that their disbandment was
an act utterly devoid of justice on the part of the Government. The whole army deeply
regretted ever having had anything to do with Government. They felt that they had
shed their blood in its cause, and conquered many countries for it; that in return it
wished to take away their caste, and had been disbanded and had not been treated with
greater severity; but, partly from feeling certain that the cartridges were mixed with fat,

partly from grief at seeing their comrades disbanded at Barrackpore, and still more, by
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reason of their pride, arrogance and vanity, the whole army was determined, come
what might, not to bite the cartridges."

"Correspondence was undoubtedly actively carried on in the army after the events at

Barrackpore, and messages were sent telling the men not to bite the cartridges. Upto
this time there was a strong feeling of indignation and irritation in the army, but, in my
opinion, there was no intention of rebelling."

"The fatal month of May 1857 was now at hand, in which the army was punished in a
manner which thinking men know to have been most wrong and most inopportune.
The anger which the news of this punishment created in the minds of the sepoys was
intense. The prisoners, on seeing their hands and feet manacled, looked at their medals

and wept. They remembered their services and thought how they had been
recompensed; and their pride which, as I have before said, was the feeling of the whole
army, caused them to feel the degradation all the more keenly. Then the rest of the
troops at Meerut were fully persuaded that they would either be compelled to bite the
cartridges or undergo the same punishment. The rage and grief led to the fearful events
of the 10th of May, which events are unparalleled in the annals of history. After
committing themselves thus, the mutineers had no choice but to continue in their career

of rebellion."

SIR SYED AHMED KHAN'S LITERARY WORKS—A RESUME

1836—Syed Ahmed began his literary career at the age of 19 with contributions to 'Syed
ul Akhbar' edited and published by his brother, Syed Mohammed

1840—'JAM-E-JAM' (A History of Mughal Emperors of India (43 kings from Taimur to

Bahadur Shah)

1841—CIVIL LAW DIGEST (Intikhab al Akhawayn)

1843—'Jala al Qulub Bi ziker al Mahbub' (The Prophet's Life) (for Recitation at Mauloods)

1845—Translation of some chapters of the book:- 'Tuhaf-e-Asna-i-Asharya' written by

Shah Abdul Aziz

1846—'Asar al Sanadid' (Archeological 'History of Delhi) with Biographical sketches of

the contemporary personalities of the city which won him international recognition—
Translated into English and French and Published by the Royal Asiatic Society, London.

1856—Edited and Published 'Aain-e-Akbari' in three Volumes with an addition of the

Autobiography of Emperor Jehangir (Published by the Royal Asiatic Society in 1862).
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1857—History of the Bijnor Rebellion (Tariq-i-Sarkashi i Zila Bijnaur).

1858—Asbab-i-Baghawat-i-Hind (Causes of the Indian Revolt).

1866—Aligarh Institute Gazette—Publication started in March 1866.

1870—Qutbat-i-Ahmediyah (12 Essays on the Life of Muhammed) Published in English

By M/s. Trubncr & Co. London.

1870—'Tahzib al Akhlaq' Bi-lingual Weekly—(Mohammedan Social Reformer in
English)started publication on 24 December 1870 had three lives: (1) 1870 to 1876 (2)
1879-1881 (3) 1894-1897).

1872—Review on Dr. Hunter's Indian Musalmans—Are They Bound in Conscience to

Rebel Against the Queen (A series of Articles published in 'Pioneer' during 1871 and
later published in book form in 1872)

1880—'Tafsir al Quran' (in six volumes)

Vol. I 1880

Vol. II 1882
Vol. III 1885
Vol. IV 1888
Vol. V 1892
Vol. VI 1895

1865—Translation and Commentary on the Bible (in three volumes) 1893—Translation
of a book on French Revolution and Napoleon.

There are many more works by Sir Syed Ahmed Khan which have not been mentioned.
He was a voluminous writer and is known to have contributed about 135 articles to
Tahzib al Akhlaq.
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Chapter 2

POST MUTINY PERIOD—EMERGING OUT OF MEDIEVAL AGE

With the failure of the first war of independence in 1857, the whole of the Indo-Pak sub-
continent came under the British rule which had far reaching consequences for the
Muslim community which bore the brunt of the 150 years long interregnum, chaos and
anarchy, making it all the more painful to emerge from the morass of the medieval age
and to progressively adjust itself to the modern age ushered by the British rule. For over
700 years the Muslim community had been basking under the favors of the Muslim
ruling dynasties in the sub-continent sharing the pride of being the ruling race in race in
relation to the Hindus who out-numbered them by ten-to-one. With the loss of political

power, there followed a tragic period of oppression and humiliation, social and
economic degradation. They were dispossessed of properties and deprived of
Government employment which had been their sole means of livelihood, power, wealth
and social influence. Now, crestfallen, they had to face the increasing challenge posed
by the emergence of militant Hindu nationalism surging from Bengal and its tidal flow
affecting the Hindu-Muslim communal amity prevailing right upto the North-West
Province of Delhi and Punjab under the protective umbrella of the British rulers. The

British victory in the battle of Plassey in June 1757 marks the rise of the British power in
India and, incidentally, the birth and resurgence of militant Hindu nationalism. Hindus
were the first to respond, eager and receptive to British rule and English education. The
Muslim community in the North-West woke up late,—almost a hundred years late,
allowing the Hindus a lead of hundred years in the march towards progress in the field
of social, economic and educational advancement. In the South, Muslims were a small
minority and were left to struggle for survival on their own and in Deccan—the
Nizam's State of Hyderabad, Muslims remained safe, unmolested and protected right

upto 1948 until the state was merged in the Indian Union. During the turbulent years of
the mutiny, Hyderabad remained calm and unaffected. In Bengal, the plight of Muslims
was the worst. Writing about the plight of the Muslim community in Bengal in 1871,
W.W. Hunter, in his book: "The Indian Mussalman" observes:-

"During the last seventy five years the Mussalman houses of Bengal have either
disappeared from the earth or are at this moment, being submerged beneath the

new strata of society which our rule has developed—haughty, insolent, indolent
but still, the descendants of nobles and conquerors to the last".18

18
M. W. Hunter. 'The Indian Musalmans'.
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"Use of Persian in conducting public business was discontinued and in its place Bengali
was introduced in 1837. The Hindus poured into, and have since completely filled,
every grade of official life".

ENGLISH EDUCATION IN NORTH WEST—MUSLIM APATHY

Lord Lake conquered Delhi in 1803 after defeating the Mahrattas and Emperor Shah
Alam-II was taken under protection. The presence of a British Resident, the British
Garrison in Delhi and the fort of Allahabad and a community of British families
presented the first glimpses of modernity to the people of Delhi. Delhi College was
founded in 1825 and on the recommendation of the British Resident, Sir Charles

Metcalf, English classes were added in 1827. Itimad-ud-Daulah Sayyid Fazal Ali Khan,
Minister of the King of Oudh executed a will whereby he left rupees 170,000/- in trust
with the British Government stipulating that five percent interest on the Government
owned securities should be spent on 'the instruction of Arabic and Persian' in the Delhi
College. Thus richly endowed, the Delhi College started teaching English language and
Western sciences through the medium of English—English being the exclusive medium
of instruction for higher education throughout India from 1835. Modern education was

imparted through the medium of Urdu in Delhi College. There were two
Departments—Western and Oriental in which Persian, Arabic and Sanskrit were taught
as additional subjects.

Muslims remained apathetic to English and Western education. Shah Abdul Aziz, the
great theologian was asked for his opinion and he promptly issued a 'Fatwa' asking the

Muslims to go and learn English and Western sciences. In spite of the Fatwa, the
Muslims continued to send their children to madressahs where education was imparted

according to the traditional curriculum. Syed Ahmed received his education in the
madressah according to the traditional curriculum like all other children of the affluent

families of the aristocracy. Altaf Husain Hali, born in Panipat, visiting Delhi in 1853,
expressed his views in the following words:—

"In Panipat one could hardly hear a mention made c English education. People
only thought of it as a means to acquiring British Government's employment

rather than as a source of knowledge. On the contrary the 'Ulema' considered the
English schools as obnoxious. I stayed in Delhi for one-and-a-half years but I
never did once set my glance at the college nor did I have the opportunity to
meet the students of the college including Maulvi Nazir Ahmed, Maulvi Zaka
ullah and Maulvi Mohammad Husain Azad".19

Soon after the mutiny, Syed Ahmed published a Review of Instruction, written in Urdu
and English, in which he set forth very radical views: (1858)

19
Hafeez Malik: 'Sir Syed Ahmed Khan and Muslim Modernization in India and Pakistan'.
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"The Government holds the opinion that where there is planning for instruction
of a people, the best vehicle for it is the language of that people, and thus the
time which would be spent on teaching the vocabulary and idiom of another

language would be saved. By way of a parallel it is pointed out that all the
Europeans and Arabs received instruction in their own language. We ought to
consider whether the language we want to use for instruction can be applied for
that purpose ... First of all, we must know with regard to the language in which
we meant to impart instruction, whether there are sufficient text books in it or
not, and if not, instruction in that language is out of the question. The second
thing we must ask is, whether this language in itself is suitable for text books to
be written in it ... And, thirdly, whether the result of the study of sciences in such

a language would be quickness of apprehension, sharpness of intellect,
soundness of mind, high intelligence, facility of speech, power of persuasion, and
a character which gives evidence of education. The Urdu language cannot satisfy
these three conditions. Therefore it is the duty of the Government to change
completely the system of education ... And it should start instruction in that
language through which the real aim of education can be attained. It is my firm
conviction that it should abolish into the system of imparting instruction in the

Indian vernacular, and that it should only continue with English schools".20

SYED AHMED AS AN EDUCATIONIST AND SOCIAL REFORMER

Syed Ahmed considered that social reform and education must precede political
development: Syed Ahmed's role as a practical social reformer and educationist began
in the 1860s while he was still a government servant. He was fully convinced that

education holds the key to all progress and prospects of reform. Before and after the
mutiny Syed Ahmed had pondered deeply on the condition of Muslims especially with
reference to the educational backwardness.

"His idea that the education imparted was utterly inadequate to the spirit of the
age—consisting as it did, of only logic, philosophy, Arabic literature and religion.
Geography, the modern arts and sciences and recent histories of nations were

sealed books to them. Like Sir Charles Metcalf, he looked at education that it may
remove prejudices, soften asperities and substitute a rational conviction of the
benefits of our government; that it may unite the people and their rulers in
sympathy; and that the differences which separate them may be gradually
lessened and ultimately annihilated. Syed Ahmed's motto was, "Educate,
Educate, Educate. All the sociopolitical diseases of India, may, he once said to
me," be cured by this treatment. Cure the root, and the tree will flourish."21

20
J.M.S. Baljon Jr. D.D.: 'The Reforms and Religious Ideas of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan'.

21
Major General G.F.I. Graham: 'The Life and Work of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan.'
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In 1858, therefore, he made his first attempt at education, by opening at Moradabad a
school specially for the study of modern history. There being, in his estimation, no
books in the native languages suitable for this branch of study, the idea of a Translation

Society dawned on his mind. In 1862, he was transferred as subordinate judge to
Ghazipur, and almost immediately commenced the first commentary on the Bible ever
written by a Muhammadan." The Commentary was published in three volumes in 1863,
printed in his private press. The object of the commentary was to "Explore areas of
harmony and foster sympathetic understanding of Christianity among Muslims".

THE SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY-1864

The Translation Society, later on came to be known as: "The Scientific Society of
Aligarh" was founded by Syed Ahmed at Ghazipur on the 9th January 1864. The, first
meeting was held in his house with a large gathering of European and Indian
gentlemen. The meeting was attended by Syed Ahmed's biographer, Mr. G. I. Graham,
who also spoke on the occasion. He said:—

"For the first time in the annals of Hindustan has a Muhammadan gentleman,
alone and unaided, thought over and commenced a Society in order to bring the
knowledge and literature of the nations of the Western world within reach of the
immense masses of the people of the East. At present all the works on the Arts
and Sciences are sealed to the people of Asia as a body; and when we recollect
that it will be through the modern arts and sciences that this country is to
advance with the age. I am sure that those interested in India's wellbeing will
give their hearty aid to this Society. All the many works on the capabilities of this

country are unknown to most of the people here. How many are there in India
who know anything of the valuable contents of mother earth? How many are
there who are acquainted with any of the modern improvements on the materials
with which the soil is tilled, water is raised, cotton prepared—or in short, on
almost everything which is at present done, only very superficially or clumsily
by the mass of the people of India? The many works on all the above (subjects)
will gradually be translated by the Society, and thus they will become generally

known ... The object of the promoter of this Society, Syed Ahmed Khan, is not to
obstruct the study of English but by bringing the English literature within reach
of his fellow countrymen, to increase the civilization, and therefore, the wealth
and wellbeing of his country. English is being more and more studied in India
but he knows well that it will take long time before the masses of the higher
classes even will be sufficiently grounded in that language to benefit by the
knowledge which it opens up, in order to show clearly his opinion on the
necessity of studying English. I may here quote a part of the speech delivered by

him (Syed Ahmed) last October (1863) before the Mohammadan Literary Society
at Calcutta.
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"The reason, Gentlemen, why we are all so backward nowadays, is that whilst
we are learned in and benefited by the philosophy, sciences and arts of antiquity,
we are almost entirely ignorant of those of modern times. Many grand works

have been written in German, French and other languages. These are all to be
found translated into English. England has produced as many, if not more, grand
works than other nations. Now, as we are not likely to become proficient in
German, French etc., as we have all their learned works in the English tongue,
and as Hindustan is now governed by the English, I think, it is very clear that
English is the language to which we ought to devote our attention. Is it any
prejudice that prevents us from learning it? No; It cannot be so with us. Such is
only said by those who do not know us. No religious prejudices interfere with

our learning any language spoken by any of the many nations of the world. From
remote antiquity "have we studied Persian, and no prejudice has ever interfered
with the study of that language. How, then, can any religious objection be raised
against our learning and perfecting ourselves in English?"

"Looking at the state of my fellow countrymen's minds, I find, from their
ignorance of the past history of the world at large, they have nothing to guide

them in their future career. From their ignorance of the events of the past, and
also of the events of the present,—from their not being acquainted with the
manners and means by which infant nations have grown into powerful and
flourishing ones, and by which the present most advanced ones have beaten
their competitors in the race for position among the magnates of the world,—
they are unable to take lessons, and profit by their experiences. Through this
ignorance, also, they are not aware of the causes which have undermined the
foundations of those nations once the most wealthy, the most civilized, and the

most powerful in the history of their time, and which have since gradually gone
to decay or remained stationary instead of advancing with the age. If, in 1856, the
natives of India had known anything of the mighty power which England
possesses,—a power which should have impressed the misguided men of the
Bengal army with the knowledge how futile their efforts to subvert the empire of
Her Majesty in the East would be,—there is little doubt but that the unhappy
events of 1857 would never have occurred. For the above reasons, I am strongly

in favor of disseminating a knowledge of history, ancient and modern, for the
improvement of my fellow countrymen. Various small editions of works on
history have been translated by the Department of Public Instruction for the use
of the schools; but these do not contain that copiousness of detail, that full
description of the morals, virtues and vices of nations, which, in my opinion, are
necessary in order to confer any real benefit.

"On the native mind, the book which, I think, would be very suitable for our
society to commence with, is one written by M. Rollin, on the Ancient Races, in
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which are admirably described their discovery of and improvements on the arts
and sciences; as also their laws and systems of government, together with their
virtues and vices. This book is equally adapted to old and young. We may with
truth designate the Greeks as the school master of the world in their own and

also in the succeeding ages. But we, in India, know nothing of their former state
of barbarism, of the means by which they raised themselves to the position
which, we know, they attained and we are also utterly ignorant of what
conduced to bring about the prosperity of Europe, which now so far excels the
Greece of ancient days.

"From a want of knowledge of political economy, the natives of India are utterly
in the dark as to the principles on which the Government of their country is

carried on. They do not know that the revenue is collected for their own benefit,
and not for that of Government. Millions are under the idea that the rupees, as
fast as they are collected, are hurried on board ships, and carried off to England.
Why is this? Only through their ignorance of political economy ... I would
therefore recommend the translation, little by little, so as not to interfere with
smaller works, of Mill's Political Economy".22

G.F.I. Graham, in his speech said:

"In commencing the business of this Society today, we have commenced a
movement which, if the people of India will only give their hearty aid, is
destined, in conjunction with many other measures working for its good, to
make India a wealthy (far more wealthier than even she is at present), and what
is Qf far more importance, an enlightened country. Indeed I ought to put the
latter adjective first, since increase of enlightenment is equivalent to increase of

wealth. Look how England's wealth has increased with her education within the
last century. She had great difficulties to contend with—difficulties far greater
than even the many difficulties which we know only too well obstruct the spread
of knowledge in this country. In those days she had no railways, no steam
printing presses—little but her own innate genius and unconquerable energy.
There is genius sufficient in India which, if its people will only put to it the
shoulder of combination and perseverance, will soon place this country amongst

the first as regards civilization as she is at present amongst the last. All the many
aids to enlightenment which it took England many many years to invent,
experimentalise upon, and finally to bring it to general use, are all at hand now.
A desire to benefit by all these can only be thoughtfully kindled in the minds of
this country by bringing them and many other things prominently to view,
which is the object of our this Society .... I would only add, in conclusion, how
much I feel is due to the enlightened and persevering man, the instigator of this
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Society, who is doing his best, both in head and pocket, to bring his country out
of centuries of sleep, and who, after ages, will, I am sure, be awarded a
conspicuous place on the list of benefactors to his country, Syed Ahmed Khan.

Mr. G.F.I. Graham mentions that in the previous year, at Syed Ahmed's request, he
translated and published at Syed Ahmed's private press, two articles in the 'Edinborough
Review' on the administration of Lords Dalhousie and Canning. It transpired that the

writer was Duke of Argyll and that he was much gratified at these having been
translated. Later, on request from Syed Ahmed, the Duke of Argyll cordially assented to
be the patron of the Scientific Society of Aligarh. He was the first English Duke who
ever lent the encouragement of his name to a Society, founded by an Indian gentleman.
By a curious and happy coincidence, it was from the Duke's hands at the India Office,

that six years later, Syed Ahmed received his Insignia of "The Companion of the Star of
India" and lunched with him afterwards. The Society's Headquarters, were afterwards
transferred to Aligarh, where, through Syed Ahmed's exertions and the liberality of the
residents, its handsome institute, hall and library were erected. As many as 42
translations of standard books were published which gave a great impetus in the
coming years to the enrichment of Urdu and provided a model sixty years later to the
Osmania University, Hyderabad, to carry forward the work and impart higher

education through the medium of Urdu.

Syed Ahmed's work at Ghazipur bore fruit and within two months of the inauguration
of the Scientific Society, foundation stone of a new school was laid, (which became the
Victoria College afterwards) an institution with an Indian as the Principal. Mr. Spate,
the Judge of Ghazipur, paid glowing tributes to Syed Ahmed. In his speech he said:

"You will presently have the advantage of listening to an address from Syed

Ahmed Khan, whose deep learning and liberal views are well known to you all,
whose stay in this district has been of the greatest benefit to it".23

Syed Ahmed, in his speech said:-

"This assembly is composed of English and native gentlemen of this district, the
former of whom have attended here, not as your rulers but at well-wishers. Let

us trust that He who rules on high, may permit us to enjoy many such in our
future lives, many such in which the natives in this country will be associated
with those of the ruling race, for the purpose of compassing the improvement of
the people of India. The English have the reputation of being the well-wishers of
all mankind, without reference to race or creed. Although their method of
carrying out their good intentions be sometimes open to criticism, still they
generally come right in the end, and attain objects.
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Your resolution of founding a College in this district is noble and praiseworthy
one and will serve to inspire the people of districts to initiate your example. Bear
in mind, Gentlemen, that Her most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria as had

proclaimed in this country that her servants and subjects, European and native,
are to be considered as being on equal footing; and this assurance is not a mere
matter of form, but a reality. Those amongst you here present who have visited
Calcutta within last few years, will have noticed that there is a countryman of
your own as judge of the High Court, possessing the same powers, enjoying the
same dignities and receiving the same pay as his brother, the English judges of
that Court. You are also aware that several of your fellow countrymen are
members of the Legislative Council of India, associated with the Viceroy and

other High dignitaries in the formation of laws for your well-being, and they
give their opinions on the same without fear or partiality. Gentlemen, the
decision of the British Government (Indian Councils Act of 1861 (1-8-1861) that
natives of India should be eligible for a seat in the Viceroy's Council both rejoiced
and grieved me because I was afraid that the education of the natives was not
sufficiently advanced to enable them to discharge the duties of their important
office with credit to themselves and benefit to their country. Thanks to the

Almighty, this fear has proved groundless, and those of our fellow-countrymen
who have been honored with a seat in the highest Councils of India have
discharged their duties manfully and right well. But it still requires that we
should increase our knowledge of things in general.

The appointment of natives to the Supreme Council was a remarkable incident in
the history of India. The day is not far distant, I trust, and when it does come you
will remember my words, when that Council will be composed of

representatives from every Division or District and that thus the law that it will
pass will be laws enacted by the feelings of the entire country. There is one great
fact—that Her Most Gracious Majesty wishes all her subjects to be treated alike;
and, let their religion, tribe or color be what it may, that the only way to avail
ourselves of the many roads to fame and usefulness is to cultivate our intellects
and to conform ourselves to the age."24

Syed Ahmed had completely shed the medieval outlook on life and condemned the
feudal past in no uncertain words. He was no more living in the past: he was looking
forward and had formulated new concepts and boldly thinking in terms of Indian
people truly preserving his innate identity as a Muslim fearlessly espousing the cause of
the Muslims. He kept himself busy and kept his friends, admirers and patrons busy. He
was the hub of all social and educational activities.
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BRITISH INDIA ASSOCIATION

An offshoot of the 'Scientific Society' was the 'British India Association' which

was formed at a meeting of the Society on 10th May 1866. The objects of this
Association was to make known prominently the grievances and the points of
view of Indians to the British people in general and the British Parliament in
particular. It made several useful and effective representations to Parliament and
the Government of India regarding Indian grievances. The Association had,
comparatively speaking, a short existence because of his transfer from Aligarh in
1867, and at his new station, he could barely attend to the affairs of 'The Scientific
Society'. The attitude of the 'British Indian Association' on political questions had

been stated boldly and candidly by Syed Ahmed in his inaugural address to the
Association on 10th May 1866. In his inaugural address, Syed Ahmed exhorted
the Indians "To shake off their indifference to their welfare and instead of
brooding silently over such acts of the Government as did not meet their wishes
and needs, have the courage to speak out openly and honestly"25 An eminent
political Scientist of India, G.N. Singh, in his book, 'Landmarks in Indian
Constitutional and National Development' has described this speech as the

forerunner of the All India National Congress" Hon'ble R. M. Sayani, in his
address to the Twelfth Session of the All India National Congress extensively
cited excerpts of this speech. Indeed, it is true, that Syed Ahmed was the first
Indian to speak with so much courage and political sagacity about the rights of
the Indian people. Extracts of the speech, as quoted by Syed Ahmed's
biographer, G.F.I. Graham, are reproduced below:-

Syed Ahmed said:26 "Gentlemen, If we look back upon that period of India's

history which had passed by her under a despotic government, we find kings or
rajas possessed of unlimited power and authority over their subject—millions,
and we know that their Governments, instead of being guided by the laws of
reason and justice, were carried on according to their arbitrary will, their caprices
or their passions. The title "Disposer of the peoples' lives' and "other similar titles
which were adopted by kings and emperors of India was meant to express their
power over their people for good or evil, and the title in most cases was

synonymous with vice, tyranny and self-seeking. The rule of these former
emperors and rajas was neither in accordance with the Hindu nor the
Mohammadan religion. It was based upon nothing but tyranny and oppression;
the law of might was that of right; the voice of the people was not listened to; the
strong and the turbulent oppressed the feeble and the poor, and usurped all their
privileges with impunity for their own selfish ends. After this long period of
what was but mitigated slavery, it was ordained by a higher power than any on
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earth, that the destinies of India should be placed in the hands of an enlightened
nation, whose principles of Government were in accordance with those of
intellect, justice and reason. Yes, my friends, the great God above, He who is
equally the God of the Jews, the Hindus, the Christians and the Mohammadans,

placed the British over the people of India—gave them rational laws (and no
religious laws revealed to us by God can be at variance with rational laws), gave
you, upto the year 1858, the East India Company. The rule of that now defunct
body of merchant princes was one of eminent for justice and moderation. The
only point in which it failed to satisfy" the wants of the age latterly, was the fact
of its not being a regal Government,—a necessity which had gradually forced
itself more prominently into notice as time rolled on, when the once solitary
factory on the banks of the Ganges had grown into an empire half as large as

Europe, with a population of nearly two hundred millions. Owing to this—
owing to the fact that the affairs of India were almost entirely conducted by the
Court of Directors—one great obstacle to the satisfying the requirements of all
classes of the community was this, that Parliament in those days—and, alas that I
should have to say it: in these days also—was not sufficiently alive to the
importance of Indian affairs to take any interest in them unless they by chance
happened to touch upon the politics of the day, the fate of a ministry or were

brought prominently to notice by the brilliancy of some popular orator.

"It has been a matter of sincere regret to all thinking natives, that since the
assumption of the reins of Government of India by her most Gracious Majesty
Queen Victoria in person, the attention of her Parliament has not been more
bestowed upon measures affecting the future welfare of the inhabitants of this
portion of her dominion. It is with great regret that we view the indifference and
want of knowledge evinced by the people of India with regard to the British

Parliament. Can you expect its members to take a deep interest in your affairs
before them? The British Parliament represents the flower of the wealth and
intellect of England; and there are many men now composing it, liberal in their
views, just and virtuous in their dealings, who take a deep interest in all that
affects the welfare of the human race. To excite this interest, however, it is
necessary that the requirements and wishes of that portion of mankind on whose
behalf they are to exert themselves, be made clearly known to them. Their

interest and philanthropy once excited, you may feel assured, Gentlemen, that
the wants, be they the wants of the Jew, the Hindu, the Christian or the
Mohammadan, of the black man or of the white, will be attentively studied and
duly cared for India with that slowness to avail herself of that which would
benefit her so characteristic of Eastern nations, has hitherto looked on Parliament
with a dreamy apathetic eye, content to have her affairs, in the shape of her
budget, brought before it in an annual and generally inaudible speech by Her
Majesty's Secretary of State for India. Is this state of things to continue, or has the
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time now come when the interests of this great dependency are to be properly
represented in the governing body of the British nation?"

"Are the Europeans thought factious and discontented? Believe me that this moral

cowardice is wrong, the apprehension unfounded, and that there is not an Englishman
of a liberal turn of mind in India who would regard with feelings other than those of
pleasure and hope, such a healthy sign of increased civilization on the part of its
inhabitants. If you only show yourselves possessed of zeal and self reliance, you are far
more likely to gain the esteem of an independent race like the English, than if you
remain as you now are, apathetic and dependent. The actions and laws of every
Government even the wisest than ever existed, although done or enacted from the most
upright and patriotic motives, have at times proved inconsistent with the requirements

of the people, or opposed to real justice. The natives have at present little or no voice in
the management of the affairs of their country, and should any measure of Government
prove obnoxious to them, they brood over it, appearing outwardly satisfied and happy,
whilst discontent is rankling in their minds. I hope you, my native hearers, will not be
angry with me for speaking the truth. You know that you are in the habit of inveighing
against various acts of Government in your own homes and amongst your own
families, and that you, in the course of your visits to European gentlemen, represent

yourself as quite satisfied with the justice and wisdom of these very acts. Such a state of
affairs is inimical to the wellbeing of the country. Far better would it be for India were
her people to speak out openly and honestly their opinions as to the justice, or
otherwise, of the acts of Government".

"Mr. John Stuart Mill, in his able work on Political Economy, says: "The rights and
interests of every or any person are only secure from being disregarded when the
person interested is himself able and habitually disposed to stand up for them. The

second is that, the general prosperity attains a greater height, and is more widely
diffused, in proportion to the personal energies enlisted in promoting it." "These
principles, my friends, are as applicable to the people of India as they are in those of any
other nations; and it is in your power, it now rests with you alone, to put them into
practice. If you will not help yourselves, you may be quite certain no one else will. Why
should you he afraid? Here am I, a servant of Government, speaking out plainly to you
in this public meeting. My attachment to Government was proved, as many of you

know, in the eventful year of the Mutiny. It is my firm conviction, one which I
invariably expressed both in public and, in private, that the greater the confidence of
the people of India in the Government, the more solid the foundation upon which the
present Government rests and the more mutual friendship is cultivated between your
rulers and yourselves, the greater will be the future benefit to your country. Be loyal in
your hearts, place every reliance upon your ruler, speak out openly, honestly, and
respectfully all your grievances, hopes and fears and you may be quite, sure that such a
course of conduct will place in the enjoyment of all your legitimate rights; and that is
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compatible, nay, synonymous with the loyalty to the State, will be upheld by all whose
opinion is worth having".27

A number of subscribers at once joined the Association, and Syed Ahmed was elected

Secretary.

"The 'Scientific Society Magazine', grew into the 'Aligarh Institute Gazette' published twice

weekly. The Gazette continued as long as Syed Ahmed lived and, except during his
absence from Aligarh, its editorial was always written by him. It was a bilingual paper,
some of the articles being both in Urdu and English and printed in contiguous columns,
while the others were in either language. Side by side with reports and reviews of
current events in the political and social spheres, it reproduced all the lectures delivered

under the auspices of the Society.28 "Throughout the thirty two years of its existence, the
Aligarh Institute Gazette was the keeper of the Indian intelligentsia's political and social
conscience. A truthful reporter, a penetrating analyst, a fearless critic and a wise
counselor, it not only kept both the Government and the people informed of all
important events having a bearing on the country's progress, but also educated them
about how to understand each, others' problems and points of view and how to
cooperate with each other in the task of developing the country into a modern state".

Syed Ahmed's inaugural speech, (delivered in Urdu) reproduced above in full, is
remarkable indeed for its courage and candor, must have quietly stirred the conscience
of the rulers to give a little more thought to the welfare of the Indian people and, at the
same time, emboldened the otherwise timid people to stand up for their rights. A year
later, Syed Ahmed was transferred to Benares (1867) and the Association faded away.
However, Syed Ahmed availed the forum of the British India Association to submit a
representation to the Viceroy on the subject of introduction of University education in

Urdu.

Syed Ahmed recommended that either an Urdu faculty should be created in Calcutta
University or a separate university established in the North-West Province so that
examinations at the university level, carrying the award of Certificates and Degrees,
could be held in Urdu in all subjects then taught in English in Calcutta university. The
Memorandum was signed by four Hindu and five Muslim members.

"In November 1866, Syed Ahmed was presented by Lord Lawrence, then Viceroy, with
a gold medal and a copy of Macaulay's works for his good efforts in the cause of
education."29 The following is the inscription on the Medal:-
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"Presented by the Viceroy of India, in Public Durbar, to Syed Ahmed, a loyal and
valuable servant of the Queen, in recognition of his continuous and successful
efforts to spread the light of literature and science among his countrymen".

AGRA, 20th November 1866.

The inscription attached on Macaulay's works, in His Excellency's own handwriting, is:-

"To Maulvi Syed Ahmed Bahadoor, Principal Saddar Ameen of Aligarh, in
recognition of his conspicuous services in the diffusion of knowledge and
general enlightenment among his countrymen".

MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION

Syed Ahmed was a man of action and always led the way, infusing new enthusiasm.
His approach right upto 1870 was that of a true liberal, enlightened Indian nationalist.
His educational values throughout his life were motivated by traditional values. He
firmly believed that the medium of instruction must be the mother tongue and he set

the pace and, at the same time, he laid the greatest emphasis on the teaching of English
and adopting English as the medium in higher schools for the teaching of Western
sciences and technology. He firmly believed that Indians must come forward to
establish schools through mutual help instead of waiting for the Government to
establish schools. Though brought up in aristocratic environment he was a thorough
democrat and encouraged Hindus and Muslims to throw out the age-old concept of
high and low by birth, and inculcate the ideals of social equality. Syed Ahmed founded
the first school at Muradabad on 5th Nov. 1859 and on the occasion of the first prize

distribution ceremony in 1860 he delivered a speech in which he said:

"Do not for a moment think that it is in the least degree derogatory for the
landlord's children to study at a public school. Think of the little Patshalas of a
former age and read the history of the Muslims, and you will find that high
dignitaries regarded their children's education in large public schools as a great
honor. For all our eminent Pundits and Maulvis and even those who lived before

us, and whom all you great men hold in high esteem, received their early
education and acquired their profound learning at public schools and not at their
own houses".30

"I have placed my own son in this school and I see my son seated among his poorer
companions and answering the questions of the examiners and meekly putting forth his
hands to receive from yours the prize of a book for his accomplishments as a student.
All these things I regard as adding to, and not detracting from, dignity. It is, therefore, a
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matter of astonishment if any dignitary should look upon it seriously as below his
dignity to send his son to a public school".

It was a non-sectarian school; with 103 Muslim students and 72 Hindu students.

Medium of instruction was Urdu. The next venture was even better; an English school
at Ghazipur—an English High School, where Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian and Urdu were
taught along with English. No Hindu protested against the exclusion of Hindi.
Religious education was imparted separately to Hindu and Muslim students. Education
of arts and sciences necessary for modern professions was given special attention. For
the first time, Syed Ahmed publicly emphasized the importance of the English
language. Syed Ahmed's speech on the occasion of the inauguration ceremony
reproduced in the preceding pages marks the beginning of a new realization of the

situation as it was developing and is remarkable for its candor, courage and confidence.

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE

Government of India's reply to the representation submitted by Syed Ahmed
recommending the creation of a Urdu faculty in Calcutta University or alternatively the

establishment of a separate University in the North-West Province came promptly in
September (1867). In the reply addressed to Syed Ahmed, the Government appreciated
the Scientific Society's past work and its offer to translate University text books into
Urdu. It, however, thought that the Society should aim at translating more and more
standard works on various subjects so as to build up a storehouse of modern
knowledge in Urdu and promised support. This gesture of Government provided quite
an incentive to talented men and generated a good deal of public interest. Well known
writers came forward to undertake translations, prominently among them, were

Munshi Zakaullah, Master Pyare Lal, Pundit Dharam Narain etc. This induced the
Government to consider the request of the Association's proposal favorably.

'The Government of India's resolution of 1871 conceded in principle almost everything
Syed Ahmed khan and Abdul Latif had been demanding, namely, the use of Urdu as
the medium of instruction for Muslims in primary and secondary schools, increased
State assistance for exclusive Muslim educational institutions and the combination of

English education with the study of Arabic and Persian. Anglo-Indian friends and their
Press lent a helping hand for speedy and effective implementation of the resolution. The
Bengali Hindu Press viewed this development with incriminating hostility suspecting it
to be a case "inspired by the growing Anglo-Indian jealousy of educated Hindus".31

In June 1873, the Government of India under Lord Northbrook, issued another
resolution on the subject of Muslim education which reaffirmed in stronger and more
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definite terms the policy enunciated in the resolution of 1871. Relevant extract is
reproduced below:-

"It is, however, in the higher schools, in the colleges, and in the universities, that

the absence or backwardness of Mohammadans has been shown to exist
remarkably. The reports, that all agree that our system has not attracted them to
the higher ranges of our educational course or to preserve upto the point at
which studies impress real culture, and fit young men for success in the services
and open professions ... It may be conjectured that, at the present epoch,
Mohammedans are discovering that the ancient paths are unprofitable to stand
upon while their traditions and natural predilections still hold them back from
setting out energetically upon newly opened roads. For, while it is confessed that

Mohammedans nowhere appear in satisfactory strength upon the lists of our
higher schools, colleges or universities, on the other hand, those Institutions
which have purposely preserved the ancient exclusively Mohammedan type, and
which have been restricted to instruction in the languages and sciences which
belong peculiarly to Mohammedianism have also been found to be falling
gradually but steadily into neglect. We may perhaps assume, therefore, that the
Mohammedans are not so much averse to the subjects which the English

Government has decided to teach, as to the modes of machinery through which
teaching is offered. And if it thus appears that to the traditions and reasonable
hesitation which keep aloof our Mohammedan fellow subjects are added certain
obstacles which our system itself imposes either by using a language that is
unfamiliar or machinery that is uncongenial,—it is plain that many of the
drawbacks to the universality of our educational system are susceptible of
removal'.32

To illuminate the veracity of the causes of the backwardness of Muslims in education
table showing factual position is reproduced below:-

MUSLIMS AT SCHOOL, 1871-72
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Total Muslim %

Madras 31,281,177 1,872,214 6.0 123,689 5,531 4.4

Bombay including Sindh 16,349,206 2,528,344 15.4 190,153 15,684 8.2

Bengal & Assam 60,467,724 19,533,420 32.3 196,086 28,411 14.4

N.W.F.P. 30,781,204 4,188,751 13.5 162,619 28,990 17.8

Oudh 11,220,232 1,111,290 9.9 48,926 12,417 25.3

Punjab 17,611,498 9,102,488 51.6 68,144 23,783 34.9

TOTAL 167,711,041 38,336,507 22.8 789,617 114,816 14.5

At School
Province Total Population Muslims %
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As early as August 1869, Sir W.W. Hunter wrote a series of three articles in 'Pioneer' of
Allahabad. He strongly advised the Government to enable Muslims to compete on
equal terms with Hindus for well paid government appointments by providing them
with such means of Western education as would be readily acceptable to them. The

three articles were noticed with apparent approval by the Anglo-Indian newspapers
and the Bengal Government promptly appointed a Commission to look into the
question of Muslim education. The Hon'ble Mr. W.W. Hunter, President of the
Commission, held his first meeting in the North-Western Province, at Aligarh, in
August 1882. At this time, Syed Ahmed, was a member of the Viceroy's Council for the
second time. Syed Ahmed was examined as a witness by the Education Commission.

NUMBER OF MUSLIMS GRADUATING DURING THE 20-YEAR PERIOD
1857 - 1871

All figures compiled by Syed Ahmed from annual reports of public instructions as evidence
before the committee.

At a great meeting held in the M.A.O. College, Aligarh, (Aug. 1882) in reply to the
address of Municipality, the college and of fourteen Societies and public bodies in these
Provinces, the President of the Education Commission, Mr. W.W. Hunter, in the course
of his speech said:-

"Gentlemen, It is because this college in which we are now assembled forms the
greatest and noblest effort ever made in India for the advancement of

Mohammedan education, that the Commission determined to hold its first
session for the North-Western Provinces at Aligarh. We hope that our presence

University Degree
Total number

of graduates

Number of

Muslim

Graduates

Doctor in Law 6 NONE

Honors in Law 4 NONE

Bachelors in Law 705 8

Licentiate in Law 235 5

Bachelors in Civil Engineering 36 NONE

Licentiate in Civil Engineering 51 9

Masters of Arts 326 5

Bachelor of Arts 1343 30

Doctor in Medicine 4 NONE

Honors in Medicine 2 NONE

Bachelor in Medicine 58 1

Licentiate in Medicine and Surgery (LMP) 385 8

TOTAL 3149 66
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here will be taken as our public tribute of admiration to this splendid example of
self-help. A few more such examples of self-help, and there would be no need of
Education Commission in India. The other night, I was taken to see the two
historical monuments of Aligarh ... on our way home, as we passed the

Muhammadan College, I could not help thinking what a much nobler memorial
of our age is this splendid pile of buildings in which we are now assembled.
These solitary relics out on the plain, with their pathetic narrative of ambition,
endurance and gallant effort, form the records of a time when, throughout the
length and breadth of India; race hated race and when each man's hand was
raised against his neighbor, you, Gentlemen, who have built this college will
bequeath a far nobler monument to posterity. You will leave behind you a
magnificent memorial not of the discord, but of reconciliation of races: a

monument of beneficent energy, not of destructive force; and one which, unlike
those poor erections of stone and earth now lie so apart from the interests of the
habitations of men; will continue forever a centre of the highest human efforts,
vocal with young voices, and alive with the hopes and aspirations of young
hearts."33

MUSLIMS QUALIFYING AS LAWYERS, DOCTORS AND ENGINEERS—1886-87

All figures compiled by Syed Ahmed from annual reports of public instructions as evidence
before the committee and memorials addressed to the education commission.

"Gentlemen, this college at Aligarh, not only provides an education for the
Mohammadans of the North-Western Provinces, but, it stands forth as an example to all
India, of a Mohammedan institution which effectively combines the secular with the
religious aspects of education; and which, while recognizing the special spiritual needs
of the Mohammedan youth, bases its teaching on the truths of Western sciences, and is
in tone and tendency thoroughly loyal to our Queen"

"This is a noble work to have been done upon earth. And here besides me we see the
brave and liberal hearted men, who, by twenty years of patient efforts, has

33
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Province

Total

Qualified

Lawyers

Muslims

Total

Qualified

Doctors

Muslims

Total

Qualified

Engineers

Muslims

Madras 16 NONE 42 NONE 7 NONE

Bombay including Sindh 18 NONE 119 1 20 NONE

Bengal & Assam 152 6 47 NONE 4 NONE

N.W.F.P., Oudh, Assam & C.P., 0 0 0 0 0 0

Punjab 0 0 23 2 2 1

TOTAL 186 6 231 3 33 1
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accomplished it. I believe that very shortly after the country had passed to the Crown,
when men were still embittered by the bleeding memories of the catastrophe which
preceded the transfer it entered into the heart of our friend, the Honorable Syed Ahmed
to commence this great work of conciliation. During the first ten years, he bore with

many disappointments, and made little visible progress with his self-assigned task, he
had to give up some of his own views, to make fresh departures, to submit in silence to
indifference and disapproval, to the cooling of old friends, and to the injurious babble
of ignorant enemies. But he never for a moment lost heart. Slowly but surely his cause
advanced. Men believed in him, for he believed in his work".

"In 1870 a Public Committee was formed, under his auspices for the advancement of
learning among the Mohammedans of India. The two objects of this Committee were:

First, to ascertain the causes which prevented the Mohammedans from adequately
availing themselves of the State schools; Second, to provide means by which the
Mohammedans might be reconciled to a secular education that would tend to their
advancement in life, and render them loyal subjects of their sovereign".

This magnificent pile of buildings, with its staff of learned professors, and its crowded
classrooms of boys from every province of India, is the result. Its primary aim was to

procure the acceptance of European science and literature as the basis of Mohammedan
education. It has accomplished this by scrupulously providing for the religious offices
of the pious Mohammedans youth. In going round the college, I was struck by the sight
of the Shia and Sunni praying places, side by side. Here, for the first time in history of
India the Shia from Hyderabad in the South and the Sunni from Delhi and the farthest
limits of Bengal, come together for common purpose of education, live together, study
together, play together and pray peacefully a little apart.

At the same time, the Mohammedan founders of this strictly Mohammedan institution
have thrown open their doors to the youth of all races and creeds. Among the 259
students, I find 57 Hindus or nearly one-fourth of the whole. Christian and Parsi lads
have also received a liberal education within its walls. The Aligarh College has to
import an English principal and at least one European professor, and to pay them at the
high rate of European labor current in this country. Yet, it offers an education and
school life, modeled on the English Public-school pattern, at about one-tenth of what

practically costs an English boy to live at an English Public School. The teaching staff is
both numerous and efficient. An English principal and professor of University
reputation directs the labors of a body of eminent Orientalists and teachers, of whom
any seat of learning might feel proud. The building itself will, when complete, bear
comparison with any educational institution in the world; and in extent and
magnificence of proportion, more than rivals the venerable piles of Oxford or
Cambridge. How has this great work been accomplished? In the first place, there was
one man who placed a noble end before him, and also was willing to spend his life and

his substance on its attainment. He has preserved throughout the long years since its
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commencement, an unshaken belief that the work ought to be done. Belief begets belief.
The Honorable Syed Ahmed believed in his work; and the other benefactors of this
college, both native and European, have given their subscriptions because they believed
in Syed Ahmed. The Government has more tardily, but in the end not munificently,

sided in the enterprise, because the Government has also found a good cause to believe
in Syed Ahmed. This College is a noble example to all India, not only of self-help, but of
the power which an unswerving belief in a good cause exercises on the minds of men.

But, Gentlemen, although the work has prospered greatly, much still remains to be
done.

Men seek immortality in many ways. Some write books, others climb to high official

rank, others seek the bubble reputation at the cannon's mouth. But it has always seemed
to me that the most enviable fame on earth is that of the founder of a great seat of
learning. One of the best remembered incidents in an English Public School boy's life is
Founder's Day. It was the great festival of the school-year, when boys and masters held
holiday, to celebrate by speeches or dramas, and mainly sports, and hospitality to those
from without, and good cheer to those within, the day set apart to honor of the founder
of the school. As time rolls on, I hope that this great college will hold a similar festival. I

hope that centuries after our generation, with its cares and hopes and ambitions has
passed away, the memory of Syed Ahmed will be honored afresh each year, as a pious
founder of the noblest Mohammedan seat of learning which this age has bequeathed to
posterity.

The speech of the Honorable Sir W.W. Hunter, president of the Education Commission,
the well known author of 'The Indian Musalmans' published in 1871 and who had
earned the instant wrath of Syed Ahmed, is indeed, a glowing tribute to the life and

work of Syed Ahmed, the founder of the Mohammedan Anglo Oriental College
(Aligarh University) (latter raised to the status of University in 1920) and a history of
the M.A.O. College in a nut-shell.

SYED AHMED—AS A MEMBER OF THE EDUCATION COMMISSION—A BRIEF
RESUME OF HIS EVIDENCE

16 At the time, in 1882, Syed Ahmed was a member of the Viceroy's Council. Originally
he had been a member of the Commission but owing to disagreements with the
procedures adopted he resigned and in his place, his son, Justice Syed Mahmud was
appointed. Syed Ahmed was examined as a witness by the Education Commission.
Both Syed Ahmed and his son were members of the Commission. His replies cover 32

printed pages.
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VILLAGE SCHOOLS

"As regards the number of Government schools, he thinks that there is no
necessity for an increase, but that the existing institutions were capable of
affording instructions to a much larger number of pupils, and that, therefore,
every available means should be adopted for improving their efficiency and for
making them more useful and popular. He does not think that the present
system of inspection adequate."

Syed Ahmed says that he had an opportunity of inspecting many schools when

he was a member of the Educational Committee at Aligarh. He has occasionally
has reason to doubt the correctness of school register, and found that it was not
unusual to enter names of mythical students in them. He once set out to inspect a
village school which used to send regular reports of its working, and it appeared
that a reasonable number of students were reading in it. But on reaching the
village he was surprised to find there was no school at all, that the place which
was represented as the school building was no other than a shed for buffaloes

and that the contents of the registers and reports were altogether fictitious. He
was of the opinion that the standard of education fixed for vernacular schools is
not popular and certainly not suitable. The standard of literature taught in these
schools is hardly sufficient to enable a student to acquire tolerable proficiency in
subjects which are of use to him in his after-life. The degree of proficiency
required in indigenous schools in this respect far surpasses that afforded by these
schools. He thinks that regular study of arithmetic should, in vernacular primary
schools, be supplemented by indigenous method (gur), which is more practical.

History ought also to be more thoroughly taught. As regards village schools, he
thinks that would be more useful and popular by, first: reforming the courses of
study and raising the standard of literature; and second: by appointing such
persons to be teachers as are popular, and possess the confidence of the people;
third: by fixing their salaries on a standard sufficient to make them appreciate
their appointments; fourth: by securing the cooperation of respectable men in
each division of a District in the cause of education. Syed Ahmed was strongly of

the opinion that the non-association of respectable natives in the work of
education has been a great drawback and a political mistake. This was remedied
on Syed Ahmed's representation, many years ago, when native gentlemen were
made members of the District Educational Committees.

In 1872, Syed Ahmed, in a note on education, wrote: "Members of the said Committees,
when they sit with Europeans and the Educational authorities in the same room, look

more like thieves who have entered a gentleman's house for theft than like hold
advocates of an important cause. To remedy existing defects, Syed Ahmed would make
the Collector of each District, head of the vernacular institutions within his district: he
would abolish the Inspectors and the Deputy Inspectors of schools substituting for the
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latter a native District Collector in each district as an Assistant to the Collector, the most
influential men of the district to be members of the Committee ... and the income of
these schools, derived from all sources would be at its disposal, the Committee to
submit its budget regularly to the Director of public Instruction.

ENGLISH SCHOOLS

Syed Ahmed would not put English schools under these Committees as he thinks that it
would be prejudicial to those schools. As regards English education being essential
requisite for the interests of the people, Syed Ahmed, in his evidence, said:-

"About thirty years have now elapsed since the dispatch of 1854. During this period the
condition of India has undergone a considerable change. In 1854, when the dispatch
was written, India was certainly in a condition which might justify our thinking that the
acquisition of knowledge through the medium of vernaculars of the country would be
enough to meet our immediate wants. But now such is not the case. Vernacular
education is no more regarded as sufficient for our daily affairs of life. It is only of use
in our private and domestic affairs, and no higher degree of proficiency than what is

required in primary and middle vernacular schools is requisite for that purpose; nor is
more wanted by the country and by the people in their daily life. We see that an
ordinary shopkeeper who is neither himself acquainted with English nor has any
English-knowing person in his employment feels it a serious hindrance in the progress
of his business. Even the itinerant peddlers and box-walas, who go from door to door
selling their articles, keenly feel the necessity of knowing at least the English names of
their commodities, and of being able to spell their prices in English. It is high time that
the Government as well as the people should exert themselves to their utmost in this

popular education if I may be allowed to call it".

MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION—OLD VIEW MODIFIED

"In vernacular and English primary and middle schools, the object of which is to impart
instruction upto that standard only, and not to prepare scholars for a higher standard of

education, the interests of the country will no doubt be furthered by teaching the
Western sciences to the standard laid down for those institutions in vernacular. But in
English elementary schools which have been established with the object of serving as a
stepping-stone for higher education, the tuition of European sciences through the
medium of the vernacular is calculated to ruin the cause of education. I confess, I am the
person who had first entertained the idea that the knowledge of European Sciences
through the medium of the vernacular would be more beneficial to the country. I am

the person who had found fault with Lord Macaulay's Minute of 1835 for exposing the
defects of oriental learning, and recommending the study of Western sciences and
literature, and had failed to consider whether the introduction of European sciences by
means of the vernaculars would bring any advantage to the native community."
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"I did not confine my opining to the theory alone, but tried to put it into practice. I
discussed the matter at various meetings, wrote several pamphlets and articles on the
subject and sent memorials to local, and supreme Governments. A Society known by

the name of: 'The Scientific Society Aligarh', was established for the very purpose, and it
translated several scientific and historical works from the English language into the
vernacular. But I could not help acknowledging the fallacy of my opinions at least. I
was forced to accept the truth what an eminent liberal statesman has said, that" What
the Indian of our day wanted, whether he was Hindu or Mohammedan, was some
insight into the literature and science which were the life of his own time, and of the
vigorous races which were the representative of all knowledge and all power to him."

"I felt the soundness and sincerity of the policy adopted by Lord William Bentinck
when he desired that, 'The great object of the Government ought to be the promotion of
European literature and science among the nations of India.' "

With reference to the question whether the Government should support primary and
secondary education, he said:-

"As my personal opinion on this point is at variance with the public feeling I may
be allowed to give a sketch of both the views. I am personally of opinion that the
duty of Government, in relation to public instruction, is not to provide education
to the people but to aid the people in procuring it for themselves. But the public
feeling seems to differ widely from this view. The people base their argument on
the fact that in India all matters affecting the public weal have always rested with
Government. They see no reason why education of the people, which is also a
matter of public weal, should not rest with Government. After a full

consideration of the question in all its bearings, I have come to the conclusion
that the native public cannot obtain suitable education unless the people take the
entire management of their education into their own hands, and that it is not
possible for Government to adopt a system of education which may answer all
purposes and satisfy the special wants of the various sections of the population.
It would, therefore, be more beneficial to the country if Government should leave
the entire management of their education to the people, and withdraw its own

interference. The public opinion is not in favor of this view. A very able and
intelligent native gentleman said to me some time ago that the idea that we
should ourselves procure our education was an entire mistake; that the use of the
word 'ourselves' with reference to the people of India, was out of place for no
nation could undertake any great work without the cooperation of all classes,
high and low, whether in point of wealth or political and administrative power.
He added that the higher order of political and administrative power in India
was held by Government and its European officers, and that those who benefited
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most by commerce in India were also Europeans; and therefore, they formed in
reality the most important section of the Indian population.

Apropos of this, I may be allowed to relate an incident which happened to

myself. At the time when the Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental College was
established at Aligarh, I asked a European gentleman some pecuniary aid to the
institution. He replied that he was not bound to help us in the matter, that the
institution was a child of ours and not his, and that he could rather be inclined to
spurn it than to hug it by paternal affection."

Interrogated by his son, Syed Mahmud, as to whether religious prejudices alone have
kept Mohammedans aloof from English education, or whether anything in their socio-

political traditions has had the same effect, he replied:-

"It may be briefly stated that the causes which have kept Mohammedans aloof
from English education may be traced to four sources: to their political traditions,
social customs, religious beliefs and poverty. An insight into the political causes
can be obtained by studying the history of the last two centuries. The
Mohammedans public was not opposed to the establishment of British rule in

India, nor did the advent of British rule cause any political discontent among that
people. In those days of anarchy and oppression, when the country was in want
of a paramount power, the establishment of British supremacy was cordially
welcomed by the whole native community; and the Mohammedans also viewed
this political change with feelings of satisfaction. But the subordinate political
change which this transition naturally involved as a consequence, and which
proved a great and unexpected blow to the condition of the Mohammedans,
engendered in them a feeling of aversion against the British, and against all

things relating to the British nation. For the same reason they conceived an
aversion for the English language, and for the sciences that were presented to
them through the medium of that language. But this aversion is now declining in
the same degree in which education is spreading among Mohammedans.

"The Mohammedans were proud of their socio-political position, and their
keeping aloof from English education may in some measures be ascribed to the

fact that the Government colleges and schools included among their pupils some
of those whom the Mohammedans, with an undue pride and unreasonable self-
conceit and vanity regarded with social contempt. They could never be brought
to admit that sound and useful learning existed in any language except Arabic
and Persian. They had given a peculiar form to moral philosophy, and had based
it on religious principles, which they believed to be infallible; and this
circumstance has dispensed as they thought, with the necessity of European
science and literature. I still remember the days when, in respectable families, the

study of English, with the object of obtaining a post in Government service or of
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securing any other lucrative employment, was considered highly discreditable.
The prejudice has now, however, much slackened."

"The religious aspect of the question I have already described. The poverty of

Mohammedan community is only too obvious to require any comment. I am, however,
of opinion that the above mentioned socio-political causes, though still extant, have
been mitigated to a considerable extent, and the Mohammedans are gradually freeing
themselves of old prejudices, and taking to the study of English literature and science."

In regard to the absence of sympathy among European officials towards native
endeavors for establishing educational institutions, he replied:-

"I agree in the views of my friend which I have quoted, and have therefore given
in my 31st answer an example of what personally happened to me. At the same
time, it is my opinion and belief that the Government and its high statesmen
cordially desire our welfare and feel sympathy with us. But the majority of those
subordinate European officers who have, the administration in the mufassil in
their hands, are careless of, and indifferent to, our education and enlightenment.
There are no doubt, some of them who got out of their way to show sympathy to

us, and take a share in our endeavors by helping us in our work both by money
and by other means. Towards such English officers we naturally feel gratitude
from the bottom of our hearts. But there are also some European officers, though
they are few, who strongly feel that the spread of education and enlightenment
among the natives, and especially among the Musalmans, is contrary to political
expediency for the British rule. This class of men dislike natives educated in
English and regard them with anger and jealousy. Similarly, some officers of the
Educational Department used to view the establishment of independent

educational institutions with a jealous eye. But I am thankful to say that, at least
in my part of the country, such is not the case at present. I may briefly state that
the great majority of the English officers believe that their duty is to do only
official work, and that they are not called upon to take any trouble about other
matters connected with the needs of the country. They do not come into social
relations with natives, and therefore they are seldom able to know the real and
inner wants and needs of the native population. Thus, speaking generally, no

real sympathy exists between European officers and the natives—I mean such
sympathy as exists between two friends. I think this very unfortunate, at least for
my countrymen; but I wish to say plainly that the blame does not rest entirely
with either the English officers or the natives. I firmly believe that as soon as
sincere friendly sympathy is established between Englishmen and natives,
schools and even colleges will begin to be established all over the country, and
will cost Government no more than the grants-in-aid rules could easily allow.
But I am sorry to confess that I do not think that such improvement in this

respect can be expected for some years to come".
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF EDUCATION COMMISSION

The Commission's recommendations agreeably reflected the views of Syed Ahmed. The
Commission recommended Government's withdrawal in favor of local bodies so far as
primary education was concerned and in favor of private Indian enterprise in the field
of secondary education. It explicitly rejected the claim of the Christian missions that
existing institutions be handed over to them. At the same time, it did not favor the
closing down of existing Government schools and colleges if private Indian enterprise
was not forthcoming.

"Thus the Commission's recommendations on the subject of the Agency for Secondary
and Higher Education largely satisfied Syed Ahmed's views. The Government went
even further in rejecting the Commission's guarded recommendation to hand over the
existing schools and colleges to private Indian enterprise subject to certain conditions;
for if it had done otherwise, there would not have been much left to be done by the
Provincial Education Department and the Indian Education Service, both of which were
the Chief new organizations recommended by the Commission. At the same time,

private Indian enterprise was given a fairer chance to play a part in the sphere of
English education because the Government acted on the Commission's
recommendations to the extent that it restricted the opening of new Government
schools and colleges wherever private Indian enterprise was forthcoming. The Christian
missions got their chance too but without being accorded any position of advantage".34

SYED AHMED'S NEW PERCEPTIONS—HIS BELIEF

Syed Ahmed ardently believed that spread of education is the only means for the
promotion of national cause. Conveying his impressions of his visit to England in 1869,
during his voyage to England he observed for the first time the mode of conversation
between ships through the medium of Semaphore (signaling by flags) and entering
hour-to-hour events in the ship's signal book. He says:-

"There is a locked signal book kept on board, in which everything necessary to
work the ship is entered in the most simple manner possible—so much so, that
even men who cannot read well can understand and do their work. This is
entirely owing to the fact that all the arts and sciences are treated off in the
language that they know. If all the arts and sciences were not given in English,
but in Latin, Greek, Persian or Arabic, the English would be in the same state of
ignorance as, I am sorry to say, the masses of Hindustan are buried. Until we

assimilate these arts and sciences into our own language, we shall remain in this
wretched state".

34
M. Hadi Hussain: 'Sir Syed Ahmed Khan —Pioneer of Muslim Resurgence.'
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He held this conviction in his early career as an educationist and for the fulfillment of
this purpose, he founded the 'Scientific Society' in 1864 and did a lot of pioneering work
and the Society translated many standard works from English into Urdu. But, at a later

stage, in view of the conditions prevailing and challenges posing the Muslim
community, he became convinced that without a knowledge of English and other
European languages, Muslims cannot make any progress in education. But still believed
that no nation could make progress unless it learned sciences and arts through the
mother tongue. The conditions have not changed much even after a lapse of a hundred
years; owing to the poverty of our national language, Urdu, which is entirely due to the
indolence of our writers and intellectuals, we have failed to keep pace and with the
times because we failed to enrich our language.

Syed Ahmed says:-

"After a deep thought I came to the conclusion that their (Muslims) worldly and
religious reform is impossible without their receiving education in all these
modern sciences in which other nations take pride and this education should be
imparted to them through that language (English) which is now ruling over us

by the will of God". Again, on another occasion, he says: "We should not remain
content with the education of the Indian universities. Rather we should travel
abroad and for receiving higher education, we should go to Oxford and
Cambridge and drink at their fountain".

URDU-HINDI: SCRIPT: NAGRI OR PERSIAN

The Charter Act of 1833 finally closed down the Company's commercial business,
converting it purely into an Agent of the British Crown to govern and administrate the
Crown's possessions in India. Clause 87 of the Act threw open to Indians all offices
under the Company and, since the Company's administration was carried on in
English, it was found imperative for the natives to learn English language if they were
to qualify for these offices. This created the need for education in English. Viceroy, Lord
Bentinck (1828-35) ordered substitution of English for Persian as the language of the

higher Courts and of administration. A Committee of Public Instruction was appointed
with Lord Macaulay as its President. It was resolved by the Viceroy in 1835 that, "the
great objective of the English Government ought to be the promotion of European
literature and sciences among the natives of India" and that all funds appropriated for
education should be best employed on English education alone." Nearly after a lapse of
fifty years of the introduction of English a new class of youth and intelligentsia began
rising in Bengal particularly which was trained in the political philosophy of Mill,
Burke and Karl Marx. They had begun to demand that administration in India should

bear some relation to what was being advocated in England by political thinkers and
parliamentarians. This startled many Englishmen and they began to have second
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thoughts about the advisability of teaching English language and Western sciences.
Keeping in line with the new thinking the British administrators began to urge that the
education of Indians on the basis of their old erstwhile system of Shastras and Sadi and
Hafiz could ensure less trouble. The British administrators were already restive and

regretting the promotion of Western education and the teaching of English.

In May 1868, Mr. Thornton, Secretary to the Government of Punjab, submitted a
proposal to the Government of India for the establishment of a university in Lahore for
the promotion of the study of Arabic, Sanskrit and Persian and to diffuse Western
knowledge through the medium of the vernaculars i.e. Hindi and Urdu. The proposal

was recommended by the Lieutenant Governor of Punjab, Sir Donald McLeod and
seven high ranking British officers and had the support of Anjuman-i-Punjab. The

proposal was accepted by the Government of India.

An identical proposal submitted earlier in August 1867 by Syed Ahmed from the forum
of the British India Association had been turned down by the Government promptly in
September 1867. Syed Ahmed was piqued but, vigilant and well informed as he was,
saw through the game, he saw in it a conspiracy to deny Indians the benefit of modern
education. By implication, the new proposal accepted by the Government of India had

the effect of driving a wedge between the Muslims and the Hindus on the vital issue of
language and script. A demand was raised in the local press (of Punjab) that should a
vernacular university be established in Northern India, Hindi rather than Urdu should
be employed as the medium of instruction for the Hindus. The demand of Hindu press
was unreasonable. Ever since the annexation of Punjab to Ghaznavid kingdom in 1005
Persian had been the ruling language in Punjab, even under Maharaja Ranjit Singh—
right upto the annexation of Punjab to British India in 1849. Punjabi was the spoken
language, the Sikhs called it Gurumukhi—written in the Gurumukhi script and not

Devnagri. The language of administration and literature had been Persian. Besides,
Muslims constituted 53% of the population of Punjab at that time. When the British took
over in 1845, Urdu was adopted as the official language. But the Bengali Hindus who
penetrated into the British administration at every conceivable level at that time,
advocated the cause of Hindi as a substitute to Urdu: Babu Navin Chander had already
ensured the supremacy of Hindi in Nagri script as against Urdu in Persian script
advocated by Syed Ahmed.

Hindu members of the Scientific Society had begun to demand that its proceedings
should be in Dev Nagri script. A predominant Bengali organization, the Allahabad
Institute, started a campaign to get Hindi recognized as the language of the Courts.
Some prominent Hindus of Benares decided to try to replace Urdu written in Persian
script with Hindi written in Devnagri script as the language of the Courts. Even his life-
long friend, Raja Jai Kishan Das—one of the four Hindu signatories to the Memorium
submitted by the British India Association—could not subscribe to Syed Ahmed's views

on the issue of language and script. The situation demanded that a very large number of
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scientific works to be translated into Urdu and Hindi—the task being too colossal and
practically impossible to fulfill the satisfaction of the exponents of Hindi. Syed Ahmed
had perforce to abandon his commitment to the vernacular university in the then
prevailing conditions. The scheme of oriental University was not immediately approved

and did not surface until 1881 when Lord Lytton revived the idea of oriental University
and delivered speeches in Punjab. It had been stated that a sum of Rupees fifty
thousand donated by the chiefs and princes of Punjab for raising the status of Punjab
University College to the status of a university was intended to be diverted to the
promotion of education through oriental languages. By that time, Syed Ahmed had
modified his views on the role of vernaculars as medium of instruction. He had fully
explained the evolution of his idea in his deposition before the Education Commission
cited in the preceding pages. At that appropriate time in 1882 Syed Ahmed stood up in

his characteristic style and wrote a series of three articles which completely demolished
the arguments of the Government and decidedly foiled the attempts of the Government
to reverse the clock of progress. The articles are reproduced in the following pages.
However, at that crucial hour in 1867, Syed Ahmed fully respected the Hindu
sentiments and susceptibilities and appreciated their aspirations for their cultural
revival. While arguing his case for Urdu in Persian script he took care not to injure their
feelings. This marks a new turn in his outlook. Soon, he left for England in April 1869.

The new education policy begun in 1835 led to the foundation of the first three
universities of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras in 1857. Calcutta university ruled
supreme in Northern India for full 25 years until the establishment of Punjab University
in 1882. English education had made its first appearance in Delhi in 1827. In the context
of the historical socio-cultural and political environment under which Muslims and
Hindus—the two major communities—co-existed found themselves moving away from
each other on the issue of language and script; Urdu in Persian script was a natural

evolution of Indo-Muslim culture because of the close cultural affinity between the two.
In the sphere of administration adoption of Urdu in Persian script was eminently suited
in place of Persian which had been the language of Courts, administration and medium
of instruction almost since 1025 AD right upto the time of the English take-over after the
downfall of Sikh rule in 1849. With the downfall of the Mughal Empire the Hindus
started espousing the cause of Hindi written in Devnagri script which is steeped in
Sanskrit—the very soul of Hindu religion, tradition and culture, represented as an

indelible symbol of the cultural renaissance of Hindus. For the Muslims, discarding
Persian script for Urdu language which was in harmony with Muslim culture and bore
the imprint of Arabic and Persian and its cultural heritage so assiduously cultivated for
nearly 800 years could deculturise Muslims in a matter of few generations and lead to
their being totally submerged in the Hindu society. In the sphere of politics, Hindi and
Urdu came to be the symbols of national assertion—Hindu and Muslim as separate
nations in preference to one Indian nation. The role of Urdu was jealously guarded by
the Muslims and symbolized the cultural unity of the Muslims and their national

aspirations.
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THE PROPOSED "PUNJAB ORIENTAL UNIVERSITY CONDEMNED"

In 1881 Lord Lytton delivered some speeches in Punjab in support of the 'Revival of
Oriental Studies at the expense of modern education and it was proposed to organize
Punjab University as a vernacular or Oriental University. Syed Ahmed was quick to
perceive the conspiracy to undermine progress achieved in the field of education, and
which is so closely tied up with modern education and hopes and aspirations and
progress of the Indian people. He wrote a series of three articles which completely
demolished the arguments of the Government and decidedly foiled the attempts to
reverse the clock of progress: His outright condemnation of the proposal saved the

existing three universities at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras from going 'Oriental'. The
articles were published in 'Pioneer' Allahabad. Some excerpts are reproduced below:-

1. ORIENTAL SCIENCE AND LITERATURE

"The speeches made by His Excellency Lord Lytton at some places in the Punjab which

smelt of an inclination to encourage oriental languages and we have recently read with
similar regret the addresses presented to His Excellency the Marquis of Ripon in the
Punjab and his replies to them in which it had been stated that a sum of rupees fifty
thousand that had been donated by the Princes and Chiefs of the Punjab was intended
for the promotion of education through oriental languages, which, in the opinion of the
Senate, was the best method of adopting education to the real needs of the country.
Lord Ripon had endorsed the opinion. We heartily agree with the views expressed by

the Court of Directors, "In their famous dispatch of 1854 that the best medium for
imparting instruction is the vernacular; but this can be true only of education at the
village and primary School level; it cannot be true of higher education or of university
education, which culminates in the acquisition of Bachelor's and Master's degrees. If it is
the intention of the Punjab University to promote or propagate oriental learning by
adopting the vernacular as the medium of instruction in the later type of education,
then, we think that, instead of gaining more light, we are going to get lost in the greater
darkness than ever and that, instead of making progress, we shall be retrogressing so

much that we shall need another Macaulay to guide us out forward. We may as plainly
as Lord Macaulay did that it would be self-deception to adopt such a policy.35

Everybody in the Punjab is talking about the advancement of oriental learning; but we
do not know exactly what oriental learning means. It certainly does not include
theology, and that is outside the scope of our discussion. So we ask those who cry for
'the advancement of oriental learning' what branches of knowledge the expression

refers to. Does it refer to Sanskrit or to Arabic and Persian? We acknowledge that these

35
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languages are fine languages; but the mere learning of a language cannot be called
acquisition of knowledge. Of course, you can call the study of literature by that name.

Let us consider the promotion of the study of Arabic and Persian literature, leaving

Sanskrit aside, because we know nothing about it. Arabic and Persian literature is full of
puerilities,—amorous themes, indecent tales, false praises of kings and notables and
exercises in rhymed writing with fine "words but no meaning". It can produce no good
effect on a man's heart and morals. It stimulates no natural faculty of his. Its readers
know from the very start that it is all lies, exaggeration, poetic trickery and literary
artifice. So it leaves him cold. So packed is this literature with hyperbolic lies that the
reader is at a loss to know what are the real facts in any given narrative. There exist
hundreds of Arabic and Persian books which tell of kings, writers and poets and lovers.

They contain fulsome praises of their good qualities and graces. But I challenge any one
of them tell me that the kings, writers and poets were really like and what kind of face,
figure, character and charms a lover's beloved had. There is not a natural quality to be
found in them which could impress the reader. Propagating literature of this kind is not
doing any favor to us, but pushing us deeper into the darkness in which we have been
groping for centuries."

"We now leave alone the subject of literature for fear that somebody may expurgate half
or a third of Saadi's Gulistan or Bostan, which consists of buffoonery and present the
rest to us as a specimen of oriental learning. The chief branches of oriental learning are
Philosophy, Logic, Astronomy, Chemistry, Minerology, Botony, Zoology, Mechanics,
Arithmetic, Algebra and History. "Europe', Syed Ahmed said, "had developed these
sciences to such an extent that it would be sheer folly for the Indians to be content with
studying their old and outmoded books on them, which, in any case, were not
numerous. "Some years ago", he continued: "thinking people among us were convinced

that the Government did not really want to educate us beyond the point upto which it
could utilize our services as beasts of burden or as robots capable of writing English
without understanding it. Then the minds of Indians were disabused of this idea by the
Calcutta, Bombay and Madras Universities. Of late, however, there had been signs of a
reversion to the old reactionary policy. One of these was a provision in the Rules for
Recruitment to the Civil Service: which dispensed with a University degree. Another
was a proposal to establish a purely Oriental University in Punjab. We are not opposed

to the establishment in the Punjab of a University on the model of Calcutta, Madras and
Bombay, but are opposed to the type of University that is proposed."

"Whoever reflects on the question with patriotic feelings and farsightedness will reach
the conclusion that the progress of India, whether educational or moral, depends
entirely on the propagation of a higher degree of proficiency in Western learning. If we
really desire to progress, it is our duty to acquire Western learning even at the cost of
forgetting our mother tongue and throwing overboard all oriental learning. Let one of

the higher European languages such as English or French, become our national
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language. Let the advanced sciences and arts of Europe become our hand-maidens in
our daily lives."

We certainly approve of the Punjab University's promoting the learning of ancient

languages; for ancient languages are an ornament to modern languages. But we do not
understand what the promotion of oriental Arts and Sciences means, nor do we think it
is practicable for Western arts and sciences to be taught upto the standard of higher
education through the medium of the vernacular.

THE VERNACULAR OR OUR LANGUAGE

"It is very old idea that it would be most useful for us and for the progress of the
country if our education was through the medium of our language. Before Macaulay
the East India Company acted by and large on this idea. A Society was formed in
Calcutta for translating books, and many books were translated of which no trace is
available today. Then a lot of energy was expended on this at the Delhi college and a lot
of money was spent on getting translations of books made and published. If these
publications are available anywhere now, they can be had for the price of waste paper.

After that the founders of the 'Scientific Society. Aligarh' thought this to be an important
task; in fact, they formed the Society with that as their main objective. They in their own
turn failed. The objective avowed by The Punjab University College is nothing new; it is
an old project, tried long ago and abandoned as useless. The vernacular books
published by the Directors of Public Instruction, Bengal, North-Western Provinces and
the Punjab, and by the University College, Lahore, are in use only in the Government
Schools, where they are taught compulsorily. Outside these schools, they have little
value."

What is often advanced as the most useful argument in favor of making the vernacular
the medium of Instruction is that there is no country in the world which attained to
honor, wealth, prosperity and power without developing its native language and its
indigenous arts and sciences. This and similar arguments have been advanced times
without number in articles, proceedings, and discussions published in the 'Scientific
Society Magazine'. So far as indigenous arts and sciences are concerned, we do not

understand the meaning of the expression (in the Indian context) but we admit, and
have done so many times before, that the countries which have achieved a degree of
progress owe it to the fact that their arts and sciences are all in their own languages. But
there is a lot of difference between these countries and India. Each of them is one nation
and has one 'national language, but India is not ruled by Indians, nor is its language the
language of its rulers. There is not a single instance of a country where the rulers and
the ruled speak different languages and think differently and which have nevertheless
attained honor, wealth and prosperity and power by promoting their indigenous arts

and sciences (whatever that may mean) and their native culture ... Our own country,
India, provides enough proof of this. After a foreign people, namely the Muslims, had
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conquered India, only those of the native inhabitants came into prominence and
participated in the tasks of government who learned the arts and sciences and language
of the Muslims, acquired their culture, adopted their manners and emulated mulated
their enlightenment. Engendering in India the idea that we can attain honor, wealth,

prosperity and power only by promoting oriental arts and sciences, the native language
and arts and sciences (which we do not know of) is exactly like telling the inhabitants of
America that they can attain honor, wealth and prosperity and power by promoting
their native language and their indigenous arts and sciences (whatever these may be).

National progress and self rule are real sisters. When a people lose its independence, its
progress thenceforward depends entirely upon its learning the arts and sciences of its
ruler and participating in the tasks of government along with him.

The Government has still kept open the door to the entry of Indians into the Civil
Service, no matter what hurdles exist. There is no obstacles in the way of our qualifying
as barristers, doctors and engineers. Leave aside the Indian Civil Service, for which,
owing to our misfortune, it has not been considered necessary to have higher
educational qualifications; but we have not given up hope of attaining High Court
Judgeships. Nor has the entry of Indians to the Council been barred as yet. We should

carefully consider what we ought to do to secure these rights legitimately. Do we need a
university which will only revive dead oriental arts and sciences? Do we need schemes
for making available to us again our old civilization?

OUR LANGUAGE AND OUR HIGHER EDUCATION

The Benares College (founded 1793) has expended a lot of effort on promoting the

learning of Sanskrit ... but it has not been able to produce a single scholar knowing as
much Sanskrit as those Pundits who, clad in Dhoti and Kamri and seated on the steps of
Mankana and Shivala Ghat. Learn Sanskrit as a sacred language. What has this
education added to the country except a few more mendicants pundits in Benares? As
regards University College, Lahore, (founded in 1870) we do know what learning it has
so far imparted to the students from Bulkh and Badakshan; but we know this that it has
not yet produced one scholar knowing as much Arabic or Persian as those who learn

these languages sitting on bare platform of mosques and in the dark and dingy rooms
of holy shrines and subsisting on food earned by reciting Darud and Fatheha. It has
only added a few less well-read people to the numbers of these holy beggars...

Tell us truthfully what good are these people whom the University College has granted
entrance, proficiency and high proficiency certificates. What benefit has accrued or can
accrue in the future from them to the country, to the people, to the wealth of the
country, to its government, to its trade, to its morals, to its enlightenment, to its liberal

thinking. But if you say that the whole idea was that no such benefit should accrue, then
we admit, that the College has been very useful.
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We tauntingly reminded that it was we who founded the Scientific Society on this
principle. But there is a world of difference between then and now. At that time English
learning was not needed or rather was not valued. The language of all the Courts was

the vernacular. For securing even the highest posts a little oriental learning was enough.
The Indians could not even imagine that they could ever secure the posts then filled by
well educated young men or experienced officials belonging to the conquering race.
There were millions of Indians who had not even seen the railways and telegraphs, and
the ideas about trade and development now current were unknown. Nobody knew
anything about sea voyages except Haj pilgrims travelling in extremely poor conditions
and, with a greater likelihood of getting drowned than reaching their destinations. The
change that has taken place since is not a minor one. It is one which is clearly visible,

not only to the educated but even to the common people. Let us, by way of illustration,
speak of the Sadr Adalat before it became a High Court. The lawyers who used to
practice were accomplished scholars of oriental arts and sciences and languages, and
they were enviably successful. They were no merely so-called Maulvi-Alims and
Maulvi-Fazils, but people with attainments in oriental learning and languages so high
that the Punjab University cannot hope to produce even half as able. Suddenly, in 1866,
the Sadr Adalat became a High Court, and the reign of European learning and

European language was inaugurated. Those fruit-laden trees of oriental languages,
whose tops touched the sky, withered and fell to the ground like tender saplings struck
by a cold wind. Go now to the High Court and see for yourselves the wretched
condition of these oriental scholars; they can do no good to themselves nor to the
country.

Now that in the course of nineteen or twenty years things have changed so much. It is
not for a man who genuinely desires the welfare and progress of his country and his

people to try to bring past time back, even if he could accomplish this impossible task.

A body known as 'The Punjabi Anjuman' had in its newspaper expressed the view that
it was unwise to let young Indians to go to England for further studies. The time has
now passed for us to contain ourselves with the Calcutta University's examinations and
degrees. It is our duty to consider the degrees of Indian universities merely as a door to
the completion of our education at Cambridge or Oxford.

As we have already said, the Punjab University, no matter on what principles, right or
wrong, cannot do us much harm, as there is need for us to attack it. Our fears are
aroused when we find those into whose hands God has entrusted the destiny of our
country inclined towards the revival of dad oriental arts and sciences and oriental
languages. It is that which makes it necessary and, in fact, a patriotic duty for us to
point out that pursuing this would do no good to anybody—ourselves, the country or
the Government.
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Finally, the Government dropped for good the proposal of Oriental University. Punjab
university College, set up in January 1870, was raised to the level of University in 1882
on the same model of the three existing universities at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras.
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Chapter 3

VISIT TO ENGLAND

Syed Mahmud, the second son of Syed Ahmed Khan, obtained in the year 1869 first of
the nine scholarships instituted by the Government of India to be given to Indian youth
for higher studies in England. His eldest son, Syed Hamid, was a District
Superintendent of Police in the same province. It was a Godsent boon to Syed Ahmed
Khan who had been longing to visit England for some time past to collect source
material for his projected work on the Life of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) in English.

Sir William Muir, the Lieutenant Governor of the North West province, had published a
monumental work in four volumes in 1861 under the title of 'The Life of Mahomet' which

contained numerous misrepresentations based on tendentious use of unreliable Arabic
sources subtly seeking to undermine the faith of the upcoming Western and English
educated youth. Syed Ahmed Khan, a devout Muslim as he was, felt deeply hurt in
conscience and resolved to write an authentic biography of the Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) refuting the strongly biased and incorrect views of Sir William Muir. Therefore,
Syed Ahmed Khan decided to accompany his son to England. Syed Ahmed Khan was

not a rich man and he could ill-afford the expenses of travel to England. To raise money
for his journey, he sold his library and mortgaged his ancestral home.

He took along with him his eldest son, Syed Hamid, his literary secretary Mirza,
Khudadad Beg, and his personal servant, Chajju. He took with him all the requisite
material he would need for refutation and correction of Muir's views. Another main
purpose of his visit to England was to study the system of university education in

England so that he could get some ideas for the establishment of a 'Muslim University'
in the North West provinces. From England he wrote to his friend, Mandi (Nawab
Mohsin-ul-Mulk) describing lucidly his experiences during his journey to Calcutta and
onward voyage to England, about places and people and person he met. His first letter
dated 29-4-1870 to his friend, Mandi, is reproduced below for it is very interesting,
informative and educative. He wrote:

"On the 1st April, 1869, I left Benaras with my two sons and Chajju, my servant.
On the 2nd we remained at Allahabad, having an interview there with Sir
William Muir and bidding farewell to numerous friends and well wishers. We
left by the night train for Jubbulpore, arriving there the next day, and put up at
Mr. Palmer's hotel. On asking for a dak (the railway was not finished then) to

Nagpur, I found to my horror that I ought to have booked one long beforehand,
and that not a single dak was available for seventeen days. How in all the world

were we to arrive in Bombay by the 9th of the day on which our steamer was to
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sail? By Mr. Palmer's advice, I hired bullocks and a carriage from Messrs
Howard & Co, and we got off at 8 p.m. on the 3rd. For three days and three
nights we travelled without stopping, except for food, the stages for the bullocks
being every five miles apart. At Damoh we found the Dak bungalow full of

gentlemen and ladies, so remained under a tree, sent for milk sweetener with
sugar, got a fowl, which Chajju cooked and some chapaties and enjoyed our meal

extremely".

"Going from Jubbulpore to Nagpur, the traveler passes through three Districts,—
viz Seonee, Dewalpur and Kampti. The road is an excellent one but passes

through many ravines and over rivers, and in some places the bullocks had
difficulty in pulling us up; and had to be supplemented by additional ones. On

our arrival at Nagpur we went to the railway station, which we found crammed
with Englishmen, women and children. We fortunately got a couple of small
rooms in a godown and were glad to rest ourselves after the fatigue of the road.
Never having come south of Allahabad. I was struck by the difference in the
aspect of the country, particularly the black cotton soil, so different from that of
tilt North-West provinces, and the frequent range of hills".

"On the 7th, at 9 a.m. we left Nagpur by train and reached Bombay at mid-day on
the 8th. I was greatly struck with the wonderful engineering works on the
ghats—the tunnels especially seeming to me to be rather the works of titans than
of men. At Bombay, we stayed at Bycullah Hotel and at 6 p.m. on the 10th the
Peninsular & Oriental steamship 'Baroda' steamed out of the harbor".36

Extracts from the letter which had been published in the 'Aligarh Institute Gazette'

reproduced above provides details about the journey from Allahabad to Calcutta in

those good old days. Syed Ahmed kept on sending letters to his friend which were
published in Aligarh Institute Gazette up to 11th March 1870 and were later published
in a book form under the title: 'Travel Journal of Visitors to London' in English and
'Safarnama' in Urdu. During the entire period of his seventeen months stay in England

he kept his friends and readers well informed about his observations of places, people
and society, social, educational and political institutions of England and about his day-
to-day activities. He describes his voyage, the people he met on the ship, of the people

of all-sorts—Egyptians, Turks, the Frenchmen etc. Syed Ahmed writes:

"One great pleasure to me on board the 'Poona' was meeting M. de Lesseps, who,
as all the world knows, is the maker of the Suez canal, and who, although many
of the first engineers of the age asserted the impossibility of its being made, stuck
to his firm belief in its constructability, and said he would do it himself. He did it
and has now united two oceans. M. de Lesseps was with the Prince of Wales on

36
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His Royal Highness's visit to the canal and came with Suez in the 'Poona' to see
it. It was the second day of our voyage that I had heard about him. He does not
know English; but the Captain who knows French, introduced me to him and M.
de Lesseps was most kind to me and shook me warmly by the hand. I was

delighted to find that he spoke a little Arabic and conversed with him to some
extent in that language. From that day he always met me for hours daily at the
same table. One day he told, before a lot of people, the story of the Suez Canal,
and mentioned that several old traces of the time of Moses were found in its
neighborhood. He told me that when I returned from England, he hoped the
vessel that I would be in would pass through the Suez canal, as he thought that
six months would not elapse before it was open to vessels of all sizes. It was a
very great pleasure and honor to me to meet a man whose determination and

pluck were equal to his science, and who has not his equal in the whole world.
The day before reaching Marseilles, all the Englishmen in the ship agreed to
present M. de Lesseps with an address, congratulating him on his success with
the canal; and the address was presented to him after dinner on the 28th April.
Captain Mcthven, first of all, made a long speech, then Mr. Ousley, then General
Japp, then Mr. Bretlett, then Mr. Saunders and then the address signed by all the
passengers on board was presented. He stood up to receive it, and made a

lengthy speech of thanks in French. Then best parts of the speeches which are
worth remembering are: "it is undoubtedly but proper that the great canal,
instead of being called the Suez, should he known as" "The Lesseps Canal". I
perfectly agree with him that a man like him should have every possible honor—
and honor, especially, which hand his name down to posterity—shown him, in
the course of his speech. M. de Lessepps said that, "I shall feel more grateful and
honored if, instead of the canal being called by my name, it be called by that of
'France'. When I was told by a friend of this, my heart was filled with gladness

and I applauded the generosity of the brave man who desired his country's fame
rather than his own pleasure and honor. I lamented the degeneracy of my own
race, who are, as a rule, steeped in envy and all uncharitableness, and saw only
too plainly that by such bad habits they are dishonored and unfortunate. It must
be noted here that in Egypt the canal is known from the highest to the lowest as
the 'French Canal'. This great work of the French constitutes a new epoch."37

The episode as the one quoted above from his letters is so very illuminating,
informative, thought-provoking and inspiring and are numerous which he narrated to
his friend, Mahdi Ali, in his letters. Syed Ahmed maintained a diary of his experiences,
observations and thoughts and sentiments and all about his activities in England during
his seventeen months stay. The record up to 11th March 1870 was published in
installments in the 'Scientific Society' magazine and later in 'Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq'. Syed

Ahmed was enthusiastic and eager to share his excitement and experiences in the new

37
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world that was England and should have evoked great interest but, unfortunately, it
was accorded hostile reception. In utter disgust, Syed Ahmed discontinued further
publication. Syed Ahmed Khan was the only Muslim to visit England and his visit,
indeed, made history. The only other Muslim to visit England was Syed Ameer Ali who

had sailed to England earlier in December 1868, incidentally, being one of the nine
recipients of scholarship along with Syed Mahmud to receive higher education in
England. It was really unfortunate that Syed Ahmed's letters from England did not
evoke that much interest they should have but surely, the impact of the letters and
articles published must have acted as an elixir on the young minds who had read the
letters and articles. M. Mahdi Hussain, in his book 'Syed Ahmed Khan' writes:

"The Travel Journal is an embellished narrative of the experiences and

observations of a man with an inquisitive and receptive mind, eager to learn and
understand. It is also a forthright expression of the thoughts and feelings of a
man whose ruling passion was to make his people march abreast of the times,
both morally and materially. Syed Ahmed looked at everything with a student's
fresh eyes, had a dedicated teacher's mind, converting everything learnt into a
lesson to be imparted. Some of his lessons could well be repeated, with minor
verbal amendments by a Muslim reformer of today."38

Some of his experiences en-route to England giving vivid portrayals and description of

people and places are reproduced below:

"There are many races in Aden, but Arabs and Egyptians preponderate the
Somalis are most numerous, but I have not been able to find out what race they
are. They speak Arabic, but so badly that I could only understand four or five
words. They also did not understand my Arabic as well. I was greatly delighted

to hear these Somalis talking a little Urdu, which they know sufficient or to make
it easy for a Hindustani to get all necessary work done. The Somalis are also
pretty well up in French—knowing the former, however, better than the latter.
There are several masjids here, the largest being the 'Idris', the 'Jumma' being the

largest convent. On leaving our mosque where we had eaten, I saw a 'Hindu to
whom I spoke, and found that he was a Marwari from Bombay, and was then a
merchant at Aden. He had been here for a long time, having, however,

constantly visited Bombay. He told me that there were three Hindu temples at
Aden, those of Mahadeo, Hanuman and another ... all of which had been built by
contributions from Hindus visiting the place. I was delighted to find that Hindus
could come so far across the ocean in steamers without losing their caste. God
grant that the Hindus of my part of India will soon take this to heart. All the
inhabitants, shop keepers and others, were very dirty, the Somalis being just like

38
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savages. The English certainly are the cleanest of nations although some of their
customs are open to cavil."

"Although the Cantonment at Aden is a small one—only, I believe having some
300 to 400 English and native soldiers—there is apparently a vast amount of
artillery. The Cantonment is well and prettily laid out, and is situated inside a
fortress. The bazars are all near at hand. The so-called fort is really a hill; hills are
all round, and the Cantonment is in the valley within. The entrance road was
made by the English cutting through a hill. Ten determined men could hold it
against an army. Owing to the hills being well fortified, Aden is practically
impregnable. The sight of it filled my heart with a sense of British power. It is the

outlying sentry on the road to India, and the key to the Red Sea. If trouble were
to break out in India, any amount of munitions of war could be poured into it in
six days. If a quarrel broke out with the Egyptian Government, or the French
made an attack on that country, an expedition could soon reach Egypt from
Aden with food and arms for 50,000 men. I say that it is the key of the Red Sea,
because the present force in it is sufficient, if necessary to prevent a single vessel
getting into or out of the Red Sea. It was formerly under the Turks, and was, I

think, taken by the English about thirty years ago. Its affairs are now under the
Government of India. I am told that, prior to the advent of the English, it was in a
wretched state, with only one miserable Somali village on the hills, which is still
to be seen, I believe. The Turkish wall was built after the arrival of the English, to
separate their fortifications from the soil of Turkey. It is very high and strong,
and is defended by guns and Europeans. In it is a gate through which people go
to and from—all incomers, however, having to deposit any arms they may be
carrying before being allowed to enter. I am sorry that I was unable to visit it. On

the beach is a machine which changes sea-water into good drinking-water, used
by the residents. We were greatly amused by Somali boys swimming and diving
round the ship like frogs, and calling for bucksheesh. Any coin thrown into the sea

is at once dived after and brought by them. I counted twenty-one boys in the
water, all of them remaining from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. never getting out.

"We got out at Dover, and travelling by rail, we reached Charing. Cross at 7 p.m.

From Paris to Calais the country was not so vine-cultivated as between Marseiles
and Paris. High mountains were frequent, very much longer than we passed
through on the Bombay line. Pumps worked by windmill were numerous, and
they are no doubt valuable and cheap, and would be well adopted for
Hindustan."39

39
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Syed Ahmed and his little party arrived in London on 4th May 1869. A letter dated 15th
Oct 1869 written by Syed Ahmed to the Secretary of the Scientific Society at Aligarh,
which appeared in Urdu in Aligarh Institute Gazette is reproduced below:-

"I have received your esteemed letter of the 9th ultimo, and I regret that you
should have been put out by the non-arrival of more letters from me, describing
my travels. It is nearly six months since I arrived in London, and have been
unable to see many things I should have liked, been able to see a good deal, and
have been in the society of Lords and Dukes at dinners and evening parties.
Artisans and the common working-man I have seen in numbers. I have visited
famous and spacious mansions, museums, engineering works, shipbuilding
establishments, gun-foundries, ocean-telegraphic companies which connect

continents, vessels of war (in one of which I walked for miles, the Great Eastern
Steamship), have been present at the meetings of several societies and have
dined at Clubs and private houses. The result of all this is, that although I do not
absolve the English in India of discourtesy, and of looking upon the natives of
that country as animals and beneath contempt, I think they do so from not
understanding us; and I am afraid I must confess that they are not far wrong in
their opinion of us. Without flattering the English, I can truly say that the natives

of India, high and low, merchants and petty shopkeepers, educated and illiterate,
when contrasted with the English in education, manners and uprightness, are as
like them as a dirty animal to an able and handsome man. The English have
reason for believing us in India to be imbecile brutes. Although my countrymen
will consider this opinion of mine an extremely harsh one, and will wonder what
they are deficient in, and what the English excel, to cause me to write as I do, I
maintain that they have no cause for wonder, as they are ignorant of everything
here, which is really beyond imagination and conception. What I have seen and

seen daily, beyond imagination of a native of India. If anyone of my countrymen
do not believe what I say, you may certainly put them down as frogs and fishes.
There was once a living fish that fell from a fisherman into a well in which there
were a number of frogs. When they saw a new traveler, white in color, they
behaved very kindly to him and asked where he came from. The fish said that he
was a native of the Ganges. The frogs asked the fish if his watery country was
similar to theirs; to which the fish replied in the affirmative, adding that it was a

bright good country, swept by a fine wind, which raised waves in which fishes
were rocked, as in a swing, and deported themselves, and that it was very broad
and long. On hearing this a frog came out a foot from the side of the wall, and
said, "What; as long and as broad as the distance I have come from the wall? "The
fish said, "Much greater." The frog came another foot out, and again put this
question to the fish, which said, "Much greater". The frog went on, getting the
same answer the further he went until he got to the opposite side of the wall.
Again asking his question, the fish gave the same reply. The frog said, "You lie; it

cannot he larger than this."Just at this moment a man let down a bucket and
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drew water, thus causing small waves on the surface. The frog asked the fish if
his country's waves were as large, on which the fish laughed, saying, those
things that you have never seen, which it is impossible for you to imagine,
cannot be thought of by you without seeing. Why, therefore do you ask about

them?" I am not thinking about those things in which, owing to the specialties of
our respective countries, we and the English differ. I only remark on politeness,
knowledge, good faith, cleanliness, skilled workmanship, accomplishments and
thoroughness which are the results of education and civilization. All good things,
have been bestowed by the Almighty on Europe, and especially on England. By
spiritual good things I mean that the British carry out all the details of the
religion which they believe to be the true one with a beauty and excellence which
no other nation can compare with. This is entirely due to the education of the men

and women, and to their being united in aspiring after this beauty and excellence. If

Hindustanis could only attain to civilization, it will probably, owing to its many
excellent natural powers, become if not the superior, at least the equal of
England..."40

"Until the education of the masses is pushed on as it is here, it is impossible for a native
to become civilized and honored".

"The causes of England's civilization is that all the arts and sciences are in the
language of the country. Although in some part of England dialects are such as
to make it difficult to understand their English, still, on the whole English in
England corresponds to the Urdu of the North West Provinces and Bihar, which

everyone understands. Those who are really bent on improving and bettering
India must remember that the only way of compassing this is by l wing the
whole of the arts and sciences translated into their own language".

"I should like to have this written in gigantic letters on the Himalayas, for the
remembrance of future generations. If they be not translated, India can never be
civilized. This is the truth, this is the truth, this is the truth. Government has a
difficult task when the governing tongue is not that of the country, the people do

not care to study their own language, because up to the present no one studies
for the sake of science, but only to get service. O well wishers of Hindustan, do
not place your dependency on any one! Spread abroad, relying on yourselves
and your subscriptions, translation of the arts and sciences; and when you have
mustered these and attained to civilization, you will think very little on going
into government service. I hope and trust that such a day may soon come".

"I am delighted to hear that the Lieutenant Governor, North West Provinces and
the Director of Public Instructions, North West Provinces have given our society

40
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great assistance; and I have thanked God for it. But My dear Raja (Raja Jai Kishan
Das, Syed Ahmed's lifelong friend) do not part with the freedom of your society
and its paper. The life and death of India depend on the goodness or otherwise of
the Department of Public Instructions. Always reflect on this deeply but with a

just mind, and make truth and the national welfare—your only friend".

LIFE IN LONDON

"When I arrived in London we stayed for three or four days at the Charing Cross Hotel,
as I had not enough money to take a house and furnish it. I therefore was compelled to

rent one, or rather a portion of one, in which beds, bedding etc are provided by the
owner of the house, who is called the 'Landlord', his wife being called the 'Landlady'.
They also provide food and servants, and the bills are sent in weekly. We found living
like this extremely comfortable. From this you will conclude that those who let out a
portion of their houses in London are poor; and so they are, but they are, at the same
time, of respectable family. The house that I was in is owned by Mr. J. Ludlam, with his
wife, the latter having two sisters, Miss Ellen West and Miss Fanny West, who often

visit their sister for a couple of weeks or so at a time. Mr. Ludlam is as able as he is
respectable and well educated, and is constant attendant at night at lectures on
Chemistry, Geology, Zoology, etc. These and hundreds of other lecturers are got up by
the general public—people attending them paying a few pence each nightly. The
incomes from these sources are so large that all the expenses—including the salaries of
the givers of the lectures, rent of houses etc,—are defrayed from money taken at the
doors. The people profit by them more than by the highest philosophy that has ever

been taught in Hindustan. Although I have been here in this house now for six months,
and have met Mr. Ludlam, occasionally speaking to him, his voice has never once
reached my room. Such politeness in thinking of those who live with them and seeing
that they are not disturbed, is politeness indeed. I only wish from this description, to
show to my fellow countrymen a picture of the general knowledge of the people
amongst whom I am at present living. Mrs. Ludlam is a very able, well educated,
accomplished and a very good woman, and I cannot do sufficient justice to all her good
qualities, courtesy, politeness and humanity included in them. All her house and other

work is done by her with the greatest ability, and her husband is thus at leisure to go to
his office or to go to his lectures. Her sisters are also well educated—one of them, Miss
Ellen West being extremely fond of reading. I am at present engaged in writing a book
on the Muhammadan religion and have got together many English works for and
against the same, as well as others which are against all religions. Some days ago, Miss
Ellen West became very ill, but the next day became better. Although very weak and
scarcely able to leave her bed, she sent a message to me asking me to send her some of

the above-mentioned books, to add, as she said, to add to her knowledge. I replied that
I had only religious works, which were i also extremely disputations; but she asked for
some nevertheless, and I therefore sent her a book. In two days she had read it, and on
her getting well she gave me some excellent opinions on it. This gives rise to the
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reflection how good the education of women slightly below the middle class must here.
Is it not a matter of astonishment that a woman, when ill, should read with the object of
improving her mind? Have you ever seen such a custom in India in the family of any
noble, nawab, raja or man of high family? If our women in India were to frequent the

bazars with their faces, how astonished and alarmed would not their husbands be? It is
undoubtedly a fact that their women here, when they hear that the women in India are
unable to read and write, are ignorant of education or instruction, are equally
astonished, and are displeased and despise them. You must be certain that these
Englishmen in India who meet and mix with us, and behave well to us, do so out of
policy. If the two nations are together in a free country, and if the customs, ways of
living, and private lives of Hindustanis and Englishmen remains as they are at present,
the Englishmen would never stop to speak to them, and would look on them as equal to

animals. I undoubtedly maintain that the general behavior of Englishmen towards the
natives is the reverse of polite and that this would certainly cease; but I do not urge this
point on account of the nations being entitled to politeness on the score of ability. I urge
it for the reason, that Englishmen, by treating them badly, detract from their own high
character and place obstacles in the way of the spread of civilization".41

FEMALE EDUCATION

In another letter, Syed Ahmed speaks of Miss Carpenter42, so well known for her
philanthropy and her efforts in the cause of female education in Calcutta and Bombay.
Syed Ahmed says in one of his letters:-

"I had a long and interesting conversation with her upon 'Female and General
Education' as well as upon other important matters. Her want of knowledge of Urdu

and my want of knowledge of English was rather a drawback but we got on very well
by using Mahmud and Khudadad (who joined our party at Bombay) as translators.
Miss Carpenter is a native of Bristol, daughter of Dr. Carpenter, and she has made
herself famous in her native town by her efforts in educating the children of the poor.
Raja Ram Mohan Roy, the Unitarian, was a great friend of hers and he died at her
father's house (at Bristol in 1833) whilst on a visit. It was his description of the sad state
of Indian women that caused liter voyage to India. She had a book with her containing

opinions on the state of Indian women from 'many influential natives, and she asked
me to contribute mine thereto. I wrote, en-route to London I have made the acquaintance

of Miss Carpenter—an acquaintance which honors and gives me the highest pleasure.
Since I first heard her name in connection with her efforts for the advancement of
Indian women, I have been desirous of making her acquaintance. Thanks to God, that
pleasure has now been vouchsafed to me. Her lofty aims, keen insight, and goodness of
heart are evidenced by her efforts in the cause of Indian women. To interest one's self in

41
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the education of women, whom God hath made as an help-mate to men in good works,
is worthy of every praise. To do good in every way is most laudable, as the foundation
is good, good results must follow. Even if mistakes are made at the commencement,
efforts thus made excite the emulation of others and the right results will ensure. Efforts

for good are sometimes frustrated owing to their being contrary to the manners and
customs of those whose good they are intended. In such cases, it is like going contrary
to nature; and by doing so, weapons are forged to prevent any good resulting. God told
Joshua to order the sun to stand still, although that was wrong, as the order should
have been for the earth to stop; but God knew what was the general opinion on the
earth at that time; so gave His order in accordance with the same. If thus we do not
have after good in accordance with manners and customs, we shall not have done as
God did, and evil will result. In any case, I trust and hope, that Miss Carpenter's

endeavors may be crowned with success and that the men and women of Hindustan,
who are really one, will have their hearts enlightened by truth and culture".

ON NATIONAL PRIDE

"A young Englishman, probably a civilian, came up, and after a short time, asked

Mahmud if he was a Hindustani? Mahmud replied in the affirmative, but blushed as he
did so, and hastened to explain that he was not one of the aborigines, but that his
ancestors were formerly of another country. Reflect, therefore, that until Hindustanis
remove this blot they shall never be held in honor by any civilized race".43

ON LANDING AT MARSEILLESS

"On landing at Marseilles I saw numerous cabs and omnibuses and a number of very
gentlemanly men standing about. These were the "Hotel Commissionaires" who at once
asked me what hotel I was going to. I said, 'The Hotel de Louvre' as we had beforehand
arranged to go there. The hotel commissionaires at once brought up his omnibus, and
put all our luggage on it, we having no trouble with it whatever. Other passengers
joined us, and we drove off to the hotel. It was night as we drove through the first
European city that I have ever been in, and I felt almost off my head as I gazed from one

side of the streets—all splendidly lit up—to the other and saw the rows of such brilliant
shops as I had never seen before. The Diwali illuminations in India were nothing to
them. The shop-fronts were brilliant with goods, and their glass doors and windows
were often 10 feet long by as many feet broad. The wares were all visible from the
outside, and were so beautifully arranged that they resembled a garden. They were
lighted up with lamps and candelabra. The street lamps were also extremely well lit up
with gas. As I had never before seen any city so brilliant,—nay, not even the residences

of Indian nobles are so,—I completely overcome, and wondered how it all was done. In
one street there were a couple of shops which were particularly brilliant, their roofs also

43
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being of glass; whilst inside were various plants and creepers, including cypress-trees in
china pots—beautiful chairs all about, and many people sitting in them, and some few
of them women—the whole lit up with gas. I thought there must be a marriage going
on in them, and that they were on this account so well got Up; but I found out

afterwards that they were merely public—refreshment houses or Cafes, and that they
were great numbers of them. How good God is, that He enables even workmen to
refresh themselves in such paradises as could never have been conceived by Jamshed!"44

"The Hotel de Louvre is a wonderfully good one. The open space inside is oval, with a
glass roof to keep out rain and snow, and is surrounded with rooms. There are seven
storeys, and the whole are brilliantly lighted with gas. Our rooms were on the fifth
storey, as all those below were occupied. We ascended 120 steps before reaching our

rooms, which we found beautifully furnished. Marseilles is not one of the largest cities
in France as it has only lately become populous. At present, according to the census, it
has 300,131 inhabitants. The engineering firms have 7,000 laborers".

SUSPENSION BRIDGE AT CLIFTON NEAR BRISTOL

"When you see this bridge, you are overwhelmed by the sense of the might of God, on
the one hand and of the might of the human knowledge and skill, on the other.
Particularly, you are filled with respect for the greatness and splendor of this nation,
which has such marvelous achievements to its credit; and when you consider:' that
these achievements, which were beyond the power of even kings, are products of the
determination, generosity and awareness of the people themselves, your respect for this
nation is increased. When you consider further 'that this is a bridge built only for the
public good, and not a king's castle or an Amir's palace, or the mausoleum of

somebody's father or grandfather or some Raja Babu's pavilion, the impression made on
you is great, indeed, especially if you are an unfortunate Indian full of enthusiasm for
your country's progress and, in return, subjected to harsh criticism by your fellow
countrymen whom you know to be steeped in selfishness, self-indulgence, jealousy and
bigotry".

SELF-RELIANCE

"I now ask my countrymen, humbly and respectfully, whether these people are human
beings or we are—we, who are engrossed in ourselves like animals, we, who are so
lacking in self-reliance that we expect the government to do everything for us;
educating our boys, educating our girls, even teaching them their religion. It is a
thousand pities that this is so. It really is a crying shame. We are not lit to show our

faces to the people of any civilized country."

44
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SOME SIDE REFLECTIONS

In his letter to Mahdi Ali, Syed Ahmed wrote:-

"The more I saw the life here, the greater became my sadness at the thought of my
people's follies and insane prejudices, their present decline and their future
degeneration. I cannot think of any way to warn them of the perils they face. Even in
religion, which they think they observe very well, they display the same foolishness,
incompetence and ignorance as in other matters, what is one to do then? There is no
remedy for ill luck and misfortune".

SYED AHMED'S ACTIVITIES IN ENGLAND

Syed Ahmed's biographer, Major-General G.F.I. Graham, who was in England at that
time writes: "Syed Ahmed's stay in England was made pleasant to him by many people,
particularly, by Lord Lawrence, who was most kind to him, asking him to dinner, and
calling on him once every month during his stay in the country. Lord Lawrence knew

Syed Ahmed's family well. Another friend whom he often saw was Lord Stanley of
Alderley, who, by his long residence at the English Embassy at Constantinople, had
acquired a profound knowledge of the Mohammedan character and religion, both in its
social and political aspects. He had an interview with Carlyle and the Chelsia sage was
unusually gracious to him. They talked long and earnestly over "Heroes and Hero-
worship" especially about Mohammed (P.B.U.H) of whom Carlyle expresses a very
high opinion in that work; and also about Syed Ahmed's "Essays on the life of Mohammed

(P.B.U.H)" then in press. Sir John William Kaye was another whom he saw a good deal

of and had correspondence with this seer. Syed Ahmed was present at the last reading
given by Charles Dickens. He was very kindly received by the Duke of Argyl, then
Secretary of State for India, who introduced him to the Marquis of Lorne and presented
him with the insignia of the Companion of the Star of India.

"Lord Lawrence, on the 4th June, 1869, wrote to him as follows about this: "

"I am very glad to hear that you are to have the Third Class of the Star of India. It
is an honor you well deserve. Indeed I may say that I recommended you for it
before I left India."

John Lawrence's praise is worth having. The other recipients of the Companionship of
the Star of India on the same day as Syed Ahmed were Messrs Harrison Barlow, Boyle,
and Captain Meadows Taylor. Syed Ahmed's lifelong friend, Raja Jai Kishen Das was

also decorated in India.
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SYED AHMED INVESTED WITH THE INSIGNIA OF 'COMPANION OF THE
MOST EXALTED ORDER OF THE STAR OF INDIA'

Syed Ahmed has given below an account of the ceremony:-

"On Friday, the 6th of August, 1869, I drove to the India Office to receive the insignia of
Companionship of the Star of India. The rest of the recipients were also present, We
were received by Mr. Kaye (afterwards Sir John William-Kaye) Secretary to His Grace
the Duke of Argyl, Secretary of State for India, who shook hands with us all, and spoke
a few courteous and congratulatory words to each of us. After a short interval, Mr.

Benthal, Private Secretary to His Grace, entered the room where we were assembled,
and shaking hands with me, asked me to accompany him into an adjoining room,
where the Duke was waiting to receive me. The Duke was seated without any
appearance or surroundings of ceremony, and rising, received me very graciously,
shook me by the hand, and introduced me to his son, the Marquis, who was present on
the occasion. He conversed with me very kindly or some minutes, and enquired after
my sons, especially about their education and the progress of their studies. He spoke in

English, of course, and I answered him as well as I could in that language, and only
regret that I could not speak as correctly and fluently as I could have wished. His Grace
then, presented me with the Star, together with the Royal Warrant bearing the
signatures of the Queen appointing me a "Companion of the Most Exalted Order of the
Star of India" and after congratulating me on the great distinction that had been
conferred upon me permitted me to retire. The other recipients having been similarly
summoned and invested with the Star, we were all asked to lunch by the Duke, and I

sat down to a really splendid luncheon, taking the seat on his left. Many influential
men, members of Parliament, and others, were present amongst others, Sir Bartle Frere,
whom I had already met before, and with whom I had a long conversation. After lunch
the Duke retired, shaking hands with all present, but the rest of us continued at table
over the desert, and chatting for some time after".

Syed Ahmed was also present at the dinner given at Greenwich by the Smeatonian
Society of civil engineers, on the 13th July, 1869 and made a speech on the effects of

engineering works on the Indian public which was translated and read out in English
by Lord Lawrence. The following is an extract from the 'Daily News' on the s21st July
on the above:-

"Smeatonian Society of Civil Engineers.—This Society made an excursion down
the Thames, and afterwards had an entertainment at Greenwich, on Thursday,
the 13th instant. The party started from Westminster in Mr. Penn's steam-yatch,

and visited, under special arrangements, his ENGINE MANUFACTURY at
Deptford, also Messrs Siemen's Telegraph Cable Works at Charlton, and the Gun
and Ammunition Manufactures at the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich. The inspections
and the explanations given were of the greatest interest, and afforded much
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information and pleasure to the company. At the dinner were nearly fifty
gentlemen, the chair being taken by Mr. Penn, the President for the year, and
among those present were Lord Lawrence, Syed Ahmed and his son, Lord Alfred
Churchill, Hon'ble J. R. Howard, Mr. Reed, (Admiralty)—J.A.L. Simmons,

Colonels Boxer, Campbell, and Murray and Sir Sidney Waterloo etc. The Society
dates back from 1771, when Smeaton instituted a gathering of professional
engineers and men of science for friendly intercourses and discussion".

It was quite an unique honor to an Indian and a representative Muslim visitor from
India.

PETITION TO DUKE OF ARGYLL, SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA

Even in his official and personal matters Syed Ahmed displayed dignity and decorum.
The following letter to the Duke of Argyll, the then Secretary of State for India is typical,
although he was violating the official practice of 'through proper channel'.

My Lord Duke,

In laying before your Grace the few following facts and the petition founded
thereon, I do so with full confidence that your Grace will give them generous and
liberal consideration.

I am, as no doubt your Grace is aware, one of her Majesty's subordinate judges of
India of the Uncovenanted service, and have, as the accompanying papers will
prove, spent the best years of my life in the service of the British Government,

not without approval, and may I be pardoned for hoping benefit to the
Government and to my native land.

I have long felt that it was a great disadvantage to my country and people, and
especially to the Indian officials like myself, to have no personal knowledge of
the land or the rulers, or even the institutions of the kingdom to whom
Providence has given the sway over India; that one of the chief requisites to bind

us close to England is, that there should be free and untrammeled intercourse
between us; that we should be encouraged to come freely to this centre of power
and civilization, and to note for ourselves how true is the interest felt for India's
good by our common sovereign, and by the councilors of that sovereign. On the
occasion of the Durbar held in Oudh in 1807 by Lord Lawrence, our late
Governor-General, I availed myself of the opportunity to express these views to
him, and was gratified by his seeming to concur fully in them.

Government resolution of the 30th June 1868, founding nine scholarships to be
given to Indian youths, desirous of completing their education in England, was
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soon afterwards issued. This harmonized with my previous views; but knowing
how many prejudices exist in the minds of the great mass of my countrymen
against such a measure, involving as it does a sacrifice of the daily habits of a
lifetime, I determined to be the first to avail myself of the opening given, and so

applied for and obtained one of the scholarships for my son, who was then a
student of the Calcutta University, and had passed the examination entitling him
to a nomination. He is now with me now in London, and has commenced his
course at Lincoln's Inn. I also did the utmost in my power to induce others of my
countrymen to follow my example, and avail themselves of the wise policy of
Government by establishing an Association for the encouragement of travel to
England.

Previous, however, to the grant of the scholarships, wishing to set an example in
my own person of seeking knowledge of England, and its institutions and policy,
I had applied for furlough for eighteen months for this purpose, petitioning at
the same time, that under the special circumstances of the case, I might have the
special indulgence of drawing full pay during the time of absence, and of
counting the same towards pension. An unfavorable reply was given, it being
stated that under the furlough rules for uncovenanted officers I was covenanted

not entitled to the favor solicited. This much I knew before. It was the special
indulgence I had applied for and I hoped would have been conceded to me, and,
in a further application for the same, I asked that my request be placed before the
Secretary of State for India. Being now, however, in England, I take the liberty of
a direct appeal to your Grace, praying your generous consideration of my case....

In order to come to England I have been obliged to sell and mortgage my
property, and the sum thus raised will, I fear, not cover the inevitable expenses

of the coming and going and residing in England, and that, if not aided, I may
have to return to India an indebted and impoverished man...."45

The petition was favorably considered and the requests made sanctioned as a special
case. Following is the reply:

INDIA OFFICE, S.W.

7th August 1869.

"Sir,—I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 28th ultimo,
requesting that you may be permitted to draw full pay during your present leave
and to reckon it as service towards pension and to acquaint you in reply that the
rules do not admit of a compliance with your request but that, under the
circumstances 'stated in your letter, the Secretary of State for India in Council has

45
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been pleased to sanction the grant to you as a special case, in consideration of
your services during the Mutiny, and of your general higher character, of the
sum of 0250 per annum for two years, in addition to the furlough pay to which
you are entitled under the rules—I am Sir, your obedient servant.

M.G. GRANT DUFF
SYED AHMED KHAN BAHADUR, C.S.I.

During his stay in London, Syed Ahmed was made an Honorary member of
Athenaeum Club.

INTELLECTUAL ACTIVITY

While Syed Ahmed enjoyed immensely the social side of his life in England he never for
a moment forgot that the main purpose of his visit to England was to write a biography
of Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) in England in a new light so as to effectively refute
the allegations made by the Christian missionaries and the biased views being
propagated by them against Islam. It was for the first time that the Muslims were

confronted by the Christian missionaries' propaganda against Islam undermining their
faith on their own soil. It was exactly at that moment that atheism an communism were
making virulent attacks on religion an Christianity in Europe and sooner or later,
Muslims all over the world would be called upon to face. Probably Syed Ahmed was
the first to foresee the impending danger and he decided to counter it on intellectual
plane. In this context we may trace the events back to 1813 when the ban on the entry of
missionaries was raised in India and a Bishopric was created at Calcutta, later increased
to three, soon to b reinforced by many American and German missionaries; From

preaching, the missionaries took to teaching, helped by the new demand for English.

The Presbyterian missionary, Alexander Duff founded the Scottish Church College in
1830 at Calcutta. The appeal wt not only to the villager and to the men in the bazar but
also to the intellectual elite as well. From 1854 the grants-in-aid system and Government
policy encouraged a rapid growth in the number of Christian mission schools and
colleges, of which the Madras Christian College was perhaps the foremost. A further

departure was the engagement of missionaries in philanthropic activity in the form of
hospital and medical aid work such as maternity homes, famine relic orphanages and
later in 'rural uplift'. In the missionary schools principles of the Christian faith were
taught. In sour districts convened officers of high position and of great influence used to
visit the schools and encourage the people to attend them. Soon, in North Western
Provinces dm were Muslim converts doing missionary work still carrying Muslim
names. For instance, the name of Revd Imdad-al-Di and Syed Abdullah Asim, who
wrote against Syed Ahmed may be cited. Delhi College was founded in 1825 an English

classes were opened in 1827 where Revd C. I. Andrews taught and Muslim intellectuals,
prominently among them being Maulvi Nazir Ahmed, Munshi Zakaullah an Altaf
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Hussain Hali had their education but through a stroke of good luck to the Muslim
community, threw in their lot, with Syed Ahmed Khan with unequalled zeal and tot
dedication.

With the final liquidation of the Mughal empire Muslims found themselves to their
horror that they had fallen to the depths of ignominy and even their religion was being
subverted and the new rulers were striking at the roots of their faith. Sir William Muir
(at that time the Lieutenant Governor of North West Provinces) also wrote 'The Life of
Mahomet'—a monumental work in six volumes which contained numerous half-truths

and vile charges subtly presented as a work of original research and scholarship. Much
of the Orientalists' writings about the Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) were designed to
prove that the Muslims were an inferior people and to turn the imperial and political

conquest into an intellectual and religious victory. The Christian missionaries, in their
crude way, and the Orientalists in their more subtle ways singled out the personality of
the Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) for attack and ridicule. in Europe, battle between
science and religion was already raging. Syed Ahmed was pricked and felt bitter and
indignant over the sacrilegious insinuations made by Sir William Muir, the Lieutenant
Governor of North West Provinces. Material required for writing an equally effective
refutation and demolition of the arguments put forward by the learned author was not

available in India and needed a lot of painstaking research and a careful study of all the
Arabic sources quoted. Syed Ahmed decided to undertake the journey to England that
he may study the original sources in the British Museum to complete the work.

ESSAYS ON TILE LIFE OF MUHAMMAD

Writing to his friend, Mahdi Ali on 4th June 1869,46 "just a month after his arrival in

London, Syed Ahmed reaffirmed his resolution to go ahead with the project of writing
the biography of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) in spite of paucity of funds
and informing, at the same time, that he had found a wealth of material in the India
Office Library and had also discovered an able writer,—John Davenport, to assist him.
By 6th August 1869, he had decided that it would not be possible for him to carry out
the project as originally envisaged by him for want of funds and adequate assistance in
marking and copying out the references but in spite of these handicaps he started

writing short essays on various controversial subjects connected with Islam and the
Prophet and had already written the first essay of the series. A fortnight later, however,
he wrote to Mahdi Ali reaffirming his original resolution: "My mind is a little disturbed
these days. I am reading the book written by William Muir on the Prophet. It has cut me
to the quick with its unjust and prejudiced statements, and I have made up my mind to
write the book I originally planned to write on the life of the Prophet, no matter if all the
money I have got in the world be spent and I be reduced to the state of a beggar. At
least on the day of judgment the call will go forth, present that humble man, Ahmed,

46
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who died a pauper in glorifying the name of his ancestor, Muhammed (P.B.U.H) the
Blessed'. He had ordered books from France and Germany and had purchased some
from England. Then, on 10th September, 1869, he informed Mahdi Ali that he was busy
writing the Life of the Prophet, not withstanding many difficulties, not the least of

which was paucity of funds. The Muslims, he said tauntingly, "will pull up their sleeves
to fight anybody who eats with Englishmen, but if you ask them to spend some money
in support of their religion, they will run away from you." He announced that he was
getting the hook published in English and had postponed its publication in Urdu, as he
had secured the services of an English writer the like of whom could not be found in
India in the same rate of payment. "If this book of mine" he assured, which will consist
of ten Chapters, is completed, "I shall think that my visit to London was equal to ten
pilgrimages to Mecca in terms of salvation. May God accept it, Amen." On 1st October,

he wrote to Mahdi Ali that he was sending him a copy of his first essay. "I have replied
to everything that Sir William Muir and other writers have written. But my replies are
not like those usually given by your Mullahs, who talk in dualistic terms about the
attributes of Prophethood; that is more, they are based on thorough research." "Then, on
17th December, he informed Mahdi Ali that the hook was being published under the
title of "ESSAYS ON THE LIFE OF MUHAMMAD" and the First Volume consisted of 12

Essays. He proposed the name of the Urdu version to be Ahmed's Discourses on the

Life of Muhammad." On 10th January 1870, he announced that the first volume had
been published at last and had cost more than two thousand five hundred rupees,
which had dealt him a stunning blow. By 21st January he had been reduced to a state
verging on penury, with little hope of compensation in the shape of appreciation by his
Muslim compatriots. "My compatriots", he sadly wrote, "will not appreciate the labor I
have expended on this work, on the contrary, they will censure me and will call me an
infidel and apostate, because I am no longer a blind conformist. On perhaps two or
three questions, I have disagreed with the general opinion of a few selected Ulema. So

my kind friends will forget everything else and pass a judgment of infidelity against me
on the basis of this alone."

"I have even written a preface to my book" he wrote in his letter of 11th Feb 1870, "God
he thanked for His favors." He had no money left to pay for his voyage back home and
had to rely on the generous offer of a loan of his Agent to defray the expenditure. Syed
Ahmed had hoped that the book will sell well in France and Germany, but even this

hope was dashed to the ground by the outbreak of war between the two countries.

Syed Ahmed's financial difficulties were partly due to his contribution in cash to John
Davenport, an earnest and sympathetic student of Islam who was finding it difficult to
find a publisher for the printing of his hook "Apology for Muhammad and the Quran".
Syed Ahmed had met John Davenport soon alter his arrival in London and had become
interested in him. For the love of Islam and the fulfillment of his mission of teaching the
Englishmen to respect Islam, Syed Ahmed readily offered to hear the complete

expenses for its publication. Writing about the hook of John Davenport, "Apology for
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Muhammad and the Quran" Syed Ahmed expressed the highest admiration for the
author, who is not a Muslim but an Englishman, and yet had been able to achieve
something which even Muslims might very well envy."

ESSAYS ON THE LIFE OF MUHAMMAD47

The book, "Essays on the Life of Muhammad" comprises of 12 Essays, subject-wise as

under:-

Preface and introduction
ESSAYS:

1. On the Historical Geography of Arabia
2. On the Manners and Customs of the Pre-Islamic Arabs
3. On the various Religions of the pre-Islamic Arabs
4. On the Question whether Islam has been beneficial or Injurious to Human

Society in general and to the Mosaic and Christian Dispensations
5. On the Muhammadan Theological Literature
6. On the Muhammadan Traditions

7. On the Holy Quran
8. On the History of the Holy Mecca
9. On the Pedigree of Muhammad (P.B.U.H)
10. On the Prophesies respecting Muhammad as contained in both the Old

and New Testament
11. On the Shakki-Sadar and Meraj
12. On the Birth and Childhood of Muhammad

REVIEW OF BIOGRAPHICAL LITERATURE ON PROPHET MUHAMMAD
(P.B.U.H)

In the preface he had written Syed Ahmed presented a masterly review of the
Biographical literature in English, German and French languages on Prophet

Muhammad (P.B.U.H) and Islam. A few selected excerpts are reproduced below:

"Sir William Muir writes that," to the three biographies by Ibni Hisham, by Waekedee
(Tabkhat-i-Kabir generally called Katibul Waekedee) and his secretary, and by Tabari,
the judicious historian of Mohammad will, as his original authorities, confine himself."
But he does not mention how many traditions are contained in these books that have
not been traced up to Muhammad, (P.B.U.H)—how many there are the chain of whose

narrators are broken, how many there are whose narrators are of suspected character or
impeached veracity,—how many there are whose narrators are entirely unknown, and,

47
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lastly, though not the least, how many traditions there are which have not been
subjected to any examination whatever.

Dr. Sprenger, in his zeal overrates the real value of Waekedee, respecting which, Sir

William Muir says, "Dr. Sprenger's admiration of the work carried him beyond the
reality. But Sir William Muir himself seems to have preferred Waekedee to all others as
almost all his materials rest upon the authority of, and are derived from, that book.
Waekedee, however, is the worst author of all, and of the least credit and all
Mohammedan doctors and divines have declared him not to be, in the least degree, of
any authority, and as being the least entitled to credit. Mohammedan doctors and
divines have unanimously impeached Waekedee for the authenticity of the facts and
the weakness and spuriousness of the traditions mentioned by him."

In my judgment, the work of Abulfeda is undoubtedly the best of all, and therefore the
best entitled to credit. He has taken the greatest care in writing his book, and has
studiously endeavored to avoid inserting any spurious and puerile traditions
whatsoever. It would, however, be going too far to assert that he has wholly succeeded
in so doing. In addition to the Oriental writers I have enumerated above, there are
many European authors who have written works upon Islam and its founder,

unfortunately, I could not avail myself of the early works upon these subjects such as
those of Daniel, Luther, Malanethon, Spanbeim, De Herbolot, but from what I learn of
them from other sources, I find that they contain little else than abuse and uncharitable
expressions. To these names may he added that of Maracci, who appears never to have
been able to satiate himself with malignant and disgusting vituperations. My surprise,
therefore, at reading the following remark in the 'Quarterly Review' No. 254, where it is
stated that "the former of whom (Maracci) has not without some show of reason, been
accused of being a secret believer may easily he conceived".

Dean Perideau is another of those uncompromising and intolerant writers, when any
Mohammedan happens to dip into his book, he cannot repress a smile at the extreme
ignorance which the Christian author displays in almost every page of his work.
Besides these writers, Hottinger, Gagnier, Reland and Ockley have also written upon
subjects relative to Islam and Mohammed, but I am sorry to have to state that I could
not avail myself of the labors of these authors. Goethe, Amari, Noldike and Doxy have

also written much upon above subjects, and the writer of an article upon Islam in the
'Quarterly Review' represents the above named authors to "have fought the world at
large that Islamism is a thing of vitality, fraught with a thousand fruitful germs; and
that Mohammad, whatever view of his character (to use that vague word for once) he
held, has earned a place in the golden book of humanity".

One of the most eminent European writers of the 'Life of Mohammad', is Dr. Sprenger,
who has written a biography of the Prophet in English printed in Allahabad in 1851.

This work, however, is far from being entitled to credit. The author falls into a great
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number of mistakes as to the subject matter, but besides this, what is still worse is, he
has adopted so exaggerated a style, and his mind is so much preoccupied and warped
by prejudice and bigotry as ill-becomes of any writer, and more especially a historian.

To justify this our remark we shall quote the following passage which will moreover
show the vast amount of his knowledge upon the subject upon which he presumed to
write. The Islam, he writes, "Is not the work of Muhammad; it is not the doctrine of the
imposter .... There is, however, no doubt that the imposter has defiled it by his
immorality and perverseness of mind, and that most of the objectionable doctrines are
his".

With regard to the life written by Dr. Sprenger, Sir William Muir writes that "the work

of Sprenger which came out as I was pursuing studies, appeared to me (as I have shown
in some passages of this treatise) to proceed upon erroneous assumptions, both as to the
status of Arabic prior to Mahomet, and the character of the Prophet himself.

The same author (Dr. Sprenger) has written another work upon Islam, in the German
language, in six volumes. In writing this work he has availed himself of Tabkhati Ibne
Saad, Ibne Ishak, and Waekedee. To my great regret, however, I have been unable,

owing to my ignorance of the German language, to avail myself of the little advantage I
might have derived from this work but, on account of my acquaintance with the works
of those authors from whom he has drawn his material, it appears to me almost certain
that this work also is like those of other Western writers, wanting in dispassionate
research and candid investigation, inasmuch as its author has likewise taken his subject
matter from an ill-adjusted and confused mass of puerile traditions. Speaking of this
same work, the above named writer of the article upon Islam in the 'Quarterly Review'
has the following remarks:-

"The work of the first of these (Dr. Sprenger's) we have placed at the head of our
paper, because it is the most comprehensive and exhaustive, the most learned of
all, because more than any of the others, it does, by bringing all the materials
bodily before the reader, enable him to form his own judgment".

The best of all the biographies of Mohammad from the pen of foreign authors, and the
one which is executed in the most learned and masterly manner, is the "The Life of
Mahomet" by Sir William Muir. This work is in four thick active volumes, handsomely

printed. The extensive and intimate acquaintance of this talented author with oriental
literature is highly esteemed and justly appreciated by all educated Europeans. As
regards the merit of the work itself, besides the defects of the subject matter being
almost entirely based upon the authority of Wackedee—an author who, as I have before
remarked, bears the least reputation in the Mohammadan literary world, and who is the
least entitled to claim our belief as to his assertions—the intention and animus with
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which the work was written are to be deprecated as having been the fruitful source of
error and deficiency. The author himself informs us:

"That the work was first undertaken, and the study of Oriental authorities

entered upon, at the instance of Rev. C.G. Pfander D. D., so well known as a
Christian Apologist in the controversy with the Mohammedans, who urged that
a biography of the Prophet of Islam, suitable for the perusal of his followers
should be compiled in the Hindustani language from the early sources
acknowledged by themselves to be authentic and authoritative."

But it is with much regret I have to state that this motive, notwithstanding the high
ability and talents of Sir William Muir, exercised upon his mind the same influences

which it would naturally have exerted over any other person under the same
circumstances; so much so indeed that the interesting features of Islam appeared to him
as deformed and repulsive, an impression the effect of which upon the reader was to
make him consider it as exaggeration. But, as often the case, so is the present instance,
exaggeration defeated its own object, namely, that which induced the Rev. Pfander to
desire that the work should be undertaken by Sir William Muir, the result of which was
that he, whom the former 'would fain have held up as an angel of darkness, proved a

seraph of light.

When this work appeared, the curiosity it excited among the reading public was only
equaled by their impatience to pursue it, but no sooner was it found that the simplest
and the plainest facts connected with Islam and Mohammad had been strained and
twisted and distorted, in short, subjected to the Procreates process in order to make
them the indices or exponents of author's prepossessions and prejudices, that the
interest created by the announcement of the work fell, instanter, to zero. As to the young
Mohammedans who were pursuing their study of the English literature, and were perfectly
ignorant of their own theology, the perusal of the work under consideration raised in their
youthful minds the question, if what Sir William Muir has written is a misrepresentation of
plain and simple facts, what are these facts in reality?

The effect which the perusal of the work in question produced upon my own mind was,
to determine me to collect, after a critical examination of them into one systematical and
methodical form, all those traditions concerning the life of Mohammad that are
considered by Mohammadan divines to be trustworthy, genuine and authoritative, and,
at the same time, to bring together in a separate volume all those traditions also that are
in any way connected with the life of the Prophet, but which are spurious, puerile,

apocryphal and utterly unworthy of credit; specifying at the same time, the reasons for
so considering them. From this purpose I was deterred by various causes, among which
may be more particularly mentioned the time engrossing avocations of official life, and
want of many MSS which were indispensable for the successful accomplishment of my
undertaking. But, nevertheless, I continued, at various times, writing essays on different
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subjects relating to Islam and of which the following twelve are now presented to the
public in their digested form and which constitute the first volume of the work I am
now engaged upon, namely, the Life of Mohammad, the illustrious Prophet of Arabia.
The remaining essays, making the second volume, will be laid before the public in a like

digested form.

Having given, in the preceding pages, a short and cursory notice of those European
authors who have written anything upon Islam or Mohammed, I cannot in justice pass
over un-noticed the names of those able and learned English writers who have taken a
correct view of the above named subjects, and who have well defended them from
prejudiced and illiberal antagonists. The gentlemen now alluded to and fro whose
talent I shall ever cherish high esteem and respect, are Edward Gibbon, the celebrated

historian, Godffrey Higgins, Thomas Carlyle and John Davenport.

I shall conclude this preface and introduction by quoting a few of the remarks of the
above named authors.

JOHN DAVENPORT writes: "Is it possible to conceive, we may ask, that the man who
effected such great and lasting reforms in his own country by substituting by the

worship of the ONE only true God for the gross and debasing idolatry in which his
countrymen had been plunged for ages; who had abolished infanticide, prohibited the
use of spirituous liquors and games of chance (those sources of moral depravity), who
restricted within comparatively narrow limits the unrestrained polygamy which he
found in existence and practice;—can we, we repeat, conceive so great and zealous a
reformer to have been a mere imposter, or that his whole career was of clear hypocrisy?
No, surely nothing but a consciousness of real righteous intentions could have carried
Mohammad so steadily and constantly without ever flinching or wavering, without

ever betraying himself to his most intimate connections and companions, from his first
revelation to Khadijah to his last agony in the arms of Ayesha".

"Surely a good and sincere man full of his confidence in his Creator who makes an
immense reform both in faith and practice, is truly a direct instrument in the hands of
God, and may be said to have a commission from him. Why may not Mohammad be
recognized, no less than other faithful, though imperfect, servants of God, as truly a

servant of God, serving Him faithfully though imperfectly? Why it may not be believed
that he was, in his own age and country, a preacher of truth and righteousness, sent to
teach his own people unity and righteousness of God, to give them civil and moral
precepts suited to their condition"?

EDWARD GIBBON expresses himself as follows:-

"The creed of Mohomet is free from suspicion of ambiguity; and the Koran is a glorious

testimony of the unity of God. The Prophet of Mecca rejected the worship of the idols
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and men, of stars and planets, on the rational principles that whatever rises must set,
that whatever is born must die, that whatever is corruptible must decay and perish. In
the Author of the Universe his rational enthusiasm confessed and adored an infinite
and eternal being, without form or place, without issue or similitude, present to our

most secret thoughts, existing by the necessity of his own nature, and deriving from
himself all moral and intellectual perfection. These sublime truths, thus announced in
the language of the Prophet, are firmly held by his disciples and defined with
metaphysical precision by the interpreters of the Koran. A philosophic theist might
subscribe the popular creed of the Mohammedans: a creed too sublime perhaps for our
present faculties. What object remains for the fancy, or even the understanding, when
we have abstracted from the unknown substance al ideas of time and space, of motion
and matter, of sensation and reflection? The first principle of reason and revelation was

confirmed by the voice of Mohomet: his proselytes, from India to Morocco, are
distinguished by the name of Unitarians; and the danger of idolatry has been prevented
by the interdiction of images".

THOMAS CARLYLE remarks thus: "Our current hypothesis about Mohomet, that he
was a scheming imposter, falsehood incarnate, that his religion is a mere mass of
quackery and fatuity, begins really to be now untenable to anyone. The lies which well-

meaning zeal had heaped round this man are disgraceful to ourselves only. When
Pococke inquired of Grotius, where the proof was of that story of the pigeons, trained to
pass from Mohomet's ear, and pass for an angel dictating to him, Grotius answered,
that here was no proof. It is really time to dismiss all that. The word that this man spoke
has been the life-guidance now of one hundred and eighty millions of men these twelve
hundred years. These Hundred and Eighty millions were made by God as well as we. A
greater number of God's creature believe in Mohomet's word, at this hour, than in any
other word whatever. Are we to suppose that it was a miserable piece of spiritual

legerdemain, this which so many creature of the Almighty have lived by and died by. I,
for my part cannot form any such supposition. I will believe most thing sooner than
that. One would be entirely at a loss what to think of this world at all, if quackery so
grew and when sanctioned here. Alas, such theories are very lamentable, i we attain to
knowledge of anything in God's true creation let us disbelieve them wholly. They are
the products of an age of skepticism; they include the saddest paralysis, and mere
death-life of the souls of men: more godless theory, I think was never promulgated in

this earth. A false mat found a religion. Why, a false man cannot build brick house. If he
does not know and follow truly the properties of mortar, burnt clay and whatever he
works in, it is no house that he makes but a rubbish heap. It will not stand for twelve
centuries, to lodge a hundred and eighty millions; it will fall straightaway. A man must
conform himself to nature's Laws, be verily in communion with Nature and the truth of
things, or nature will answer his. No, not at all!"

Syed Ahmed had a very special object in view as his intellect and perception of modern

learning matured. In the first instance, he was determined to refute the falsehoods
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woven round the person of the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) and redeem his honor and to
effectively counter the campaign of calumny and misrepresentation being carried on by
the Christian missionaries so that the upcoming generation of Muslim youth exposed to
modern learning may not fall an easy prey. He says candidly: "It being indispensable

that the reader should know something respecting the works connected with the
present production (Essays on the Life of Muhammad) all of which are in the English
language, and will materially assist him in forming a correct opinion of my humble
efforts; and as, moreover, the work was specially intended for the use of Mohammedan
youths who are pursuing their English studies, it has been written in that language".

Egypt had come under British rule as early as 1798, Turkey was already considered the
sick man of Europe and Persia was in a state of chaos and anarchy. Indian Muslims,

having come under the colonial rule of the British were in a state of disarray, decay and
degeneration and had still not recovered from the traumatic experience and effects of
the aftermath of the Indian revolt. Jamal al-Din Afghani (1838-1897) was then an
unknown figure being in the service of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan of Afghanistan—
(visited London, Paris for the first time in 1883). Mohammad Abduh, the father of
Egyptian renaissance and the first modernist reformer in Egypt, was still a student
(1849-1905). It is to Syed Ahmed goes the credit of being the writer of the FIRST

biography of Prophet Mohammad (P.B.U.H) in English language, say the first European
language—and the FIRST writer in defence of Islam. During his stay in England (for 17
months) he met such eminent personalities as Edward Gibbon and Thomas Carlyle.
Syed Ahmed and Carlyle talked long and earnestly over "Heroes and Hero-worship'—
especially about Prophet Mohammad (P.B.U.H) for whom Carlyle expresses a very high
regard in that work, and also about Syed Ahmed's work 'Essays on the Life of Mohammad'

then in press.

Writing about the 'Essays on the Life of Mohammad', J.M.S. Baljon Jr D.D., who made an

exhaustive indepth study of Syed Ahmed Khan, says:-

'The Spirit of Islam' (1922) is, it should be stated, a recast and amplified edition of
a book of Syed Amir Ali (written at an early stage, called 'A Critical Examination
of the Life and Teachings of Mohammad'. This work came under the direct
influence of Syed Ahmed Khan's 'Essays on the Life of Mohammad', published

three years before. This influence is most apparent in the liberal views one finds
stated in the 'Critical Examination' in respect to the social injunctions of
Mohammad. But while in this book, belonging to his youth, the author makes
more than one reference to the Essays and the Tahzib-al-Akhlaq, he seems at the

mature age to free himself from the obligation to acknowledge his indebtedness
to his forerunner, and thus many of the views he presents in his 'Spirit of Islam'
as his own have, in fact, proceeded from a much greater genius".48

48
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Syed Ahmed, by his scholarly exposition demolished completely the arguments of Sir
William Muir and other obnoxious writers on Islam and Prophet Mohammad (P.B.U.H)
point by point copiously citing original authentic sources and extensive quotations from

Old and New Testaments and Christian authorities. Syed Ahmed proved beyond doubt
that the sources on which Sir William Muir relied were weak and rejected. Another
great object that he had achieved was to save the Muslim youth newly exposed to
Western skeptical thought and arming them intellectually against falling victims to the
subtle and vile propaganda campaigns against Islam and the Prophet.

To sum it up, the Essays are a learned discourse and still serve as an invaluable guide to
serious writers on Searah literature. It is all the more regrettable that 'The Essays on the

Life of Mohammad' were consigned to oblivion due to the opposition of the reactionary

Ulema who have not been able to produce any creative work and kept the Muslim
Umma in an abyss of illiteracy and ignorance; the only creative work 'History of
Saracens' and the 'Spirit of Islam' which gained acceptance and source of inspiration
throughout the Muslim world were produced by Amir Ali who is not from the coterie
of Ulema.

To do full justice to the passionate love of the Prophet and Islam Syed Ahmed evinced
all his life few excerpts from the 'Essays on the Life of Mohammad' are reproduced:-

Syed Ahmed had taken the major points raised by Sir William Muir one by one and
discussed the authenticity of the sources from which Muir drew his conclusions and
refuted his views as only a scholar can do. Syed Ahmed demolished Muir's arguments
completely by a masterly analysis of the subject matter.

ADVANTAGES DERIVED FROM ISLAM BY CHRISTIANITY

No religion upon earth is more friendly to Christianity than Islam and the latter has
been to none more beneficial and advantageous to Christianity. The whole interest of
Christianity concentrated in that extraordinary character, Jesus Christ, and in the
Essenian, John the Baptist, and it was with the most steady resolution, and the most

undaunted heart, and the most unflinching perseverance that Islam fought against
Judaism in favor of Christianity, and openly and manfully did it declare that the
mission of John the Baptist was undoubtedly true and that Jesus Christ was
unquestionably "The word of God", and "the spirit of God". What other faith, then, can
pretend to have proved itself more beneficial to, and to have done more for, the cause of
Christianity than Islam?. It is the eternal glory of Islam that it re-established the worship
of the unity of Godhood, and revived that pure religion, inculcated and promulgated by
Christ himself, it constantly warned the then-called Christians of their errors, and

invited them to accept the true religion—a religion preached by Christ. Many
Christians, whose eyes were opened by the loud watchword of Islam, perceived the
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degraded state into which they had been plunged, and thenceforward strove to recover
their former position in the scale of religions, of the world in general this class of men is
now distinguished by the proud appellation of Unitarians Christians.

Now, were this Unitarianism taken away from the world for a moment, the following
remarks of Gibbon would be in every respect opposite:-

"If the Christian apostles, St. Peter or St. Paul, could return to the Vatican, they might
possibly inquire the name of the Deity who is worshipped with such mysterious rites in
that magnificent temple. At Oxford or Geneva they would experience less surprise; but
it might be incumbent on them to pursue the Catechism of the Church, and to study the
Orthodox Commentators on their own writings and the words of their master".

The greatest of the boons conferred by Islam upon Christianity against the exorbitant
power of the Popes, under which they had so long groaned. The Pope was looked upon
as the infallible Vicar of Christ. He could open the gates of Purgatory and Heaven. He
arrogated to himself the power of purging away, by means of indulgences, the sins of
whomsoever he pleased. He was invested with full power to make what was unlawful,
lawful. In fact, the authority he possessed and the jurisdiction he exercised he was in no

way inferior to Christ himself. The Koran, in the following passage, pointed out the
evils flowing therefrom, reprimanded the Christians for their slavish servility and
exhorted them to throw off so ingenious a yoke, and to seek out the truth for
themselves. The Koran says:-

"Say, O ye who have received the Scriptures—come to a just determination
between us and you—that we worship not any besides God and associate no
creature with Him, and that the one of us take not the others for Lords (the high-

priests and the popes) besides God."

When the passage was revealed, Adee ibne Hatim, a new convert to Islam said to
Mohammad, "O Prophet of the Lord, we did not use to worship the pope as our God"
whereupon Prophet replied, "had he not the power to pronounce to be lawful that
which was unlawful, according to religion, and vice versa? and did you not put faith in
his words as in the words of God?" He replied, "Verily, O Messenger of the Lord," that

we used to "The Prophet rejoined, "this is to take others for Lords (popes) besides God."
For a time the wholesome truth inculcated by the Koran, was looked upon by the
Christians with impatience and hatred, but as truth never fails, at the last, to impress
upon the minds of men, it gradually engrafted itself upon that of Luther, who, when he
came in contact with the above quoted passage of the Koran, at once comprehended the
truth it inculcated, and, clearly perceiving the slavish and degrading position in which
his co-religionists were plunged, at once stood up to preach publicly against that servile
practice, and although some of his adversaries denounced him as being a

Mohammadan at heart he never desisted from his endeavors, and, at last, succeeded in
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affecting the grand reform generally known as Protestantism or the Reformation; and
for this emancipation of the human mind from the worst of all slavery—a priestly one—
Christianity should forever remain thankful to Islam."

REFUTATION OF THE OPINION THAT ISLAM HAS BEEN INJURIOUS TO
HUMAN SOCIETY

Sir William Muir states that: "setting aside considerations of minor import, three radical
evils flow from the faith First Polygamy, Divorce and Slavery are maintained and
perpetuated striking as they do, at the root of public morals, poisoning public life and

disorganizing society. Second; Freedom of judgment in religion is crushed and
annihilated. Tolerance is unknown. Third: A barrier has been interposed against the
reception of Christianity."

Syed Ahmed says, "we shall consider every one of these evils singly and separately.

POLYGAMY

It is a great mistake to suppose that by Islam Polygamy is made compulsory upon its
followers: on the contrary, the general practice of it is not even recommended, the
privileged use of it being reserved for such as for physical reasons may stand in need of
it, but in the absence of such an excuse the indulgence in it is wholly contrary to th
virtues and morality taught by Islam.

Unfortunately, however, no small impediment is thrown i the way of a calm and candid
investigation of the subject h the antagonism which exists between the manners, custom
and modes of thought of one nation and those of another Thus, the very word
polygamy suggests to Christians ideas so offensive that they enter upon any discussion
respecting; the practice with minds almost predetermined to find in it nothing but an
unmitigated evil, and without inquiries how far it may be justified by the requirements
of climate, the comparative number of the sexes and by various physiological and social

reasons.

We propose to consider this subject from three points view, namely, Nature, Society
and Religion.

For the due consideration of the first point, it will be necessary to ascertain, if possible,
what has been the will or intention of the Creator of all living creatures as regards this

subject, or, in other words, whether He intended man to be universally polygamist or
not, Now, this His intention, can, we apprehend, be clearly and indisputably in all the
works of nature, for it is evidently impossible that His will should be at variance with
the productions of it; and, accordingly, from the unerring manifestations of nature we
learn that such beings as are intended by their Creator to be monogamist invariably
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bring forth their young in pairs, one of the two being a male and the other a female.
Those on the other hand, that are intended to be polygamist are delivered of one or
more, no relative proportion of sex being observed. According to this law of nature man
falls under second head; but as, by his position, and by the rare and precious

endowment of reason, is raised for above all other sentient beings so as to be required to
use all these powers, and privileges bestowed upon him by nature in common with
other beings around him, with caution, and in harmony with his physical, social and
political liabilities as well as the laws of hygiene and the influence of the climate in
which he lives.

Secondly, man is, by his very nature as God saw "it was not good for man to be alone"
He made a helpmate for him" which is woman—one who was destined to share with

him the cares and the amenities, the sorrows and pleasures of life; to increase his
happiness and diminish his afflictions by her tender sympathy—one lastly who was to
contribute, with himself, to carry out that great, that all—important command, "Increase
and multiply, and replenish the earth," When, however, from whatever cause, this
helpmate fails to perform her natural duty, some remedy must surely have been
appointed by the All-wise Creator to meet the exigency and that remedy is polygamy—
that is, the act of man's marrying either more than one wife at one and the same time, or

after divorcing the former one. The later privilege is allowed to the wife in the event of
the husband's impotency with this restorable difference only, that man can have
resource to this remedy when he so wills, while the wife must first obtain a legal
authorization for the act.

Again, in order to prevent persons from running into excess—which is at all limes bad,
and sometimes dangerous—and to render it certain that the person so having recourse
to polygamy was impelled by a real necessity, many stringent restrictions and binding

regulations have been established such as the observance of perfect equality of rights
and privileges, love and affection, among all wives etc etc. These restrictions and
regulations materially serve to prevent truly pious and religious persons from
indulging in polygamy, for they almost immediately discover that the availing
themselves of this privilege, without fulfilling its conditions and observing its
regulations, which are so strict as to be extremely difficult to be complied with, is
incompatible with the due and faithful discharge of their religious duties. No doubt the

institution of polygamy affords many facilities to the libertines, as well as to all whose
sole object in life is the unrestrained gratification of their animal appetites but for this
abuse of a beneficial institution they will be amenable to the great Searcher of human
hearts, who will most assuredly mete out to them the punishments due to their
offences.

We cannot allow to pass unnoticed the remarks of Mr. Higgins, and after him, those of
Mr. Davenport, in favor of polygamy. It is to be regretted that both these gentlemen

should have viewed polygamy from one point of view only—namely, a physiological
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one whereas our religion has granted this liberty not only from physiological
considerations, but, as we have above stated, to afford a remedy for the embitterment of
conjugal life. Mr. Davenport says,

"With respect to the physiological reasons for polygamy, it has been observed by the
celebrated Montesquieu that women are marriageable at eight, nine or ten years of
age;—thus, in those countries, infancy and marriage almost always go together. They
are old at twenty ... it is, therefore, extremely natural that in these places a man, when
no law opposes it, should leave one wife to take another and that polygamy should be
introduced."

Mr. Higgins writes that "Biologists and natural philosophers have found other reasons

which might serve as some apology for this allowance (Polygamy) which will not apply
to us cold-blooded frog-like animals of northern climates though they may be
applicable to the descendants of Ismael, natives of the scorching sands of the desert".
Again he says, "I find it asserted in Oriental collections of Sir W. Ouselay, page 108, that
"the warm regions of Asia make a difference between the sexes not known to the
climate of Europe, where the decay of each is mutual and gradual; whereas in Asia, it is
given to man alone to arrive at a green old age. "If this be true, it goes far to excuse

Mohammad in allowing a plurality of wives and it sufficiently accounts for the fact that
Jesus never expressly declared himself upon this subject, but left it to the regulations of
the governments of countries as it was evident that what would be proper for Asia
would be improper for Europe. "Nor should we be justified in leaving out from our
impartial consideration the deplorable morals that were in general practice before to the
advent of Mohammad. Persia stood foremost in the corruption of her morals. Laws of
marriage were set aside. Respect and regard to relationship, however close or distinct,
were not at all observed. A mother was as lawful to her son as a daughter to her father,

or a sister to her brother; in fact, they may justly be compared to a flock of animals
which are guided by no law whatever. When we turn our attention to a little north-west
of Persia, a locality mostly inhabited by Jews, we find that, polygamy was a general
practice, without any restrictions. Arabia, again afforded as perfect combination of the
customs of Persians and Jews, where there was no end to the number of wives and
where no law guided the people in their choice. All women, without any distinction of
rank, age or relation, served alike to the brutal appetites of the male sex. When we look

upon the Christianity of that age—if it can be called Christianity at all,—we see many of
her professors pursuing a course diametrically opposite to the above mentioned one; we
mean the somewhat general practice of celibacy. In short, amidst this mental and
intellectual darkness, and the corruption and depravity of the manners and morals
which enveloped the world on all sides, that Mohammad's genius codified a law so
perfect in its nature, so consistent with the reason and propriety, so conducive to the
health and prosperity of society, and so beneficial to the matrimonial existence of both
the parties' interest.
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Thirdly; when the subject is considered from a religious point of view, we find that
polygamy is nowhere prohibited in Judaism and Christianity, which at present are,
besides Islam, the only revealed religions in the world. For the support of our assertion
we shall quote the remarks of a few eminent Christian authors in favor of polygamy.

Higgins states: that "because Mohammad, following the example of the legislator of the
oldest ceremonial religion west of the Euphrates, and, as all Christians maintain—
Mosses—allowed his people, the descendants of Ismael, the son of the father of the
faithful, a plurality of wives, he has been constantly abused by Christians, to use their
own words for pandering to the base passions of the followers. But why the allowance
of a plurality of wives should be visited with such very harsh censure, I do not know.
Surely, the examples of Solomon and David—the man after God's own heart, which He
had found to fulfill His law—might plead for a little mercy, more especially as Jesus

nowhere expressly forbids, in any one of the twenty Gospels which were written by
some or other of the multitude of his followers, to record his Commands." Davenport
states, "As to the lawfulness of polygamy, it will be seen by referring to the following
passages in Scriptures, that it was not only approved, but even blessed by Jehovah
himself:

Gen xxx, 22 Exodus xxi. II; Deut. xvii. 17: I Sam. iv 1, 2, 11, 20

Sam xxv. 42, 2 Sam xii. 8; 2 Sam. v 12 Judges viii. 30 Judges x. 4...

DIVORCE

Considering the universality of the institution of marriage among all nations, both
ancient and modern, and its general recognition as the basis of man's individual and
social happiness, whatever tends to lessen its influence must never be regarded as a

serious evil.

Hence the Church of Rome has thrown around marriage the halo of sanctity by making
it one of her seven sacraments as the best means of its defence; while Protestant
England, with the like view, made a decree for divorce—only attainable by a very
expensive appeal to the House of Lords—an arrangement which lasted till the year
1856, when a new Court of Justice was created to take cognizance of all cases of divorce,

and determine their merits by the verdict of a jury.

Generally speaking, divorce is the greatest enemies to society by diminishing the
respect due to marriage and destroying man's confidence in woman's fidelity. It cannot,
however, be denied the divorce has also its advantages; it releases either the husband or
the wife whose incompatibility of disposition, violence of temper, or frailty, embittered
the life of both. But while being thus a benefit to the individual, divorce is not the less
injurious to society by the scenes of immorality too often blazoned before the public,

and also by the injurious effect which the separation of their parents must have upon
the children of the parties. Such being the evils which follow in the train of divorce,
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having recourse to it as remedy can only be justified when its non-adoption would
cause miseries still more unbearable, cares and anxieties still more annoying, and daily
increasing animosities and mutual recriminations.

Our Prophet (P.B.U.H) neither underrated nor overvalued divorce. He constantly
pointed out to his followers how opposed it was to the best interests of society; he
always expatiated upon the evils which followed from it, and always exhorted his
disciples to treat women with respect and kindness, and to bear patiently their violence
and ill temper, and he always spoke of those who availed themselves of divorce in a
severe and disparaging manner, so that many a person was led into the mistake that
they who had recourse to divorce and they who shed human blood were guilty of
crimes of equal atrocity. Notwithstanding, however, Mohammad's (P.B.U.H) rooted

antipathy to divorce, he gave it the importance and consideration it justly claimed and
merited. He allowed it under circumstances when it would not fail to prove a valuable
boon; when it either entirely removed or at least greatly alleviated, the cares, troubles
and embitterment's of wedded life; and when, if not taken advantage of, society will
suffer still more than it already did. In such cases divorce is far from being a
disadvantage of society; it is, on the contrary, a blessing and an efficient means of
bettering the social conditions. Mohammad (P.B.U.H) did not restrict himself to merely

allowing divorce to be adopted under certain circumstances; he permitted to divorced
parties three several distinct and separate periods within which they might endeavor to
become reconciled and renew their conjugal intercourse; but should their attempts to
become reconciled prove unsuccessful, then the third period, in which a final separation
was declared to have arrived, supervened.

Mahmood, son of Waheed, narrates a tradition that the Prophet (P.B.U.H) was apprised
of a certain individual who had given to his wife three separate notices of divorce at one

and the same time, and that then the Prophet (P.B.U.H), becoming exceedingly
wrathful, addressed the party thus: "Darest thou trifle with the commands of God and
that too in my presence?" Observing that the Prophet was greatly excited and angry, a
person, approaching him, asked, shall I go and slay the offender? For by the wrath of
the Prophet (P.B.U.H) he was erroneously led to suppose that the crime committed was
grave enough to merit that severe punishment.

In like manner the Prophet (P.B.U.H) had said that, "a woman who demands divorce
without strong and unavoidable necessity, will ever remain a stranger to the fragrance
of paradise. "The reader will find all these traditions expressly mentioned in Mishkat, in
that Chapter appropriated to "Divorce".

Now it is still evident to every reflecting reader that the indulgence of divorce allowed
by Islam under such circumstances above specified, is not in the least repugnant to the
laws of society, is greatly conducive to its health, prosperity and welfare.
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SIR WILLIAM MUIR'S REMARKS THAT IN ISLAM "FREEDOM OF JUDGMENT
IN RELIGION IS CRUSHED AND ANNIHILATED"

Syed Ahmed says:-

Now, the precise import of this dictum of Sir William is very difficult to comprehend;
for we are quite at a loss to find what it is in Islam that 'crushes and annihilates'
'freedom of judgment in religious matters, and what there is in other religions that
allow it.

The Jews, whose books form the basis of Christianity and Mohammadanism implicitly
believe that every word of the Old Testament, including the historical parts,
notwithstanding the fact that the authors are unknown, is a revelation from high, and,
therefore, infallible and that every person must, without the least hesitation or
objection, and without making any use of his reasoning powers, put faith therein.

As for the Christians, they are divided into two classes as regards belief—those who

believe in the 'plenary' inspiration of the Scriptures, and those who believe them to be
only partially inspired—that later denying inspiration in the purely historical parts, and
confining it to matters of doctrine, etc.

But independently of this modified belief in the inspiration of the Scriptures, Christians
are required to give their assent to two other indispensable articles of faith, which still
more effectually 'crush and annihilate' freedom of judgment in religious matters, and

therefore in this respect Christians are worse off than God's chosen people.

The first of these articles of belief is that of "Trinity in Unity and the Unity in Trinity"
and a very particular one it is for the very word 'Trinity' was not introduced to express
the three sacred persons of the Godhood until the second century after Christ, when
Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch, invented it, nor was the doctrine of Trinity settled until
the council of Nicea, held three hundred and twenty five years after Christ, and at
which the doctrine of Arius were condemned. Nor is this all, for by the labors of Porson,

and other eminent Greek scholars, it has been proved that the text—which is the sole
authority for the doctrine—is an interpolation; therefore, if the merit of the belief is to be
estimated in proportion its difficulty, great indeed must be that of Christians. Now,
every person, before he can hear the name and enjoy the religious privileges of a
Christian, must implicitly believe in this doctrine. All Christians declare that,
notwithstanding this dogma is wholly opposed to nature and reason, it must be
believed in, blindly and doggedly, all exercise of reason and judgment being

interdicted.

The second principle, is the doctrine of the 'Sacrifice of Christ for the past, present and
future sins of mankind'—a doctrine alike antagonistic to nature and to reason and
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which "crushes and annihilates" freedom of judgment in religion." This doctrine, by
doing away with man's responsibility, for his actions, open the floodgates of vice and
immorality, since the greater and more numerous sins a person commits, the greater is
the goodness of the Redeemer,—and hence the greater the sinner, the greater the saint.

It must not be, however, supposed that, in consequence of this doctrine, Hell will be
unpeopled and "their name is legion"—will occupy gloomy regions. Another article of
the Christian faith, equally mischievous to society, is that of predestination; for should
the believer in it be of a confident, hopeful disposition, he easily persuades himself that
God has, from all eternity, inscribed his name in the Book of Life, and, therefore, were
his crimes and sins as numerous as the sands on the sea-shore, they would not blot his
name out of the page of salvation, if he be of a saturnine-gloomy character, he feels
confident that his name does not appear on the page of life, and, therefore he has no

inducement to curb the evil propensities of his natural disposition.

With respect to Islam, it can be safely and confidently asserted that its nature is
diametrically opposed to the remark of Sir William Muir, and, that, perhaps, there is no
religion upon earth superior to it in respect of the liberty of judgment which it grants in
matters of religious faith.

We shall here quote the following remark of a celebrated French author—M. de St.
Hilaire—demonstrating as it does, that in support of own observations we can adduce
as witnesses not only our co-religionists, but also liberal and judicious professors of
other religions—nay, of Christianity itself:-

"There is nothing mysterious", writes the above named author, "nothing supernatural,
in Mohammadanism, it is itself averse to being concealed under any mask, nor is it to
blame if a few obscurities are still to be found in it, for from its very origin it has been as

candid and ingenuous as was, possible".

All the Mohammadan traditions are, according to Islam, open to the free judgment of
every person, as well as for free inquiry and investigation, as regards the narrators and
also the subject matter, and he is at liberty to reject entirely all such traditions which,
according to his free and unbiased judgment, and after patient investigation, prove
themselves to be contrary to reason and nature, or which, by any other way, are found

to be spurious.

But we do not find any such liberty granted us as regards either the Old or the New
Testament. Not even the grandest and the main principle of Islam—the existence of
God and His unity—is inquired by that religion to be blindly and lavishly accepted by
its professors. The Koran itself teaches and inculcates this sublime doctrine, not only by
a compulsory iron hand, but by the arguments and appealing to nature. It first
establishes the existence and unity of God by the existence of all objects in nature, and

then requires us to embrace that eternal truth. "Look over the world" says that Holy
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Book—"Is it wonderful, the work of Allah?—wholly a sign if your eyes were open: this
earth, God made it for you ... appointed paths in it—you can live in it to and fro on it.
Great clouds born in the deep bosom of the upper immensity—where do they come
from? They hang there. The great black monsters pour down their rain-deluges to

revive a dead earth; the grass springs, and tall leafy palm-trees, with their dark clusters
hanging round is it not that a sign? Your cattle, too—Allah made them,—serviceable
dumb creatures, they change the grass into milk, you have your clothing from them.
Very strange creatures, they come ranking home at evening time ... and are a credit to
you: Ships, also huge moving mountains; they spread out their wings—go bounding
through the water there, heaven's wind driving them; anon, they lie motionless—God
has withdrawn the wind—they lie dead and cannot stir: Miracles? ... What miracle
would you have? Are not you yourself there? God made you—shaped you out of a little

clay: ye were small ones: a few years ago ye were not at all. Ye have beauty, strength,
thoughts: Ye have compassion on one another. Old age comes on you, and grey hairs:
your strength fades with feebleness: ye sink down, and again are not. Ye have
compassion on one another. Allah might have made you having no compassion on one
another. How had it been then?"The Koran is full of passages, like the above inculcating
the worship of the Unity of God, both by argument and by a reference to Nature.

ISLAM WAS NOT SPREAD BY THE SWORD

The remarks that "the sword is the inevitable penalty for the denial of Islam," is one of
the greatest charges falsely imputed to the faith by the professors of other religions, and
arises from utter ignorance of those who make the accusation. Islam inculcates and
demands a hearty and sincere belief in all that it teaches and that genuine faith which
proceeds from a person's heart cannot be obtained by force or violence. Judicious will

not fail to observe that the above quoted remark is entirely contrary to the fundamental
principles of the Muslim faith, wherein it is inculcated, in the clearest language
possible—"Let there be no forcing in religion, the right way has been made clearly
distinguishable from the wrong one" (Chap. x 98) And also "If the Lord had pleased, all
who are on the earth would have believed together, and will thou force men to be
believers? No man can believe but by the permission of God, and He will pour out His
indignation on those who will not understand". (Chap. ii. 257).

According to Islam, the best and the most meritorious act is the preaching and making
generally known the existence of One indivisible God. It could hardly be expected that
in the infidel countries there could be sufficient personal security for such Muslims who
might choose to inculcate by precept, exhort by preaching, and practice openly the
worship of the unity of God, and, therefore, appeal was made at once to the sword in
order to establish the superiority of Muslim power, and to insure security and
tranquility for such Mohammadans as might choose to preach the wholesome doctrine

of their faith, and to live in peace in those countries, so that their habits, conduct and
manner of living might serve as example for the unbelievers. The effect so desirable, viz
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that the Muslims might live in peace and preach the worship of the One only true God,
was only attainable by one of three ways: First, the voluntary conversion of the people;
Secondly: the establishment of peace and security by means of alliances, offensive and
defensive; and, Thirdly, by conquest. As soon as the desired object was secured the

sword was immediately sheathed. If tranquility was established by either of the last two
methods the parties had no authority to interfere with the religious observances of the
subjects of each other and every person was at liberty to observe, unmolested by
anyone, all the ceremonies and rites, whatever they might be, of his creed.

TOLERATION

The preceding observations likewise show clearly the gross mistake in which some
writers have fallen, when they assert that in Islam, "toleration is unknown". But in
saying this, we do not mean to deny that some of the later Mohammadan conquerors
were guilty of cruelty and intolerance, but that the doctrines of our religion ought not to
be judged from their actions. We must, however, inquire, in order to discover whether
they a ;led according to it or not, and then we shall arrive at an amicable conclusion that
their actions were in opposition to the doctrines of their religion. But at the same time,

we find that those conquerors who were anxious to act according to doctrines of their
religion did practice tolerance and granted amnesty and protection to all their subjects
irrespective of caste or creed. History furnishes us with innumerable instances of the
tolerance of Muslim conquerors and we shall here quote a few remarks made by
various Christian writers which prove the tolerant spirit of Islam. A Christian writer,
who of all others, is the least expected to show partiality towards Islam, in an article on
the general History of Spain thus expresses himself:-

"One remarkable feature," says he, "of their (the Ommiades of Spain) rule
deserves mention, as it contrasts them as favorably with the contemporary and
subsequent rulers of Spain, even to the present time (19th century) and that is
their universal toleration".

Geofrey Higgins writes on the subject as follows:-

"Nothing is so common as to hear the Christian priests abuse the religion of
Mohammad for its bigotry and intolerance. Wonderful assurance and hypocrisy;
Who was it who expelled the Moriseoes from Spain, because they would not turn
Christians? who was it who murdered the millions of Mexico and Peru, and gave
them all away as slaves because they were not Christians? What a contrast have
the Mohammadans exhibited in Greece! For many centuries the Christians have
been permitted to live in the peaceable possession of their properties, their
priests, patriarchs and Churches, and at present moment the war between the

Turks and Greeks is no more waged on account of religion than that was the late
war between Negroes in Damercra and the English. The Greeks and the Negroes
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went to throw off the yoke of their conquerors, and they are both justified in so
doing. Wherever the Caliphs conquered, if the inhabitants turned
Mohammadans, they were instantly on a footing of perfect equality with the
conquerors. An ingenuous and learned dissenter, speaking of the Saracens, says,

"they persecuted nobody! Jews and Christians all lived happily among them."

But though we are told that the Saracens were banished, because they would not turn
Christians, I suspect they, by their arguments so gained upon the Christians, that the
ignorant monks thought that the only way their arguments could be answered was by
inquisition, and the sword, and, have no doubt they were right as far as their wretched
powers of answering them extended. In the countries conquered by the Caliphs, the
peaceable inhabitants, whether Greeks, Persians, Sabeans or Hindus were not put to the

sword as the Christians have represented; but after the conquest was terminated, were
left in peaceable possessions of their properties and religion, paying a tax for the
enjoyment of this later privilege, so trifling as to be oppression to none. In all the history
of the Caliphs, there cannot be shown anything half so infamous, as the inquisition, nor
a single instance of an individual burnt for his religious opinions, nor, do I believe, put
to death in a time of peace for simply not embracing the religion of Islam. No doubt the
later Mohammadan conquerors in their expeditions have been guilty of great cruelties

these Christian but have sedulously laid to the charge of their religion but this is not
just. Assuredly, religious bigotry increased the evils of war, but in this the
Mohammadan conquerors were not worse than the Christian.

The same author remarks that "the exertions of the missionaries of the Christians,
though evidently allowed the greatest latitude, do not appear to have had any great
success. I have some doubts as to what would happen, even in this enlightened age, as
it calls itself, if the Grand Seignior were to send (as our missionaries did send Mr.

Drummond to Geneva, to teach their peculiar doctrines) one of the richest Mufties to
build a mosque and to preach the doctrines of the Koran in the centre of London. I
suspect a well grounded fear that this would cause a renewal, under the auspices of the
priests, of the fires of the year eighty, or of those of more recent date of Birmingham,
would cause our ministers to answer him by the mouth of our admirals, who might
entertain an opinion that it was possible to bombard Constantinople.

JOHN DAVENPORT, in his 'Apology' writes in the following strain:-

"It was at the Council of Nicea that Christians invested the priesthood with that power
whence flowed the most disastrous consequences, as the following summary will show.
The massacres and devastations of nine mad Crusades of Christians against the
unoffending Turks, during nearly two hundred years, in which many millions of
human beings perished: The massacres of the Anabaptists; the massacres of the
Lutherians and Papists, from the Rhine to the extremities of the North, the Massacres

ordered by Henry VIII and his daughter Mary; the massacres of St. Bartholomew in
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France, and forty years more of other massacres between the time of Inquisition, which
are more execrable still, as being judiciously committed, to say nothing of the
innumerable schisms, and twenty years of Popes against Popes, Bishops against
Bishops, the poisoning, assassinations; the cruel rapines and insolent pretensions of

more than a dozen Popes, who far exceeded a Nero or a Caligula in every species of
crime, vice and wickedness; and lastly, to conclude its frightful list, the massacres of
twelve millions of the inhabitants of the New World, executed crucifix in hand; It surely
must be confessed that so hideous and almost uninterrupted a chain of religious wars,
for fourteen centuries, never subsisted but among Christians, and that none of the
numerous nations stigmatized as heathen, ever spilled a drop of blood on the score of
theological argument.

The celebrated Mr. Gibbons, the greatest of the modern historians and whose authority
cannot be questioned, writes as follows:-

"The wars of the Mohammedans were sanctioned by the Prophet, but among the
various precepts and examples of his life, the Caliphs selected the lessons of toleration
that might tend to disarm the resistance of the unbelieving, Arabia was the temple and
patrimony of the God of Mohammed but he beheld with less jealousy and affection the

other nations of the earth. The polytheists and idolaters who were ignorant of his name
might be lawfully extirpated, but a wise policy supplied the obligations of justice, and,
after some acts of tolerant zeal, the Mohammedan conquerors of Hindustan have
spared the pagodas of the devout and populous country. The disciples of Abraham, of
Moses and of Jesus were solemnly invited to accept the more perfect revelation of
Mohammed, but if they preferred payment of a moderate tribute, they were entitled to
the freedom of conscience and religious worship."

The author of an article, entitled 'Islam as a political system' inserted in 'The East and
the West' thus expresses himself on the subject under consideration:-

"Mahomet was the only founder of a religion who was at the same time a
temporal prince and a warrior. Their power lay exclusively in restraining
violence and ambition; his temptation was ambition and the sword was at his
disposal. It is therefore to be expected that, making religion a means to temporal

power, and having obtained that sway over the minds of his followers by way
which they accepted as law and right whatever he chose to promulgate, his code
should be found at variance with all others, and even in opposition to those
dictates of justice which are implanted in the breasts of all men. If, then, we find
that it is not so, if we find him establishing maxims of right in international
dealings, of clemency in the use of victory, moderation in that of power, above
all, of toleration in religion, we must acknowledge that, amongst men who have
run a distinguished course, he possesses peculiar claim to the admiration of his

fellow creatures". "Again', he says, "Islam has never interfered with the dogmas
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of any faith, never persecuted, never established an Inquisition, never aimed at
proselytism, it offered its religion, but never enforced, it, and the acceptance of
that religion conferred coequal rights with the conquering body, and
emancipated the vanquished states from the conditions which every conqueror,

since the world existed, up to the period of Mohomet, has invariably imposed,
For its proselytes there was no obligation and denial and revilement of their
former creed; the repetition of a single phrase was the only form required or
pledge exacted.

"A spirit the very reverse of this (intolerance) " remarks the same author; "is evidenced
in every page of history of Islam, in every country to which it has extended, so that in
Palestine, a Christian poet (Lamartine) has exclaimed, twelve centuries after the events

to which we are referring. 'The Mohommetans are the only tolerant people on the face
of the earth" "and an English traveler (Slade) reproaches them with being too tolerant."
What a contrast do these remarks of so many impartial and liberal Christian writers
afford to the unsupported assertion of Sir William Muir 'Toleration is unknown in
Islam'.

ON THE ADVANTAGES DERIVED BY HUMAN SOCIETY IN GENERAL FROM
ISLAM

The following remark, coming as it does from Sir William Muir, is more valuable, as
being the deposition of, by no means, a willing witness:-

"And what have been the effects" asks that author, "of the system which
established by such instrumentality, Mohommet has left behind him? We may
freely concede that it banished, forever, many of the darker elements of
superstition which had for ages shrouded the peninsula, idolatry vanished is
before the battle cry of Islam. The doctrine of the unity and infinite perfections of
God and of a special, all-pervading Providence became a living principle in the
hearts and lives of the followers of Mohommet, even as it had in his own, and
absolute surrender and submissions to the divine will (the very name of Islam)

was demanded as the first requirement of the religion. Nor or social virtues
wanting. Brotherly love is inculcated within the circle of the faith. Orphans are to
be protected, and slaves treated with consideration. Intoxicating drinks are
prohibited, and Mohammedanism may boast of a day of temperance unknown
to any other created"

Foot Note by Syed Ahmed Khan

1. Islam entirely rooted out idolatry from Arabia and brought home to all
other creeds that were at that time prevalent in the world the notion that idolatry
was a grave sin.
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2. Not only "within the circle of the faith" but to all beings, whose hearts, to
use the phrase of the Hadees, "Are fresh with life."

3. Virtually speaking, Islam almost abolished slavery, for in no case is it
allowed, except in that of war captives, and that also, with the benevolent
intention of saving their lives; persons who give them their liberty are entitled to
the highest degree of reward; those who ransom their lives stand next in the
order of meritoriousness; and those who keep them as slaves must maintain
them in the same style of living as they do themselves.

4. To these excellent injunctions Sir William might have added: the

prohibition of all games of chance; the abstaining from the use of indecent words
and expressions, love and reverence for parents; compulsory alms; and kind
treatment of animals etc.

When dwelling upon the subject of Mohammad's "Merit towards his country" the
celebrated historian, Gibbon, remarks:-

"His beneficial or pernicious influence on the public happiness is the last
consideration in the character of Mohammed. The most bitter and or most
bigoted of his Christian or Jewish foes will surely allow that he assumed a false
commission to inculcate a salutary doctrine, less perfect only than their own, he
piously supposed, as the basis of his religion, the truth and sanctity of their prior
revelations, the virtues and miracles of their founders. The idols of Arabia, were
broken before the throne of God; the blood of human victims were expiated by
prayer, and fasting, and alms, the laudable and innocent arts of devotion, and the

rewards and punishments of a future life were painted by the images most
congenial to an ignorant and carnal generation. Mohomet, was, perhaps
incapable of dictating a moral and political system for the use of his countrymen,
but he breathed among the faithful a spirit of charity and friendship,
recommended the practices of social virtues, and checked by his laws and
precepts the thirst of revenge and the oppression of widows and orphans. The
hostile tribes were united in faith and obedience, and the velour which had been

idly spent in domestic quarrels was vigorously directed against a foreign
enemy."

Mr. Davenport, in his admirable "Apology for Mohommed and the Koran" observes as
follows:-

"It is a monstrous error to suppose as some have done, and others still do, that
the faith taught by the Koran was propagated by the sword alone, for it will be

readily admitted, by all unprejudiced minds, that Mohommad's religion by
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which prayers alms were substituted for the blood of human victims, and which,
instead of hostility and perpetual feuds, breathed a spirit of benevolence and of
the social virtues, and must, therefore, have had an important influence upon
civilization—was a real blessing to the Eastern world, and, consequently, could

not have needed exclusively the sanguinary means so unsparingly and so
unscrupulously used by Moses for the extirpation of idolatry."

How idle and ridiculous was it, therefore, to bestow nothing but insolent
opprobrium and ignorant declamation upon one of the most powerful
instruments which the hand of Providence has raised up to influence the
opinions and doctrines of mankind through a long succession of ages. The whole
subject, whether viewed with relation to the extraordinary rise and progress

either of the founder personally, or the system itself, cannot be otherwise than
one of the deepest interest, nor can there be any doubt but that, of those who
have investigated and considered the comparative merits of Mohammadanism
and Christianity, there are few who have not at times felt confounded at the
survey, and been compelled not only to admit that even the former must have
been ordained for many wise and beneficent purposes, but even to confide in its
instrumentality in the production, at least, of much eventual good.

The same author goes on to remark that:-

"The first revivers of philosophy and the sciences, the link, as they have been
termed, between ancient and modern literature, were most undoubtedly,
according to every species of testimony, the Saracens of Asia and the Moors of
Spain, under the Abbasides and Ommiade Caliphs. Letters originally came to
Europe from the East were brought thither, a second time, by the genius of

Mohammadanism. It is well known that arts and sciences flourished among the
Arabians for almost six hundred years; whilst among us rude barbarians reigned,
and literature became almost extinct ... and again, it must be owned, that all the
knowledge, whether of Physics, Astronomy, Philosophy or Mathematics which
flourished in Europe from the tenth century, was originally derived from the
Arabian schools; and the Spanish Saracens, in a more particular manner, may be
looked upon as the fathers of European Philosophy". Says the same author,

"Europe is still further indebted to Mohammadanism; for, not to mention due to
the struggles during the Crusades, we mainly owe the abolition of the onerous
parts of the feudal system, and the destruction of those aristocratic despotisms
on the ruin of which rose the proudest bulwark of our liberties. Europe is to be
reminded that she is indebted to the followers of Mohammed, as the link which
connects ancient and modern literature, for the preservation, during the long
reign of Western darkness, of the works of the many of the great philosophers,
and for the cultivation of some of the most important branches of sciences,

mathematics, medicine etc which are highly indebted to their labors".
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The writer of an excellent article upon Mohammadanism in Chamber's Encyclopaedia
observes as follows:-

"That part of Islam, however, which has undergone the least change in the course
of time, and which most distinctly reveals the mind of its author, is also its most
complete and most shining part we mean the ethics of the Koran. Injustice,
falsehood, pride, revengefulness, calumny, mockery, avarice, prodigality,
debauchery, mistrust and suspicion are inveighed against as ungodly and
wicked while benevolence, liberality, modesty, forbearance, patience and
endurance, frugality, sincerity, straightforwardness, decency, love of peace and
truth, and, above all, trusting in God and submitting to His will are considered

as the pillars of true piety and the principal signs of a true believer." The same
writer goes on to remark:

"We cannot consider in this place what Islam has done for the cause of all
humanity, or, more exactly, what was its precise share in the development of
science and art in Europe; broadly speaking, the Mohammadans may be said to
have been the enlightened teachers of the barbarous Europe, from the ninth to

the thirteenth century. It is from the glorious days of Abbaside rulers that real
renaissance of Greek spirit and Greek culture is to be dated. Classical literature
would have been irremediably lost had it not been for the home it found in the
schools of the 'unbelievers' of the 'dark ages'—Arabic philosophy, medicine,
natural history, geography, history, grammar, rhetoric and the golden art of
poetry schooled by the Hellenic masters brought forth an abundant harvest of
works, many of which will live and teach as long as there will be the generations
to be taught.

The writer of an essay, entitled, "Islam as a Political System" inserted in the 'East

and West' enumerates in the following passage the 'advantages that human
society derived from Islam':

"Islam put an end to infanticide, then prevalent in the surrounding countries.
Christianity might have equally opposed, but was not equally successful. It put

an end to slavery, it gave equality of political rights and administered even-
handed justice, not only to those who professed its religion but to those who
were conquered by its arms, it reduced taxation, the tribute to the State,
consisting of the tenth, it freed Commerce from all charges and impediments; it
freed the professors of other faiths from all forced contributions to their clergy,
and from all religious contributions whatsoever to the dominant creed, it
communicated all the privileges of the conquering class to those of the
conquered who conformed to its religion, and all the protection of citizenship to

those who did not, it secured property, abolished usury, and the private revenge
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of blood, it inculcated cleanliness and sobriety; it did not inculcate them only but
it produced and established them. It put an end to licentiousness, and associated
with charity to the poor the forms of respect for all".

"The results produced by Islam", continues the same ' writer,

"seem too vast, too profound, too permanent, to allow us to believe that the
human mind could anticipate them, far less adjust the scheme: thence the
disposition to take refuge in chance, or Providential design instead of applying to
it the process of reasoning by which we estimate the effects of the laws of
Solomon or the triumphs of Timoleon, nevertheless, this scheme was framed by a
single man, who filled with his own spirit those who were in immediate contact

with him, and impressed a whole people with the profound veneration of which
man ever was the object. The system of laws and morals which he formed agreed
equally with the highest development as with the lowest level of society, which
during ten centuries, passing from race to race, made every people by whom it
was received superior to, and triumphant over the nations and the empires with
which they came in contact."

THOMAS CARLYLE, in his "Lectures on Heroes" remarks on the subject under
consideration as follows:-

"To the Arab Nation it (Islam) was a birth from darkness into light; Arabia
became alive by means of it. A poor shepherd people, roaming unnoticed in its
deserts since the creation of the word; A Hero-Prophet was sent down to them
with a word they could believe; see, the unnoticed become world-notable, the
small has grown world-great; within one century afterwards, Arabia is at

Granada on this hand, at Delhi on that;—glancing in velour splendor and the
light of genius, Arabia shines through long ages over a great section of the world
belief is great, life-giving. The history of a Nation becomes fruitful, soul-
elevating, great, so soon as it believes. These Arabs, the man Mohomet, and that
one century,—is it not as if a spark had fallen, one spark, on a world of what
seemed black unnoticeable sand; but lo! the sand proves explosive powder,
blazes heaven-high from Delhi to Granada.

SLAVERY

One of the gravest charges which has been brought against Islam, and which is
represented to be hostile to the laws of society, is the lawfulness of slavery. We say
"hostile to the laws of society," since, on viewing the subject through a religious
medium, neither Jews nor Christians can be bold enough to find fault with or subject to

it since almost every page of the Old Testament teem with passages which admit the
legality of slavery, and since there is nowhere to be found in the New one of single
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passage that forbids the same inhuman practice. Before making any remarks of our own
upon this subject, we shall quote the following remarks of Godfrey Higgins:

"It seems unfortunate for the cause of humanity that neither Jesus nor

Mohammed should have thought it right to abolish slavery. It may be said that
when they directed their proselytes to do to others as they would be done unto,
they virtually abolished it. This is plausible, but unfortunately it is not in practice
true. The domestic slavery of the Mohammadans is no doubt indefensible, but
what is this compared to the cruelty and horrors of the African slave trade, and
the plantations of the West Indies? We hear enough in all conscience of Popes of
Rome and Archbishops of Canterbury, of Councils and Convocations of Bulls,
Articles, Canons, and Concords; but when did we ever hear of any public act of

these men against this horrible traffic? Show me the Bull, show me the Canon of
Act of Convocation. The Bishops of Rome and Canterbury themselves deserve
the epithet of 'panders to the base passions of their followers' which they give to
Mohammed, for not having, when the atrocity of this traffic was clearly proved
excommunicated all those engaged in carrying it on, as was done by the
Quakers".

"I am aware that they may make a plausible defence, by alleging that they cannot
excommunicate a man for the fact of being the owner of slaves, because the
legality of slavery is admitted in almost every page of the Gospels and Epistles;
as wherever the word servus is found and translated servant, the word ought to
be 'slave'—the word servus literally meaning a person bought or sold in a
market, the freedman answering to our hired servant. But if domestic slavery be
unfortunately allowed to Christians, it by no means follows that the African
slave trade is allowed, the horrors of which could never have been suspected by

the ancients, and which in every respect differs from their domestic slavery.

Although the Prophet did not, as he ought to have done, abolish that horrid
custom, he did not leave it altogether unnoticed, but, in declaring that all
Mohammedans are brothers, and that no man should hold his brother in slavery,
he at once liberated a vast mass of mankind. The moment a slave declares
himself a believer he is free. Although Mohammed did not in this go so far as he

ought to have done, yet he did something, and that was better than nothing, and
while it has probably induced some to avow themselves proselytes without
conviction (on which account it will be reprobated and attributed to a bad motive
by the pious Christian, whose zeal is warmed by a live coal from off the altar),
yet it has saved from misery millions upon millions. Another modification of
slavery, or alleviation of its evils, is to be found in the ordinance, that in the sale
of slaves the mother shall on no account be separated from the children—a crime
committed by our West Indians every day. I have not observed any ordinance of

this kind in the Gospels; therefore, Mohammad did not copy it from them.
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We make many professions of a wish to convert the poor Negroes; I advise our
Missionary Societies to use their enormous wealth in giving the Negroes their freedom
as soon as converted, declaring them brothers, after the example of the Mohammadans.

I can assure them that this will make more proselytes than all their sermons".

The Westminster Review says, His law of slavery is, if slaves come to you, you shall—
not imprison and sell them by public sale, though no claimant appears, as in the
nineteenth century is the law of Christian England in her provinces, but "redeem
them,—and it is forbidden to you to send them forth. And this was a man standing up
in the wilds of Arabia in the seventh century.

Mohammed says, "Unto such of your slaves as desire a written instrument, allowing
them to redeem themselves on paying a certain sum, write on; and if ye know good in
them, give them of the riches of God which he hath given you." I have not found this in
the Gospels."

With all due thanks to that learned author for his talented and warm defence of Islam,
we would observe that, to his remarks.

"Another modification of slavery, alleviation of its evils, is to be found in the ordinance,
that in the sale of slaves the mother on no account shall be separated from the children,"
may be added several ordinances which were equally well suited for the "modification
of slavery" and "the alleviation of its evils". The following ordinance greatly contributes
to the abolition of slavery;

"All persons in your possession are your brothers, both of you being of one

human race; therefore, treat them with kindness, feed them and clothe them in
the same manner as you do yourself".

The above ordinance produced so much effect upon the minds of the people, that all
persons in former times clothed their slaves with the same cloth which they themselves
wore, allowed them to sit along with themselves at the same table to partake of the
same foods as they aid, and when on a journey the master and the slave, used to ride on

the same camel and walk by turns.

In his splendid Caliphate, Omer, consider him as you may,—either as a successor of the
Prophet, or as the monarch of the greatest empire in the world—used to lead, by the
nose-string, in the burning sands and scorching wind, with mingled emotions of delight
and self-approval, the camel mounted by his slave, whose turn it was to ride. Fatimah,
the Prophet's daughter, used to sit with her female slaves, and grind wheat together, so
that the labor and trouble might fall equally on both. If this be the slavery which Sir

William Muir represents as disorganizing society, "we cannot conceive what equality of
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rights would be. Such a slavery, indeed—if slavery it can be called at all—would highly
organize society and improve public morals. The Prophet went further, and ordered
that no one should address his male or female slaves by that degrading appellation, but
by the more decent as well as affectionate name of 'My young man' or 'My young maid'.

According to his order, no act upon earth is more meritorious, more deserving of God's
favor and blessing, than the granting of liberty to slaves; and Mohammed concentrated
his chief pleasure in this. All the above will be found in Bokharee, in the Chapter
devoted to the freedom of slaves. To the remark of Mr. Higgins that "it is unfortunate
for the cause of humanity that neither Jesus nor Mohammed should have thought it
right to abolish slavery, "we wish to add that Mohommed did almost entirely abolish
slavery".

CONFESSION OF SYED AHMED—WHAT HE BELIEVED

"Listen, My dear fellow", he wrote in a letter dated 21st January 1870 to Mahdi Ali49:-

"The time has come when I must no longer hide my secret thoughts. I say it plainly that,
if people do not give up blind conformity, if they do not specially seek the light which

comes from the Koran and the Hadith, and if they do not place themselves in a position
where they can meet the challenge offered to religion by modern learning, then Islam
will disappear from India. It is this realization which has activated me into all kinds of
researches in defiance of blind acceptance otherwise, so far as remaining a Muslim and
ensuring my entry into paradise are concerned, you know very well that I consider it
enough to follow even Maulvi Habbu, not to speak of the great Imams. Uttering the
Muslim declaration of faith, "There is no God but God, and Mohammed is God's
messenger" is by itself a purification which puts an end to all impurities, therefore, want

it to be proved to me by argument and discussion whether this opinion of mine is right
or wrong and whether I am an enemy of Islam or a friend of it in the same way as
Hazrat Abu Bakar and Hazrat Umar were its friend—I who hold Islam dearer than Abu
Hanifa and Shafi did, I who believe that supposing that even if Hazrat Abu Bakar and
Hazrat Umar, not to speak of Abu Hanifa and Shafi, were to commit some sort of error
about Islam, this would not detract one with from Islam's truth. I whose faith it is that,
if the whole world were to become infidel or if, on the contrary, the whole world to

become peopled with Angels, there would be no loss or gain in God's divinity. This last
proposition is equally true of Islam, no matter whether all the authorities were right or
wrong, the light of true Islam would shine neither more nor less brightly."

49
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Chapter 4

THE MUHAMMADAN ANGLO-ORIENTAL COLLEGE, ALIGARH

Syed Ahmed returned from England on 2nd October 1870 after an eventful stay of one
year and five months. Every moment of his life in England was buzzing with
intellectual activity and the brief but memorable period was meticulously spent in the
service of Islam and his people. It was his first and last visit to England. It had opened
to him the vista of a whole new world of ideas in education and a vivid glimpse of the
Western civilization. He had seen at first hand the marvels of modern science and
technology and the miracle wrought by the industrial revolution in England and

France. As a keen observer, he did not fail to take particular notice of the quality of life,
culture and civilization, the virility and vitality of the European nations. Syed Ahmed's
activities in England, in essence, were of keen observation, learning and probing. He
moved in high society, mixing with men like Lord Lawrence, former Viceroy of India,
the Duke of Argyl, then Secretary of State for India, Lord Stanley of Alderly, the British
Ambassador to Turkey, and Sir John Kay; Under Secretary of State for India. Among the
intellectual celebrities whom he met was Thomas Carlyle with whom he had a long
conversation about 'Heroes and Hero Worship' (then in press) and especially about

what Carlyle had written about the Prophet. He saw races at Derby in the company of
Graham. He was twice elected an honorary member of London's most select Club,—the
Athenaeum Club. He attended a dinner given by Smeatonian Society of Engineer& He
looked at everything from the angle of an educator. He was convinced from what all he
had seen that it is the moral fiber of the people which makes nations great. He sadly
contrasted in his mind the state of backwardness of his own people which was
distressing him. The fruits of the rich experiences he gathered from his visit to England,

he passed on to his people with exuberance.

During the decade from 1858 to 1868 Syed Ahmed could not formulate any firm
programme for social reform and education of the Muslim community. He was largely
occupied with his programme of conciliation and forging unity with the Hindus in the
larger interest of the people of India of which the Muslims formed part and parcel. The
question of language and script loomed large and started driving a wedge between the
two communities so much so that the chances of bridging the gulf grew dimmer and

dimmer. The tide of aggressive Hindu national resurgence was gaining momentum and
it was no longer possible for the Muslims to remain complacent. Before the fall of
Mughal empire the state took care to protect the interests of Muslims but under the
British it became imperative for the Muslims to take care of themselves. The British
rulers displayed a growing tendency of benevolent leaning towards the Hindus and
looked upon the Muslims with unconcealed hostility. Syed Ahmed was not a visionary;
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he was a pragmatist. Expressing his forebodings of the future—a grim future, in a letter
dated 29th April 1870 from London, he wrote to his friend and colleague, Mahdi
(Nawab Mohsin ul Mulk):-

"I have learnt another news which has caused me so much grief and anxiety. At
Babu Shiv Prasad's instigation, Hindus have generally resolved to do away with
the Urdu language and Persian script, which is a memento of the Muslim rule in
this country. I have heard that they have moved the Hindu members of the
Scientific Society to see Hindi should replace Urdu in the newspapers as well as
books published by the Society. This is a proposal which will make Hindu-
Muslim unity impossible. Muslims will never agree to Hindi, and if Hindus, also
following the new move, insist on Hindi, they also will not agree to Urdu. The

result will be that the Hindus and Muslims will be completely separated."50

Writing about Muslims, Syed Ahmed proceeded:-

"One objection is from my own temperament, which is keen for the welfare of all
Indians—Hindus as well as Muslims—and the other fear is that at present the
Muslims are under a cloud of ill-luck and adversity. They are under the influence

of false and meaningless prejudices, and do not understand their own welfare. In
addition, they are more jealous of each other and more vindictive than the
Hindus and suffer much more from a sense of false pride. I fear that they may
not be able to do much for themselves."

The opinion so candidly expressed factually portrayed the state of Muslims mind and
the perils that may overtake them due to their own folly.

Even before leaving for England in 1869 April, Syed Ahmed had made up his mind and
had resolved to work solely for the emancipation of his own people,—the Muslim
community. Now he threw himself heart and soul in the great task of the Muslim
national uplift. His return from England in November 1870 marks the beginning of his
active role as an educationist, a social reformer, as the father of Muslim renaissance and
father of modernism in Islam in India. While in England, he visited Cambridge and
made a detailed study of the university and its system of education. He decided to

choose a similar pattern. His goal was to make available the highest education under
the most congenial conditions and to build up a cadre of competent scholars, able to
help the onward progress of the Muslim nation. He conceived the project while he was
still in England and his goal was to establish, a Muslim university exactly modeled on
Oxford and Cambridge universities. Founding a university overnight is impossible. It
has got to proceed stage by stage necessarily. Syed Ahmed, (now Sir Syed Ahmed,
knighted in August 1869), was still a Government servant. He was not rich; he had

50
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mortgaged his bungalow before sailing to England. Therefore, planning and funding
the project was an enormous task. Syed Ahmed was no visionary; he was a thoroughly
practical man possessed of indomitable will and energy who knew how to implement
the project. He was systematic, methodical and democratic in his approach.

EVALUATION OF MUSLIM PUBLIC OPINION

Early in 1869—before leaving for England he had the Fund Committee registered in the
name of Muslim University. As soon as he landed In the Indian soil in November 1870
he brought out the first issue of 'Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq' on 24th December 1870 and formed a

Committee for The Better Diffusion and Advancement of Learning among

Mohammedans of India (2)—In short, 'The Committee for the Educational
Advancement of Muslims' was, required to:-

i. determine the Muslim reasons for ignoring the study of Western sciences.

ii. ascertain objectively the reasons why the Muslims did not take advantage
of the educational opportunities offered by the British Government.

iii. recommend remedial action for eliminating the Muslims objections and the
government obstacles in the educational system.

Essays were invited and cash awards for the first, second and third best essays to be
awarded cash prizes—Rs. 500/- 300/- and 150/-. For cash awards a sum of Rs. 1102/-
were collected in Dec. 1870. The essays were to be scrutinized by a 19-member Selection
Committee presided by Maulvi Fari-ud-Din. Sir Syed Ahmed was elected Secretary.

Essays were received. The essay adjudged to be the best one was the one submitted by
Mahdi Ali (Nawab Mohsen-ul-Mulk).51

All the essayists attacked the modern educational system for generating hostility of
Muslim public opinion. Commenting on all the objections, the Select Committee
spotlighted some points:

a. concerning the teaching of history: 'Tarikh-i-Aina-i-Numa', originally

written by Babu Shiva Prasad, an official of the Education Department
(descendent of the Marwari banker Jagat Prasad who conspired with Clive and
Mir Jaffar to topple Siraj-ud-Daula) 'was cordially hated by all' Muslims but was
taught in schools and colleges. Syed Ahmed took up the case with the
Government of India.

51
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b. The Committee recommended that the management should not be
exclusively controlled by the Government; the Government should transfer all
authority to the general public of India.52

The Fund Committee submitted a petition to the Government of India in Feb 1873 to
charter a Non-denominational but Muslim UNIVERSITY at Aligarh. The Secretary to
the North West Provinces held that the Government forbade the use of word
'University' to discourage the idea of independence or rivalry with Calcutta University.
Therefore, under advice of the Secretary, the name was changed to 'Muhammadan
Anglo-Oriental College Aligarh'. 75 Acres of land for the College Campus at Aligarh
was finally donated by Sir John Strachey, Governor of North West Provinces on 6th
January 1875. In May 1875 a High School was started at Aligarh with 11 students. On

8th January 1877 Viceroy, Lord Lytton, laid the foundation stone of the first building in
the College Campus.

Estimated cost of the project was 150,000/-. By Oct 1874 the Fund Committee had
received rupees 200,000/- and assets of Rs. 325,000/- It remained affiliated to Calcutta
University until the founding of Allahabad University in 1888. These were some of the
salient points relating to the M.A.O. College.

While submitting the petition for a charter for Mohammedan Anglo Oriental College,
Syed Ahmed submitted a separate report elaborating the scheme which combines in
itself modern secular education along with Muslim religious education so as to enable
the Muslims to preserve their ancient learning, to profit from modern arts and sciences
and to impart to their children an education adequate to meet their spiritual and
material needs and towards this end it had become necessary to devise an educational
system of their own. The report elicited a favorable response and promises of support to

the secular side. On 12 May 1872, yet another Committee called 'The Mohammedan
Anglo Orental College Fund Committee' was appointed. Sir Syed Ahmed made
extensive country wide tours for the purpose of collecting funds and it was another
exercise in mobilizing the Muslims for a common purpose. The tours were successful in
spite of the wicked character assassination campaign of calumny by the Ulema who
obtained a Fatwa from the jurists of Mecca that "In this case no assistance is allowable to
the institution. May God destroy it and his founder. No Mohammedan is allowed to

give assistance to or countenance the establishment of such an institution. It is,
moreover, the duty of the faithful to destroy it, if it be established, and to chastise to the
utmost those who are friendly to it. "Undeterred and undaunted, Sir Syed Ahmed Khan
carried on his mission to a successful conclusion. Personal donations poured in from
Hindu, Mohammedan and European gentry, Viceroy, Lord Northbrook, Syed Ahmed's
literary adversaries, Sir William Muir and W.W. Hunter and many others.
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FOUNDATION STONE OF THE FIRST BUILDING IN THE M.A.O. COLLEGE
COMPLEX LAID BY LORD LYTTON, VICEROY AND GOVERNOR GENERAL ON

8th JANUARY 1877

In reply to the address presented, Lord Lytton replied:-

"Gentlemen,

I cannot doubt that the ceremony on behalf of which we are now assembled
constitutes an epoch in the social progress of India under British rule, which is no
less creditable to the past than pregnant with promise for the future. In this belief
I rejoice that I have been able to take part in it, and I cordially reciprocate the
sentiments expressed in the address with which you have greeted me. Your
regretful acknowledgement of the peculiar difficulties which have hitherto beset
the progress of modern education among the Mohammedan community in India
attests the sincerity, and enhances the value of your welcome assurance that this

important community is now resolved to rely mainly on its own efforts for the
gradual removal of those difficulties. The well-known vigor of the Mohammedan
character guarantees the ultimate success of your exertions, if they be fairly and
firmly devoted to the attainment of this object. I need not remind you,
Gentlemen, of the old story of the man who prayed to Hercules to help his cart
out of the rut. It was not till he put his own shoulder to the wheel that his prayer
was granted. I congratulate you on the vigor with which you are putting your

shoulder to the wheel. Only give to this institution the means of adequately
satisfying the requirements of the modern system of education, and you will
thereby have given it also a just and recognized claim to such assistance as it
may, from time to time, be in the power of Government to extend to voluntary
efforts on behalf of such education. This I promise you, and I promise it the more
willingly, because the whole tone of your address assures me that my promise,
instead of inducing you to relax the efforts you are now making, will encourage
your perseverance in the prosecution and extension of them. You have observed,

in the course of the address, that by the Mohammedan race its religion is
regarded "not merely as a matter of secular concerns of life." Gentlemen, I
conceive this to be the true spirit of all sincere religious belief; for the guidance of
human conduct in relation to all the duties of life is the proposed object of every
religion whatever the name and whatever the form of it. But you will, I am sure,
be the last to admit that anything in the creed of Islam is incompatible with the
highest forms of intellectual culture. The greatest and most enduring conquest of

the Mohammedan races have all been achieved in the field of science, literature,
and art. Not only have they given to a great portion of this continent an
architecture which is still the wonder and admiration of the world, but in an age
when the Christian societies of Europe had barely emerged out of intellectual
darkness and social barbarism, they covered the whole Iberian Peninsula with
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schools of medicine, of mathematics and philosophy, far in advance of all
contemporary science; and to this day the population of Spain and Portugal, for
their very sustenance, are mainly dependent on the past labors of Moorish
engineers. But Providence has not confided to any single race a permanent

initiative in the direction of human thought or the development of social life. The
modern culture of the West is now in a position to repay the great debt owed by
it to the early wisdom of the East. It is to the activity of Western ideas, and the
application of Western science, that we must now look for the social and political
progress of this Indian empire; and it is in the absorption of those ideas and the
mastery of that science, that I exhort the Mohammedans of India to seek and find
new fields of conquest, and fresh opportunities for the achievements of a noble
ambition. Gentlemen, when the printing press was first discovered, a certain

monk predicted that unless that dangerous innovation were immediately
suppressed, it would soon put an end to the power of every Government.
Because, he said, "so much lead would be used up in the making of type, that
none would be left for the making of bullets." That prediction, as we all know,
has not been verified. Government still find it necessary to make bullets, and still
find lead enough to make them. But for the maintenance of that dominion to
which the British Government most aspires, the printing press is an instrument

quite as powerful as the cannon. Allow me therefore to indicate, in passing, one
special reason for the satisfaction with which I welcome the establishment of this
college. There is no object which the Government of India has more closely at
heart than that the plain principles of its rule should be thoroughly intelligible to
all its subjects, from the highest to the humblest. But for my own part, I cannot
anticipate the complete attainment of this object until the precepts of the English
policy have been translated, not only into vernacular forms of speech but also
into vernacular forms of thought. For such an undertaking, it is obvious that a

body of cultivated natives is better fitted than twice the number of British
officials, or twenty times the number of European scholars; and I can truly say
that those who succeed in such an undertaking will have thereby rendered not
only to the Government, but also to all their countrymen, a service that cannot he
too highly appreciated. Therefore, while warmly sympathizing with you in my
appreciation of the difficulties you have encountered, and thus far successfully
overcome, and whilst cordially congratulating you on the success with which

you have overcome them, I welcome that success, not for your sake only, but for
the sake of the whole empire—trusting it may prove a salutary incentive to
similar efforts in other directions for the general diffusion, not merely of
intellectual culture, but what is still more important, the appreciation of
intellectual culture throughout India. You have referred to the exertions made by
Government to stimulate such voluntary efforts. I am glad to recognize in the
creation of this institution a proof that the exertions have not been in vain; but I
need hardly remind you that neither in the matter of education, nor anything

else, can the Government undertake to provide an artificial supply for which
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there is no national demand. Your address has rightly given prominent notice to
the assistance you have received in the promotion of this college from many
influential personages not within the pale of your community. The fact is full of
promise and encouragement, for it indicates that others as well as yourselves are

alive to the importance of the cause you represent, and recognize in the
attainments of the objects you have set before you a general benefit confined to
no class or creed of the community. In graceful recognition of the sympathy and
aid received from those whose race and religion differ from your own, you have
resolved to associate with the endowment and construction of your college the
names of some of its most eminent benefactors. You could not have selected
names of more worthy of such lasting recognition than those of my distinguished
predecessor, Lord Northbrook, and my valued colleagues, Sir William Muir and

Sir John Strachey—statesmen whose sympathies have always been in accordance
with the object you have at heart, and whose labors have done so much to render
possible the attainment of it. It is with great pleasure that I accept your flattering
offer to associate my own name with names already so illustrious. A library is
the best society to which any man could be admitted; for it is an assemblage of
the world's greatest benefactors—the wise and good of all ages—here live those
who are worthy to live; and I esteem it a privilege to lay the foundation of a

building under whose sheltering roof the number of such worthies is likely to
increase. In doing so, I heartily wish Godspeed to your selves, your college, and
your cause."53

Some interesting excerpts from 'Syed Ahmed Khan' by M. Hadi Hussain, are quoted
below:-

"The life's mission of Syed Ahmed in regard to the Muslims of India, such as it

was in the circumstances of his time, could not have been summed up in any
better words. This was Syed Ahmed, as it were, through the mouth of his son, for
this was exactly what he would have said in English, had he been able to express
himself in that language.... "Only give this institution the means of adequately
satisfying the requirements of the modern system of education" said Lord Lytton.
"This was, again, Syed Ahmed speaking,—speaking through the mouth of the
British Viceroy, in the sense that, had it been he who was speaking in that

capacity, he would have spoken the same thing exactly. It must have gladdened
his heart to hear that said publicly by the Viceroy. Nearly a decade passed;
another high British official had characterized. Islam as the antithesis of
civilization. Syed Ahmed's efforts at teaching the British to understand and
respect Islam had, after all, not been in vain. It however, remained for the
Muslims to profit from the change of heart on the part of the British which he
had helped to bring about would they be upto it ? that was the question that now

53
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faced him in all its concrete reality. He had the foundation stone of the college
laid by the highest authority in the land. How far would funds be available to
complete the construction of its buildings? and when the buildings had been
constructed, how far would the students he available to occupy them? The

ceremony of laying the foundation-stone was not the end, but the beginning of
Syed Ahmed's real difficulties. While, on one hand, it increased the urgency of
his going ahead with the project, on the other, it intensified the opposition to
it".54

Syed Ahmed tried to remove the doubts and misgivings and fallacies spread by the
conservative and reactionary ulema. He Said55:-

"The religious books that will be selected for being taught in the college will be
those commonly accepted by the Muslims of India. But the religious education
which it is proposed that the college should impart will be of an improved order
never yet attained by any Islamic Madressah, not to speak of the Madrassahs at
Deoband, Aligarh and Cawnpore. We do not hold this against the Islamic
Madrassahs that they impart religious education; our complaint is that besides
religious subjects they teach a lot of things which are completely absurd and

useless, both materially and spiritually. Their products are fit for nothing but
spending their days in mosques, living on charity... The Mohammedan College is
not being established for Wahabis or religious recluses or scholarly hermits but
for common Muslims who comprise people with different purposes in life and
different temperaments. Those Muslims who wish to earn their livelihood and
get on in the world, entering Government service and attaining to high posts,
which is not possible without proficiency in the English language and in Western
arts and sciences, will have these taught to them."56 Those who do not consider

the learning of philosophy, logic and physics as a forbidden act will be able to
learn these. For those who consider these branches of learning as heretical and
who wish to learn only theology and the disciplines subsidiary to it there will be
arrangements to teach these latter subjects. "One of the rumors set afloat was that
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from the empirical study of natural phenomena. the Select Committee almost unanimously concurred in the view
that Muslim society no longer regarded the scholars of rational sciences as men of learning. The Committee
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the students would be made to live in European style. The decision of this
question would rest with a Committee of prominent Muslims which would be
formed for the management of the college. He however, asserted," My personal
view is, and I hold it very strongly, that Muslim boys need upbringing more than

instruction. To wear them from their indolent habits, to accustom them to
tidiness and cleanliness, to reform their manners and their dress, all this is very
necessary. When the time comes for these things to be considered and when the
Managing Committee of the college to meet to consider them, if I remain alive
until then and if I get elected to the Committee, I shall plead for this with all the
eloquence at my command and try to make the other members of the Committee
see "eye to eye with me, I shall use all my power of speech to get the soundness,
sanity and truth of my view accepted. If the other members of the Committee

agree with me I shall feel assured that the evil days of the Muslims are over and
that a better day is to dawn for them. If, on the other hand, my view is not
accepted I shall conclude that the ill-luck of the Muslims is still lingering on." In
the matter of dress he said, "we have expressed the opinion that the students
should be free to dress as they wish, except that while in the College they must
put on a black alpaca gown and a red Turkish cap, which is prevalent in Turkey,
Arabia and Syria, and which is now considered the peculiar headgear of the

Turks, that is to say, the Muslim ... A second proposal of ours was that the
students must wear an English style pair of shoes and socks. This, our enemies
have twisted into implying that we propose to turn the students into Christians
... A third proposal we made was that all the students should dine together and
that they should do so either like the Turks, who sat at a table, or like the Arabs,
who sit on the floor, but have the food served on low tables. Our opponents have
represented this as eating with "knives and forks". Finally, he dealt with the
question of teaching modern arts and sciences. "We wish to teach", he asserted,

"the same religious disciplines like the Hadith, Exegesis, and Sharia as our
forefathers used to learn. Similarly, we propose to teach the same Arabic as was
taught to our forefathers. There is, however, no doubt, that we do not consider
the secular sciences our fathers used to learn any longer useful; in fact, we do not
even consider them to be correct. Therefore, instead of these outmoded secular
sciences, we propose to teach them secular sciences which are useful in modern
times and a knowledge of which is necessary to make real human beings".

One distinguishing feature of the curriculum devised by Syed Ahmed for the M.A.O.
College, is an independent Department of Islamic Theology. And the syllabus included,
Exegesis, Jurisprudence, Hadith, Principles of Islamic Law, Principles of Tradition,
Biography and Apologetics. In theology, there were to be two sections: One for the
Sunni and the other for Shias.—(any sort of religious discussion between Shias and
Sunnis was strictly prohibited).
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The Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental College started its curricular activities on 1st
January 1878, when the First Year class was opened, the College having been affiliated
to Calcutta University for the Intermediate Examinations. On 1st January 1881, the
Third year class was opened, the College again affiliated to Calcutta University for the

Bachelor of Arts and Science degrees. The Bachelor of Law classes were introduced in
1891 and the College became affiliated to the Allahabad University. The College
prospered in spite of the strong prejudices against English education among the
predominating section of Muslim reactionaries. Gradually the opposition softened and
even the bitter opponents started sending their wards to M.A.O. College. The highest
number of students during the lifetime of Syed Ahmed was 565 of which 329 were
boarders. In 1903 the total number on the rolls was 703 out of which 511 were
boarders—all packed to capacity. The students came from all the provinces,—from

Sindh, Baluchistan, Kathiawar and from beyond the borders of India—Burma, Persia,
Arabia, Mauritius and Cape Colony, because of its reputation as a Muslim University.

The idea of making Aligarh the centre of Muslim education for the entire subcontinent
by obtaining for it statutory powers to affiliate all secondary schools run by Muslims
throughout India as originally envisaged by the founder did not materialize. Several
years after the death of Syed Ahmed, Sir Aga Khan took up the cause of converting the

M.A.O. College into a University and through efforts made under his leadership
sufficient funds were collected for the purpose but no agreement could be arrived at
between the Government and the Trustees of the College regarding the territorial
jurisdiction of the University in the matter of affiliation, the Government refusing
resolutely to confer a charter which could enable the University to affiliate Muslim
colleges outside Aligarh. Ultimately, the conditions laid down by the Government were
accepted in 1921 and the Muslim University came into existence.

Besides religious instruction, another important respect in which the Aligarh College
differed from all other institutions for higher education, was the attention paid to
character building of those trained within its walls. Its Principals and Professors resided
within the precincts and were in constant intercourse with their pupils. Well known
scholars like T.W. Arnold, Jos Hoorts and Prof A.S. Triton were all lecturers once in
M.A.O. College. The Aligarh college did not fail to attain visible results soon. Sir Syed
Ahmed was not satisfied with the success achieved. He cherished the dream that, "In

the garden which we have planted, now such a mighty tree will arise that by it fresh
power will be created and the College will grow into a University, where students from
every corner of this country will make free researches with an open mind and a well
developed character."
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THIS DREAM WAS REALIZED IN 1921

In this context, it would be interesting to recall the results of a study conducted by
Mashhood Ahmed57 on the subject, 'Islamic ethos and Muslim scientists (professors;
readers and lecturers)' at the Chemistry, Zoology, Geology and Physics Departments of
the Aligarh University, Mashhood Ahmed finds that younger scientists tend to be more
aware and, critical of the value orientation of science. Moreover, while only 50% of the
older generation admits that Islamic values and ethos could play a part in their
scientific activities, over 71% of the young Muslim scientists insist that Islamic values
can and should be made the basis of scientific enterprise. I find similar general

difference with other scientists clinging to the international culture and science' with its
alleged claims to all pervading neutrality and younger ones arguing for a science based
on the world-view of Islam, when I visited university campuses throughout the Muslim
world for the British Science Journal 'Nature'.

Syed Ahmed had declared it to be a Muslim university when the M.A.O. College was
inaugurated and it fulfilled his dream. The Muslim University, Aligarh, stands as a

living symbol of Syed Ahmed's amazing perseverance and foresight which inspired the
Muslims of all other provinces to establish a string of Islamiah high schools and
Islamiah colleges throughout the country and everyone looked upon Aligarh as the bed
rock of Muslim Nationalism. It was a nation in making; not simply another college.

57
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Chapter 5

SIR SYED AHMED KHAN - HIS POLITICAL ROLE

"All discussions of Syed Ahmed's role in the Muslin political awakening must be
prefaced with the statement that at v he was neither a politician nor a political leader.
He was essentially a reformer and his panacea for all the ills of his community was
education. The connection between education and power was too obvious to be
ignored."58

"When Hindu clerks were promoted to posts in which they could give orders, when

even policemen were chosen because they were good at their books, it was clearly time
for the Muslims to consider their attitude to the new education." That was the doctrine
preached by the great modern Muslim of those days—Sir Syed Ahmed.59

"Syed Ahmed was practically a pragmatist politic and his energies in 1870s were largely
devoted to further education for his community. But in 1880s he was suddenly
challenged by the emergence of All India National Congress His reaction to this was not
a calculated statement of political philosophy aimed at proving that Hindus and

Muslims were two nations, so much as an immediate response to what he regarded as a
threat to the Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental College and those who supported it. In fact,
Syed Ahmed's political views never formed a political philosophy; they arose from
reaction to immediate political events and the necessity to safeguard Muslim interest.
From 1857-1870 Syed Ahmed concentrated on explaining to the Government the
agitation which culminated in the Indian Mutiny ... His interpretation of the events of
1857 gave Syed Ahmed his first chance to step into the limelight as a spokesman for his

community. The second phase of his political career was directed towards countering
the secular nationalism of the Indian National Congress founded in 1885. He organized
the Indian Patriotic Association in August 1888 and under its aegis, regional and
isolated Islamic 'Anjumans' combined to protest against the political programme of the
Congress based on the assumption of majority Hindu rule. In this connection Syed
Ahmed was one of the first to assess the implications of the Urdu-Hindi controversy as
a reason for the cultural and political gap between the two communities. "The
controversy developed into a sensitive issue since its start in 1837 and continued to

polarize the two communities for the next eighty years, each community asserting its
legitimate right. It was a tricky situation which brooked of no compromise; for
whatever views the Hindus held on the issue passed off as 'National', they being in the
majority of four-to-one and, whatever views the Muslims held was dubbed as
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communal and reactionary. For the Muslims, it was an All-India issue of vital national
importance. From 1835, Persian which had held sway for over 800 years as the language
of administration and courts was replaced by vernacular. However, it (Persian)
continued to be the language of literature and communication amongst the Muslims

throughout the length and breadth of India. When Syed Ahmed visited Bengal to attend
the meetings of the Mohammedan Literary Society at Calcutta he addressed the
meetings in Persian.60 In the Punjab where Urdu had been established as the provincial
language, Hindus demanded the adoption of the Punjabi language instead of Urdu. In a
speech at the Punjab University's commencement exercises in 1909, Dr. P.C. Chatterji
demanded that Punjabi, as the spoken language of the Punjab, should become the
medium of instruction. At the annual meeting of the Educational Conference at
Amritsar in 1908, Punjabi Muslims, under Mian Mohammad Shafi's leadership,

indicated that the adoption of Punjabi would be detrimental to the interest of Punjab
and demanded that Urdu should continue to be the language of schools in Punjab, since
Punjabi was the least developed language. Urdu written in Persian script was
legitimately upheld as the cultural symbol by the Muslims throughout the length and
breadth of India. Whereas Hindi was spoken in U.P. and Bihar only by the Hindus. As
the controversy grew, Hindi was more and more sanskritized and virtually alienated
from the Urdu spoken by the masses throughout U.P., C.P., and Bihar. The Hindi

written in Devnagri remained the crux of the communal problem which marred the
Hindu—Muslim unity.61

LOCAL SELF—GOVERNMENT AND THE CHANGING FACE OF INDIA

The Suez Canal was opened in 1869 and direct telegraphic communication was
established between India and Britain in 1870 which tightened London's control over

Indian affairs thereby making Indian policy subordinate to the imperial considerations
as seen by the British Parliament. The Indian Railway system established in Dalhousie's
time was greatly expanded. Economic development and modernized communications
unified the country as never before. The steam power and railways, undoubtedly
provided the foundation for the structure of industrial India outside the North Western
Province and there was a rapid growth in Act of 1850 Presidency towns. Dalhousie's
Act of 1850 had permitted the setting up of town committees empowered to levy

indirect taxes and Lord Mayo enlarged their powers over education, sanitation and
local public works. In 1872 a liberal Gladstone was the Prime Minister and he returned
to power again in 1884 which made it easy for Lord Ripon to introduce measures more
comprehensive than the previous ones. In 1872 Bombay Corporation was established
and soon, there were Municipal Corporations in the cities of Calcutta and Madras as
well. Vernacular Press Act clamped in 1878 was repealed in 1882 which ushered in a
new era in the history of Indian press. The Press in India had grown rapidly. 'Bengali
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Samachar' came up in 1816 probably at the same time as Raja Ram Mohan Roy's Persian
paper 'Mirat ul Akhbar', 'Bombay Times', 'Statesman' 'Hindu', 'Amrit Bazar Patrika' and
'Patriot' also made their appearance more or less at the same time. With the opening of

the Suez Canal in 1869 books and ideas flowed in freely from England. From Allahabad

also an English paper was started by a distinguished South Indian journalist just some
time after the Mutiny. All these papers provided a continuation of schooling in
education and ideas eminently well and opened a window to view the affairs of the
world to the English educated youth. Within two decades of the reforms introduced in
1861 active well educated intelligentsia came up to the forefront of political leadership.
The Muslims had only one English newspaper published from Calcutta. The Hindus
had already been as well educated as the Eurasian community, Raja Ram Mohan Roy
founded the Bramhu Samaj, renaissance was surging forward and being fed, as it was,

by heavy anti-Muslim overtones, was already contaminating the North West provinces
and the Bengali Hindus firmly entrenched in administrative positions emerged as the
champions of Hindi in Devnagri script in Bihar and North West provinces.

SYED AHMED ON REPRESENTATIVE INSTITUTIONS
(SPEECH DELIVERED ON 12 JANUARY 1883)

In 1882-84 Syed Ahmed—now Sir Syed Ahmed—was a Member of the Viceroy's
Council. On 12th January 1883, in the course of discussion on the Central Provinces
'LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT BILL' in the Legislative Council of Lord Ripon
expressed his views on the principle of election in its practical application to India. Sir
Syed Ahmed said:-

"The principle of self-government by means of representative institutions is
perhaps the greatest and noblest lesson which the beneficence of England will
teach India. But, in borrowing from England the system of representative
institutions, it is of the greatest importance to remember those sociopolitical
matters in which India is distinguishable from England. The present socio-
political condition of India is the outcome of the history of centuries of despotism
and misrule, of the dominance of race over race, of religion over religion. The

traditions, and feelings of the people and their present economic and political
conditions are in a vast measure influenced and regulated by the history of the
past, the humanizing effects of the British rule have not yet demolished the
remembrance of the days of strife and discord which preceded the peace brought
to India by the British supremacy. India, a continent in itself, is inhabited by vast
populations of different races and different creeds; the rigor of religious
institutions has kept even neighbors apart; the system of caste is still dominant

and powerful. In one and the same district the population may consist of various
creeds and various nationalities; and, whilst one section of the population
commands wealth and commerce, the other may possess learning and influence.
One section may be numerically larger than the other, and the standard of
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enlightenment which one section of the community has reached may be far
higher than that attained by the rest of the population. One community may be
fully alive to the importance of securing representation on the Local Boards and
District Councils, whilst the other may he wholly indifferent to such matters.

Under these circumstances, it is hardly possible to deny that the introduction of
representative institutions in India will he attended with considerable difficulties
and socio-political risks. In a country like England where the distinction of race
no longer exists, where the difference of sectarianism in religious matters have
been mitigated by the advance of toleration, the matter does not present, such
difficulties. The community of race and creed makes the English people one and
the same nation. And the advance of education had rendered smaller differences
wholly insignificant in matters connected with the welfare of the country at

large. Christian constituencies do not object to return Jews to represent their
interests in Parliament, and, indeed, for socio-political purposes, it may be said
that the whole population of England forms but one community. It is obvious, of
course, cannot be said of India. The system of representation by election means
the representation of views and interests of the majority of the population, and,
in countries where the population is comprised of one race and one creed, it is no
doubt the best system that can be adopted. But, my Lord, in a country like India,

where caste distinctions still flourish, where there is no fusion of the various
races, where religious distinctions are still violent, where education in its modern
sense has not made an equal or proportionate progress among all the sections of
the population, I am convinced that the introduction of the principle of election,
pure and simple, for representation of various interests on the Local Boards and
the District Councils, would be attended with evils of greater significance than
purely economic considerations. So long as differences of race and creed, and the
distinction of caste form an important element in the socio-political life of India,

and influence her inhabitants in matters connected with the administration and
welfare of the country at large, the system of election, pure and simple, cannot be
safely adopted. The larger community would totally override the interests of the
smaller community, and the ignorant public would hold Government
responsible for introducing measures which might make the differences of race
and creed more violent than ever".62

Syed Ahmed's view point was accepted by the Viceroy (Lord Ripon) who agreed to the
amendment of the Bill so as to provide for two-thirds of the seats being filled by election
and one-third by official nomination. Had the Bill been passed as originally presented,
the Muslims would not have had much of a chance to play their rightful part in the self-
government, and, since it became the main training ground for leadership, one can well
imagine what effect this would have had on the development of the Muslims in general.

62
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COMMITTEE'S REPORT

Relevant extracts from the Committee's Report (Enclosure to Government of India

despatch, dated 6th November 1888) is reproduced below:

"...An important consideration which arises in this connection is, that due
provision should be made for the presence in both Divisions of the Council of a
fair proportion of members from the two great classes, Hindus and
Muhammadans, into which the population is divided, so far as concerns the First
Division, no difficulty need arise, as the election for that Division will have no
reference to electoral circles, and the Government may prescribe the proportion

of Mohammedans and Hindus to be elected."63

"But this will not be possible in connection with the Second Division, the elections for
which must proceed on the basis of electoral circles. It will therefore be occasionally
necessary for the Government to use its reserve for nomination for the purpose of
adjusting marked inequalities in the results of the election. In this the object to be aimed
at should be that 'caeteris paribus' the members drawn from the two great classes of the

community—Hindus and Mohammedans—should bear to each other a numerical
proportion approaching as nearly as may be thought desirable the proportion that
Hindus bear to Mohammedans in the Provincial population".

".... It may also be necessary that the interest of minorities, such as the Parsecs in
Bombay and Mohammedans in Madras, should be provided for by direct nomination
by Government."

"Viceroy Lord Dufferin left India in December 1888. His successor Lord Landsdowne
continued to carry out his policy which ultimately was reflected in the Indian Councils
Act of 1892. This Act increased the strength of the legislative councils, both Indian and

Provincial and empowered the Governor-General in "Council to frame regulations as to
the conditions of nomination of the 'additional members.' The regulations prescribed,
inter alia, that the majority of the nonofficial scats should be filled on the
recommendation of such bodies as municipalities, district hoards, chambers of

commerce, universities etc. The term, 'election' was 'sedulously' eschewed, and
nominations by recommending bodies came to be accepted as a matter of course, and
the fact of election to an appreciable proportion of the non-official seats was thus firmly
established.64

Through his speeches in the Viceroy's Council and his speeches at Lucknow and Meerut
Sir Syed had provided astute and correct policy direction and dynamic leadership on
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the issue of competitive examination to civil services and the principle of 'election'. Lest
his voice might be treated as a lonely voice, a petition was submitted to the House of
Commons signed by 40,000 Muslims from all over India—from 70 cities concerning the
constitutional proposals. Excerpts are reproduced below65:-

MUSLIM PETITION TO THE HOUSE OF COMMONS ON CONGRESS
CONSTITUTIONAL PROPOSALS (April 1890)

To the Honorable Commons of the United Kingdom of Great Britain And Ireland in
Parliament assembled: The humble petition of the undersigned Indian Mohammedans.

1. That your petitioners believe that the effect of introducing this principle would be to
destroy that even handed justice which has been hitherto the basis of British rule and
would place them and other minorities in an almost intolerable subjection to classes
actively hostile to their welfare.

1. That the Indian Muhammadans, although only one-fifth of the inhabitants

of India are the largest single community of 50,000,000.

2. That through its history, traditions, bravery and intelligence the Indian
Mohammedan nation is a factor of great importance in Indian politics.

3. That we are dispersed throughout India among the multitude of other
races and castes inhabiting the continent they are in most parts of India in

a considerable minority and that therefore in any system of election they
must of necessity be outvoted.

4. That your Honorable members should not be led into supposing by the
amount of noise and stir produced by the National Congress party.

5. That any system of proportionate representation would in no way protect
Mohammedan interests, inasmuch as the Hindus of various races would

be in a majority of four to one.

6. That your petitioners pray that your Hon'ble House will retain the
principle of nomination by Government of all members of Councils.

The Councils Act of 1892 also gave to the councils the right of asking questions and
discussing but not voting on budget.

DEVELOPING THREAT OF RUSSIAN EXPANSION TOWARDS INDIA.
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BRITISH INDIA REALIZES THE NEED FOR BUILDING UP OF A SCIENTIFIC
FRONTIER

It was the year 1885. Events were taking place in Central Asia which held a potential
threat to Indian Empire. Having occupied Khiva in 1873 Russia did not advance for ten
years until 1884 when it occupied Mcrve. The new Russian frontier moved much nearer
to India. The Government in London changed in April 1880, the Conservatives under
Disraeli were replaced by Liberals under Gladstone and the main plank of the general
election in England was the Afghan policy. Viceroy Lord Lytton resigned without
waiting for a recall. Lord Ripon succeeded him as Viceroy. Lord Ripon had written to

the Secretary of State, "as the Russians approach our frontiers more closely, they may
try to stir up discontent and trouble by intrigues carried on within our dominions, and
the real question, therefore, is how such intrigues can be best met and defeated."
Viceroy Dufferin, who succeeded Lord Ripon, was also worried about the Russian
designs. In a personal letter to Lord Ray dated 17 May 1885 Lord Dufferin made
mention of Mr. Hume and his proposed Political Convention. He wrote, "the Russians
seem to be making further difficulties .... in an earlier letter he had written, he said,"...

that among other factors the Russian danger was making the task of Indian
administration more and more difficult. Watchful Britishers in India, Mr. Hume
included, could well see the urgent need of organizing a rational interior as preferable
to the building up of a scientific frontier. The proposed Indian, National Congress could
fulfill these needs, was Mr. Hume's correct calculation".

It is clear that in its concept and inception, the Indian National Congress was a British

imperialist baby but soon, the British were outwitted in course of time".

ILBERT BILL (1883) AND EDUCATED INDIANS

"Lord Ripon believed that the new class of highly educated Indians consisted of men
who were mature, competent, moderate and loyal and who possessed legitimate
ambitions and aspirations and wanted to remove one racial distinction through Ilbert

Bill which sought to enable Indian Sessions Judges to try Europeans, a practice already
prevalent in Presidency towns. This attempt raised a storm of protest by non-official
Europeans and he had to bow down. Ripon made a compromise with the Anglo-Indian
opposition. The Bill was stoutly supported by all Indians, including Sir Syed Ahmed.
The Ilbert Bill had left a rankling sense of humiliation in the mind of Indians. Thus
started confrontation—a national confrontation with the Government, Sir Surendra
Nath Banerjee founded the National Conference and the first session was held at

Calcutta. A second session was held in December 1885. It was the first step in the
direction of independent political activity under Sir Surendra Nath Banerjee, who, by
the way, was on very friendly terms with Sir Syed Ahmed".66
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INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS

Just at the same time as the National Conference was holding its second sessions at
Calcutta in December 1885, the Indian National Congress was holding its first session at
Bombay on 28-30 December 1885.

A.O. Hume, the founder of the Indian National Congress, thought that he had taken the
steam out of the ship of Surendra Nath Bannerjec. A close associate and biographer of
A.O. Hume and a strong supporter of the Congress, in his address to the 5th session
(Bombay) said:-

"... that in their scheme for the invasion of India, the Russian generals depended for
success on a hope of raising of the Indian population".

The British founding fathers of the Indian National Congress proved wrong and their
trust betrayed as later events have proved. Viceroy Dufferin wrote in private to the
Secretary of state on 25th April 1886 about "the bastardly disloyally of a small clique of

Bengalis in Calcutta whose organ is 'Mirror'.

CONGRESS RESOLUTIONS ABOUT LEGISLATIVE COUNCILS AND
COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS (28-30 DECEMBER 1885)

"That this Congress considers the reform and expansion of the Supreme and existing
Local Legislative Councils, the admission of a considerable proportion of elected
members (and the creation of similar Councils for the North Western Provinces and
Oudh and also for the Punjab) essential: and holds that all budgets should be referred to
these Councils for consideration, their members being moreover empowered to
interpolate the Executive in regard to all branches of administration; and that a
Standing Committee of the House of Commons should be constituted to receive and
consider any formal protests that may be recorded by majorities of such Councils

against the exercise by the Executives of the power which should he vested in it, of
overruling the decisions of such majorities".67

"That in the opinion of this Congress the Competitive Examinations now held in
England, for the first appointments in various civil departments of the public service
should, henceforth, in accordance with the views of the India Office Committee of 1860,
he held" simultaneously, one in England and one in India, both being as far as possible

identical in nature, and those who compete in both countries being finally classified in
one list according to merit and that the successful candidates in India should be sent to
England for further study, and subjected there to such further examinations as may
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seem needful. Further, that all other first appointments (excluding peon-ships and the
like) should he filled by competitive examinations calculated to secure such intellectual,
moral and physical qualifications as may be decided by Government to be necessary.
Lastly, that the maximum age of candidates for entrance into the Government Civil

Service be raised to not less than 23 years".

Sir Syed Ahmed looked through the Hindu game long before the inauguration of the
Congress in 1885 and had shrewdly advised the Muslims to keep away and aloof from
the Congress for he had very clearly foreseen the shape of things to come; probably, he
knew for certain that the rising pseudo-religious sentiment of the Hindu revivalists will
prevail and mar the evolution of genuine national outlook transcending the barriers of
race, caste and creed. The stand taken by Syed Ahmed stands vindicated by a resolution

moved in the third Congress session of 1887 held at Madras, seeking to prohibit cow-
slaughter. Who can blame Syed Ahmed of being biased or bigoted when he cautioned
and advised the Muslims to keep aloof from the Congress? He had already defined the
Muslim position in his speech of 12th January 1883 in the Viceroy's Council. His speech
had made a tremendous impression and elicited favorable response from the Viceroy as
may be seen from the extracts from the Committee's Report. (enclosure to Government
of India Dispatch dated 6th Nov 1888). Still there was a lacuna to be filled.

THE THIRD CONGRESS OF 1887 ASSEMBLED AT MADRAS

Raja Sekhareswar Roy of Tahirpore, Bengal, gave notice of a resolution urging the
prohibition of 'cow-slaughter'. Congress was supposed to be a mixed gathering and
'national' in its concept. It was further stated:-

"Our critics regarded the National Congress as a Hindu Congress and the
opposition papers described it as such. We are straining every nerve to secure the
cooperation of our Mohammedan fellow-countrymen in this great national work.
We sometimes paid the fares of Mohammedan delegates and offered them other
facilities".

SIR SYED AHMED TAKES UP THE CHALLENGE OF THE INDIAN NATIONAL
CONGRESS

Sir Syed Ahmed was a democrat every inch and he took his people into confidence with
regard to the challenge posed by the Government sponsored Indian National Congress.
He dubbed the Indian National Congress as irresponsible and questioned its

credentials. His speeches dated 28th January 1887 delivered at Lucknow and the speech
delivered at Meerut on 16th March 1888 are a classic and are rightly considered as a
landmark in Muslim national struggle setting the pace and establishing a firm base for
the evolution of Muslim political thought in the following decades; the second
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landmark and taking off stage was the Pakistan Resolution of 23rd March 1940. The two
speeches are historical in significance. These are reproduced below:-

SIR SYED AHMED ON CONGRESS DEMANDS ABOUT LEGISLATIVE
COUNCILS AND COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS (SPEECH DELIVERED AT

LUCKNOW ON 28 DECEMBER 1887)

Syed Ahmed, speaking at Lucknow on 28 December 1887 on the issue of Legislative

Councils and Competitive Examinations for entry into civil services and Covenanted
services said:-

"...Everyone can understand that the first condition for the introduction of competitive
examinations into a country is that all people in that country, from the highest to the
lowest, should belong to one nation. In such a country no particular difficulties are
likely to arise. The second case is that of a country in which there are two nationalities
which have become so united as to be practically one nation. England and Scotland are

a case in point. In the past many wars were waged between those countries and many
acts of bravery were done on both sides, but those times have gone, and they are now
like one nation. But this is not the case with our country, which is peopled with
different nations. Consider the Hindus alone. The Hindus of our province, the Bengalis
of the East, and the Mahrattas of Deccan, do not form one nation. If, in your opinion, the
peoples of India do form one nation, then no doubt competitive examination may be
introduced, but if this is not so, then competitive examination is not suited to the

country. The third case is that of a country in which there are different nationalities
which are on an equal footing as regards the competition, whether they take advantage
of it or not.

Now, I ask you, have Mohammedans attained to such a position as regards higher
English education, which is necessary for higher appointments, as to put them on a
level with Hindus or not? Most certainly, not. Now, I take Mohammedans and the
Hindus of our Province together, and ask whether they are able to compete with the

Bengalis or not? Most certainly, not. When this is the case, how can competitive
examination be introduced in our country. Think for a moment what would be the
result, if all appointments were given by competitive examination. Over all races, not
only over Mohammedans but of Rajas of high position and the brave Rajputs who have
not forgotten the swords of their ancestors, would be placed as ruler, a Bengali who at
the sight of a table knife, would crawl under his chair....

The second demand of the National Congress is that the people should elect a section of
the Viceroy's Council. They want to copy the English House of Lords and the House of
Commons. The elected members are to be like members of the House of Commons; the
appointed members like the House of Lords. Now, let us suppose the Viceroy's Council
is made in this manner. And let us suppose that of all that we have universal suffrage,
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as in America, and that everybody, chamars and all, have votes. And first suppose that
all the Mohammedan electors vote for a Mohammedan member and all Hindu electors
vote for a Hindu member, and now count how many votes the Mohammedan members
have and how many the Hindu. It is certain that the Hindu members will have four

times as many because their population is four times as numerous. Therefore, we can
prove by mathematics that there will be four votes for the Hindu to every one vote for
the Mohammedan. And now how can the Mohammedan guard his interests? It would
be like a game of dice, in which one man had four dice and the other only one. In the
second place, suppose that the electorate be limited. Some methods of qualification
must be made, for example, that people with a certain income shall be electors.

Now I ask you, O Mohammedans. 'Weep at your condition. Have you such wealth that

you can compete with the Hindus? Most certainly, not. Suppose for example, that an
income of Rs. 5,000/- a year be fixed on, how many Mohammedans will there be ?
Which party will have the larger number of votes? I put aside the case that by a rare
stroke of luck a blessing comes through the roof and some Mohammedan is elected. In
the normal case no single Mohammedan will secure a seat in the Viceroy's Council. The
whole Council will consists of Babu so-and-so Chuckerbutty. Again, what will be the
result for the Hindus of our Province, though their condition be better than that of the

Muhammadans? What will be the result for those Rajputs the swords of whose
ancestors are still wet with blood? And what will be the result for the peace of the
country? Is there any hope that we and our brave brothers, the Rajputs, can endure it in
silence? Now, we will suppose a third kind of election. Suppose a rule to be made that a
suitable number of Mohammedans and Hindus are to be chosen. I am aghast when I
think on what grounds this number is likely to be determined. Of necessity proportion
to total population will be taken. So there will be one member for us to every four for
the Hindus. No other condition can be laid down. Then they will have four votes and

we shall have one. Now, I will take a fourth supposition. Leaving aside the question as
to the suitability of members with regard to population, let us suppose that a rule is laid
down that half the members are to be Mohammedans and half Hindus, and that the
Mohammedans and Hindus are each to elect their own men. Now, I ask you to pardon
me for saying something which I say with a sore heart. In the whole nation there is no
person who is equal to the Hindus in fitness for the work'.68

SIR SYED AHMED'S ADVICE TO MUSLIMS TO KEEP ALOOF FROM
AGITATION

(SPEECH DELIVERED AT MEERUT ON 16 MARCH 1888)

"If we also have some complaint against the English Government, it is no wonderful
thing. People are not even grateful to God for His government. I do not tell you to ask
nothing from Government. I will myself fight on your behalf for legitimate objects. But
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ask for such things as they can give you, or such things to which, having due regard to
the administration of the country, you can claim a right. If you ask for such things as
Government cannot give you then it is not the fault of the Government (it is ) the folly
of the askers...."

"Therefore, the method we ought to adopt is this, that we should hold ourselves aloof
from this political uproar and reflect on our condition, that we are behind them in
education and are deficient in wealth. Then we should try to improve the education of
our Nation."

Now our condition is this, that the Hindus, if they wish, can ruin us in an hour. The
internal trade is entirely in their hands. The external trade is in possession of the

English. Never imagine that Government will put difficulties in your way in trade. But
the acquisition of all these things depends on education. When you shall have fully
acquired education, and true education shall have made its home in your hearts, then
you will know what rights you can legitimately demand of the British Government.
And the result of this will be that you will also obtain honorable positions in the
Government, and will acquire wealth in the higher ranks of trade.

"But to make friendship with the Bengalis in their mischievous political proposals, and
join in them, can bring only harm. If my nation follows my advice they will draw
benefit from trade and education. Otherwise, remember that Government will keep a
very sharp eye on you because you are very quarrelsome, very brave, great soldiers and
great fighters."69

Citing his own example, Syed Ahmed said:

"Let us suppose that the two communities are given an equal number of scats, forgive
me, if out of the anguish of my heart, I say something which may sound rude. There
will not be a single man from the whole Muslim community who will be a match for the
Hindus in the Viceroy's Council. I have myself been a member of Viceroy's Council for
four years. Throughout that period I always felt that I was the poorest and least able of
all the members. Also point out to me the Muslims, who, if elected, will give up their
business and go to Calcutta and Simla to attend the sessions of the Council hearing the

expenses out of their own pocket (or perhaps out of subscriptions made by the
community), to say nothing of the hardships of travel...."

"Everybody knows that agitation by Bangalis is not agitation by the whole of India. But
even if we suppose that it is, do you think that the Government is so feeble as to be
unable to suppress this agitation?"
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"The Government has already taken a step forward allowing the Indians to participate
in the task of governance. This happened in Lord Ripon's time. I was then a member of
the Viceroy's Council. Lord Ripon was an extremely well meaning, good-natured and
enlightened ruler. Unfortunately, he did not get enough support because of his radical

ideas. There came up before the Council the Bill relating to Local Boards and Municipal
Boards which proposed that all members of these bodies should be 'elected'. My friends,
I am not a conservative, but a great liberal. But to let my liberal ideas made me forget
my community's welfare would have been foolish. So I spoke of the 'elective' principle.
If I am not to be thought to be boasting, I may say that it was my speech which made
Lord Ripon change his mind, with the result that two thirds of local bodies' members
were provided for by election and one-third by Government nominations. Not in a
single district is there parity between the Hindus and the Muslims, Can anyone say that

the Muslims will overpower the Hindus and become masters in the domain of self-
government. The other day, I met in Calcutta, an eminent barred gentleman of good
family. "A terrible thing has happened" he complained. "There were 18 members to be
elected in my city. Not a single Muslim got elected. I am now requesting the
Government to nominate Muslim members and I am hoping that it will nominate me.
This is the state of affairs in every city." I tell you truthfully" Syed Ahmed said in
winding up his speech that "the only thing that will help you to attain a position of

eminence is higher education. So long as we do not produce men equipped with it we
shall remain backward and downtrodden and never win the respect we desire."

"We Muslims were until now quiet, unconcerned with the Babus of Bengal, the Hindus
of the North-West Provinces and the Europeans or Eurasians resident in India and what
they were doing. But we have now been interfered with. In some districts pressure has
been brought to bear on Muslims to join the Congress. The deplorable part of it is that it
was not well-to-do and prominent Muslims who were approached but those who were

amenable to pressure. In some districts the power of the administration was used to
compel them; in other, appeals were made to them that, unless they joined the
Congress, it could not get on with its work. In some cases people joined on their own
initiative, fearing that, if they did not, they would find it difficult to earn their
livelihood. Even monetary inducement was not refrained from. Who does not know all
this? Who does not know the reasons why the few Muslims of the North West
Provinces who joined did so? These are no better than hired men. They were taken to
Madras and exhibited there as nawabzadas, raeeses, leaders of the Muslims ... That was

why, much against my wont, I made a political speech at Lucknow in which I pointed
out the harm being done to us by the Congress; and that is again, why I am speaking to
you today. I wish to prove to you that except for Badruddin Tayyabji who is an eminent
man and for whom I have the greatest respect, no Muslim who matters has joined the
Congress. Tayyabji has made a mistake. He has written two letters to me, one of which
was written soon after my Lucknow speech was published. What he desires me to do is
to point out to him things proposed by the Congress which are against the interests of
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the Muslims, so that he can prevent their being discussed by it. But the trouble is that
everything that the Congress is proposing runs counter to the interests of Muslims."

"I do not say that everything about the British Government is good ... nor do I say that

you should not demand anything of the Government. I myself will fight to get for you
what you demand legitimately but you should demand only things which Government
can give you and for which you are fit .... The way we should adopt is to remain aloof
from all this political hullaballoo and ponder over our own condition. We should take
note of the fact that we are backward in education, especially in higher education, and
in wealth. So we should try to improve ourselves in these respects. Let Hindus retain
their trade; for it is not in us to be petty grocers or cotton dealers. Try to wrest from the
British the trade in the products of our country of which they have the monopoly and

from which they make huge profits. Tell them not to bother themselves about it
anymore. We shall ourselves carry the hides and skins of our country to England and
sell them there. Tell them not to collect the bones of our dead animals. We shall
ourselves collect them and export them to America. Tell them not to load the foodgrains
and cotton of our country on their ships and take them to Europe. Rest assured that the
Government will not interfere with your trading activities. But, what you need to
achieve all these things is education."

Syed Ahmed loved the Muslims but never hated the Hindus and those who view his
bitter opposition to Indian National Congress as a proof of his virulent communalism
are themselves the authors of Hindu communalism, the motto of Sir Syed Ahmed was
to live and let live in peace and amity; for the prosperity of the country and partake of it
with pride. Syed Ahmed was cautious since he had been through that great carnage that
followed the suppression of the Indian Mutiny. Sir Syed wrote to Badruddin Tayyahji,
"What the Government might regard as 'liberty' in the case of Hindus, it would regard

as 'Mutiny' in the case of Muslims. What happened during the Mutiny? The Hindus
started it. The Muslims, foolhardy as always, jumped into the fray. The Hindus washed
off the stain by bathing in the Ganges but whole families of Muslims were wiped out
and ruined."

A.O. Hume, the founding father of the Indian National Congress, dubbed Syed Ahmed
and his followers as 'fossils' and men 'wanting in understanding' and even tried to

blackmail Syed Ahmed. But soon, Dufferin found out "The dastardly disloyally of a
small clique of Bengalis in Calcutta whose organ was Mirror'. Sir Auckland Colvin,
Lieutenant Governor of the North West Provinces signalized himself by his opposition
to the Congress and he expressed himself averse to the holding of the fourth session of
Congress at Allahabad. Acrimonious correspondence was exchanged between Sir
Auckland Colvin and Hume, the former describing the Congress Movement as
'premature and mischievous' for it sought to create schism into two opposing forces in a
country where people could not be expected to show restraint of criticism of a mature

parliamentary system. Sir Auckland Colvin was particularly disturbed at the Congress
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leaders touring the districts and preaching, what he called, 'hostility to the
Government'. He alleged that the leaders exploited the courtesies extended to them by
the Government personnel to claim official sympathy with their views.

Badruddin Tyabji, in his letter to A.O. Flume (27 Oct 1888) observed: "The prime object
of the Congress was to unite the different communities and provinces into one and
promote harmony. As it is, however, not only have the Mohammedans been divided
from the Hindus in the manner they never were before but the Mohammedans
themselves have been split into two factions, the gulf between them is becoming wider
and wider every day. The Nizam and all the principal men of the state such as Salar
Jung, Munir-ul-Mulk Falhe Nawaz Jung and, above all, Syed Hussain Bilgrami, have
joined the opposition led by such well known men as Syed Ahmed, Amir Ali, and

Abdul Latif ... Nevertheless the fact exists and whether we like it or not, we must base
our proceedings upon the fact that an overwhelming majority of Mohammedans is
against the movement (Indian National Congress). Against this array is useless saying
that the intelligent Mohammedans are in favor of the Congress. I observe increasing
bitterness between Hindus and Mussalmans and I observe also that a difference of
views among the Mohammadan leaders produce friction and bitterness which leads to
extremely evil consequences. The peculiar state of Mohammedan society renders it

necessary that we should act together in all political matters ... Under these
circumstances weighing the good against the evil, I have come to the distinct conclusion
after the most careful consideration of which I am capable that it is lime to cease
holding the Congress every year ... I should like the Congress to be prorogued, say for
at least five years."

After prolonged discussions some new proposals were devised to entice Muslim
leadership into Congress and Badruddin Tyabji wrote again to Syed Ahmed but Syed

Ahmed remained unmoved. From Syed Ahmed all he evoked was a blunt statement
about the political facts of life. Syed Ahmed told him," "Muslims who opposed
Congress do not mean to retard the national progress of India or to prevent other
people from enjoying rights for which they are qualified, and even if we try we cannot
hope to succeed; but, at the same time it is not obligatory on our part to run a race with
persons with whom we have no chance of success. It was all very well for Tyabji to
exhort Muslims to 'raise themselves in the scale of progress', but he ought to recall the

saying of the old philosopher that "before we get the antidote from Irak, the snake-
bitten person will die". It was impossible for the different castes and creeds living in
India to become one nation; there could be no such things as a National Congress
equally beneficial to all the different peoples. The doings of the 'misnamed National
Congress' Syed Ahmed asserted, were injurious not only to our community but also to
India at large. I object to every congress in any shape or form which regards India as
ONE NATION."70

70
Sibnarayan Roy: India After Independence (Article published in Pacific Community—April 71.)
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Incidentally, Badrud Din Tayyabji did not consider the whole of India as one nation. In
his presidential address to Madras Congress in 1887 he said, "there are numerous
communities or nations which had peculiar problems of their own to solve."

HINDU COMMUNALISM WITHIN THE CONGRESS FOLD

Earlier in 1887, the third Congress which assembled in Madras, a Bengali member, Raja
S.S. Roy gave notice of a resolution urging the 'prohibition of cow slaughter'. Syed
Ahmed had held aloof from the Congress and was working under the auspices of the
'Patriotic Association'. It so happened that the extremist wing of the Congress,

undisguised communal and represented the deep rooted conservatism in Hinduism
and its reaction against (he West. They were associated with the 'back to Vedas' school
which glorified the Hindu past. Necessarily, it was anti-Muslim to fuel their movement
of resurgence of Hinduism and Hindu Rashtra. The introduction of Hindi with Nagri
script and its substitution for Urdu with Persian script was the linchpin of their scheme
for Hinduisation of language and administrative structure. A study of socio-political
facts brought out by Mr. Ghosh makes a significant observation regarding the

compositions of delegates to the Indian National Congress from 1892-1909:-

OUT OF A TOTAL OF
13,839 delegates:
12,283 were Hindus
912 were Muslims
212 were Parsis
117 were Christians

OUT OF Hindus i.e. 12,283, Brahmins were 5,523.

Further 40% of the delegates belonged to the legal profession. The untouchables or
outcastcs formed 1/3 of the Hindu population of 238 million out of a population of 300
million in 1881 Census Report. The ratio of Muslim and Hindu population (Caste
Hindus) actually works out to roughly 2:5. The population of Muslims was about 62

million.

The Rt. Hon'ble Sayyid Ameer Ali in an article published in the English journal 'The
Nineteenth Century' London, August 1882 Issue, under the title.71 "A Cry from the Indian

Mohammedans" wrote:-

"A NATION consisting of upwards of sixty millions of souls, with great
traditions but without a career, deprived by slow degrees of wealth and

71
A. K. Aziz: 'Ameer Ali — His Life and Work'.
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influence by mistaken sentimentalism, mixed with a contemptuous disregard for
populour feelings, must always constitute an important factor in the
administration of India. It is this factor which cannot be ignored and which must
be taken into account by government in all future projects for the well being of

India."

Syed Ahmed and Ameer Ali were in complete agreement that Muslims are a NATION:,
they were equally well convinced that Muslims must keep away from the Congress.
When Ameer Ali was busy drafting Bengal Tenancy Act in Simla in 1885 Mr. A.O.
Hume met him and asked him to preside over the forthcoming meeting of the Indian
National Congress. But Ameer Ali refused saying that any move towards Parliamentary
Government would mean the subjugation of his people in India. "Mr. A. O. Hume was a

former Secretary of State for India and to refuse his offer so greatly nattering as it must
have been, it called for the highest degree of commitment to his people to have refused
besides, moral courage. In 1909 Ameer Ali told Morley, to call them (Indian Muslims) a
minority is a misrepresentation of the term and to regard them in that light would be an
injustice to the Muslim people, sentiments and interests should, we connive, form as
important factors in the consideration of policy and measures as those of any other."

The two great leaders of Muslim renaissance, Sir Syed Ahmed Khan and Rt. Hon'ble Sir
Syed Amir Ali, however, differed in their approach which may better be described in
Amir Ali's own words, in his Memoirs. Amir Ali says:-

"In 1871 Syed Ahmed Khan (afterwards Sir Syed Ahmed), the great founder of
the Anglo-Oriental College at Aligarh, came to England with his two sons. One
of them was Syed Mahmud, who not long after his return to India as a member
of the English Bar was made a Judge of the High Court of Allahabad. He was an

able man but unfortunately did not live many years."72

"Both in England and in India I had frequent opportunities of discussing with Sir Syed
Ahmed the position of the Muslims in the political economy of British India and of their
prospects in the future. Syed Ahmed Khan pinned his faith on English education and
academical training. I admitted their importance but urged (hat unless as a community
their political training ran on parallel lines with that of their Hindu compatriots they

were certain to be submerged in the rising tide of new nationalism. He would al first
not admit the correctness of my forecast, but I believe the birth of National Congress
opened his eyes. In 1877 when I founded the CENTRAL NATIONAL
MOHAMMEDAN ASSOCIATION we respectfully invited him to give us his valuable
support, but he declined. Twelve years later, however, he established the
'Mohammedan Defence Association' which I looked upon as rather an unfortunate
move, and likely to be considered provocative."

72
A. K. Aziz: 'Ameer Ali — His Life and Work'.
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In this context, we shall do well to appreciate the vast difference between the conditions
of Muslims in North West province and the condition of Muslims in Bengal. Amir Ali,
born in Bengal in 1849 had not been through the traumatic experiences of Syed Ahmed

in the wake of Mutiny and its aftermath and during that period, there was comparative
calm in Bengal. While the Muslims in Bengal were, no doubt, the most oppressed and
exploited and victims of rabid Hindu communalism, Muslims in the North West
province lived in comparative harmony with their Hindu neighbors. The poison of
communal virus was introduced by the Bengali Hindus whose influence was all
powerful in every department of State and that influence was almost invariably
exercised to exclude the Mohammedans whom they regarded as aliens. In one of his
letters to Badruddin Tayyabji, Syed Ahmed said. "The Hindus started it (The Mutiny).

The Muslims, foolhardy as always jumped into the fray. The Hindus washed off the
stain by bathing in the Ganges; but whole families of Muslims were wiped out and
ruined." Amir Ali had not seen with his own eyes and witnessed the great holocaust
that followed the suppression of the Mutiny as did Syed Ahmed. This explains the
divergence in their views on the issue of participation of Muslims in political field. As
forecast by Amir Ali, Syed Ahmed did realize, a new realization had dawned on him
after the emergence of the Indian National Congress in 1885.

TOWARDS NATIONHOOD—CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

Sir Syed Ahmed and Ameer Ali were the first to use the word 'NATION' in substitution
for 'community' while referring to Muslims. From the few extracts presented from the
speeches of Sir Syed Ahmed it may be seen how well he represented the ease of
Muslims as a 'Nation'. He knew very well that according to the British parliamentary

tradition and political philosophy, heads are counted but he argued with persuasive
and forceful logic that the concept works well only in 'National States' where the
population is homogeneous but not in a country like India where there are many
nations. Sir Syed Ahmed pinned his faith in the British sense of justice and fairplay.
Who says he was wrong? He succeeded splendidly well. In the Indian Councils Act of
1892 the principle of SEPARATE REPRESENTATION for Mussalmans was, for the first
time, by implication, introduced in the political constitution of India. In his book,
'Pakistan or the Partition of India' Dr. B. R. Ambedkar says:-

"It is a mystery as to who was responsible for its introduction. This scheme of
separate representation was not the result of any demand put forth by any
organized Muslim Association. In whom did it then originate? It is suggested
that it originated with the Viceroy Lord Dufferin, who as far back as the year
1888, when dealing with the question of representation in the Legislative
Councils, emphasized the necessity that in India representation will have to be,

not in the way secured in England, but representation by interests. Curiosity
leads to a further question, namely, what could have led Dufferin to propose
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such a plan? It is suggested that the idea was to wean away the Mussalmans
from the 'Indian National Congress' which had already been secured to the
Muslims in the legislature by the Act of 1909 started three years before. Be that as
ii may, it is certain that, it is by this Act that Separate representation for Muslims

became, for the first lime, a feature of the Indian Constitution. Though to start
with, the suggestion of separate representation came from the British, the
Muslims did not fail to appreciate the social value of separate political rights
with the result that when in 1909 the Muslims came to know that the next step in
the Reform of the Legislative Councils was contemplated, they waited of their
own accord in deputation upon the Viceroy, Lord Minto, and placed before him
the following demands73:-

I) Communal representation in accordance with their numerical strength,
social position and local influence, on District and Municipal Boards.

II) Communal representation on Provincial Councils, elections being by
special electoral colleges.

III) An assurance of Muhammadan representation on the governing bodies of

universities.

IV) The number of Muhammadan representatives in the Imperial Legislative
Council should not depend on their numerical strength and
Muhammadans should never be an ineffective minority.

These demands were granted and given effect to in the Act of 1909. The Muhammadans
were given:-

1) the right to elect their representatives.

2) the right to elect their representatives by separate electorates.

3) the right to vote in the general electorate as well, AND

4) the right to weightage in representation.

The following table shows the proportion of representation secured to the Muslims in
the legislature by the Act of 1909 and regulations made thereunder-

COMPOSITION OF THE LEGISLATURES

73
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: 'Pakistan or the Partition of India'
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The extent of representation secured by the Muslims under the Lucknow pact is
depicted in the following table:

The credit for what had been accomplished so smoothly undoubtedly goes to Quaid-e-
Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah but the basic concept of separate national existence of
Muslims exclusive, and apart from the Hindus had been the real moving force—a
concept enunciated by Sir Syed Ahmed Khan—faithfully followed and shaped into a
potent tool by Mohammad Ali Jinnah in the two-pronged war he waged against the
British and the Hindus. Sir Syed Ahmed died in 1898 but the caravan he set on the path
marched on even when he was no more in the world to lead.
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LUCKNOW PACT

In 1916 the Indian National Congress, (led by B.G. Tilak who had been released from

prison in 1914) and the All India Muslim League entered into the famous Lucknow Pact
on the future constitution of India. In the same year Muhammad Ali Jinnah stepped
into leadership of Muslim league upon the withdrawal of Aga Khan. Mohammad Ali
Jinnah did not leave the Congress; it was possible at that time to belong to both
organizations. Both the Indian National Congress and the All India Muslim League,
under the presidency of M.A. Jinnah held their annual sessions simultaneously at
Lucknow. The pact (Lucknow Pact) indicated the realization on both parts that the
problem of safeguarding the minority in a democratic framework, and the question of

Muslim representation in India's Legislative bodies, had to be satisfactorily resolved.
Consequently, a scheme of communal representation and constitutional reform was
drawn up by common consultation. The participants agreed that India should be made
an equal partner as a self-governing Dominion. The Congress conceded separate
electorates to Muslims. Indeed, it was even agreed to their introduction in provinces
such as the Punjab, Bengal and Bombay where these provisions had not existed before.
Hindus and Muslims were to have weightage in the provinces where they formed

minorities.

The Muslims clearly profited by the Pact. Not only did they get the Congress to accept
the principle of Communal Representation as a political compromise but they also
increased their strength in the Legislative bodies for instance, in Punjab where the
Muslim representation rose from one-quarter to one-half of the elected Indian members.
In the Muslim minority provinces Muslims were given weightage because, 'being
backward' they needed additional protection. In these provinces their representation

was almost twice what they could have been entitled to on the basis of their population.
In the Central Legislative Council they were given one-third representation; this again,
was much more than their normal entitlement.

Cumulative gains achieved are well reflected in the following table:
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COMPOSITION OF LEGISLATIVE COUNCILS UNDER THE ACT OF 1909
SHOWING COMMUNAL PROPORTION BETWEEN HINDUS AND MUSLIMS

The provisions were applied to all provinces except Punjab and C.P. It was not applied
to Punjab because such special protection was considered unnecessary for the
Mussalmans of Punjab and it was not applied to C.P. because it had no legislative

Council at that time.

In October 1916, nineteen members of the Imperial Legislative Council presented the
Viceroy (Lord Chelmsford) a memorandum demanding a reform of the Constitution.
Immediately the Muslims came forward with a number of demands on behalf of the
Muslim community. These were:-

i) the extension of the principle of separate representation to Punjab and
C.P.

ii) fixing the numerical strength of the Muslim representatives in the
provincial and Imperial Legislative' Councils.

iii) safeguards against legislation affecting the Muslims, their religion and
religious usage.

That other clause related to the proportion of Muslim representation. With regard to the
Imperial Legislative Council the pact provided:-

"The one-third of the elected members should be Mohammedans, elected by separate
electorates in the several provinces, in the proportion, as nearly as might be, in which
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they were represented on the provincial Legislative Councils by separate
Muhammadan electorates".

The negotiations following upon these demands resulted in agreement between the

Hindus and the Muslims which is known as the 'Lucknow pact'. Being an agreement
between both parties (i.e. Hindus and Muslims endorsed in the joint session of the

Muslim League and the Indian National Congress) both clauses of the Agreement were
accepted by the Government and embodied in the Government of India Act 1919. This
is the story of the constitutional progress leading to the emergence of Pakistan.

In the context of the constitutional Reforms taking shape after 1870 readers would be
interested to read the following excerpts from V.P. Menon's 'Transfer of Power in India'.

He says:-

"In their official communication to the Secretary of State in October 1908, the
Government of India recommended that the Muslims should be granted separate
electorates. 'The Indian Mohammedans' they averred are much more than
religious body. They form, in fact, an absolutely separate community, distinct by
marriage, food and custom, and claiming in many cases to belong to a different

race from the Hindus. "Lord Morley" was at first opposed to the principle of
separate electorates, but ultimately gave in."

"The reason for giving the Muslims reserved seats and also separate electorates
was that the Muslims feared that in territorial constituencies they would not
secure the representation to which their numbers entitles them. Unless scats were
actually reserved, they would, whether in single or many seated constituencies,
secure very few seats against the Hindus, and without separate voting, the richer

and better organized Hindus would arrange to put up Muslim candidates who
would serve their interests and not those of Muslims. Both lines of defence were
therefore held to be necessary. But the Muslims advanced and obtained yet a
third demand, namely that the scale, of their representation should be not their
wealth or their numbers, but their 'political importance'—a qualification not
susceptible of exact assessment. In October 1906 a deputation of Muslims,
headed by His Highness the Aga Khan, waited on the Viceroy at Simla and

presented an address to him. Their request for separate representation was based
on the value of their contribution to the defence of the Empire, and on their
traditions of past political greatness. "I am entirely in accord with you," he said
(Lord Minto) "I am as firmly convinced, as I believe you to be, that any electoral
representation in India would be doomed to mischievous failure which aimed at
granting a personal enfranchisement, regardless of the beliefs and traditions of
the communities composing the population of this Continent."
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Lord Minto's reply to the deputation was characterized by Lady Minto (in her
Diary) as 'nothing less than the pulling back of sixty-two millions of people from
joining the ranks of the seditious opposition."74

A CRITIQUE

Wilfred Cantwell Smith, a staunch supporter of Indian National Congress, took great
pains to create the myth that Sir Syed Ahmed was pampered and pestered by the
British imperialists to create a Muslim middle class to activate the 'Divide and Rule'
policy. He says:-

"It was just about this time, it will be remembered that Syed Ahmed Khan's endeavors
towards a reconciliation of the British Government and the Muslim middle and upper
classes were beginning to receive official encouragement. During his trip to England
(1869-70) he was warmly received by Lords and officials and was decorated by the
Crown. In 1873 the essay, which he had published in Urdu fifteen years earlier on the
Mutiny, was resurrected by two English officials (Sir Auckland Colvin and G.F.I.
Graham) and published in English. Two years later the College at Aligarh was opened

with a flourish under the beaming smiles of a patronizing Government. Before long,
British favor for well to do Muslims was a recognized institution. Official circles were
presently assuring the world that their old distrust and repression of Muslims were all a
mistake. We have already noticed an English Army Officer admitting the anti-Muslim
attitude that followed the Mutiny; it being 1885 he went on to admit also:

"This prejudice was to a very great extent unjust "Once again, the political strategy of
the government would not have been so successful, had economic circumstances not

supplied it with a firm basis. We must repeat here some observations made during our
study of Sir Syed and his influence. We quoted then, for example that Sir Syed catered
for a Muslim middle class still in its infancy, a class brought into being by and
economically dependent upon the British imperialism that was now expanding its
commercial and bureaucratic framework to Northern India. As British economic and
cultural influences penetrated effectively into these areas, they produced there, as they
had produced elsewhere, the circumstances in which a pro-British group might

flourish, a group in this case Muslim, and even communalist".... Rather than saying that
the Muslim middle class was economically more backward, and more pro-British, than
the Hindu middle class, it would be more accurate to say that the economically
backward, pro-British middle class was more Muslim than was the older, stronger, now
fault-finding middle class. However, it is put, herein lies the economic basis for the
growth of communalism. It was this situation alone which made Sir Syed Ahmed
finally something of a communalist, inheriting the communal approach for the previous
British policy of disfavoring Muslims as a group, he spent a good deal of his energy

74
V.P. Menon: 'The Transfer of Power in India'.
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attempting to erase the impression of Muslim group disloyally. A large and important
class of loyal Muslims was gathering around his leadership, when the nationalist
movement began. That movement distressed him; he and his class could not appreciate
the anti-government policy. He was not, of course, able to persuade those few Muslims

who were members of the economically advanced sections, not to join the Nationalist
Movement, but he was able to persuade the many Muslim members of the less
advanced sections, who did not want to join it any way, they should not join it as
'Muslims'. Thus middle class thinking about politics in communal terms was off to a
good start. As yet, it did not involve inter-communal antagonism and hatred, but
simply distinction. It has slowly developed since then, encouraged by a constant
interplay of developing political, economic and religious processes into the furious
rivalry of the present day (1940s) politically, White Hall continued to play off one

community against the other and to encourage communalist thinking in political and
other matters. The intensification of such tactics however, was left for twentieth
century.

Referring to the Aligarh Movement M.A.O. College, W.C. Smith writes:- "In the
beginning and for some considerable time, the liberal religious atmosphere was,
naturally, marked, and decisive; so long as religious opposition continued and the

group at the college felt itself on the defensive. As time went on, however, the
liberalism of that atmosphere increased and the religiousness had less and less of
function to perform. By the time that the Muslim middle class was well established in
the country, the new point of view taken for granted, and the new spirit more and more
absorbed. Aligarh was patently both liberal and secular. Its staff became much like any
other university staff, and its graduates went out into the bourgeois world not much
concerned with religious questions; tolerant, rationalist and carefree. This is typical of a
developed bourgeois, and was the natural development from Sir Syed's position. Why a

parallel development towards Muslim atheism did not occur generally in the Indian
Muslim middle class, but was arrested in its growth at an early stage and gradually
replaced by an increasingly 'frenzied Islamic consciousness', is a problem to which we
shall devote considerable attention in due course. Suffice it here to noting that the
exceedingly liberal and increasingly irreligious atmosphere of Aligarh itself was
eventually and suddenly arrested too."

"In 1937 the institution came under the domination of the Muslim League and its
insouciance liberalism was replaced by an almost hysterical religious enthusiasm,
intolerant and anti-national".

"Aligarh was by 1941 the emotional centre of 'Pakistan'; this marked a new phase
in the University's life, and as such will receive separate treatment below."

"Aligarh was famous for its pro-British gentility. In 1920, however, the nationalist

fervor even in Aligarh resulted in the breaking off from the college of the
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nationalist clement, and the founding of that admirable community university—
Jamiah Milliah."

Beyond doubt, Jamiah Milliah Islamiah, Delhi, was a baby of Indian National Congress.

Mahatma Gandhi appeared overnight on the Muslim political horizon as a 'godfather'
to the Khilafat Movement along with Swami Sradhanand. (Jan 1920) Maulana
Mohammad Ali became the chief instrument of Mahatma Gandhi It was probably the
most spectacular coup of Mahatma Gandhi and the entire leadership of the Muslim
community remained as if spell-bound tugged to the Congress policies working against
the Muslim national interests stifling its national consciousness created so assiduously
by Sir Syed. At last, Maulana Mohammad Ali realized his folly in 1928—only two years
before the Round Table Conference (1930) and quit the Congress. Just before his death

in January 1931 he advised his colleagues to prevail upon Mohammed Ali Jinnah to
take over leadership of the Muslim League. However, the incident of breaking off from
the Aligarh College left behind a legacy of schism in the socio-political thinking of the
Muslims of the continent which we have not been able to shake off even after forty two
years of the emergence of a sovereign independent Muslim. State in North West
Provinces of Sir Syed Ahmed's times. In this context it is necessary to know a little more
about W.C. Smith for a better understanding of the forces of opposition arrayed against

Sir Syed Ahmed—man and his mission.

Wilfred Cantwell Smith's book, 'Modern Islam in India' was published in 1943 (and has

run into five editions)—just the right time to dam the torrential force of the Pakistan
Resolution of March 1940 which was already making a tremendous impact on the
Muslim middle classes, intelligentsia and the masses alike. The author is subtly echoing
the well known views of the Indian National Congress and the rabid Hindu
communalists who had kept up a relentless barrage of vituperation and vilification of

the Muslim League leadership which dared to disagree with them, insinuating that (Sir
Syed Ahmed earlier) and the Muslim League leadership was created by the British
imperialism to perpetuate British rule in India. In his preface to the 1946 Edition, Mr.
W.C. Smith had the grace to confess that:-

—"To write history without assumptions is nowadays recognized as neither
possible nor interesting. The present book is definitely written from a point of

view. I am a socialist with pronounced ethical convictions and I believe in the
scientific method."

W. C. Smith's thesis that Sir Syed Ahmed (and the Muslim middle class) was pampered
and wooed from 1870 onwards to conveniently fit them in their policy of 'Divide and
Rule' is a travesty of truth; most of the views expressed in the book relating to Muslim's
aspiration for a legitimate share in representation in Civil Services, administration and
Councils is biased heavily against the Muslims. We have quoted the above excerpts

even though we do not agree with the views expressed. The reason is that most
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unfortunately, the 'Nationalist Muslims' who started blooming after 1912 and right upto
1920-21 and onwards right upto 1947 have derived their inspiration from such inimical
writings by British and Indian authors obviously encouraged by the vigorous and
insidious propaganda by the Hindus.75

The students stand united and march forward and not to fall in the trap of the
Congress, who, like their British masters, are following the policy of "Divide and
Rule"—divide the Muslim community against themselves. "On 5th February 1938
Mohammed Ali Jinnah delivered an inspiring speech at the Muslim University Union in
Strachey Hall and the university was completely won over to the Pakistan Movement
and the programme of the All India Muslim League.

SIR SYED REPLIES TO HIS CRITICS

"It was both unavoidable and natural that my Bengali brothers and some of my Hindu
fellow-country men should be angry with my Lucknow lecture, but to deduce from that
lecture the conclusion that I have changed my former opinions and abandoned my
desire for agreement and friendship between Hindus and Mohammedans, is wrong.

There is no person who desires more than I that friendship and union should exist
between the two peoples of India, and that one should help the other. I have often said
that India is like a bride whose two eyes are the Hindus and the Mohammedans. Her
beauty consists in this that her two eyes be of equal luster. I always honor the Bengalis
for the progress and the high position that they have attained in learning. I have always
said that in the and that one should help the other. I have often said that India is like a
bride whose two eyes are the Hindus and the Mohammedans. Her beauty consists in
this that her two eyes be of equal luster. I always honor the Bengalis for the progress

and the high position that they have attained in learning. I have always said that in the
matter of learning the Bengalis are the crown of all the nations of India; and I say it
again now. Than myself there is also no person more desirous that in religious matters
too, that agreement and friendship should exist. I have often given my nation to
understand that slaughtering cows for the purpose of annoying Hindus is the height of

75
When Sir Sardar Ujjal Singh interrupted Maulana Mohammed Ali during his speech in the Round Table

Conference saying that the Maulana is afraid of Hindu majority, Maulana quipped, " If the Hindus are in a majority
in seven provinces, Muslims are in a majority in 4 provinces. Why should I be afraid".

On 3rd Jan 1931 he dictated a letter to the Prime Minister Mr. Ramsay Macdonald placing his position on record in
which he said: ... it is a misnomer to call the Hindu-Muslim question a question of minorities ... A community more
than 70 millions cannot be easily called a minority in the sense of Geneva minorities. The plain fact is that the
Muslims ruled India for a thousand years and the Hindus were determined to rule India in die spirit of revenge.
Thus he returned to the fold of his mentor — Sir Syed Ahmed.

The Hindu revivalists and the Congress nationalists alike dubbed Muslim national aspirations as 'Communalism'
fostered by the British imperialist policy of 'Divide and Rule'. In his Round Table Conference Speech (1930), alluding
to the Congress role Maulana Mohammad Ali said. "We divide and they rule".
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canterous folly. If friendship may exist between us and them, that friendship is far to be
preferred to the sacrifice of cows. My advice about all the religious ceremonies of the
Hindus is that though they be forbidden by my religion, yet it is necessary both for us to
respect their ceremonies and for them to respect ours. In those matters which my Hindu

brothers are doing for their prosperity, honor and glory, I am always ready to give my
advice and with the utmost sincerity of heart. These are all things which one friend may
do for another. But when my Hindu brothers and Bengali friends devise such a course
of action as will bring us loss and heap disgrace on our nation, then, indeed, we can no
longer remain friends. Without doubt it is our duty to protect our nation from those
attacks of the Hindus and Bengalis by which we believe that she will be injured. I will
not at this time discuss the evils that would arise for the country if the proposals of the
National Congress met with success. But no one can deny that in case of this success the

Mohammedans would suffer grievous injury".

"Of a truth our nation has fallen into the pit of disgrace, but if my Bengali friends wish
to trample this prostrate nation under their feet, then let them not cherish the hope that
we can endure it. Let them well remember that we are like a rope that has indeed been
burnt, but the twist of whose fibers still remains, nor is it yet cold. Some heat yet
remains in it. Take care how you put your hands on it, lest it burns you. Can any

Bengali honestly say that the schemes which they had advocated in the Congress would
benefit anybody except themselves, and next to them the Mahrattas and Brahmins?
They are trotting about flattering all Mohammedans to induce them to join them. But in
doing this they are actuated only by selfish motives. For they very well know that after
succeeding in their schemes, Mohammedans could under no condition derive any
advantage from them. So we are not such fools as to put boys in our laps and let them
pull our beards. Our respected master Badruddin Tayabji's beard must be a strong one
which cannot be pulled out; but my beard is not so strong".

"I understand that the first duty of everybody is to work for the improvement and
progress of his nation. My friends, the Bengalis are very able; they can make every kind
of progress. I honor them very much because they try to raise their nation to that
position which they believe it capable of attaining. But I do not think my people so well
trained, and, therefore, I do not wish to run a race with them. The Congress aim is, in
reality, a civil war without arms. The object of a civil war is to determine in whose

hands the rule of the country shall rest. The object of the promoters of the National
Congress is that the Government of India should be English in name only, and that the
internal rule of the country should be entirely in their own hands. They do not publicly
avow that they wish it for themselves; they speak in the name of the whole people of
India; but they very well know that the Mohammedans will be unable to do anything,
and so the rule of the country will be monopolized by them."

''Let my Hindu fellow-country men and Bengali brothers understand well that my chief

wish is that all the nations of India should live in peace and friendship with one
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another; but that friendship can last so long only as one does not want to put another in
subjection. The Bengalis and also the educated Hindus of this province have tried on
this game, and hope that we Mohammedans will join them; 'tis imagination,'tis
impossibilities madness."76

THE MOHAMMEDANS AND THE CONGRESS
(Extract of letter of Mr. Mohammed Shafi to the 'Pioneer')

(In a strong rejoinder to Sir William Hunter's imputations in his address at the annual
meeting of The National Indian Association, London, that the Mohammedans, as a
community, take active part in the National Congress Movement and that the
Resolutions of the Congress were voted by 83 Mohammedan delegates from all over
India, Mr. Mohammed Shafi categorically refuted and restated the Mohammedan
community's stand vis-a-vis the Congress).

(Quoted from 'Political Profile of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan'—A documentary record—

compiled by Hafeez Malik).

"Sir,

Having received the April number of the 'Indian Magazine' from a relative of

mine residing in England, I read, with considerable amount of interest, the
proceedings of the annual meeting of the National Indian Association and the
address delivered therein by Sir. W.W. Hunter on 'Recent Movements in India.'

From a literary point of view the speech is, no doubt worthy of the learned
speaker. His (Sir W.W. Hunter's) Indian career has been long and successful
enough to make him a reliable authority on matters relating to this country. But
speaking of the so-called National Congress, he has put forth an assertion from
which his hearers must have concluded, and everyone coming across the speech
is likely to conclude, that the Mohammedans as a community take active part in
the National Congress Movement. He says: 'Then it was supposed that the

movement was restricted to Hindus. But, as a matter of fact, it was found that the
Mohammedans attended from every part of India, excepting certain parts of
lower Bengal." Further on he observes that "the Resolutions of the Congress were
voted for by 83 Mohammedan delegates from all provinces of India."

"Now, in this assertion of his, Sir William has fallen into inconsistency. In the
first of these two quotations he admits that no Mohammedan attended the

Congress from certain provinces of Lower Bengal, but not withstanding this he
says that the Resolution of the Congress were supported by 83 Mohammedan
delegates from all provinces of India. But not to speak of this inconsistency, the

76
Hafeez Malik: 'Political Profile of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan.'
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above assertion is incorrect. Will Sir William undertake to name Mohammedan
delegates who represented the Muslims of Punjab in the Congress? As a matter
of fact no Mohammedan delegate was sent to Congress from Punjab."

Let us, for the sake of argument, admit that 83 Mohammedan delegates attended the
meeting of the Congress, though this is not the fact, because "a number of those
Mohammedans have been advertised who declined to be delegated to the Congress".
(See 'Muslim Herald' Dec 27, 1887). The mere attendance of these gentlemen is not a

sufficient reason to prove that the followers of Islam share the view of the Congress.
Had these self-selected delegates been really chosen by the different sections of
Mohammedans living in different provinces, the upholders of the Congress would have
been justified in saying that the Mohammedans sat side by side with them in the

Congress ... A gentleman of my acquaintance, who holds a chair in Durbars and is a
Municipal Commissioner, was once asked why he showed so great a kindness towards
the Aryas who were enemies of Islam? He replied 'because they bowed low to him.
Now, it is not difficult to win gentlemen of this type. Again, the upholders of the
Congress, clever and ingenious as they are, induced the 'Shias' to join them because
their opponents, the Sunnis, had not done so. Here, they touched on very serious
ground. The animosity between the different sects of Islam, backward in education as

they are, is so great that one will without any consideration act just opposite to what the
other does. Hence, it is apparent that the few Shias, too, who were thus captured, had
no sympathy with the Congress. Then there were those who went out of sheer curiosity,
those who were promised notoriety, and those who were under the influence of their
Hindu brethren, rich and influential as these are. The clients of Hindu lawyers, the
debtors of Hindu bankers etc being bound neck and feet to their patrons, can be
induced by them to act as might suit their convenience. In some eases the Congressmen
took advantage of the ignorance of the poor Mohammedan. They concealed the true

aims of the Congress from him, and with grave misrepresentations induced him to join
their ranks. Here are two examples:"

"In a certain district, a Muslim cultivator, whose bullocks were attached by the revenue
inspector for failure of a kist, being told that all such instances of oppression will be
brought to the notice of the great Rani in England by the Congress, became a convert on
the spot, and in his hot zeal for the cause he had just espoused induced all the male

members of his household to follow in his footsteps and vote for the appointment of a
delegate." (See 'Muslim Herald'—Dee 27 1887)

"And these are turning out to be true representatives of the Indian Muslim. Of course,
there were a few gentlemen who went to Madras because they sympathized with the
views of the Congress; but their voice is not the voice of Islam. They are not our leaders
and representatives. Our true representatives, who are so to speak, the Mohammedan
Nation of India condensed into so many personalities and in whom all fully trust and

take pride, are the Hon'ble Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, K.C.S.I. of Aligarh (the grand old
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man of India), the Hon'ble Syed Ameer Ali, L.L.D, C.S.I., the Hon'ble Syed Hussain
Khan Bahadur, the Hon'ble Raja Ameer Hasan Khan Bahadur, the Hon'ble Nawab
Bahadur Abdul Latif Khan C.S.I. the Hon'ble Abdul Jabbar of Bengal, and Hon'ble Oazi
Sahib Deen Khan Bahadur C.S.I. of Bombay, the Hon'ble Sir Nawazish Ali Khan

Qazilbash, K.C.S.I. Nawab Abdul Majid Khan, C.S.I. and Khan Bahadur Mohammed
Barkat Ali Khan Sahib of Lahore. And did any of these gentlemen attend the Congress?
If the reader will take the trouble of looking into the last two years' issues of 'The
Mohammedan Observer' 'The Aligarh Institute Gazette' 'The Muslim Herald' 'The Victoria
Paper' 'The Imperial Paper' etc., he will find hundreds of leaders, articles, letters of

correspondents all joining their voice in condemning the so-called National Congress. If
in the teeth of these weighty proofs any person has the folly and the strong headedness

to say that the Mohammedans of India uphold the views of the Congress, here is
something more for him. The true representative of a nation is an Association, as
Anjuman, a Congress—call it what you like—which has for its members, the
representatives of the several classes of that nation. No one will contradict me, if he has
an iota of reason, when I say that Islamiya Anjumans, which arc, like a network,
scattered throughout the length and breadth of India, represent the Mohammedan
community at large. And Mark! What a shower of Resolutions has been passed by the

Associations condemning the Congress."

When the Secretaries of the Congress invited the Central National Mohammedan
Association of Bengal, which undoubtedly is the representative of the Bengal
Mohammedans, to take part in the National Congress, the Association declined the
invitation, saying: "The Committee think no possible advantage will result either to
their community or the country at large assuming an attitude of uneasiness towards the
Government and the steps it has taken, and intends to take, in order to achieve the

objects we have in view."

In reply to the invitation of the Secretary, Congress Committee, Madras, to the
Mahomedan Literary Society of Calcutta, to join the Congress movement, Nawab
Abdul Latif Khan telegraphed: "The Committee of the Mahomedan Literary Society of
Calcutta regret their inability to accept your invitation, as they do not anticipate any
benefit to be derived from further present discussions of difficult and momentous

questions likely to occupy the deliberations of the Congress."

At a meeting of the Anjuman-e-Islamiya of Madras, a vote of confidence was passed on
the opinions expressed by the Central National Mohammedan Association and the
Mohammedan Literary Society of Calcutta respectively regarding the abstention of
Mahomedans from taking part in the Congress of certain native gentlemen that lately
sat at Calcutta. (See 'Muslim Herald' of Madras 4, Jan 1887).

'The Dindigal Anjuman' in a public meeting passed a resolution condemning the
National Congress, (see 'Muslim Herald' Dee 15, 1887)
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On the Secretary of the Indian Association having sent a letter to the Secretary of the
Anjuman-e-Himayat-i-IsIam, Lahore, inviting that body to send a few delegates to the
National Congress, a resolution was passed in a meeting of the Anjuman, held on 19th

Nov 1887, to the effect that, it being inadvisable for the Mahomedans to attend the
Congress, the Anjuman could not send any delegates. The resolution passed by the
Anjuman-i-Islamiya, Amritsar (a) fully agreed with the views of Sir Syed Ahmed as
expounded in his remarkable speech at Lucknow and 600 copies of the speech were
distributed gratis among the Muslims (b) that a letter be sent to the Hon'blc Sir Syed
Ahmed expressing the approval of his wisdom in holding aloof from the Congress (c)
and that copies of the proceedings be sent to the English as well as vernacular papers
for publication.

The Mohammadan Central National Association, Punjab, in its general meeting of 5th
Feb 1888, passed a resolution condemning the so-called National Congress and a vote of
confidence in the Lucknow speech of Sir Syed Ahmed.

In Amritsar, Lahore, Ludhiana and other towns resolutions were passed by the
Mohammadan Associations and Anjumans expressing their approval of the Lucknow

speech, (see Civil and Military Gazette of May 29, 1887).

Sir Syed Ahmed carried the nation with him when he boldly enunciated the view point
of the Muslim nation and asked the Muslims to keep aloof from the so-called Indian
national Congress.
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Chapter 6

SIR SYED AHMED KHAN AND THE BIRTH OF MUSLIM
NATIONALISM POLITICAL OUTLOOK IN THE ANCIENT AND

MEDIEVAL AGES

In the ancient and medieval ages the rule had been: 'The king must conquer'. The divine
right of kings was sanctioned in religion. In India, it was considered a necessary virtue
and a symbol of greatness for a king to establish his hegemony by subjugating the
smaller kingdoms. Therefore, wars were not infrequent. There was always the

overhanging peril of barbarians, savage and fierce tribes, fighting one another and then
the strongest descending on the rich, fertile and populous civilized countries for
plunder, bringing in its train death and devastation, misery and suffering. Only a strong
kingdom could provide an effective defence and shield against the incursions of
barbarians and check smaller kingdoms from indulging too often in internecine
warfare.

ADVENT OF MUSLIMS

Muslims entered the Indo-Pak sub-continent as conquerors. Islam gained a foot-hold in
India in the beginning of the eight century, first through the medium of Arabs when
Mohammed Bin Qasim led a punitive expedition in 712 AD to punish Raja Dahir. The
Arabs had commercial relations with India long before the advent of Islam. This
commercial contact was continued by the Arab Muslim traders who brought with them

their new faith to the west coast of India. With traders came Muslim missionaries and
many Indians were converted to Islam. The Muslim penetration into India was not a
case of wholesale colonization but of successive waves of invasions by Turks and
Afghans beginning from 1000 A.D. The Turki—Afghan invaders were themselves new
comers to Islam. They were culturally different from the civilized Arabs: they were
mainly military adventurers. It was their incursions which put an end to the Arab
Islamic kingdom of Sindh in 1005 A.C. Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni invaded India for the

first time in 1000 A.C. Seventeen times he invaded India, year after year, until his great
victory at Somnath in January 1026.

Only a hundred years before the rise of the Ghaznavides a Hindu ruler of Kabul
embraced Islam. Even under Mahmud Ghazni, many Afghan tribes and sections of
rural population of Afghanistan were non-Muslims. The Hindu Shahi dynasty held
sway over considerable portions of territories in Afghanistan, Peshawar and Punjab,
originally, had its capital in Kabul—later shifted to Waihind, near modern Peshawar.

Understandably, Raja Jaipal of Hindu Shahi dynasty was jealous of the rise of the
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Muslim power in Ghazni under Sultan Subaktagin, father of Mahmud Ghazni. Jaipal
mobilized his forces and advanced on Ghazni. Subaktagin took the field and a clash
took place at Langhan, in the Khyber Pass (in the non-Muslim area). Jaipal was defeated
and saved his life by promising to pay ten lakh rupees and fifty elephants. But he soon

violated the pact and arrested the envoy of Subaktagin who came to realize the
indemnity. Subaktagin undertook measures for reprisals and in a short time, captured
many forts. Jaipal formed a confederacy of Hindu Rajas to drive out the Muslims but
the combined forces were routed by Subaktagin; the territory between Langhan and
Peshawar were annexed to the Ghaznavidc kingdom. Thereafter, in his ninth invasion
in 1014 Mahmud inflicted a crushing defeat on the Hindushahi dynasty and annexed
Punjab to his kingdom. Mahmud had no desire to establish his rule on the rest of India
and returned to Ghazni in 1026. Thus Punjab came under the Muslim rule.

The conversion of Baluchistan to Islam started earlier than the Arab conquest of Sindh
under Mohammed Bin Qasim in 712 A.C. Baluchistan is on the eastern fringes of Persia
and when the Persians entered the fold of Islam Baluchistan could not have remained
immune. Makran was under Arab rule before the Arab conquest of Sindh. The
establishment of Arab rule had profound and far reaching effects in the field of culture
and learning in the land. The Arabs settled down in Sindh and the Muslim state

flourished under the Arabs until 1005 when it was overrun by Mahmud Ghazni on the
flimsy ground that the Muslim ruler of Multan helped Anandpal.

GHAZNAVIDS AND GHURIDS

The Ghaznavid empire founded by Mahmud Ghazni lasted for 150 years and extended
over the whole of Afghanistan, greater part of Persia, Transoxiana and Punjab in the

south. After the fall of the Ghaznavide dynasty, (Muizzuddin) Muhammad Ghuri
became the ruler of Ghazni in 1173. He led many expeditions against India from 1175 to
1192. His last expedition was against Prithvi Raj, the Chouhan ruler of Delhi and Ajmer
who had formed a formidable confederacy of as many as 150 Rajas. The two forces
clashed for the second time at Tarain in 1192 (2nd Battle of Tarain) Prithvi Raj and his
confederacy suffered a crushing defeat. Muhammad Moizzuddin Ghori appointed his
trusted lieutenant, Gulbuddin Aibak and entrusted him with the charge of all the

conquered territory and left for Ghazni. He returned again in 1194 to subdue Jai Chand
of Qannauj. Jai Chand was defeated and the victorious army proceeded to Benaras and
captured it. According to Prof. R.S. Sharma, "The fall of Jai Chand at Chandwar made
Mohammed Ghori the master of the political as well as the religious capitals of
Hindustan,—Qannauj and Benares." Qutbuddin Aibak consolidated and extended the
conquests and soon conquered Meerut and Delhi in 1194. Now, in preference to Lahore,
he made Delhi his capital. While Qutbuddin Aibak was extending his rule over
northern India, his lieutenant Ikhtiar-ud-din Khilji conquered Bengal and Bihar.
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THE DELHI SULTANATE - RISE AND FALL

Thus the Delhi Sultanate came into existence and lasted for over 300 years. As many as
five dynasties sat on the throne of Delhi until 1526 when it was substituted by Zahir-
ud-din Babur, the founder of the Mughal empire which lasted in all its grandeur until
the death of Aurangzeb in 1707 and then, lingered on until its final dissolution in 1857.
Under Ala-ud-din Khilji (1296-1320) the extent of the Sultanate touched the farthest
point in southern India—Rameswaram and from Sindh to Bengal in the east. It was the
strongest and the richest kingdom in the Muslim world. It was during the reign of

Sultan Iltutmish (1211-1236) that the Mongol conqueror, Chingiz Khan, appeared on the
frontiers of the Sultanate after conquering China and Transoxiana, invading Khwarazm,
was in hot pursuit of Sultan Jalal-ud-din Khawarzamn Shah. A fierce battle had taken
place on the banks of Indus. Jalal-ud-din was defeated; but Chingiz Khan dared not
violate the frontiers of the Sultanate. However, the Mongols made several attempts to
invade India but every time, they were beaten back with heavy losses. Chingiz Khan
was not a Muslim and the Mongols were barbarians. Most of the countries of Asia were

overrun by the Mongols. Millions of Muslim homes were ravaged and Baghdad, the
centre of Muslim civilization, was destroyed completely. Only the Delhi Sultanate
offered refuge to millions of Muslims from the Muslim lands ravaged by the barbarians.
Among them were men of culture, learning and refinement, saints, sufis, merchants,
artisans and craftsmen. They settled in the sub-continent and enriched the Indo-Muslim
culture.

After the death of Sultan Feroze Shah Tughlaq in 1388 decay set in. The decay and
disintegration of the Sultanate attracted the attention of Timur, the Turkish conqueror.
Timur invaded India in 1398 and sacked Delhi. For a brief period two dynasties,—Lodi
and Syed—followed in quick succession until the invasion of Babur in 1526. The last of
the Lodies—Ibrahim Khan Lodi, fell in the battle of Panipat. Babur quickly followed up
his victory and in the Battle of Fathehpur Sikri (1527) inflicted a crushing defeat on the
great Rajput confederacy lead by Rana Sunga of Chittore who thought that he can
establish a Rajput empire at Delhi. The Rajput confederacy was completely shattered

and the Muslim political power was firmly established once again as the Mughal
invader Zahir-ud-din Babur decided to settle down to found an empire. The Mughal
empire lasted in all its glory and splendor upto the reign of Aurangzeb (1658-1707). The
Mughal empire under Aurangzeb was vast extending from Kabul and Qandhar to
Calicut in the far South and in the East to Assam and Chittagong. Soon after his death in
1707 wars of succession, which had been the bane of every Muslim dynasty, started; in
the course of 150 years that followed, nine kings sat on the throne of Delhi from 1707 to

1857 until the empire finally foundered and the political power passed on to the British.
With the death of Aurangzeb decay had set in; there was chaos and anarchy
everywhere.
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Taking advantage of the weakness of the empire, Nadir Shah, the Persian conqueror
invaded India in 1739 and sacked Delhi. In a general massacre of the inhabitants
thousands of respectable citizens, mostly Muslims were killed and their properties
looted. It was the greatest calamity that had befallen since the last invasion of Timur in

1398. Nadir Shah's invasion was a deadly blow to the already crumbling empire
plagued by the ambitious governors, corrupt and inept nobility engaged in intrigue and
treachery and above all, the rising aspirations of the Sikhs, Jats, Rohilla Afghans and the
threatening power of Mahrattas looking northwards. As a result of Nadir Shah's
invasion, Kabul and Qandhar were permanently lost to the Mughals and the weakening
of the western ramparts of the empire laid open the gates to Afghan incursions. Nadir
Shah was assassinated in 1747.

Ahmad Shah Abdali who commanded Nadir Shah's Uzbeg and Afghan contingents of
10,000 soldiers proceeded to avenge his fallen leader but was defeated and retreated to
Qandhar where he founded a kingdom. By a stroke of good fortune a treasure convoy
containing the spoils of Delhi fell into his hands. He soon seized Herat and Kabul and
was elected King in 1747. He invaded Sirhind in 1748 but was beaten back and
thereafter, he led five expeditions (1749, 1751, 1756, 1757 and 1761), every time leaving
the Mughal empire that much weaker. Mahrattas became so strong that they occupied

Lahore in 1758, Ahmed Shah Abadali intervened and inflicted a crushing defeat on the
Mahrattas in the battle of Panipat on 14 Jan 1761, turned back the Maratha tide and
restored the Mughal Emperor on the throne of Delhi. With flickering fortunes, however,
the Mahrattas rose again and this time, through the court intrigues and counter-
intrigues of the depraved Mughal nobility, managed to take charge of the reins of the
Mughal empire and reduced the Mughal emperor to the status of their docile pensioner
until the Mahrattas Scindia was finally defeated and liquidated by the British in 1818,
the Mughal emperor passed into the protection of the British in 1803.

The danger of British peril emerging in the south and engulfing Bengal in the east had
remained unattended. Within 17 years of the death of Aurangzeb (1707) Nizam-ul-
Mulk, the Subedar of Deccan, who proclaimed independence (1724) died in 1748. A war
of succession followed and the English' capitalized the situation to their best advantage
by taking sides with the contestants in the Carnatic and the Deccan by offering military
aid and ultimately, gaining hegemony over the Carnatic and the Nizam's State.

Muhammad Ali in the Carnatic and Salabat Jung in Hyderabad, both became the
protégés of the English. By 1756 the British consolidated their power in the south. Just
then, another war of succession was brewing in Bengal after the death of Alivardi Khan,
the virtually independent Mughal subedar of Bengal, in 1756. He had left no sons but
had nominated his daughter's son, Siraj-ud-Daula, to succeed him. The succession was
viewed with suppressed animosity by the Commander-in-Chief, Mir Jafar, who secretly
connived with the English to overthrow Siraj-ud-Daula. The stage was set and the
English won their 'great victory' in the battle of Plassey in 1757 through perfidy and

treachery, which left them in complete possession of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.
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For the sake of completing the scenario that had emerged in the south after the defeat of
the last of the kings of the Delhi Sultanate, Ibrahim Lodi, in the battle of Panipat in 1526,
it may be observed that during the last days of Mohommad Bin Tughlaq (1351-1388) the

Sultanate had become unwieldy because of its vast expanse, and started disintegrating.
The Amirs of Deccan rose in rebellion; Bahmini kingdom was founded in 1347 with
Gulburga as its capital which ruled over Deccan for over 200 years. On the ashes of the
Delhi Sultanate another powerful kingdom—the Hindu kingdom of Vijayanagar was
founded by two brothers in 1336. The Bahmini and Vijayanagar kingdoms were
constantly at war. Bahmani kingdom disintegrated later into five smaller kingdoms—
Golconda, Ahmednagar, Bidar, Bijapur and Berar. Although they were fighting with
one another, they were forced by circumstances to form a confederacy against

Vijayanagar empire, for the defence of their faith. A crushing defeat was inflicted on the
Vijayanagar kingdom in a decisive battle fought at Talikota in 1565. That was the end of
the great Vijayanagar kingdom. Its elimination however, contributed in no less degree
to the rise of Mahrattas power and enabled the French and the English to have an easy
walkover in the Deccan.

This is in short, the story of the rise and fall of the Muslim political power and the

ascendency of Muslim community in the Indo-Pak sub-continent. We have seen how
the Muslims came, to Indo-Pak sub-continent, in wave after wave, as conquerors, since
the early eight century. Some of the conquerors founded kingdoms but all of them
settled down permanently. Though it was an age of absolute monarchy all over the
world, most Muslim rulers, under the influence of Islam, regarded themselves
responsible for the weal and welfare of the governed and strived to make their rule
beneficial and benevolent. Most medieval thinkers and writers on politics devoted
much space and time to the need of just and benevolent government. The Muslim

aristocracy fraternized with their Hindu neighbors and non-Muslim aristocracy and
entered into marital relations. Emperor Jehangir and Emperor Shah Johan were born of
Hindu Queens who retained their Hindu maiden names and were free to practice their
faith. Amir Khusru, the great Sufi saint, poet and musician was born of a Turki warrior
Chief to a Rajput lady of noble descent. Indo-Muslim society was an open society and
continues to be so to this day.

Drawn from such diverse racial and ethnic stocks as Arab, Iranian, Afghan, Turk and
Mongol as Muslim emigrants were, they could hardly lay claim to a common racial
origin. None, for the matter, was barred on the basis of race alone. Muslims allowed
themselves to become increasingly Indianised and influenced by their Hindu neighbors.
It must, however, be admitted that during the time of their political ascendency, they
were, as a matter of fact, intensely conscious of their cultural superiority and supremacy
in the land; hence they did not find it so very necessary to lay any great emphasis on
their own distinct individuality in the Indian body politics; yet, it was not completely

absent. Those who cared to discern the Indian situation as did the sixteenth and
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seventeenth century European travelers had recognized in the Indian Muslims such
traits as to warrant calling them as the 'Muhammadan Nation' and bracketing the
Muslim civilization with the Western civilization as distinct from the Indian civilization.
The Indian Muslims, had thus, basked in a somewhat blissful, even complacent

situation of their own superiority and supremacy.

HINDU MUSLIM RELATIONS:

Muslims had been enjoying the privilege of being the ruling race; the psychological
advantages were many: they commanded respect and with flowing pride and
confidence, they reaped material advantages which enhanced their social status and

security and there had never been any confrontation with the Hindu community; in
fact, the two communities lived in close amity and friendship. With the death of the
emperor Aurangzcb in 1707 in far off Deccan decay and degeneration set in and, within
a course of six years, there broke up Sikh, Rajput and Jat revolts and the depraved
courtiers usurped power, sought the help of Mahrattas and killed the emperor
Farruhsiyar in 1719. The Hindus began to assert themselves and Finally, in 1857, the
Mughal empire was dissolved. In the aftermath of the mutiny the Muslims suffered

most. Even during, the mutiny Hindu-Muslim riots had broken out in Bijnor. After the
mutiny they found themselves a subject race and reduced to the position of third rate
citizens with Hindus gaining the upper hand. A hundred years ago, in 1757, the
Muslims in Bengal found themselves overnight, at the mercy of the English trading
Company—the East India Company, and Hindus gained the upper hand over them.
The Bengali Hindu became a co-sharer in the political power with the ruling East India
Company. When the British took the Mughal emperor under their protection in 1803.
Not all was lost; When Sultan Hyder Ali and Tipu flashed across the southern horizon

for a brief period of thirty eight years (from 1761-1799) the Mughal emperor and the
nobility could have salvaged the falling fortunes if only they had taken some daring
diplomatic and military initiatives; both Sultan Hyder Ali and Sultan Tippu proved on
the battlefields that the British arms were not invincible, and in fact, they had defeated
the British and imposed humiliating treaties on them. If the Nizam and the Mahrattas
had not come to their rescue the British power and its menace could have been
eliminated from the Indian soil. The Mughal nobility and the emperor remained

indifferent and insensible to the happenings in the south. The Mahrattas who were
wielding power over the Mughal emperor also failed to rise to the occasion to take a
stand against the common menace of the rising British power by joining hands with
Tippu Sultan who had already cultivated a 'national outlook' and a 'progressive
outlook' in the parlance of western concepts. Tippu Sultan fell on the battlefield, sword
in hand, valiantly in 1799, and this heroic deed was enough to fire patriotic zeal but
unfortunately, there was none. Mahrattas were thinking in terms of establishing a
Mahrattas state and they had antagonized the Rajputs. Strange enough, it was in 1798

that Zaman Shah, son of Ahmed Shah Abdali, invaded Punjab, and returning in 1799,
appointed Ranjit Singh as the governor of Punjab and confirmed him in the possession
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of Lahore although he must have known it for certain that the Sikhs were oppressing
and killing Muslims and menacing the Mughal empire. By 1834 the Sikh kingdom
under Ranjit Singh included Peshawar, Kashmir, Ladakh and Multan, Amritsar and
Ludhiana with 75,000 strong army, well disciplined and well-trained by the French

generals. If he had not died in June 1739, the Sikh army could have been in Kabul with
Ranjit Singh as the chief protector of Shah Shuja. The Sikh rule lasted until 1849 when
the British routed the Sikh army at the battle of Chilianwala in 1849 and Punjab
annexed outright to the British India.

As a keen student of history, Syed Ahmed who had edited 'Ain-i-Akbari' and 'Tarikh-i-
Firuz Shahi' and author of 'Asar al-Sanadid', 'Jam-i-Jam' (A short History of the Royal

families of the Mughal Empire) must have been fully aware of the ebb and tide of the

dynastic rule of the Muslim kingdoms—Muslims and their vacillating fortunes; his
perceptions must have been both illuminating and incisive,—greater in depth after the
holocaust of Delhi, his personal tragedies and the traumatic experiences of the Muslim
community in that great tragedy and carnage that had been the fate of Delhi—his lovely
city—in the aftermath of the mutiny. Syed Ahmed, had been moved to the depth of his
soul; no wonder, that he had, developed a remorse for the past and emerged so quickly
into a staunch Muslim and a Muslim nationalist with a vision of modernism

intellectually and socially. His remorse was not a break from the past; it reflected in all
intensity the love of his people-Muslim 'Qaum'—Muslim Nation. The British policy
towards the Muslims had been avowedly repressive, because they held the Muslims
responsible for the mutiny. Syed Ahmed was devoted and loyal to the British in the
trying hours of mutiny: his unflinching loyalty, tact and daring in protecting the
Englishmen and their families' life and honor and the prestige of the government was
appreciated by the government with deep gratitude. There were quite a few other
Muslims who stood loyally by the Englishman and earned honors when the British rule

was re-established but only Syed Ahmed felt himself committed body and soul to the
service and cause of the Muslim nation as against the idea of resuscitating a dynasty in
a quixotic attempt through continuing revolt.

RISE OF HINDU COMMUNALISM

The prestige of Muslims as a ruling race was eroded a long time before the mutiny,
probably, when the Mughal Emperor Farruksiyar was imprisoned and latter, murdered
by the Syed brothers in 1719 and the entry into Delhi of the Mahrattas on invitation.
Within the following 38 years, (in 1757) Bengal, Bihar and Orissa were lost to the East
India Company. The last three Mughal emperors were, reigning in the Red Fort,
maintaining their symbolic power, subsisting on pension granted by the English East
India Company, while the British Resident in Delhi was exercising the real power. With
the storming of Delhi and its re-occupation in 1857 (21 Sept 1857) by the British, the

Muslims lost everything; for the first time in the history of a thousand years, 'the
Muslim found himself a member of the subject race vis-a-vis the British, bringing in
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sharp focus the appalling backwardness in comparison with his erstwhile subject race—
the Hindus—in terms of education, social status and economic well being and showed
him the utter futility of refusing to come to terms with the new dispensation. What,
probably, shocked him more was that in the wake of western impact, his Hindu

neighbors had launched a series of revivalist movements. It is true that these revivalist
movements, were primarily, founded to encounter the Western culture and ideas, but,
even so, it is in the very nature of revivalism to hark back to a people's pristine past; to
its classical golden age. It was inevitable therefore, that the Hindu revivalist should
hark back to his own classical age—the pre-Muslim period in Indian history—and to
the culture, notions and ideas of that age. To them he turned for inspiration in his
dreams for the future.

Writing about the condition of the Muslim community, William Cantwell Smith
observes, "Moreover, throughout the country, the foreign invaders who were Muslims
were and remained overwhelmingly feudal, landed. To the very end of the Mughal
period they did not oust the already established Hindu classes engaged in trade and in
the non-military professions, the minor clerks etc nor did they win converts to Islam
from among these classes; it was the destitute and outcast who flocked to the new
religion. Yet it was to a large extent from these mercantile and professional classes that

the new bourgeois was later drawn. It has frequently been observed that the Muslims
were the ruling class before the British came. It is equally true, and much more
important, that the Muslims were of the lowest class. As we have said, Islam made most
of its converts, millions upon millions of them from among the oppressed and the poor.
It raised their ideological level, but not their economic status. Consequently, the great
bulk of Muslims today are peasants and proletariat; while some of their landlords, and
all their mill owners, are Hindus." We must repeat here some observations made during
our study of Sir Syed and his influence, for example, that Sir Syed catered for a Muslim

middle class still in its infancy, a class brought into being by and economically
dependent upon the British imperialism that was now expanding its commercial and
bureaucratic framework to northern India.77

Writing about the Indian Muslim community, D.P. Singhal in: 'A History of the Indian
People', says:78 "Since development of Islam was a process of evolution and a large

portion of the Indian population had willingly embraced Islam, fusion of Hindu and

Muslim outlooks became easy. Islam was a religion of the ruling community and high
offices were given only to Muslims. Islam also attracted those who were dissatisfied
with the prevailing religion of the country and the ugly features of Hinduism, such as
the rigidity of cast and social inequality. Sufis made many converts. The early Turki—
Afghan conquerors of India were rough and crude people who were ill-grounded in
Islamic faith and culture. They were more concerned with the conquest of the country
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than any proselytizing zeal or welfare of the people. But for their own success in the
country they had to Indianise their rule. This became imperative when more and more
Hindus embraced the new faith and fewer administrators and soldiers came from
Western and Central Asia."

This Indian writer has shown greater understanding and has given more faithful and
objective study of the role of Muslim rulers in relation to the spread of Islam in India.

It must, however, be stated without any prejudice that the Christian missionaries
played a rather dishonorable role through a campaign of vilification and character
assassination of Muslim kings and mischievous writings against Islam insinuating that
it was spread by the sword, thereby creating a rift between the Hindus and Muslims.

Books prescribed for study in the schools—history in particular—contained concocted
stories of Muslim kings persecution of their Hindu subjects and forcible conversions of
Hindus to Islam, demolition and desecration of temples with a view to creating ill-
feeling amongst the Hindu students against their Muslim compatriots. How far
successful they had been may be surmised from the following extract from the
Autobiography of Lala Lajpat Rai, the renowned Hindu leader of Punjab. He says:-

"A book of Indian history called 'Waqiat-i-Hind' used to be taught at Government

schools. That book created in me the feeling that Mussalmans had subjected the
Hindus to great tyranny. Gradually, the respect for Islam that I had acquired
from the early training began to change into hatred because of the study of
'Waqiat-i-Hind."

No wonder that Lala Lajpat Rai pursued with fanatical zeal a policy of
aggressive Hindu communalism as the Head of the Arya Samaj, first introduced

in Lahore in 1877. Lala Lajpat Rai says:-

"The best of the Hindu Punjabi intelligentsia was in the Arya Smaj. Several of the
most distinguished people amongst the young Punjabi Hindus who got degrees
in Calcutta University were members of the Samaj; likewise, many amongst the
first batches of those who qualified as Assistant Surgeons or Vakils joined the
Samaj ... Besides the people who had received education there was a considerable

number of the middle-class people who held different employments in
Government offices. No movement in the Punjab could flourish without the
Samaj for the Samaj was the only living organization. The first President of the
Lahore Arya Samaj, Rai Bahadur Mulraj, was a high Government official
(Divisional and Sessions Judge).—Under the Sikh rule no attempt was made to
disturb the linguistic situation and Persian remained the official language. But
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when the Punjab was annexed to British India, the Bengalis created a rift in favor
of Hindi as official language."79

Dr. R.C. Majumdar, a well known historian, has contested the view80 that the Hindus

and Muslims coalesced into an Indian people. He records that the vernacular
newspapers of the early nineteenth century referred to Muslims as 'Yavana Jali' and
made a clear distinction between them and the Hindus. He observes:-

"A fundamental and basic difference between the two communities was apparent
even to a casual observer. Religious and social ideas and institutions counted far
more in men's lives in those days than anything else; and in these two respects
the two different as poles asunder. The worship of images which formed the

most cherished elements in the religious beliefs of the Hindus was an anathema
in the eyes of the Muslims and the long tradition of ruthless desecration of
temples by them for nearly a thousand years formed a wide gulf between the
two. The method of congregational prayers by the Muslims was a thing
unknown to the Hindus, and the ceremonial worship to the accompaniment of
music, both vocal and instrumental, was not only alien to the Muslims but
positively distasteful and irksome to them. The temples and mosques were built

in purely Hindu and Muslim styles and were not influenced by each other to the
least degree ... It is a strange phenomenon that although the Muslims and
Hindus had lived together in Bengal for nearly six hundred years, the average
people of each community knew so little of the other's traditions."81

It was quite customary in those days for Bengali Hindu leaders to attribute all their
misfortunes to the Muslim rule. Dwarkha Nath Tagore, observes:-

"The present characteristic failings of natives are a want of truth, a want of
integrity. These were not the characteristics of former days, before the religion
was corrupted and education had disappeared. It is to the Mohammedan
conquest that these are owing, and they are the invariable results of the loss of
liberty and national degradation. The Mohammedans introduced in this country
all the vices of an ignorant, intolerant and licentious soldiery. The utter
destruction of learning and science was an invariable part of their system, and

the conquered no longer able to protect their lives by arms and independence,
fell into opposite extremes of abject submission, deceit and fraud. Such has been
the condition of the natives of Hindustan for centuries."
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SYED AHMED'S RESPONSE TO THE NEW CHALLENGE

Such are the diatribes and invectives hurled at the Muslim rule by the Hindu
nationalists and revivalists which were in no small measure responsible for sharpening
Hindu-Muslim conflict in the early nineteenth century. Sir Syed Ahmed Khan never
retaliated but only took timely notice of the shape of things to come if Muslims
continued to remain complaisant to the growing menace of Hindu revivalists ambitions
to establish Hindu rule under the aegis of the British colonial rulers. Confronted with
such harsh realities there was only one way left and that was through reconciliation
with the English rule and the English rulers; that was the only path of salvation—

political, economic and social and history vindicated the firm stand taken by Sir Syed
Ahmed Khan. People who call him a communalist are blind and those who call him a
British crony may well be asked to recall the statements made by Mahatma Gandhi on
the eve of the Boer War (1899-1902). Mahatma Gandhi declared: My loyalty to the
British rule drove me to participation with the British in that war. I felt that if I
demanded rights as a British citizen, it was also my duty such as to participate in the
defence of the British Empire. I held then that India could achieve her complete

emancipation only within and through the British Empire." 82 And, when the World
War-I broke out in 1914, Gandhiji campaigned for the British Government to enlist
young Indians (of course the Hindus) in the British Army. Incidentally, Gandhiji was
born in 1869 just when Sir Syed Ahmed arrived in England. Gandhiji had been in
England from 1888 to 1891 as a student.83

One of the three most prominent writers of Hindi who gave utterance to poisonous
invectives against Muslims, is Bharatendu Harischandra. In his poem of welcome to the

Prince of Wales to India, (1875) hailed the supplanting of Muslim rule by the British as
the termination of centuries of oppression and referred to the 'wounds in the heart that
were kept green by the sight of the mosque that stood beside the sacred temple of
Viswanath".... Yet, in another poem referring to Muslim invaders dating back to the
times of Prithvi Raj, he referred to "their (Muslim) powerful hordes, continuously
harassed the Hindus in a variety of ways, destroying in the process their (Hindus)
religion and ravaging the country."
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In a letter dated 29th April 1870, written from London to his friend Mahdi, Syed Ahmed
writes: "I have learnt another news which has caused me so much grief and anxiety. At
Babu Shiv Prasad's instigation Hindus have generally resolved to do away with the
Urdu language and Persian script which is a momento to the Muslim rule in this

country. I have heard that they have moved the Hindu members of the Scientific Society
to see that Hindi should replace Urdu in the Newspapers as well as books published by
the Society. This is a proposal which will make Hindu-Muslim unity impossible.
Muslims will never agree to Hindi and if Hindus, also following the new move, insist
on Hindi, they also will not agree to Urdu. The result will be that the Hindus and
Muslims will be completely separated." This shows that Syed Ahmed was very much
awake and alert and sitting in London, he was monitoring the happenings in India.
Expressing his hopes and aspirations and apprehensions, too, at the same time, he

writes:-

"So far there is no danger; on the other hand, I think that if the Muslims start
business separately from the Hindus, they will gain and the Hindus will lose, but
there are two considerations against this course. One objection is from my own
temperament, which is keen for the welfare of all Indians—Hindus as well as
Muslims—and the other fear is that at present the Muslims are under the

influence of false and meaningless prejudices, and do not understand their own
welfare. In addition, they are more jealous of each other and more vindictive
than the Hindus and suffer much more from a sense of false pride. They are also
poorer, and for these reasons, I fear that they may not be able to do much for
themselves."84

How true is the diagnosis and how prophetic his perceptions of the future!

INDIAN FIRST

In thought, word and deed, Sir Syed Ahmed Khan was a true Indian and ever wanted
to infuse the spirit of patriotism and self respect working with dedication for the weal
and welfare of both Muslims and Hindus alike. In his historical pamphlet, 'The Causes
of Indian Revolt' he put up a fearless and courageous defence of the Indians—Hindus

and Muslims alike—without apportioning blame. In 1869, he started a school in the
town of Ghazipur through subscriptions of rich Indians in which five languages were
taught viz English, Urdu, Persian, Arabic and Sanskrit. Often he said that India is like a

pretty bride, the Hindus and Muslims are her two eyes. Her beauty lies in this that both
her eyes are bright and alike. If one is not like the other the pretty bride becomes squint-
eyed one. Once when he heard that on the occasion of Baqar-Id, students of the Aligarh
College had bought a cow for sacrifice, he interfered immediately and the cow was
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promptly sent back to its owner. During his tour of Punjab in 1884, while addressing a
gathering at Gurdaspur, he told his audience (Hindus and Muslims):-

"We (Hindus and Mohammedans) should try to become one heart and soul and

act in unison. If not, the effect of one against the other would lead to the
destruction and downfall of both ... All persons, whether Hindus, Muslims or
Christians who reside in this country, are all in this particular respect belonging
to one and the same nation ... To bring unity between Hindus and Muslims, if by
abandoning cow sacrifice there can be love and friendship between Hindus and
Muslims, not sacrificing the cow is a thousand times belter than sacrificing it."85

Sardar Dayal Singh, while welcoming him on behalf of the Indian Association of Lahore

said, "Not the least remarkable feature of your public career has been the breadth of
your views and your liberal attitude towards sections of the community other than your
co-religionists ... Your manly and faithful representation of national views and your
vigilant regard for national interests, while silting in that body (Legislative Council)
deserves the warmest acknowledgements from us and our countrymen."

Pundit Jawaharlal Nehru, in 'The Discovery of India' observed: "He (Syed Ahmed Khan)

was in no way anti-Hindu or communally separatist. Syed Ahmed was a champion of
Muslim rights and served the Muslim cause without bearing any malice whatsoever
towards Hindus." As one brought up in the best of the socio-religious thought of Shah
Waliullah, he was deeply conscious of the identity of Muslims as a 'Qaum',—a
NATION, in the parlance of Western political concept and he fervently believed that
unless the identity of Muslims as a 'Nation' is preserved, they will one day be
submerged in the Hindu community. At the same time, he believed that Muslims must
live in amity and friendship with the Hindus and work for their own salvation. He

worked for Hindu-Muslim unity with a deep conviction although he was convinced at a
later stage—even as far back as 1867, that on the issue of language, the Hindus were
determined to assert their nationhood as distinct from the Muslims. Syed Ahmed was
jolted out of his belief and confidence when Urdu-Hindi controversy sprang a surprise
on the issue of adoption of script—Persian or Nagri. Hindu members of the Aligarh
Scientific Society began to demand that its proceedings should be in 'Nagri'. Muslims,
of course, espoused the cause of Persian script. The two leading lights of the British

Indian Association—Sir Syed Ahmed Khan and Raja Jai Kishen Das—found themselves
in the opposite camps. The Association collapsed and with it, Syed Ahmed's faith in the
efficacy of further supra-communal action was completely shattered. Before leaving for
England in 1869, Syed Ahmed, in his courtesy call on Mr. Shakespeare, the
Commissioner of Benares, talked for the first time of purely Muslim education and
progress and from that time onwards, devoted himself to work entirely for the Muslim
cause. In the words of Hali, the biographer of Syed Ahmed Khan, "When the issue was
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gathering momentum, he was talking to Mr. Shakespeare who listened' attentively,
wide-eyed. Al last he said that this day was the first time he had heard me talking about
the advancement of Muslims in particular. Previously, I had always spoken of the
betterment of all Indians. I said, I was certain now that the two communities would not

be able to participate in any work with a sincere heart. The opposition of these people
who regard themselves as educated is not yet fierce, but in the future, it will increase."
However, temperamentally, as he himself had confessed, he was not the man to go back
on his convictions so long as they were good and beneficent to the people whom he
loved. He never roused antagonistic feelings between the two groups and, till the end of
his life, he used to declare that friendship between the two communities should be a
matter of course, for, "since centuries we have been living on the same soil, eating the
fruits of the same land and breathing the air of the same country."

HINDI-URDU CONTROVERSY

The Hindus associated with the Urdu speaking elite, though they contribute to and
perfect Urdu literature, found it difficult to defend the language and script connected
with Islam against the language and script connected with their own religion. Strange

enough, opposition to Urdu did not come from Delhi and Benares but from Bengal
where a movement for religious and cultural revival had started soon after the Battle of
Plassey (1757) spearheaded by the new urban intelligentsia of Bengali Hindus-
government servants, lawyers, doctors, teachers and to a limited extent, educated
businessmen. The Hindu revivalism identified India exclusively with its own culture,—
Hindu religion and community. In 1868, a predominant Bengali Hindu organization—
The Allahabad Institute, started a campaign to get Hindi recognized as the language of
the courts. Bengali had replaced Persian in Bengal; similarly, they argued, the

establishment of Hindi would be more suitable for the dominant Hindu population of
North India. The Hindi-Urdu controversy clearly divided on religious lines and Hindi
won its final victory by being admitted alongside Urdu in the courts.

URDU

The sacred language of Islam is Arabic which was also the mother tongue of the Arabs
whose rule lasted upto 1005 A.D., in Sindh from the time of its conquest in 711 A.D. The
later conquerors spoke Turkish and Persian as influenced and modified by Arabic.
Though Arabic remained the language of religion, Persian became the language of the
court during the Muslim rule ever since the annexation of Punjab to the Ghaznavid
kingdom in 1014. Persian, was, therefore, seriously studied by all those Hindus and
Muslims who sought administrative positions but it could not become the language of

the masses. The great majority of Muslims in India were converts who could not hope
to come upto the standard of 'Ahl-e-Zaban' in any case. Hence, Arabic, Persian and
Turkish had to intermingle with the local languages. The product was Urdu which is
spoken in North India. A natural result of common language and literature was the
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growth of a common outlook that discounted religious ritualism and formalism, leading
to an extensive exchange of ideas at a popular level and, consequently, to the
development of a common cultural pattern. As Urdu and Hindi were the expressions of
the new common culture, Hindu and Muslim scholars wrote in both. Hindu and

Muslim rulers in practically every region encouraged Indo-Islamic culture and
literature. Muslim kings endowed Hindu temples and granted crown lands to pious
Hindus and learned priests. Similarly, Hindu rulers patronized the Muslim faith and
culture. Qutub-Shahi and Adil-Shahi rulers of the south encouraged the local
languages. Some of them were poets in their own right. Urdu was born primarily out of
fusion of Persian and Sanskrit; yet, most of its vocabulary has a Persian—Arabic
background and an Islamic connotation. Another predominantly influencing element is
the fact that Sanskrit and Persian are sister languages and the blending of the two lent

new lecture to Urdu. All verbs in Urdu have roots in Sanskrit and similarly, all
relationships of kith and kin are Sanskritic and there is a voluminous vocabulary
common to both the languages—Persian and Sanskrit. It must, however, be stated that
it is the 'script' that makes all the difference,—Persian or Dev Nagri. Hindi in Dev Nagri
script is steeped deeply in Hindu mythology, tradition and religion, culture and
civilization. Persian and Arabic have a common script. Syed Ahmed defended the cause
of Urdu in Persian script and jealously guarded it without annoying the Hindu

religious susceptibilities and in doing so, he has rendered the greatest service to the
Muslim cultural heritage and the cause of Islamic learning in India. Understandably, it
is on the issue of language and script that the Hindus and Muslims parted company,—
an issue which epitomized the distinct national and cultural aspirations of the two
communities. For a Muslim, preservation of Urdu was vital to his cultural survival and
for preserving his identity as a Muslim forsaking Urdu and the Persian script amounted
to his cultural annihilation.

MOHAMMEDAN EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE

Syed Ahmed's opening address at the Conference on 27th December 1886 commenced
with the following sentences:-

"Till now this is our situation that although we are said to be one Muslim

community yet the people living at one place are unacquainted with the
condition of people living at another, so that, we, so to speak, are strangers to
each other. We do not know what views people in Punjab held about their
populour education and PROMOTION OF THE NATIONAL CAUSE and what
they do and what to do ... We have not such an institution where people come
together at a certain moment from various provinces in order to hear about the
conditions of each other in order that NATIONHOOD should be born in spite of
the fact that we are a community with different faces.86
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At its start it had a 20-point programme. A separate department was created to deal
with issues of Social reform. Some of the objects of the Conference are mentioned
below:87

1. to try to spread the highest Western education among the Muslims.

2. to enquire into the stale of religious instruction in English schools founded
by Muslims to conduct it in the best possible way.

3. to support the instruction of Eastern learning and religious subjects which
Muslim divines were giving everywhere.

4. to examine the state of instruction of the vernacular schools which was
given on the old lines and to make preparations for their restoration if
they had decayed.88

Regarding the last point, in a speech on the occasion of the second annual moot of the
Conference in 1887, Sir Syed Ahmed said:-

"Gentlemen: One of the aims of our conference is that sciences belonging to the
domain of Arabic of which our language is an offspring, should be taught as
before ... for the realization of this aim bequests (auqaf) were given by our

forefathers which till today are available, and still form a considerable amount ...
Certainly, I cannot agree with the opinion of people who say that the income of
these bequests should be spent on English education of the Muslims. A 'Waqf'

should be kept inviolable, and it is our duly not to be unfaithful to the purport of

something which is entrusted to us."

For the practical execution of the proposed scheme, two courses were pursued: (1) that
of annual sessions which were held each time in a different town, and there,
educational experts from all over India assembled to put and discuss various
educational questions and proposals: (2) that of Committees which were set up to serve
the purpose of the Conference, as, for example, reporting on the progress or decline of

Muslim schools. The results of the discussions of the annual meeting were expressed in
Resolutions. And to have an idea of the problems treated, we will quote here some of
the accepted Resolutions: (a) to ask the help of the Muslim Anjumans for scholarships
for poor students; (b) to make an appeal to the Government that in the Government
schools the Muslims should get an opportunity of receiving religious instruction (c) to
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urge the Allahabad University to exclude from the curriculum Cox's History which
contained chapters offensive to Muslims."

Both the Resolutions were implemented and appeals were made accordingly.

Recommendation was also made for enjoining on every Muslim to give 1% of his
income for the diffusion of Western knowledge amongst the Muslims of his district. Sir
Syed created the Muhammadan Civil Fund Association much earlier in 1883 with a
view to helping and training poor but talented Muslim youth, of nineteen years to
enable them to obtaining medical, engineering or law degrees or qualifying for I.C.S. for
entering Indian Civil Service. He wanted 500 generous Muslims to come forward and
contribute a small sum of Rs. 2/- per month but only 300 Muslims joined the
Association and only a small sum of Rs. 4,000/- was collected. The programme failed

for want of support and had to be winded out. Similarly, Sir Syed Ahmed advised the
Muslims to establish schools with European headmasters in their districts for
popularizing and promotion of Western education among Muslims.

The Association had developed and adopted a ten-point programme and ten
departments to organize and implement:

1. Elementary and secondary education

2. Female education

3. Development of Urdu language

4. Business administration and Technical education

5. Social reforms

6. General education and adult literacy

7. Dissemination of European literature and sciences among Muslims and
adopt plans for higher education.

8. Encourage research on the past academic accomplishments of Muslims
and publish them and arrange lectures in Urdu and English.

9. Arrange for religious education in English schools established by
Muslims.

10. Investigate the educational level of traditional religious institutions and
adopt means of improving their performance.
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In spite of the recalcitrant attitude of the Ulema Sir Syed continuously endeavored to
befriend them in the larger and vital interests of Islamic studies and religious education.
In 1893, the Educational Conference exhorted the Muslims to financially support
Nadwat-al-ulema of Cawnpore and, at the same time, asked the Government to offer

scholarships to Muslim students for the study of Arabic as a second language.

THE EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE

The Educational Conference had been in existence for a little over fifteen years during
which period it strived its best for the promotion of Muslim National culture. The
Conference held its annual sessions in the cities of Muslim majority and minority

provinces in December. (December chosen as particularly suitable because of Christmas
holidays and the concessionary Zonal tickets for travel for 15 days introduced by the
Indian Railways). Delegates and leaders from all parts of the country attended the
annual sessions. Sir Syed Ahmed was not a drawing-room politician; he provided
dynamic leadership and actively worked for the social and educational uplift of the
Muslims and for securing their political rights and legitimate share in administration
and Government patronage. In the words of a veteran champion and tireless worker in

the cause of promotion of Urdu—an old student—Baba-e-Urdu, Maulvi Abdul Haq,
"Sir Syed while founding the M.A.O. College—Aligarh University—in reality had
founded a Nation. He created national consciousness and confidence, consolidated and
activated the collective energy of Muslims on a countrywide scale for preserving the
national identity and further evolution of Islamic values and culture." Sir Syed played a
decisive and meaningful role in modernizing Muslim outlook particularly with regard
to the education of Muslim girls as early as 1897 when the Conference recommended
establishment of separate High schools for Muslim girls.

The Educational conference served its purpose immensely well. The number of
those fine projects and good intentions was inversely proportionate to that of the
factual results; only a fraction of the aims they strove after were realized. Yet the
impact and pushing power of the Conference should not be overlooked, for it
was a rallying point where many Muslims from near and remote places met each
other, made acquaintances and studied national affairs. Consequently its

meetings have done much for the union and revival of a Muslim community, so
scattered and cast adrift."

POSITION OF MUSLIMS IN INDIA

On the eve of the establishment of the 'Indian National Congress, Syed Ahmed

delivered a remarkable speech at Patna on 27th Jan 1883 elaborating his views on the
position of Muslims in India. He said:-
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The primary duty of those who were striving towards that object was that they
should aim at the welfare of the country as a whole. Friends, just as the higher
caste Hindus came and settled in this land once, forget where their earlier home
was, and considered India to be their own country, we also did exactly the same

thing—we also left our climes hundreds of years ago, and we also regard this
land of India our own ... Both my Hindu brothers and my Muslim co-religionist
breathe the same air, drink the waters of the sacred Ganga and Jamuna, cat the
products of the earth which God has given to the country, live and die together.
Both of us have shed off our former dress and habits and while the Muslims have
adopted numberless customs belonging to the Hindus, the Hindus have been
vastly influenced by the Muslim manners and ways of life. I say with conviction
that if we were to disregard for a moment our conceptions of Godhood, then in

all matters of everyday life the Hindus and the Muslims belong to ONE nation as
children of the soil and not TWO and the progress of the country is possible only
if we have a union of hearts, mutual sympathy and love ... I grieve at the sight of
those who do not understand this basic point and inculcate views which will
ultimately lead to a permanent cleavage between two sections of the Indian
community... I have always maintained that our land of India is like a newly
wedded bride whose two beautiful and luminous eyes are the Hindus and

Muslims; if the two exist in mutual concord the bride will, remain forever
resplendent and becoming, while if they, make up their mind to see in different
directions, the bride is bound to become squint and even partially blind."89

In this context let us not forget that for eighty years Calcutta had been the centre of the
British Government and was the centre of the educational policy that had developed
since 1835 in the light of Macaulay's Minute of 2 Feb 1835 culminating in the
establishment of the Calcutta University, in 1858. Bengalis who had taken full

advantages of English education, filling in all offices of the Central government had
already infiltrated into the upper provinces. Arya Samaj was established in Lahore in
1875, leading a virulent campaign against the Muslims under Pundit Lekh Ram who
openly condemned all forms of Islam and demanded that the Muslims should be either
expelled from India or converted to Hinduism. Such antagonism towards Muslims and
Muslim culture almost inevitably roused the Muslim indignation and Lekh Ram was
assassinated in 1897. Bankim Chandra Chatterjee and a host of Hindu writers were

actively spreading hatred against Muslims and their reform and revival movement was
being fuelled by anti-Muslim campaign advocating expulsion of Muslims. Syed Ahmed
perceived the rising tide of Hindu communalism and its damaging impact on the
Muslim interest in the coming years. So he took the bold step of proclaiming the
Muslims as a NATION. His Patna speech of 1883 is remarkable for its plain speaking
and caution to all right thinking Hindus to drop the silly idea of "Hindustan is for
Hindus", Syed Ahmed cautioned his countrymen—Hindus in particular, of the dangers
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inherent in the widening cleavage but the Hindus did not heed and the inevitable result
was the Muslim's call for partition.

SYED AHMED'S CONCEPT OF NATIONALISM

Syed Ahmed Khan had indeed ushered in a new era in the history of Indian Muslims
and gave them a new vision of the developing political pattern in the sub-continent.
Syed Ahmed Khan, in the words of Latif Ahmed Sherwani (Pakistan in the Making—
Documents and Readings) "discussed the concept of Nationalism in the terminology of

nineteenth century Europe, and like St. John Bolingbroke (1678-1751) enunciated the
creed of aristocratic nationalism. This was a logical development since he was a scion of

the Mughal nobility whom the vicissitudes of history had exposed to Western ideas.
After a sixteen-months stay in Britain and other parts of Europe (Apr 1869 to Nov 1870)
Sir Syed Ahmed Khan evolved a synthesis of the western ethos with his Islamic
heritage."

Sir Syed Ahmed Khan made a clear distinction between a "Nation" and a Nationality
although he used the Arabic word 'Qaum' for both concepts. This has confused his

critics and followers alike, and has been the source of endless polemics between the
protagonists of Muslim separatism and the champions of national unity. According to
Sir Syed, 'Qaum' (in the sense of a 'Nationality' can be located internationally or locally,
and it can be created by ethnic ties or shared spiritual or religious values. Muslims all
over the world were a nationality because of their adherence to the Shihadah—La ilaha
ill-lallah Muhanunadur Rasullallah "No God whatsoever but Allah; Muhammad is the

messenger of Allah). Syed Ahmed maintained that: to Islam it was irrelevant whether
the believer was while or black, Turkish or Tajik, an Arab or a Chinese, A Punjabi or a

Hindustani" The Quran is explicit in enunciating the doctrine of the Muslim
brotherhood:

"The believers are but a single Brotherhood: So make peace and Reconciliation
between your Two (contending) brothers and fear God, that ye receive my
mercy"

(The Holy Quran)

(Translation by Abd Allah Yusuf Ali)
p-1405

Sir Syed Ahmed Khan was aware that, despite the allegiance to a common creed,
Muslims differed in their geographic locations and historical experiences.
Consequently, he maintained that the Muslim historical encounter with the Indian
situation had molded Indian Muslims into a distinct nationality. Muslim political power
in India, from the advent of the Arabs in the eight century to the heyday of Mughal

power in seventeenth and eighteenth centuries maintained Muslim preeminence in
politics, economic and education. In the nineteenth century, Syed Ahmed lamented, the
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Muslim nation was decaying rapidly and the greatest obstacle to its resurgence was its
lack of social solidarity.

What are shared spiritual or religious values and their importance and impact on

human life? Iqbal has stated thus in course of his presidential address at the Muslim
League Session; (Allahabad)—29th Dec 1930).

"Yet I, I love the communal group, which is the source of my life and behavior,
and which has formed me what I am, by giving me its religion, its literature, it's
thought, its culture and (hereby recreating its whole past as a living operative
factor, in my present consciousness."90

Delivering a lecture on patriotism in Persian at Calcutta in 1863 under the auspices of
Muslim Literary Society, on invitation by Nawab Abdul Latif, Sir Syed said:

".... the love for one's own nation." "Love" asserted Sir Syed 'is, like a 'pyramid'.
On the top of the pyramid is the noblest form of love—love for the universe. The
second kind of love is for those who "share human qualities with us—the love of
mankind"—citing a few stanzas from Hazrat Sa'di:

'People are organically related to each other since their creation is from the same
soul. When a limb is afflicted with pain, all other limbs do not remain tranquil."

At the bottom of the pyramid is placed a sentiment which I call love of Nation,
which I understand and am capable of understanding. It was the love of the
Muslim nation that had motivated me to undertake an extensive programme of
educational, cultural and political reform among the Muslims."91

WHAT CONSTITUTES A NATION?

Renan has answered this question lucidly, having shown that race, language and
country do not suffice to create a nation. He says:

"A nation is a living soul, a spiritual principle. Two things which in truth are but
one, constitute this soul, this spiritual principle. One is in the past, the other is in
the present. One is the common possession of a rich heritage of memories; the
other is the actual consent, the desire to live together, the will to preserve
worthily the undivided inheritance which has been handed down. Man does not
improvise. The nation, like the individual, is the outcome of a long past of efforts,

and sacrifices and devotion ... In the past an inheritance of glory and regrets to be
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shared, in the future a like ideal to be realized; Io have suffered and rejoiced and
hoped together; all these things are worth more than custom houses in common,
and frontiers in accordance with strategical ideas; all these can be understood in
spite of diversities of race and language. I said just now, 'to have suffered

together' for indeed, suffering in common is a greater bond of union than joy. As
regards national memories, mourning's are worth more than triumphs; for they
impose duties, they demand common efforts."92

Sir Syed Ahmed ardently believed that there exists the spiritual essence of a national life
which no Muslim can disregard or deny and as adversity is closing on them, it is
necessary that they should draw closer to safeguard and preserve their spiritual,
religious and social values. He very much regretted the lack of social solidarity among

the Muslims. The driving force in his life was his love for his nation, and an unswerving
determination to reform, educate and emancipate his people. And he did serve his
nation to the very last day of his life.
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Chapter 7

AS A REFORMER - FIRST STEPS TOWARDS MODERNISM

What is modernism? It can best be defined as change. Changes do take place in the life
of communities and nations and, changes did take place in the life of medieval Muslim
society but these were slow and gradually overtaking from within, allowing the Muslim
enough time to acclimatize himself without disturbance to his beliefs and way of living;
the transition and acceptance too was slow and imperceptible as they were not caused
by subverting external forces. To the Muslim, society was something fixed and
sacrosanct. When the Arab Muslim came into contact with the Turk and the Afghan

newly converted to Islam the new adherent was willingly accepted within the Islamic
fraternity with equal fervor, a change crept in the Muslim life pattern and, when the
Hindu embraced the religion of Islam, he was accepted with open arms in the Islamic
fraternity with equal fervor and elevated to ranks without distinction. In course of time,
they intermarried and changes crept in. The Muslim community in the continent
ultimately became the most-mixed multi-ethnic community in the whole Islamic world.
In the course of its eight hundred years political supremacy it has assumed a form
characteristically Islamic, displaying a regional pattern all its own, yet distinct and

distinguished clearly from the non-Muslim inhabitants who out-numbered them by
five-to-one.

The most important aspect of modernism in the context of Indian Muslims is the
rapidity of change and its origin in the external forces that had erupted with the
conquering armies and the subverting zeal of the Christian clergy that followed in its
train. In 1757 Bengal, Bihar and Orissa came under the British rule and within the next

eight years (by 1865) the Mughal emperor became virtually the vassal of the East India
Company; in 1774, the Ottoman Turks had to yield large slices of territory to the.
Russians, the humiliating treaty of Kainarja giving away their homeland and lifeline in
Central Asia and in 1798, Napoleon invaded and occupied Egypt. By 1857, the whole of
the Indo-Pak sub-continent had come under the British rule. These events created new
problems for the Indian Muslims. They were no longer a ruling race; they had become a
subject race. Hindus, the erstwhile subject race of yester years, were by now more
advantageously placed over them, being in the good books of the ruling British power

and, with the added advantage of being much more advanced in the field of education,
economic strength and numerical superiority and in a position of power and influence
in the administration while the Muslim was still a suspect as the rebel. Sir Syed had
gone through the trauma of the great holocaust that followed the re-occupation of Delhi
by the British in 1857 (Sept). About those awesome limes, Syed Ahmed said: "there was
no prickly plant in those awful times respecting which it was not said that it was
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planted by Mohammedans." The technological and industrial revolution had
transformed and revolutionized the society in Europe and its impact was being felt
more and more in India by 1880s. In Europe, the age of reason had dawned and with it,
the concept of the sovereignty of the people had taken its birth which shook Europe

from corner to corner. In France the king and the royalty had been guillotined in 1793.
A war had begun between religion and rationalism—conflict between religion and
science. There was a ferment in socio-political and religious thought. The National
Assembly of France had drawn a 'Declaration of the Rights of Man' in 1789 which was
embodied in the Constitution of France. Karl Marx published the 'Communist
Manifesto' in 1848 followed by his great work 'Das Capital'. Charles Darwin published
his epoch making work 'Origin of Species' in 1859 soon to be followed by another great
work 'Descent of Man' which exercised a profound impression on human thought.

India has come under the direct subjugation of Britain—a Western power. The political
and judicial system and the educational systems in India were undergoing radical
changes. The entire medieval Muslim way of life was being subverted and replaced by a
new system. In addition, the Muslims were now confronted for the first time with the
attacks launched by the European critics of Islam and the Christian missions and a
process of conversion of Muslims to the Christian faith had already started, so it
seemed, as under the auspices of an alien government. This was the international and

the national scenario at home at the time when Syed Ahmed had visited England in
1869. It was during his seventeen-months stay in England that Syed Ahmed realised
how horridly backward his countrymen are—particularly, his own people—the
Muslims. Educated in the age-old traditional way, brought up in the traditions of Shah
Waliullah and a deeply religious environment, he was a pious Muslim himself. Syed
Ahmed had seen the West from close quarters and his keen intellect soon perceived the
need for a synthesis between the prevalent traditional education and the Western
learning with special reference to the role of English language in acquiring knowledge

of Western sciences. Syed Ahmed conceived a multi-dimensional plan of social,
religious, cultural and educational reforms. He was also aware of the acute poverty and
illiteracy and above all, superstition, conceit and vanity—false sense of pride of being
the ruling race—that were the major obstacles that have to be surmounted if any
scheme of reform and education are to be successfully implemented.

SYED AHMED'S FRAMEWORK OF SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS REFORM

Syed Ahmed had accepted as an ideal and model the framework of social and religious
reform as preached and practiced by Shah Waliullah (1703-1787), Shah Abdul Aziz
(1746-1762), Syed Ahmed Shahccd (1786-1831) and Syed Ismael Shaheed. It was
Islamization and, added to this, was the clement of modernization—acceptance and
assimilation of Western ways to be adopted in matters secular not repugnant to the
belief in Islam. Syed Ahmed strictly kept himself within the bounds of the guide-lines

laid down by Shah Waliullah the greatest pre-modernist reformer and divine of
undisputed authority.
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For a more lucid exposition of the conceptual order of the reform movement launched
by Sir Syed Ahmed we shall start with a quotation93 from an essay by S.M.A. Sayeed,
M.A. Ph.D. published under the title: "Orthodoxy and Modernism". He says:- "The Islamic

Modernism in the subcontinent took the modest but profound task of reconstructing
religious thought, shaping of educational institutions and attempting reform at the level
of social morality. The political overtone of reform movements were conspicuously
missing here. The principle of the right of free examination of the sources and
application of modern thought to their interpretation, irrespective of the constructions
of early doctors and legist ushered in the reformism of Syed Ahmed Khan. It involved
the problem of evaluating the Western civilization, rationalization of the basic data of
faith and recasting it on the model of early rationalists. It also called for appreciating

Christianity and Islam as real religions in terms of religious pluralism. In a profound
sense the entire move was directed to resolve the conflict between science and religion."
"The early pragmatics of Syed Ahmed Khan assumed a deeper significance later on. He
not only repudiated the allegation that the Muslim community was politically anti-
British .... he vigorously denied that Islam as a religion was hostile to or ever
incompatible with Victorian values and ideals. This attitude issued not only in a close
symbolic understanding but deep admiration for the Western civilization. The West

impressed him tremendously. He not only hoped that his community might emulate it,
but vehemently rejected the social conservatism that was in the way of change and
progress."

"The culture appreciated by him on all planes was designed to be disseminated directly.
Syed Ahmed planned to found a college on the Western model with the teaching of the
Islamics as a compulsory subject."

Sir Syed said94, It was impossible to avoid religious controversies for the simple reason
that our custom and social habits are so intertwined with religion that it is impossible to
take any important step on the way to social reform without starting some religious
controversy. When people were asked to give up some of their religious customs they
reply that these customs carry with them the reward in the hereafter. Similarly, if they
were asked to learn something new they will say that it is religiously prohibited.
Therefore, the discussion of religious problems becomes necessary. But when some

minor point of religion comes under discussion it leads to the discussion of important
principles. Thus sometimes, we have to discuss 'Fiqh', sometimes the principles
underlying the 'Fiqh'. Similarly, sometimes 'Hadith' comes under discussion and
sometimes the principles of Exegesis (Usul-al-tafsir) have to be discussed".
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"Sir Syed Ahmed believed that in many fields of belief and conduct in which Islam had
given perfect liberty to man to think and act in his own manner, had been wrongly
brought under the purview of religion and that the best way to combat superstition and
ignorance is to direct all efforts to restoring the simplicity of faith. He wanted to free

Islam from all such assertions. He tried to eliminate from his creed and code of practice
all the additional material that had entered into Islam at different periods of history
through Muslim jurists, commentators of the Holy Quran and the Sufis. Syed Ahmed
wanted to reconstruct Muslim social order on the pattern of original Islam but between
him and the original stood the forbidding wall of medieval theology and
jurisprudence,—a purely human endeavor dictated and influenced by the time factor
i.e. the socio-political conditions in which the interpretation was shaped."95

Sir Syed Ahmed said96, "that people have set up as another god by the side of the One
God, the custom of their forefathers and their own accepted usages; similarly, they have
created many prophets by the side of the Last Prophet, Hazrat Muhammad (P.B.U.H.)
We shall do away with these false gods and prophets". Age old customs, superstitions
and habits die hard and Syed Ahmed was met with scurrilous criticism but he
proceeded with dauntless courage. The controversies still linger on to this day and will
continue to linger on until the Muslims are fully emancipated. One still feels like the

bewildered one that has been left in the labyrinth, groping in dark, never again to see
the light. Syed Ahmed wanted to pull Islam from the medieval morass in which it had
been bogged down. His success, though not complete, he, at best, has succeeded in
taking the sting out of the orthodoxy and the pseudo-religious preceptors and cooling
their ire, thus paving the way for his successors in latter generations to move forward
with greater confidence. Sir Syed Ahmed may rightly be considered as the greatest
modernist of our times—the father of modernism in Islam in India. "Modernism simply
means sifting away beliefs and practices found repugnant to the spirit of Islam. His

greatest achievement was that he gave modernism a firm intellectual basis through re-
interpretation of the concept of 'Ijtihad' as an effective tool for the reform and
regeneration of the Muslim community from time to time, as a continuous process and
thus revived the spirit of enquiry consistent with the rational spirit inherent in Islam."

During his seventeen months stay in England from April 1869 to November 1870, Syed
Ahmed, as a keen observer, must have become painfully aware of the need for reform

of the Muslim society. For Syed Ahmed, his British tour was a tour of exploration and
observation of the English society in its home, first-hand acquaintance and study of the
Western society, its social and cultural growth patterns, their educational system—
particularly the structure and working of the Oxford and Cambridge Universities,
curriculum and syllabus, political system and institutions, economic development and
industrial sinews of political and military power of England, Western culture and
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civilization and many other interesting details that made the English a great nation and
the greatest military power in Europe. He came to the conclusion that it is the moral
fiber of the people that make nations great. A close observation of the quality of their
life and culture that heightened their intellectual power in the fields of science and

technology and civilization convinced Syed Ahmed that the English are the most
enlightened people and should be taken as a model for reform and revival of his own
people,—the Muslims, and he must have decided that this task can be accomplished if
the Muslims are given a national identity by which to call them and identify them
within the meaning of the new political concepts of the West and parliamentary practice
of the English people. Sir Syed Ahmed's journey to England came as a boon to the
Indian Muslims. Syed Ahmed had taken note of the changing times—change of the
Western society from the medieval to modern age, bubbling with a new life and vigor.

Syed Ahmed had formulated his plans for social and educational reform of his people;
the first step in the programme was to begin with a cleaning operation—purging the
evils that had corrupted the Muslims and stifled their intellectual and educational
progress and advancement in science and technology. Syed Ahmed was the first
Muslim to visit Europe determined to reform and educate his people. West and its
accomplishments in science and technology had been a closed book to the Muslims
although the first contacts had been made by the Europeans at the very beginning of the

16th century.

"The grand strategy for his campaign against Muslim backwardness envisaged
two main activities, namely a weekly periodical to propagate progressive social
and religious ideas among (he intelligentsia and an institution of higher learning
to impart modern education to the new generation. The two projects were in his
minds closely interlinked; for without an enlightened public opinion adequate
support for the educational institution could not be ensured, and, obviously,

without modern education the new generation would never outgrow its elders'
prejudices and misconceptions." "He had a block prepared in England for the
title page of the periodical, which was to be called 'Tahzib ul Akhlaq' in Urdu and

'Mohammedan Social Reformer' in English. The first issue of the periodical
appeared on 24th December 1870 under the auspices of a Committee consisting
of Syed Ahmed and his friends.97

The Tahzib ul Akhlaq had three lives, the first from 1870-1876, the second from

1879-1881 and the third from 1894-1897.

He declared in the editorial of the first issue :-

"The aim of publishing this periodical is to induce the Muslims of India, desirous
of the best kind of civilization, so that it shall remove the contempt with which
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civilized peoples regard the Muslims, and the latter shall become reckoned
among the respected and civilized people in the world".98

Civilization, he explained99, "is a word with vast meanings, implying the improvement

to a higher degree of refinement of all men's voluntary actions, morals, social dealings,
ways of living, ways of spending time, sciences, arts and crafts etc to ensure mental
happiness, bodily fitness, dignity and respect."... It is true, he added that a people's
religion has much to do with its being civilized. There are undoubtedly some religions
which are subversive of civilization. We have to see if Islam is one. It. is necessary he
concluded, that we reflect on our condition honestly and carefully and examine those
customs and habits of ours which appear inimical to civilization so as to find out how
they originated, that is, whether they crept into us from outside or whether they were

born among us. We must give up those of them that are really bad and obstructive to
civilization, reforming those which are capable of being reformed. In doing so, we
should compare every one of them with our religious injunctions so as to determine
whether their abandonment or reform could be in accordance with the 'Shariah' or not.
Only if this be done, shall we and our religion be spared the contempt and low opinion
of other nations. There is nothing at the present moment more deserving of a divine
reward than this.

The ruthless criticism of customs and practices practiced in the name of religion which
were repugnant to Islam but nonetheless upheld and encouraged by the charlatans had
raised a storm of protest. The barrage of opposition was seriously barring the progress
of the establishment of the Muslim University project which was the centre of the
fondest hopes of Syed Ahmed for the educational uplift of his people. One of the most
incorrigible opponent of the reform movement of Syed Ahmed and its mouthpiece
"Tahzib ul Akhlaq," made a conditional offer that if the publication of the periodical was

stopped he will secure support of the conservative element for the University; Syed
Ahmed yielded and consented to stop publication of 'Tahzib ul Akhlaq' in the larger

interest of the cause he espoused for the educational advancement of the nation. For the
first time, publication of "Tahzib al Akhlaq" was stopped in 1876. Syed Ahmed's

valedictory article makes a sorry commentary on the reception accorded to the
periodical. He wrote:-

"What reward God will give me I neither knew then nor now. But I have the
reward my people would give me and it had turned out to be what I expected it
to be.—Infidel, apostate, heretic, unbeliever, enemy of Islam, as defamer of
Muslims, malinger of his people, abandoned free thinker, all these things, and
worse, have been said about me ... For seven years we have served our people
through this paper. We have warned them of the dark pit for which they were
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heading in their blind religious enthusiasm. We have lit up the darkness of
backward thinking in which they were groping. We have blown away the dark
clouds of folly that enveloped Islam and, as far as lay within us, have made its
original light shine forth. We have tried our utmost to reform Urdu literature

which was just a collection of big and ugly words. We do not claim to have
achieved much; but to claim to have made our best endeavor. If we have not
been able to generate 'national' feeling, 'national' pride and self-honor among our
people, we have at least brought these words into the Urdu language."100

Precisely in this context, we better cite from Dr. Fazlur Rehman (Central Institute of
Islamic Research, Karachi) he says:-

"Formulation of the principle that Islam not only did not oppose reason and science but
encouraged both, persuaded an ever increasing number of Muslims to lake up study of
modern science. Another attempt was made by an Indian muslim, Syed Ahmed Khan:
"This was the work of Maulana Shibli Nu'Mani (Asst Professor of Arabic al M.A.O.
College, Aligarh) who is, however, better known as a historian. In his work entitled 'Ilm
al Kalam' he described the historical genesis and development of the classical Muslim
Schools of Theology. This was followed by a second work, entitled, 'Al Kalam' wherein

Shibli endeavored to restate the thesis of classical theology in the light of the general
nineteenth century scientific world-view (both the books were written at the instance of
Syed Ahmed.) In doing so, like Muhammad Abduh, resurrected the rationalist trends of
Mu'tazilite school. His work was, however, rejected as heretical by the orthodox Ulema
of the Dcoband Seminary, in 1893. From this time onward, Shibli's interest in M.A.O.
College diminished and he joined 'Nadval-ul-Ulema' at Azamgarh, near Lucknow,
where he framed his own syllabus for combining traditional and modern learning. The
Nadva, as it is called, has not produced any thinker of high caliber and for all intents

and purposes its alumni are indistinguishable from the conservative Ulema ... "An
obvious corollary of the principle that Islam encourages scientific and rational enquiry
is that Islam is a great civilizing and educative force. The fact that through Islam the
Arabs became world conquerors and progenitors of a great civilization supplies the
necessary historical evidence for this. The most effective argument built around this
thesis was worked out by the eminent jurist, Sayyid Amir Ali, whose main contention
was that Islam is inherently a civilizing and progressive force. Fifty years later, the

stand taken by Syed Ahmed was fully supported by Iqbal when he speaks approvingly
of the rapid movement of the Muslim world towards the West and adds that by
acquiring knowledge from the West the Muslims were only retrieving their lost heritage
which they must cultivate and develop. It is obvious, however, that pure Westernism,
i.e. the projection of the West into Muslim society could not and cannot succeed unless

it creates for itself a moral and cultural basis within Muslim society. This means that
there must be a process of integration and assimilation of the new forces and adaptation
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of their institutional embodiment Io the moral-cultural heritage of Islam and vice-versa.
This vital function is to be performed by Muslim modernism. The Muslim modernism,
after its initial launching by thinkers like Sir Syed Ahmed and Sayyid Amir Ali and the
Egyptian thinker and reformer Mohammed Abdu'h unfortunately underwent a rapid

transformation and degenerated into pure apologetics on the one hand, and on the
other, developed into a more or less Secular Westernism."101

OPPOSITION

The initial modernism of Sir Syed Ahmed and Sayyid Amir Ali was subjected to bitter
invectives and, in fact, denounced as pure Westernism.

After leaving M.A.O. College, Aligarh, Maulana Shibli Nu'mani indulged in virulent
opposition against the social and educational reforms of Sir Syed. The author of 'Ilm al
Kalam' and 'Al Kalam' had rescinded and started indulging in virulent opposition

against the social and educational reforms of Sir Syed Ahmed. In one of his speeches
delivered at an annual gathering of the Nadva he said:-

"For the last thirty years, efforts have been made to uplift the Muslims in the
name of nationhood, but the failure of these efforts is only too obvious. The
followers of the Prophet do not respond to the call of nationhood. Appeal to
them in the name of religion, and you will see what a splendid response you get.
Even such noblest sons of Aligarh like Maulana Mohammed Ali, Shaukat Ali and
Zafar Ali Khan echoed his thought. Even Iqbal was influenced. Shibli referred to
M.A.O. College as an institution for training in slavery. With their satirical
poems and articles Shibli and Abul Kalam Azad made it impossible for the

Aligarh authorities of the day to establish the University on the lines acceptable
to Government and its inauguration had to be postponed for many years ... Two
of the young men who received special attention of Shibli were Syed Suleman
Nadvi and Maulana Abul Kalam Azad—his literary and political successors."102

AKBAR ALLAHABADI

Another contemporary of Sir Syed Ahmed was the poet, 'Akbar Allahabadi' who
attacked uncompromisingly the introduction of new ideas and institutions into Muslim
society. While the more learned writings of Shibli and Abul Kalam were addressed
primarily to the higher classes, the quatrains and epigrams of Akbar proved very
effective at the lower middle class level. Shibli referred to M.A.O. College as 'an
institution for training in slavery.
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Even a noted intellectual of our time Dr. Ishtiaque Hussain Qureshi, in his book : "The
Muslim Community of the Indo-Pakistan Sub-continent" did not refrain from passing some

uncharitable remarks against Sir Syed Ahmed; defending the opponents of Syed
Ahmed, he writes:-

"Those who started the reaction against Syed Ahmed helped the community in
recapturing its pride. The benefits of the new education, however limited in its
scope and barren in its intellectual productivity were yet too palpable
economically and otherwise to be discarded because of the ridicule heaped upon
it; for an impoverished people the lure of Government employment was too
great to be resisted; but these did not provide that national elation that the
community needed to escape from its sense of humiliation and frustration. This

was provided by those who revolted from the unadulterated realism of Syed
Ahmed Khan; in their spiritual and emotional attachments the community
followed their lead. Such a nice balance between mundane interests and spiritual
leaning cannot last forever; any external stimulus will upset it".103

What was the cumulative result and gain of the endeavors of the leadership provided
by the opponents of Sir Syed Ahmed, who, in the words of Dr. Ishtiaque Hussain,

provided the community with national elation? The gains were disastrous if we can call
them gains; the nation was just led astray and all their efforts were directed to stifle that
consciousness of Muslim nationalism conceived and nurtured by Sir Syed Ahmed. The
gentry who led the reaction and opposition to Sir Syed Ahmad never called the
Muslims a nation—they continued to call the Muslims a community—one of the many
communities that inhabit the sub-continent and a part of the Indian nation; Muslims
were taught to give up their national pride. Pundit Nehru debunked the idea of a
Muslim nation slating that it is ridiculous and unthinkable that a bunch of converts

from the Hindu religion should call themselves a nation. The results achieved by the
reactionaries who opposed Sir Syed Ahmed were disastrous indeed and can be better
summed up in the words of Ian Stephens, who observed:-

"Owing to two divergent schools of thought attempting to lead Muslims in
different directions ground was prepared for a sort of Schizophrenia in the
minds of Muslim India (and now Pakistan). The situation did not change; during

the struggle for Pakistan, the vast majority of politically minded Ulema headed
by Maulana Abul Kalam Azad and Maulana Hussain Ahmed Madni (of Jamiat-
e-Ulema-e-Hind) ranged themselves against the Muslim League leadership. The
Muslim masses instinctively realized what was at stake, and solidly lined up
behind Quaid-e-Azam Mohammed Ali Jinnah."104
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Sir Syed Ahmed stands vindicated by history and his opponents thoroughly discredited
and exposed.

MAGNANIMITY OF SIR SYED AHMED

Syed Ahmed was democratic and respected fully his opponent's right to dissent and
disagree. He did not stop Shibli from leaving the M.A.O. College to join Nadvat-ul-
Ulema. In his magnanimous way he allowed Shibli to have his own way until he
himself resigned. Shibli started a relentless tirade against the ideals of Aligarh College.
He had gained much from his association with the M.A.O. College—both in scholarship
and stature. Sir Syed had showered much affection on him. It was through the

recommendation of Sir Syed that he had been conferred the title of 'Shams-ul-Ulema'
and had no valid reason to break. The only other reason could be ambition or even a
conspiracy of the Deoband seminary which had been in the fore-front of opposition to
Sir Syed more on political grounds than on any religious differences. Whatever it be, it
was Shibli who sowed the seeds of schism which were to sprout up two decades later.
As a student, Maulana Mohammed Ali was seen very much in the company of Shibli. In
1920 Maulana Mohammed Ali and his friends came under the influence of Mr. Gandhi

and stormed M.A.O. College and named it National College. When the dissident
students were promptly ousted by the Vice Chancellor, Dr. Ziauddin, Ghandhiji had the
audacity to invite Iqbal to head the M.A.O. College. Gandhiji, as a Hindu nationalist,
must have thought it necessary to demolish M.A.O. College as the first step to kill the
Muslim national consciousness for which M.A.O. College was serving as a nursery. It
took six years for Maulana Mohammed Ali and his colleagues to realize their folly and
break out of Gandhi's spell in 1928. M.A.O. College was not just another college; it was
a movement for the regeneration and revival of Muslims as a nation to take their

rightful place with pride in the political life and emerging constitutional set up of the
country. The first plank in the programme of Sir Syed was reconciliation—establishing
trust and confidence and reaffirmation of loyalty to the British Crown. He wanted to
keep the Muslims away from agitational politics in association with the Bengali Hindu
nationalists. The second stage was to launch a programme for the social and
educational uplift of the Muslims that they may stand firmly on their own feet,
resourceful and competent enough to compete and survive and save themselves from

being submerged in the Indian nation which, in the vision of the resurgent national
sentiment, was an all-embracing Hindu Nation to the total exclusion of the Muslim.
Syed Ahmed fought with admirable foresight and political acumen all the external
forces but most unfortunately, the attempt at sabotage and subversion came from
within. As has been rightly pointed out, it was the middle class and the Muslim masses
who upheld the ideal of Muslim nationalism bequeathed by Sir Syed Ahmed but not
the Ulema and the intellectuals nor even the feudals and the princes. Sir Syed achieved
both the objects and he taught the Englishman to respect Islam and the Muslim.
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PRE-MODERNIST REFORM MOVEMENT

Shah Wali-ullah, the greatest Islamic scholar, thinker and reformer of the sub-continent,
was born in 1703—four years before the death of the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb.
There were wars of succession Farruk Siyar was placed on the throne by the notorious
Syed Brothers and, within a brief period of six years, they imprisoned the hapless king
with the help of the Mahrattas, blinded him and finally assaulted in 1719. At last, the
Syed Brothers were eliminated by Nizam-ul-Mulk and Mohammed Shah ascended the
throne in 1719. Within a span of forty years from the death of Aurangzeb in 1707 there

were six emperors reigning in succession upto 1159 when Shah Alam II succeeded—the
first to go under the protection of the British East India Company when Lord Lake
entered Delhi as a conqueror in 1803 after the defeat of the Mahrattas. The last three
Mughal emperors—Shah Alam II, Akbar Shah II and Bahadur Shah Zafar—had all
become the pensioners of the Company. Mughal empire had started disintegrating
during the reign of Mohammed Shah (1719-1748). Nadir Shah invaded India and sacked
Delhi in 1739. The provincial governors,—prominently, of Oudh, Bengal, and Bihar, and

Deccan (Hyderabad) declared independence. The Mahrattas had occupied Malwa,
Bundclkhand, Gujrat, Berar and Orissa. The Sikhs had become the dominant power in
the Punjab and Rajputs revolted. That was the state of affairs in 1761 when Ahmed Shah
Abdali invaded India for the sixth time.

Incidentally, Shah Wali-ullah and Muhammed Ibn' Abd-al-Wahhab of Nejd were born
in the same year—1703 and both professed the Hanbali creed—both of them in the

same line of thought that originates with Imam Ahmed Bin Hanbal and finds distinctive
expression in Ibn Taymiya. Both of them ardently believed that Islamic revival and
regeneration must come from shari'a and the causes of decay are to be found in the
prevalence of "shirk" in one or other form. In the Indian milieu it was moral turpitude
added. Shah Wali-ullah had to deal with a multi-ethnic and most mixed society
corrupted to the core by Sufis and religious charlatans, whereas Mohammed Ibn'i Abd-
al-Wahhab had to deal with a homogeneous society, and he was able to create a state
dedicated to the ideals of his purification and reform movement.

"Shah Wali-ullah saw that the political situation in India had radically changed since
Sirhindi's time, and he, therefore, propounded a system which would be congenial to
the spiritual environment of the Indian subcontinent, and, at the same time, calculated
to regenerate Islamic forces. His attitude towards Sufism is not one of rejection, but of
assimilation as far as possible. But while interpreting the message of Islam in these
terms, Shah Wali-ullah endeavored to create a socio-political structure for it. He

attacked the social and economic injustices prevailing in society, criticized the heavy
taxes to which the peasantry was subjected and called upon the Muslims to build a
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territorial state which might be integrated into an international super-state.105" The
thinking of Shah Wali-ullah, although fundamentally in agreement with other similar
reform movements, so far as the social side is concerned, was sharply in contrast with
the Wahhabi Movement in that if seeks to integrate various elements rather than to

reject them. Political conditions were unfavorable to him, and his ideas ultimately
generated a purely puritan type of movement, not unlike that of Abd-al-Wahab. This
Movement which swept over northern India during the first half of the nineteenth
century, was led by Sayyid Ahmed (Shaheed) of Rae Bareli and a grandson of Shah
Wali-ullah—Mohammed Ismail (Shaheed) both of whom were killed in battle against
the Sikhs in 1831. It is doubtful, however, whether Syed Ahmed Barelvi was directly
influenced by the Wahabis as generally believed.

Shah Wali-ullah was the greatest scholar of Islamic learning and a divine of undisputed
authority in our times; he fulfilled in his personality all the qualities prescribed for a
'Mujtahid'; yet, he restrained himself having realised the dangers inherent in 'Ijtihad'
without restriction for it could easily deteriorate into what one could call free license in
religious thinking. He had before him the long and varied history of the rise of various
sects in Islam; after all their doctrines some of which were not only heretic but definitely
un-Islamic, were the outcome of unrestricted 'Ijtihad' ... It may, however, be mentioned

that he considered adherence to one of the schools of 'Fiqah' necessary but he warned
the people against blind acceptance of past rulings. They were to be discarded if they
were against a verse of the Quran or authentic Hadith; the founders of the recognized
schools had themselves laid down this principle. Shah Wali-ullah was a versatile
genius. He was undoubtedly the greatest Muslim thinker of the subcontinent; his
philosophy provides a connecting link between the medieval Islamic thought and
trends of modern interpretation of the fundamental leaching of Islam. As we know, he
is as much a source of inspiration for the Ulema and Mashaikhs as for modern Muslim

thinkers like Syed Ahmed Khan and Iqbal.

In his well known last testament Shah Wali-ullah established the guide-lines for the
process of Islamisation in the Hindu culture of India. In the seventh precept, he said106:-

(a) "Muslims should not abandon the customs and mores of the early Arabs,
because they were the immediate followers of the Prophet Mohammed

(P.B.U.H.)."

(b) "The Muslims must not adopt the mores of the Hindus or those of the
people of Ajam—countries beyond Arabia."
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'TARIQAH-I-MOHAMMADIYA' - SYED AHMED BARELVI (1786-1831)

"Sayyid Ahmed Barelvi, a disciple of Shah Abdul Aziz, following the traditions of Shah
Wali-ullah was an exponent of reformed Sufism as expounded by Shah Wali-ullah. He
earnestly urged Muslims to follow the path laid down by the Prophet Mohammed—
'Tariqah-i-Muhammediyah' and do away with all superstitious activities introduced or
encouraged by medieval Sufi orders which were aberrant. Thus 'Tariqah-i-
Mohammediyah' set right a new direction to the religious life of Muslims. The inner
revolution this name signifies must follow the path laid out by the Prophet—must
conform to Sunnah. This means that orthodox beliefs and norms will be taught and

practiced under the form of Sufi organization with the use of some Sufi techniques.107

The second feature of 'Tariqqah-i-Muhammadiyah' is its insistence on 'Ijtihad'—
independent reasoning—and rejection of 'Taqlid'. (precisely to follow the decision of the
Muslim jurists). This act acted as a great liberating force. It freed Muslim minds from
the shackles of medieval period. It opened the door for more liberal forces in the
modern times to interpret the Quran and Hadith more freely than the pre-modernist

reformers themselves.

In the Indian context, for example, Sir Syed Ahmed, the first real Indian modernist,
waged his intellectual Jihad against medieval beliefs and practices. He concerned
himself with getting rid the Muslim community of evils flowing from the miracle
mongering doctrines and practices of medieval populour sufism. To achieve this goal,
he adopted two methods, namely: liberal scientific interpretation of the sources of
religion and introduction of modern education. Emphasizing on the need to reject

'taqlid', Sir Syed Ahmed said: "If people do not shun blind adherence, if they do not
seek that light which can be found in the Quran and the indisputable Hadith and do not
adjust religion and the sciences of today, Islam will become extinct in India".

SIR SYED AHMED'S SERVICES AS A PIONEER IN MODERN THOUGHT

"Sir Syed Ahmed was a pioneer in taking the Muslim mind away from the explanations
that had been built up in response to Greek philosophy and in place of speculative
thought he brought in the observed facts of natural sciences as an aid to understanding
the teachings and the thought of the Holy Quran. He was a human being, and,
therefore, far from being infallible, hence he made mistakes, but the basic ideas in his
exposition are not unsound. He showed the path in which considerable religious
thinking among the educated Muslims of the subcontinent has progressed. He was the

earliest, modernist in the history of Islamic thought and his path was not easy, because
scientific truth is not static and the believer, who cannot ignore it, has to seek a meaning
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of the religious truths in the light of the changing conception of the universe. Of course,
he can give greater, stability in his understanding of the truth by closing his' eyes to all
changes in mundane knowledge but that way lies stagnation, even deterioration. Syed
Ahmed did not create a system of theology, nor did he found a school; but he defined a

method for the modern mind continuously to adjust, so far as it is possible, its
understanding of religion to the growth of scientific knowledge. Some of his opinions
lack maturity and do not show the breadth of vision that such problems demand; yet, a
good deal of what ho said has come to be accepted by the modern educated Muslims of
the subcontinent. In the field of presenting the teachings of Islam in a rational manner
to the Muslim world of his age as well, he was a pioneer. Without his initial efforts, the
confidence that the educated Muslims possess today about the validity of their faith
would have remained weak. Men like Syed Ameer Ali walked in his footsteps and

rendered great service to the understanding of Islam in the world. Sir Syed Ahmed,
therefore, was more than justified in his probing into the relationship between Islam
and science. After all he sought to underline the claim of Islam that it can be accepted
without any violence to human reason."108

PRINCIPLES OF RELIGION

The eternal principles of religion can be understood only in terms of human knowledge.
The state of human knowledge was vastly more advanced in the time of Syed Ahmed
than the level of human knowledge in medieval Islamic period and herein enter the
differences in perception of the phenomenon of nature between the traditional
commentators of the Holy Quran and the modern mind exposed to the new knowledge
continuously being unfolded by scientific investigations over the last two and-a-half
centuries i.e. the 17th, 18th and the latter half of the 19th. Wisely enough, the great

legists of Islam—all the four Imams—provided amply for flexibility in the
interpretation of religious thought through an ingenuously perfected tool of 'Ijtihad'.
The entire range of human knowledge and scientific thought of the new era of
European renaissance commencing in the 17th century, progressing through the 18th
and later half of the 19th century was not wholly within the grasp of Sir Syed Ahmed,
being not educated in English and Western sciences; it is a compliment indeed to his
genius that he caught the spirit of the modern age and had the courage to put into

motion a process of evaluation and assimilation of the Western scientific values and
ideals within the infrastructure of the Islamic socio-political thought. Let us not forget
that renaissance had well achieved a take off point with the announcement of the Law
of Gravitation by Sir Isac Newton in 1687. By the way, Sir Syed had learnt the
rudiments of Mathematics from his uncle—a mathematician of note. Syed Ahmed was
apparently inspired by the Newtonian philosophy of 'Nature'. Newton himself was a
deeply religious man and had stated that "It is inconceivable, that brute matter should
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without the mediation of something else, which is not material, operate upon, and affect
other matter without mutual contact".

It is clear that the people who gloated in branding Sir Syed Ahmed an apostate, and

with numerous epithets were no better than half-educated charlatans and scum of
society. The criticism leveled against Sir Syed Ahmed by the progeny of Deoband
seminary and, surprisingly enough, by Jamaluddin Afghani, were based not so much
on honest intellectual and patriotic considerations and criterion but more on personal
animosity; the fact was that Sir Syed's policy of 'loyalty and undiluted policy of
reconciliation' militated against their foolhardy and unpromising fantasy of Pan-
Islamism which had become the fashion of Jamaluddin's times. Pan-Islamism, as events
have proved, was all moonshine and no substance whereas Sir Syed Ahmed's policy of

'reconciliation with the British rulers' was based on hard and fast realities of the times;
Sir Syed's accomplishments were solid and served the Muslim nation splendidly well
and put it on the road to progress. Sir Syed Ahmed was a man of action.

THE NEW SPIRIT AND IJTIHAD

"Sir Syed Ahmed was keenly aware of the need for 'Ijtihad' (the right of interpreting
Islam) in modern times. On the subject he was deeply influenced by Shah Waliullah,
who lived in Delhi during the decadent period of the Mughal empire. Dr. Mohammed
Iqbal rightly pointed out that the first Muslim in India to feel the 'urge of a new spirit in
him' was Shah Waliullah. He was convinced that Islam and the Muslims of India were
entering upon a new and critical era in the eighteenth century. The spirit of Islam which
had animated their forefathers was moribund. Muslims had generally accepted the
concepts of the four schools of Tiqah' as final. Subsequently, the circumstances under

which these schools were founded had changed, but the laws remained the same. Shah
Waliullah went back to the original sources of Islamic Law,—the 'Qur'an and 'Hadith'.
He stressed a rational reinterpretation of Islamic thought to make it acceptable to the
new age. He pointed out that Islam would not be understood by Muslims nor
appreciated by others unless it was presented in a rational way."109

The rational approach to religion which was so ardently advocated by Shah Waliullah

won over Sir Syed in his efforts to harmonize the laws of nature with Islam, he acquired
the essence of 'Nechari' (naturist) but in his outlook he was no more of a naturist than
the great 'Mujtahid of India—Shah Waliullah. Utilizing Shah Waliullah's approach to
the Qur'an's interpretation, Sir Syed differed with him only occasionally, and on matters
of detail. For the study of the Qur'an, Sir Syed adopted a rational approach, and then
concluded: "I found that if the principles yielded by the Qur'an were adopted there
remained no opposition between the modern sciences and Islam".... Sir Syed concluded
rather boldly that revelation and natural law are identical. Similarly, Sir Syed applied
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Shah Waliullah's rational approach to highlight the relative importance of 'hadith' for
the modernization of Islam.

IJTIHAD—SYED AHMED'S VIEW POINT

Maulana Altaf Hussain Hali, his biographer, writing about Sir Syed's concept of 'pure
Islam' says110:-

"Sir Syed tried to eliminate from his creed and code of practice all the additional
material that had crept into Islam through the efforts of Muslim jurists, commentators
of the 'Holy Qur'an', the Muslim dialecticians (ahi al Kalam) and Sufis confining himself

only to the Quran and a few authentic Hadith, provided they could stand the test of
reason. Broadly speaking the principle of 'Ijtihad' is applicable to worldly affairs only
and cannot transgress limits on the issues relating to basic tenets of belief."111 "In the
past religiously minded scholars thought that, as far as possible, everything should be
done with the support of some religious authority. Therefore, when any problem arose,
they searched for some religious sanction and with the help of farfetched arguments
and interpretations, they placed it under some religious ruling or subjected it to some

general principle laid down by themselves. The sayings and arguments of those
religious scholars began to be collected and assumed the shape of 'Fiqh' and books
relating to the principles 'Fiqh'. In those days the people did not regard the arguments
and sayings of these scholars as more than their personal opinions, but gradually these
arguments and sayings came to constitute an authority in themselves and, after some
time this collection of Ulema's opinions came to be known as Islam and was called the
'Shari'ah'. This situation led to the general misunderstanding that Islam concerns itself
with all worldly matters and no worldly work should be undertaken without some

religious sanction or permission. The decisions of the Ulema which were based on
analogy (Qiyas) and independent judgment (Ijtihad) and in which allowance had been
made for the habits of the people and the requirements of the time should have been
given the status of opinions held by the 'Ulema', the judges, the Qadis and the Muftis,
but what happened was that these decisions came to constitute the Islamic religion
itself, and came to be identified with Islam. This led to the general belief that they
constituted a perfect code of life and that the books of jurisprudence are adequate for

the purpose of running the affairs of a country. We need no Civil Code, no Criminal
Procedure Code, and neither Revenue Code nor Trade Code although the books of
Muslim jurisprudence are not adequate for any of these purposes. All the Muslim States
sank into degeneration as a result of this false prejudice...."

"Syed Ahmed said that it is a great error on the part of Ahle Sunnah Wai Jamal to hold
the opinion that ijtihad has come to an end. This doctrine has done immense harm and
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should be abandoned now. We should develop a spirit of enquiry and research. If we
do not have living mujtahids, how can we ask the dead Mujtahids about needs and
problems which had no existence in their times."

SIR SYED AHMED ON ISLAM AND THE WEST

Sir Syed insisted that we should only emulate the virtues of civilized nations and
abstain from imitating their vices. Sir Syed says that the modern nations freely
borrowed certain moral habits from our ancestors. Why should we then hesitate to re-
borrow these from the West; Specially when they constitute some virtue and appeal to

our nation? He explained that these modern notions do not belong to our religion and it
is the habit of each religious group to think that people of other religious groups are
vicious, have gone astray and are groping in the dark. But this does not mean that all
their actions are vicious, may have been inspired by the interests of their country. We
can follow them in such action. He cited the saying of the Prophet that 'Wisdom is the
lost property of a Muslim. He should take it wherever he finds it'.

Mohammed Asad, the eminent Islamic scholar, supported the view of Sir Syed in 1934.
He said.112 "Thus in order that they (the Western educated Muslims) may once again
become a creative force in the life of Muslims, the valuation of the Islamic propositions
must be revised in the light of our own understanding of the original sources and freed
from the thick layer of conventional interpretations which have accumulated for
centuries and have been found wanting in the present time. The outcome of such an
endeavor might be the emergence of a new 'fiqh' exactly conforming to the two sources

of Islam—the Quran and the life example of the Prophet—and, all the same time,
answering to the exigencies of the present life; just as the older forms of 'fiqh' answered
to the exigencies of a period dominated by Aristotelian and Neo-Platonic philosophy
and to the conditions of life prevailing in those earlier ages".

SIR SYED AHMED'S APPROACH TO RELIGION

Enunciating his approach to religion, Sir Syed says:-

"Neither an atheist nor a believer can deny the fact that either man has the structure or
God had bestowed upon him the powers with which he is able to do certain works and
not able to do certain others; and therefore he must choose in his life a path in which his
internal and external qualities render the services for which he was born. Thus to
establish the validity of every religion, with which we are confronted, this can be a

touchstone. If that religion is in conformity with human nature or with Nature in
general, then it is true; and a clear proof thereof that specific religion is given to that
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specific person as an integral part of him.... The whole creation, mankind included, is
the work of God, and religion is His Word; those two cannot contradict each other".113

It is clear that Sir Syed Ahmed believed fervently that Islam is the natural religion and

proclaims that the ethical prescripts of Islam are well adapted to human nature and do
not require things man cannot perform.

DESCRIPTION OF GOD

"God is one and Eternal. Existing and so self existing. (Wajib al Wajud). He reveals
Himself in His attributes, i.e. His attributes are identical with His nature. Nothing or

nobody is comparable with Him. Nobody can be associated with Him or rival Him. He
has neither a father nor a son. He is imperceptible, and our reason cannot grasp Him.
He goes beyond our understanding but in our belief and hidden thoughts He is always
present ... Reason can confess about the Beloved that He exists but that same reason also
declares; I do not know anything more about Him. I cannot make any concept of Him.
And if there is no image nor likeness of Him, then He does not exist bodily, and if He
does not exist bodily, then He is not bound to matter and if He is not bound to matter

then He is not bound to place.. Islamic faith requires from us only belief in the existence
of the Self-existent, and not that we should know the modus (Kaifiyal) of His attributes,

albeit it is as essential that attributes should be ascribed to Him as that He exists, but to
know the modus of those attributes goes beyond human comprehension .... Among all
the attributes which we ascribe to His nature, there are only two whose issues are so
manifest that although their real modus remains concealed from us—yet every one
observes them and nobody can deny them viz (1) the attribute of being the First Cause

(2) the attribute of being the Creator.114

SYED AHMED AS A COMMENTATOR OF THE HOLY QURAN

Syed Ahmed is depicted by scholars of Islam as a rationalist. He wrote a commentary
on the Holy Quran in six volumes, published in parts (Part-1 in 1880, Part-2 in 1882,
Part-3 in 1885, Part 4 in 1886, Part 5 in 1892 and Part 6 in 1895). Dr. S.M. Ikram, writing

about Syed Ahmed's commentary, says"-

"He followed the Mutazilli method in conforming religion to science and is regarded as
the leader of modern Mutazilites. Some of his conclusions are open to criticism and
whenever an assertion is made with regard to an ancient revealed religion, that it
conforms in every respect to the latest scientific opinion, some farfetched interpretations
are inevitable, but the commentary is a monumental work. Of course, it is possible to

differ from the basic principle that religion should conform to scientific knowledge, but
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if the need for proving Islam as fully compatible with all modern knowledge is
accepted, Syed Ahmed would seem to have fulfilled the need as well as anyone else has
done so far. To judge the stupendous nature of Syed Ahmed's work, it is only enough to
compare his 'Tafsir' with the celebrated 'Al Manar Commentary' on the Holy Quran by

Mohammad Abduh. Syed Ahmed wrote in Urdu, and hence his work is not so well
known as the Arabic commentary of the Egyptian scholar, but in ripe scholarship, close
reasoning, and soundness of judgment, it has not been excelled by the later
publication".115

A LATEST EVALUATION

J.M.S. Baljon Jr. D.D. in his scholarly study, 'The Reform and Religious Ideas of Sir Syed
Ahmed Khan' writes:-

"From one side however, Syed Ahmed's religious ideas met with understanding;, in the
quarters of the present day defenders of Islam his leaching echo unmistakably. This can
be clearly proved from the two best known works of modernists.

Indian apology for Islam, viz, from the principal work of Sayyid Amir Ali 'The Spirit of
Islam' and from the English translation of the Holy Quran with notes by Maulvi

Mohammed Ali.

THE SPIRIT OF ISLAM

'The Spirit of Islam' (1922) is, it should be stated, a recast and amplified edition of a book

of Amir Ali, written at an early stage called, 'A Critical Examination of the Life and
Teachings of Muhammad." (P.B.U.H.) (1875) This work came under the direct influence
of Syed Ahmed Khan's 'Essays on the Life of Muhammed' published three years before.

This influence is most apparent in the liberal views one finds stated in the 'Critical
Examination' with respect to the Special Injunctions of Muhammed. But while in this
book, belonging to his youth, the author makes more than one reference to the Essays
and the 'Tahzib al Akhlaq' he seems at the maturer age to free himself from his obligation

to acknowledge his indebtedness to his forerunner and thus, many of the views
presented in his 'Spirit of Islam' as his own, in fact, proceeded from a much greater
genius.

ABUL KALAM AZAD

Abul Kalam Azad is not exactly an adherent of the Aligarh School, and certainly, in his
Tafsir, he shows much more reserve towards rationalization than his predecessor. He
does not, for instance, explain away Angels, Jins and the Signs of the Last Day and lets
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most of the miraculous stories in the Quran stand. Notwithstanding that an
acknowledged use of Syed Ahmed Khan's commentary can be recognized in his
explanatory versions of S.2:6 which runs as follows:

"Strike him (who was the real murderer) with some (members) of the killed man
(if this happens, the truth will be revealed and the murderers will be known)".

After pointing but many more similarities, the learned author writes in the 'Epilogue':-

"Ahmed Khan's religion was too much stripped of the sensus numinous (sense of

transcendental world) to find acceptance. With his death and particularly with
the death of his opponents his 'Tafsir' was buried in oblivion, so that without

danger later apologists could borrow from his ideas whatever suited their
purpose. But the simple fact that other English writing Indian scholars, who
clothed his religious views in a more acceptable form, have met a very wide
circle of readers proves that this great Indian reformer has not lived, nor thought
in vain."

SIR SYED AND KHILAPHAT

Maulana Hali, Sir Syed's biographer, says that Sir Syed has written a letter to an
Englishman in which he said, 'My religion teaches me very radical principles. It is
opposed both to the personal rule of one-man and also to limited monarchy. It dislikes
hereditary succession. On the other hand, it likes a President who is elected by the
people.' Sir Syed considered that the title of Caliph belongs to the first four rightly
guided Caliphs. Sir Syed said: "If Sultan Abdul Hamid is a Caliph at all, he is the Caliph

of that country and those people over whom he is exercising actual authority. He
cannot be the Caliph of a country where his decree does not run and whose people he
cannot protect. We are not the subjects of Sultan Abdul Hamid. He does not exercise
any authority over us. It is true that he is a Muslim ruler and, because of the ties of
religion, we are pleased at his success and feel sad at his failures. But his Caliphate is
limited to those countries where he has actual authority. History also bears witness to
the fact that those who called themselves Caliphs were recognized as such only by those

territories and their inhabitants which were included in their domains. Muslims living
outside those territories did not recognize them as Caliphs."

The august personality of the Caliph and the sanctity attached by the Muslims to the
institution of Caliphate presented a delicate and critical point at issue for the Indian
Muslims. Turkey was and is a power with its feet both in Asia and Europe. It has a
great tradition of power and prestige and during the reign of Suleman the
Magnificent—who ruled for nearly half-a-century from his accession in 1520 and at the

time of his death in 1566 the Turkish Ottoman empire embraced the entire Balkan
peninsula, Albania, Hungary and Venice.
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Fortune had receded. Turkey was now the sick man of Europe. Time—July 1885: Jamal
ud Din Afghani, the Pan-Islamic activist was discussing British Alliance with Islam to
check the Russian advance over Afghanistan—an Alliance between the British on the

one hand and Afghans, Persians, Arabs and Turks on the other. The talks fizzled out
and Afghani turned towards Russia for an alliance against the British; Jamal ud Din
Afghani was now in Russia, talking of the Union of Islam with Russia. In 1887,
Maharaja Dilip Singh, the deposed Sikh ruler of Punjab—son of Ranjit Singh was also
brought to Russia and they were planning a revolt in India. Danger was looming on the
North Western provinces of India. Sir Syed was always haunted by the prospect of
another misadventure by the Muslims and so he was doubly cautious. Sir Syed was
opposed to Pan-Islamism because the Muslim states were in a state of disarray

everywhere and the position of the Indian Muslims in the Indian context was very
much different. He, therefore, preached loyalty to the British crown and was very much
against the Indian Muslims paying excessive attention to Turkey on purely political
grounds thus earning the hostility of the British rulers.

Two decades after the death of Sir Syed Ahmed the First Great War begun in 1914 came
to a close in 1919. Turkey was an ally of Germany and the Germans were defeated. On

8th Feb 1919 the French General rode into the city of Istanbul as a conqueror. The Arab
provinces of the Ottoman empire were already in the British hands. British Forces
occupied Dardanelles and other strategic points as well as the whole length of the
Anatolian Railway. In April 1919 the Italian troops landed at Anatolia to take
possession of the area assigned to them under the wartime agreements. Sultan Abdul
Hamid the Caliph, was now a virtual prisoner in the hands of the Allies. On May 15,
1919, duly protected by British, French and American warships, the Greek army landed
at Izmir. The Turkish reaction was violent and instantaneous. Mustafa Kamal Pasha

landed at Samsun on the Black Sea coast on 19 May 1919 with orders from Istanbul to
supervise the disbanding of the army. Instead, he set on the double task of raising an
army and organizing a movement for the liberation of Turkey. He stood for a principle
and all patriotic Turks were behind him.

The Indian Muslims reacted to the situation violently. Sentiments ran to the highest
pitch. Call it a freak; call it a piece of Gandhian stratagem; Muslims and Hindus took a

joint stand. A Memorial was submitted to Lord Chelmsford, Governor-General, on 19
August 1919 demanding restoration of the Khilaphat and prevent the dismemberment
of Turkey and guarantee its territorial integrity. Mahatama Gandhi, Swami Sradhanand
and Pundit Malavya appended their signatures. Maulana Abul Kalam Azad issued a
FATWA along with the religious leaders and Ulema of Deoband declaring India as
Darul Harab and calling upon Muslims to fulfill the Islamic obligation of 'Hijrat'. Fifty
thousand Muslims started their arduous track to the inhospitable Afghanistan in May
1920. Muslims were advised by the Ulema to quit India. Then followed the non-violent,
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non-cooperation movement inaugurated by the Central Khilaphat Committee who
called for:

1. surrender of titles and honorary offices and resignation from nominated

seats in local bodies.

2. withdrawal of children from schools and colleges owned, aided or
controlled by Government and in place of such schools and colleges
establishment of national schools and colleges in the various provinces be
undertaken.

3. refusal to attend Government levees, Durbars and other official functions

held by Government officials or in their honor.

4. boycott of British courts by lawyers and litigants and establishment of
private arbitration courts by their aid for the settlement of private
disputes.

5. refusal on the part of military, clerical and laboring classes to offer

themselves as recruits for service in Mesopotamia.

6. withdrawal of candidature for election to the Reformed Councils and
refusal on the part of the voters to vote for any candidate who may offer
himself for election.

7. progressive boycott of foreign piece goods.

8. social boycott of those Mussalmans, in accordance with the Shariat, who
act against the advice given in spite of their being able to afford to act
upon the same advice.

On 3 March 1924, the Turkish National Assembly passed the Bill abolishing Khilaphat.
Muslim India was stunned and shocked at the news that Mustafa Kamal Pasha had
abolished Khilaphat.

It is said that British officers were invariably present at the border to receive the good
Muslims returning from their hijrat (from Afghanistan). All this avoidable suffering and
disgrace was undoubtedly the result of irrational leadership of a bunch of nationalists
who followed the lead of Gandhi in preference to the grand old Syed Ahmed.
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Chapter 8

DR. W.W. HUNTER'S BOOK "THE INDIAN MUSALMANS- ARE
THEY BOUND IN CONSCIENCE TO REBEL AGAINST THE QUEEN?"

The official historian of the British military expeditions against the Frontier Tribes was
of the opinion that, "the Hindustani fanatics (namely, the Wahhabis) have been a
constant source of trouble and a thorn in the side of the British Government since the
annexation of the Punjab. The State trials involving Wahhabis for conspiracy (Ambala
trial of 1864, Patna trial of 1865, Maldah trial of 1870 and the great trial of 1870 October)
had just been concluded and sentences for transportation for life pronounced in 1871.

The murder of Mr. Justice Norman further exacerbated the feelings of the rulers and the
question was openly asked: 'Are the Indian Muslims bound by their religion to rebel
against the Queen?' Letters alleging Muslim disloyalty to English rule in India were
published in the 'London Times', and the leading Newspapers of Bengal Oiled their

columns with discussions regarding the duty of the Muslims to wage war against a
Non-Muslim ruler. Echoing the sentiments of the majority community, the 'Hindu
Patriot' of Calcutta in its issue of 2nd Aug 1870 openly questioned the wisdom of the
Government policy towards the Muslims. It declared:-

"The Wahhabis are a far more dangerous sect as one co-present with
Mohammedanism, while the 'Faraizis' are a local one. The Movement sprung at
the fountainhead of Islam in Arabia has spread throughout the Mohammedan
world. Its missionaries are as numerous and as zealous as those of Christianity,
its teachings as inimical to the authority of infidel States as that of the Jesuits, and
with Jesuitical reserve might be quite as dangerous. The Wahhabis, though

deemed heterodox, are respected for their austerity by the orthodox who in
presence of Wahhabi recklessness seem to be ashamed of their faint-heartiness in
keeping in abeyance some of the distinctive tenets of their faith".

It was a critical period in the history of the Muslim community in India. Hunter's book
could very well undo and deal a final blow to what was left of British confidence in the
Muslims. From the excerpts presented in the following pages the readers will find how
well documented and substantiated the charges leveled are and, how difficult it would

be to reply and refute effectively. Fortunately, Sir Syed Ahmed had returned from
England in November 1870 and he took up the challenge.
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EXCERPTS FROM DR. HUNTER'S BOOK

Lord Mayo posed the question, "Are the Indian Musalmans bound in conscience to
rebel against the Queen"? W.W. Hunter answered this question in the affirmative in his
book, "The Indian Musalmans" published in London in 1871. In his Note of 'Dedication'

the author observes: "The greatest wrong that the English can do to their Asiatic
subjects is not to understand them. The chronic peril which environs the British power
in India is the gap between the rulers and the ruled. In these pages I have tried to bring
out in clear relief the past history and present requirements of a practically belligerent
class,—a class whom successive Governments have declared to be a source of

permanent danger to the Indian Empire."

The work comprises of IV Chapters as under:-

I. The Rebel Camp on our Frontier
II. The Chronic Conspiracy within our territory
III. The Decisions of Mohammedan Law Doctors

IV. The Wrongs of the Mohammedans under British Rule

APPENDIX
1. Decision of the Mecca Law Doctors
2. Decisions of the Law Doctors of Northern India
3. Decisions of the Calcutta Muhammadan Society

The author says that he has tried to bring out in clear relief the past history. Hence, a

brief review of the historical conditions is necessary for a fuller understanding of the
author's appraisal and a fuller appreciation of the masterly review of Sir Syed Ahmed in
refutation of the author's charges.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND-PUNJAB AND N.W.F.P.

It was after the defeat of Mahrattas at Panipat in 1761 and Ahmed Shah Abdali's return
to Kabul that the Sikhs began to acquire temporal power. The state of unsettlement
caused by the passing of armies had left Punjab without regular administration and a
number of leaders of Sikh began to erect strong forts and to defy Ahmed Shah's
lieutenants. Among these were Charat Singh, the grandfather of Ranjit Singh. The Sikhs
were a religious community but their anger had been turned into military channel by
the sack of Amristar—their holiest place—in 1757 by Ahmed Shah's son Timur Shah.

The Sikh temple at Amirtsar was once more destroyed and polluted during 1762 and
1767. Ahmed Shah could not stay longer. The Sikhs captured the fortress at Rohtas
occupying the territory as far north as Rawalpindi soon after Ahmed Shah had left for
Kabul. Ahmed Shah died in June 1773.
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During all his Indian expeditions Ahmed Shah experienced much trouble in and
around Peshawar and his communications through the passes were often subjected to
interruptions as had been those of Nadir Shah. In spite of the prestige he enjoyed with

the tribes by virtue of being the founder of the first ever Afghan kingdom they had been
as much troublesome as during the reign of Mughals—right from Zahir-ud-Din Babar
down to Emperor Aurangzeb. Ahmed Shah tried to tame them through marriages with
the daughters of the tribal Maliks and by giving them generous doles of money and jobs
in the army. Babar tried to secure their loyalty by giving them pensions and so did
Aurangzeb on a more generous scale. Still they had been a thorn in the flesh. They
rebelled against the Mughals in 1667 and 1672. So much so Aurangzeb had to spend
twelve precious years quelling their rebellion. Ahmed Shah put their 'Lashkar' strength

at 102,000.

SHAH ZAMAN

Shah Zaman, like his father and grandfather, Ahmed Shah Abdali, entertained from the
very beginning, the desire of invading India although his own position in Kabul was

shaky. His first invasion was in 1795, the second in 1797 and the third in 1799. While
crossing the Jhelum on his return journey to Kabul several of his heavy guns were stuck
up in the river but were salvaged and restored to the Shah by Ranjit Singh. In
appreciation of these services, Zaman Shah was pleased to appoint Ranjit Singh as the
Governor of Punjab with the title of Raja in 1799. Within three years, Ranjit Singh
declared himself independent and went on a spree of conquests and consolidation of his
power. By 1824, the three Mohammedan kingdoms of Kashmir, Multan and Peshawar
were annexed to the dominion of Ranjit Singh.

Danger was looming large on the North Western provinces. In April 1836 the Persians
were threatening Herat under Russian influence. Earlier in 1834, Ranjit Singh had
occupied Peshawar. Dost Mohammed sought the aid of Ranjit Singh when the Persians
laid siege of Herat in 1837. The British found it more profitable to retain the alliance
with Ranjit Singh. Dost Mohammed turned to Russians for aid. The British moved
dexterously and signed a tripartite alliance with Ranjit Singh and Shah Shuja—brother

of Shah Zaman and a claimant to the throne of Kabul. According to the terms of the
"Tripartite Alliance" (1) Ranjit Singh was confirmed in all his dominion and was to send
Sikh troops to Kabul to restore the throne to Shah Shuja (2) Shah Shuja was to have
Kabul and (3) Sindh was to be free from Afghan rule forever ... However, Ranjit Singh
died in 1839. The British conquered Sindh in February 1843 and annexed it to the
province of Bombay.

The main portion of the British army entered Afghanistan through the Bolan and

Khybar Passes. Qandhar was occupied in April 1839). Shah Shuja entered Kabul in
August 1839 and was placed on the throne. Dost Mohammed surrendered in November
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1839 and was sent down as a prisoner to Calcutta. That is the brief history of
Afghanistan.

Now let us digress to our subject; Dr. W.W. Hunter writes under the caption:

THE REBEL CAMP ON OUR FRONTIER

"The Rebel Camp on the Punjab frontier owes its origin to Sayyid Ahmed of Rai
Bareli (1786-1831)—declaration of Jihad January 1826). Sayyid Ahmed (Barelvi)
wisely suited himself to the times and about 1816 went to study the sacred law
under a Doctor of high repute (Shah Abdul Aziz). After a three years novitiate he

started forth as a preacher, and by boldly attacking the abuses which have crept
into the Mohammedan faith in India, obtained a zealous and turbulent following.
The first scene of his labor lay among the descendents of Rohillas for whose
extermination we had venally lent our troops fifty years before and whose sad
history forms one of the ineffaceable blots on Warren Hastings' career. The
posterity have, during the past half-century, taken an undying revenge, and still
recruit the rebel colony of our frontier with its bravest swordsmen. In the case of

Rohillas, as in many other instances where we have done wrong to India, we
have reaped what we have sowed."

A PREACHER

During 1820 the apostle (Sayyid Ahmed Barelvi) journeyed slowly northwards ... A
protracted halt at Patna so swelled the number of his followers as to require a regular
system of Government. He appointed agents to go forth and collect a tax from the
profits of trade in all the large towns which had lain on his route. He further nominated
four Khalifs or spiritual vicegerents, and a high priest, by a formal deed such as the
Mohammedan emperors used in appointing governors of provinces. Having formed a
permanent centre at Patna, he proceeded towards Calcutta, following the course of
Ganges, making converts and appointing agents in every important town by the way.

In Calcutta the masses flocked to him in such numbers, that he was unable even to go
through the ceremony of initiation by the separate laying on of hand. Unrolling his
turban, therefore, he declared that all those who could touch any part of the ample
length became his disciples. In 1822 he made a religious journey to Mecca; he returned
in October of the following year, by way of Bombay. Here his success as a preacher was
as great as it had been in Calcutta. But more congenial field lay before the freebooter
saint than the peaceful population of an English presidency town. On his way back to

Northern India, he enlisted a vast turbulent following in his native district of Bareli, and
in 1824 made his appearance among the wild mountaineers of the Peshawar frontier116

preaching holy war against the rich Sikh towns of the Punjab.
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The Pathan tribes responded with frantic enthusiasm to his appeal. These turbulent and
most superstitious of the Mohammedan peoples were only too delighted to get a chance
of plundering their Hindu neighbors under the sanction of religion. The Sikhs, most

aggressive of modern Hindu races, at that time ruled the Punjab, and the apostle
assured the fanatic Mussalman borderers that those who survive will return laden with
booty, while those who fell would be translated in a moment to Heaven as martyrs of
the faith. He travelled through Qandhar, and Kabul, rousing the country as he went,
and consolidating his influence by a skilful coalition of the tribes. Their avarice was
enlisted by splendid promises of plunder; their religion, by assurances that he was
divinely commissioned to extirpate the whole infidel world from the Sikhs even unto
the Chinese. To the grave political leaders of the mountains, the worldly-minded heads

of tribes, he expatiated on the necessity of checking the rise of the adjoining Sikh power
... After thus arranging for the success of a religious manifesto, he issued, in the name of
God, a formal summon to ail devout Musalmans to join the 'Holy War'. The Sikh nation,
runs this curious document, have long held sway in Lahore and other places. Their
oppressions have exceeded all bounds. Thousands of Mohammedans have they
unjustly killed, and on thousands they have heaped disgrace. No longer do they allow
the Call to prayer from the mosques, and the killing of cows they have entirely

prohibited. When at last their insulting tyranny could no more be endured, Hazrat
Sayyid Ahmed, having

for his single object the protection of the Faith, took with him a few Musalmans, and,
going in the direction of Kabul and Peshawar, succeeded in rousing Mohammedans
from their slumber of indifference, and nerving their courage for action. Praise be to
God, some thousands of believers became ready at his call to tread the path of God's
service; and on the 21st December 1826, the Jihad against the infidel Sikhs begins.

Meanwhile, the Holy man's emissaries spread throughout all the cities of Northern
India where he had made disciples; the above proclamation is taken from a tract
published in the far inland province of Oudh.

FANATICAL WAR

A fanatical war, of varying success, against the Sikhs followed. Both sides massacred
without mercy, and the bitter hatred between the Mohammedan Crescentaders and the
Hindu Sikhs lives in a hundred local traditions. Ranjit Singh strengthened his frontier
by several of the skillful generals whom the breaking up of Napoleonic armies had cast
loose upon the world. The name of an Italian soldier of fortune, General Aviatabili, is
still on the lips of Peshawar peasantry ... on the other hand the bold Sikh villagers
armed en masse, beat back the hill fanatics, and hunted them down like beasts. The
fierce passions of the time have left behind a land tenure of a horrible nature—a tenure

by blood. The Hindu borderers still display with pride a grant for their village lands on
payment of a hundred heads of the Hussainkhel tribe as yearly rent.
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In regular engagements the tumultuous army of the Crescent proved no match for the
disciplined cohorts of the Sikhs. In 1827 Sayyid Ahmed Barelvi led his bands against
one of their entrenched camps, and was repulsed with great slaughter. But the lowland

general dare not follow up his victory. The fanatical band fell back across the Indus into
the mountains, and so increased their fame by guerilla successes, that the Sikh Chief
found himself compelled to buy the alliance of the very tribe who had been foremost in
the raids. In 1829 the lowlanders trembled for the safety of Peshawar itself, their frontier
capital and the governor basely attempted to put an end to the war by poisoning the
prophet117. This rumor inflamed the zeal of the Mohammedan highlanders to a red heat.
They burst down in fury on the plains, massacred the infidel army, and mortally
wounded its general. Peshawar was only saved' by General Ventura and Prince Sher

Singh. Sayyid Ahmed (Barelvi's) fame spread as far as Kashmir and troops from every
discontented prince of Northern India flocked to his camp. Ranjit Singh, the head of the
great Sikh Confederacy, hurried up a force under his most qualified lieutenants. In spite
of a reverse in June 1830, the apostlistic army occupied the plains in overwhelming
force and before the end of the year, Peshawar itself, the Western capital of Punjab, had
fallen."

"This marks the culminating point in the career of Sayyid Ahmed. (Barelvi) He
proclaimed himself Caliph, and struck coins bearing the legend Ahmed the just,
Defender of the Faith, the glitter of whose scimitar scatters destruction among the
infidel". But the dismay caused by the fall of Peshawar brought the matchless
diplomacy of Ranjit Singh into the field. The wily Sikh detached the petty
Mohammedan principalities from the Army of the Crescent by separate appeals to their
self-interest, and Sayyid Ahmed (Barelvi) found himself compelled to abandon the city
on condition of a ransom being paid. The internal dissentions among the followers soon

defied all control. His regular troops consisted of Hindustani fanatics, Mohammedans
from the Indian provinces who accepted, his fortunes for good or evil, and who, in fact,
would have found it impossible to desert him. The army of the Crescent, however, was
swollen with hosts of Frontier Pathans, who, with all their velour, possessed all the
pride and avarice of mountaineers. On one occasion, an important tribe of these
borderers had deserted on the eve of battle (iii) and the fanatics-afterwards taken

117
(i) He was a Mohammedan — Yar Mohammed Khan — a mere creature of Ranjit.

(ii) Hunter's Note: By the Prophet. I invariably mean Sayyid Ahmed—Technically, he is a 'Imam'—leader and a
Wali from the theological one. Strictly, the line of true prophets ended with Christ and Mohammed.
(iii) Yar Mohammed Khan, the Chief of Peshawar, who deserted his allies on the battlefield, having first
succeeded in administering poison and died fighting Sayyid Ahmed. In his efforts at reconciliation. Sayyid Ahmed
raised Sultan Mohammed Khan to the governorship of the valley but he too proved treacherous and ungrateful by
inciting the tribesmen against Sayyid Ahmed (Shaheed).
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a severe retribution. The prophet fell the necessity of liberality to the Hindustani
followers on whom he could always depend ... And in 1831 while aiding one of his
former lieutenants Syed Ahmed was surprised by a Sikh army under prince Sher Singh
and slain in May 1831 along with Shah Ismail.

The religious character of the movement belongs to a later portion of this work. Neither
in India nor anywhere else can a religious leader stir the hearts of a people without a
genuine belief, in the goodness of his cause: In my next chapter I shall; unfold the
nobler aspects of Sayyid Ahmed's career. Meanwhile, I have dwelt at some length upon
the origin of the fanatical settlement, because I propose very briefly to dismiss its
further history, till it emerges in its present phase as a rebel camp on our own frontier.
Among the chief lieutenants of the prophet were two brothers, grandsons of a notorious

murderer who had fled for his life to the mountains beyond the Indus, and there
established himself as a HERMIT at Sitana.

The refugee ascetic gradually acquired the veneration of the mountaineers, who made
over to him the lands on which his hermitage stood, as an asylum and neutral ground...

About the same time, the religious head of the principality of Swat, having taken alarm

at the progress of the British power, determined to strengthen himself by establishing a
firm legal Government ... In this way the fanatics firmly established a two-fold power
upon the Frontier, and by their emissaries among the superstitious border tribes kept
alive the embers of the holy war.

They perpetrated endless depredations and massacres upon their Hindu neighbors
before we annexed the Punjab, annually recruiting their camp with Mohammedan
zealots from the British districts. We look no precaution to prevent our subjects flocking

to a fanatical colony which spent its fury on the Sikhs,—an uncertain coalition of tribes,
sometimes our friends, sometimes our enemies. An English gentleman, who had large
indigo factories in our North Western provinces, tells me that it was customary for all
pious Muslims in his employ to lay aside a fixed share of their wages for the SITANA
encampment. The more daring spirits went to serve for longer or shorter periods under
the fanatic leaders.

APOSTOLIC SUCCESSORS

For the remissness which thus permitted our subjects to join the frontier host against
our Sikh neighbors, we were destined to pay dear. The prophet had established a
regular system of apostolic successors, both in our territories and upon the Sikh frontier.
The movement was then placed beyond the contingencies of the life or death of any of
individual leaders, and his own decease had been converted by the zeal of his followers

into an apotheosis for the further spread of the Faith. Two of the Khalifas or vicegerents
whom he had appointed at Patna in 1821 made a pilgrimage to the frontier and
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ascertained that their leader's disappearance was a miracle; that indeed he was still
alive, and would manifest himself at the head of a holy army, and expel the English
infidels from India. His deputies continued therefore to levy money and means, but
especially money, in the chief towns along the valley of the Ganges where the Prophet

had preached on his journey to Calcutta in 1820-22. A perennial stress of malcontents
thus followed from our territory to the fanatic Colony. Absconding debtors, escaped
convicts, spendthrifts too ruined to be at peace with social order, traitors too guilty to
hope for mercy from the laws—all flocked from the British plains. There were also
refugees of a nobler sort, and every Mohammedan religionist too jealous to live quietly
under a Christian government, girded up his lions and made for the Sitana camp. Their
hand fell heaviest upon the Sikh villages but they held with fierce delight any chance of
inflicting a blow upon the English infidel. They sent a great force to help our enemies in

the Kabul War and a thousand of them remained steadfast against us to the death. In
the fall of Ghazni alone, three hundred obtained the joys of martyrdom from the points
of the English bayonets.

ANNEXATION OF PUNJAB

"On our annexation of the Punjab, the fanatic fury, which had formerly spent itself upon
the Sikhs, was transferred to their successors. Hindus and English alike were infidels in
the eyes of the Sittana Host, and as such, were to be exterminated by the sword. The
disorders which we had connived at, or at least viewed with indifference, upon the Sikh
Frontier, now descended as a bitter inheritance to ourselves."

"Nevertheless our disloyal Hindustani subjects continued to flock the Traitors' Camp;
and in 1862 their numbers had so increased that the Punjab government felt compelled

to advise another Frontier War. Indeed, things had now reached such a height, that the
Secretary of State declared his belief that, "the rebels would have, sooner or later, to be
expelled by force of arms, and they were a lasting source of danger so long as they
remained on our border." It was, however, impossible to undertake an expedition on
the moment, and early in April 1863, we find them murdering and plundering within
our territory. In July of that year they boldly reoccupied their Sittana Settlement, and
sent threatening messages to our feudatory, the Chief of Amb. The neighboring tribes

again sacrificed their fidelity to their fanaticism, and scattered their engagement with us
to the winds. The traitor colony was once more supreme upon the frontier. On the
September 1863 the fanatical host came down upon British territory, and by a night
attack upon the camp of our Guide Corps, gave the signal for open war. A week later
they invaded our Amb feudatory, destroyed his villages upon the Black Mountain, and
gave battle to his out-posts. In the same month, they burst down on our friendly levies
of Tanawal, cutting up a native officer with a party man. Not content with attacking our
allies, they fired on our own pickets upon the banks of the Indus, and in a formal

manifesto declared war against the English infidels, and summoned all good
Musalmans to the Crescentade.
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We had therefore arrived at precisely the same state of affairs as that which in 1827-30
ended in the occupation of the Punjab by the fanatic Host, and fall of the frontier
capital. It became impossible any longer to avoid a war. Frontier campaigns, however,

are little instructive as military performances, and they shed out small lustier upon the
stronger power. The ultimate issue of a conflict between a vast military Empire like
British India and a coalition of savage tribes however, strongly supported by religious
zeal, cannot be doubtful ... It will be found, that as the Traitor Camp has been for a year
a cause of disgrace to our frontier during peace. So it became a prolific source of
disaster to our armies in time of War. So long as we left it alone it steadily sent forth
bandits to kidnap and murder our subjects and our allies; when we tried to extirpate it
by arms, it baffled our leaders, inflicted severe losses on our troops, and for a time,

defied the whole Frontier force of British India.

It is easy to understand how a settlement of traitors and refugees, backed by the
seditious and fanatical masses within our empire, could in an access of bigoted hatred
throw down the gauntlet. But it is difficult to comprehend how they could, even for a
time, withstand the combined strategy and weight of a civilized army. In order to
explain this, it becomes necessary to briefly describe the country in which their prophet

had fixed their headquarters of his militant sect.

I have now traced the history of the Rebel Camp on our Frontier from its formation in
1831 to the last campaign in which it involved us in 1868. To trace the Wahhabi warlike
ramifications throughout India, would swell this little book to a great volume. But they
were by no means confined to Punjab. For example, about thirty years ago, it seemed as
if a fanatic confederacy had firmly established itself in the heart of Southern India. Sir
Bartle Frere informs me that the Wahhabi Organization of that day included a brother

of Nizam, who was to have been raised to the throne of Hyderabad; and had not the
plan broken through, the leaders would have had a great store of newly cast cannon
and munitions of all sorts, with a formidable body of adherents, both among the semi-
independent native chiefs, and in the military courts of the South. The chronic miseries
which it rained down upon the border under the Sikh rule, have been transmitted as a
bitter legacy to ourselves. Besides constantly keeping alive a fanatical spirit of unrest
along the Frontier, it has three times organized great tribal confederacies each of which

has cost British India a war. One Government after another has declared it to be a
source of permanent danger to our rule, yet all our efforts to extirpate it have failed. It
still continues to be the centre towards which the hopes alike of our disloyal subjects
and our enemies beyond the frontier turn. We know not what moment we may again
get involved in the dynastic struggles which constantly afflict Central Asia but at
present it seems quite possible that before this year ends we shall find ourselves in
another Afghan War. When such a war arrives,—and sooner or later it must come to
pass—the rebel colony on our borders will be worth to the enemy many many

thousands of men. It is not the traitors themselves whom we have to fear, but the
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seditious masses in the heart of our empire, and the superstitious tribes on our frontier,
both of whom the fanatics have again and again combined in a religious war against us.
During nine centuries the Indian people have been accustomed to look for invasion
from the north; and no one man predict the proportions to which this rebel camp,

backed by the Mussalman hordes from the westward, might attain, under a leader who
knew how to weld together the nations of Asia in a 'Crescentade.'118

SIR SYED AHMED'S REVIEW ON DR. W.W. HUNTER'S BOOK,
'THE INDIAN MUSALMANS'

Sir Syed Ahmed was pained to note that the attack came from the most unexpected
quarter—the ruling British bureaucracy and he was quick to gauge its likely impact on
the minds of Englishmen both in India and in England, since Dr. W. W. Hunter had
written the book in reply to a wide question mark put by no less a person than the
Governor-General, Lord Mayo himself. Dr. W. W. Hunter's book was published by a

London publisher in June 1871 at a time when the Wahhabi trials were still rankling in
the minds of Englishmen who were closely watching the happenings in India in the
light of the Russian ambitions spreading its influence to gain a foothold in Afghanistan.
Therefore, the policy of Government had begun to undergo some change during 1870s.

Dr. W. W. Hunter, the author, was a member of the Bengal Civil Service, a keen
observer and a gifted writer. His administrative duties had brought him into close

contact with rural Bengal and gave him exceptional opportunities of studying the
causes of the steady decay and decline that had set in the Muslim community of Bengal
and he had done full justice to the Muslims of Bengal but in dealing with the subject of
Wahhabis on the North Western Frontier he made grave errors by presenting the
Wahhabis as a fanatic, persistently belligerent class which constitutes a source of
permanent danger to the Indian empire. He let loose wild charges of treason and
conspiracy against the Wahhabi Movement in India which was purely a Movement of
Reform, and it was a through a mistaken notion that the Reform Movement was called

Wahhabi; in fact, it was through a pretty coincidence that Shah Waliullah of Delhi and
Abdal Wahhab of Arabia were born in the same year but there had been no contact
between the two at any time during their life. There is no evidence on record that even
Sayyid Ahmed Shaheed of Bareli was directly influenced by the teachings of Abd al
Wahhab of Arabia. The Indian Reform Movement through popular error came to be

118
Readers should keep in mind that W.W. Hunter's book was written and published in June 1871.

2. 1st Afghan War—1838: The tripartite alliance between Shah Shuja, Ranjit Singh and the British precipitated the
1st Afghan War. Dost Mohammed surrendered and was sent as a prisoner to Calcutta in Nov 1839 but later,
restored to the throne of Afghanistan.
2nd Afghan War—1878: Amir Sher Ali sought British help against possible Russian aggression. British made vague
promises and offered to send a British Resident to be stationed al Herat. Sher Ali refused and patched up with the
Russians which precipitated the 2nd Afghan War.
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known as Wahhabi movement although the pre-modernist reform movement had its
origin in the religious thought of Shah Waliullah arid Shah Abdul Aziz, Shah Ismail
Shaheed and Sayyid Ahmed Shaheed took their inspiration from Shah Waliullah.
Sayyid Ahmed Shaheed called his religious movement for reform by the name 'Tariqah-

i-Mohammadiyah'. Any way, they never called themselves Wahhabis.

The Reform Movement was popularized by the British as Wahhabi Movement after the
name of the great Arabian Reformer Mohammed bin Abd al Wahhab. There were
actually two Reform Movements running parallel in India. "In the words of Perceval
Spear in 'The Oxford History of Modern India' he says119:-

"The first of these Movements can be traced to Shah Waliullah of Delhi (1703-

1762) described as one of the greatest theologians of Muslim India. He translated
the Holy Quran into Persian, while two of his sons added an Urdu version. He
began a movement of reform which was carried on by his son Shah Abdul Aziz.
In the hands of his disciple, Sayyid Ahmed Barelvi, who was influenced by
Wahhabi ideas from Arabia, this became the militant Wahhabi movement of the
early eighteenth century, with its Headquarters at Patna. India was regarded as
'Dar ul Harab' or a land of war, since it was under infidel rule. Sayyid Ahmed

Barelvi's efforts, however, were directed against the Sikhs, as being the chief
Muslim oppressors of the day. He established himself in the Swat valley where
he waged a 'Jihad' or 'Holy War' until his death in battle with the Sikhs in 1831.
Two parallel movements in lower India were led by Sheikh Karamat Ali of
Jaunpur, another disciple of Shah Abdul Aziz and Haji Shariatullah of Faridpur
(known as Faraizi Movement). The later was involved in agrarian agitation, but
on the whole the two movements were peaceful. They were actively
propagandist and did much to purify and strengthen East Indian Islam."

Karamat Ali's work has been described (by S.M. Ikram—Cultural Heritage of Pakistan) in

the following words:-

"For forty years he moved up and down the elaborate river system of Eastern Bengal in
a flotilla of small boats, carrying the message of Islamic regeneration and reform from

the Nagas of Assam to the inhabitants of Sandip and other islands in the Bay of Bengal.
His flotilla of country craft was like a travelling college. One boat was the residence of
his family, another was reserved for the students and disciples accompanying him,
while the third was for 'Dars' and lectures and prayers.120

119
Dr. S.M. Ikram: 'Cultural Heritage of Islam' (Quoted from The Oxford History of India by Perceval Spear).

120
Dr. S.M. Ikram: 'Cultural Heritage of Islam' (Quoted from The Oxford History of India by Perceval Spear).
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Sir Syed Ahmed was a great admirer of both Sayyid Ahmed Shaheed and Shah
Mohammed Ismail Shaheed and held them in highest regard and veneration. In his
'Asar-al-Sanadid' he had written biographies of both Shah Mohommed Ismail Shaheed
and Sayyid Ahmed Shaheed and fully agreed with their religious and social teachings

and called himself a confirmed Wahhabi. Sir Syed was never lacking in courage of
conviction and wielded his powerful pen and intellect to redeem the honor of the two
great men whom W. W. Hunter had the audacity to call imposters. Sir Syed was also
distressed and felt indignant over the campaign of vilification of the Indian muslims
bringing into contempt and suspicion once again the loyalty of the Indian Muslims. He
wrote a series of articles in 'Pioneer' of Allahabad and 'Times', London.

REVIEW BY SIR SYED AHMED—ARE THEY BOUND IN CONSCIENCE TO
REBEL AGAINST THE QUEEN?

The attention of the public has been lately turned to the state of Mohammedan feeling
in India, owing to three causes; viz, Wahhabi trials, Dr. Hunter's book on the 'Indian
Musalmans' and the murder of the late lamented Chief Justice Norman. Dr. Hunter's

work has made a great sensation in India, and has been read with avidity by all classes
of the community. I commenced its perusal hoping that a light would be shed upon
what, to the general public, has been hitherto an obscure subject, and I had heard that
the author was a warm friend of Mohammedans, my interest in the work was great. No
man, and especially no Mohammedan, can have perused this, accomplished author's
last celebrated work, without being impressed with his extreme literary skill, his
Macaulay-like talent of vivifying everything that his pen treats of. Literary skill is not,

however, everything, and an author writing for the Indian as well as the English public
should be careful not to so color the subject, which he treats of, as to make it
mischievous and of small value as an historical work. I am aware that many of the
ruling race in India are under the impression that English literature, both books and
newspapers, seldom, if ever, permeates the strata of native society. As regards general
literature, this impression is correct as far as the millions are concerned; but on
particular subjects, such as the state of feeling of the English to the natives religious
questions, or matters affecting taxation, it is a mistaken one.

Natives anxiously con all articles bearing upon the feelings with which their rulers
regard them. Articles sneering at them or misrepresenting their thoughts and feelings,
sink deep into their soul, and work much harm. Although all cannot read, they manage
to hear the contents of this and that article or work from those who can, and the subject
usually receives a good deal of embellishment as it is passed from one to the other.
Articles or books on religious and fiscal questions are also eagerly commented on by a

large proportion of the population.

What books and newspapers enunciate is, by the general native public, believed to be
the opinion of the whole English community official or non-official—from the veriest
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clerk to the Governor General in Council—aye, even in the Queen herself. Such being
the case, writers should be careful of their facts when treating of any important subject,
and having got their facts, ought to avoid all exaggeration or misrepresentation. Now
when we find an official, high in office and in favor with Government, giving utterance

to assertions and assumptions such as those contained in Dr. Hunter's work, it is but
natural that we Mohammedans should come to the conclusion that the author's
opinions are shared in more or less by the whole English community. I have before
mentioned that I had expected great things from Dr. Hunter's book. Alas! that I should
add one more to the long list of disappointed men. Friend to the Mohammedans, as Dr.
Hunter no doubt is, his friendship, as represented by his last work, has worked us great
harm. "God save me from my friends was the exclamation which rose to my lips as I
perused the author's pages. I perfectly admit the kindly feeling towards Mohammadans

which pervades the whole book, and for this I heartily thank the talented author. At the
same time, I regret deeply that his good intentions should have been so grievously
frustrated by the manner in which he has written, and that he has used his power of the
pen in a way calculated still more to embitter the minds of the Englishmen against the
already little loved Muslims.

Dr. Hunter expressly states that it is only the Bengal Mohammedans to whom he

applies the subject-matter of the book, and that it only them whom he knows
intimately. The book, however, abounds in passages which lead the reader to believe
that it is not merely the Bengal Mohammedans that the author treats of, but the
Mohammedans throughout India. The title of the work itself proves this. "Our Indian
Mussalmans—Are they bound in Conscience to Rebel against the Queen?" Again at
Page-11, there occurs the following passage:- "Discussions which disclose the
Mohammedan masses eagerly drinking in the poisoned teachings of the apostles of
insurrection, and a small minority anxiously seeking to get rid of the duty to rebel by

ingenuous interpretations of their sacred law. Again in the same passage, "the
Mussalmans of India arc, and have been for many years, a source of chronic danger to
the British power in India." With a knowledge, therefore, only of Bengal
Mohammedans, the author gives us the general feeling of Mohammedans throughout
India.

"As a cosmopolitan Mohammedan of India I must raise my voice of opposition to Dr.

Hunter in defence of my fellow-countrymen. I know full well the arduousness of the
task, which I have undertaken—the difficulty which encompasses every advocate of a
cause which has been pre-and misjudge by men of a different race. I only ask for an
impartial hearing in the words of the Bishop of Manchester, spoken at Nottingham last
month:-" All things are possible to him that believeth, and where there is true faith there
is certain to be no obliquity of conduct. "Being firm in my belief in what I am about to
write, I hope that it may be possible for me to convince the public that all is not gold
that glitters, and that all is not exactly as Dr. Hunter would have it believed".
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"As Dr. Hunter's work represents Wahhabiism and rebellion against the British
Government as synonymous. I will first proceed to review the light in which the former
is presented to the Indian public by the learned doctor and I will then pass on to the
consideration of the latter question. Wahhabiism has withal been little understood by

the world at large, and it is rather difficult to put it in a comprehensive light before the
public. In my opinion, what the Protestant is to Roman Catholic, so is the Wahhabi to
the other Mohammadan creeds. A work on Wahhabiism was translated into English,
and published in the 13th Volume of 'The Royal Asiatic Journal' in 1852. In it the

doctrines of the faith are pretty accurately defined, and Dr. Hunter has reduced them to
the following seven doctrines:-

First: absolute reliance upon One God: Second: absolute renunciation of any mediatory

agent between man and his Maker, including the rejection of the prayers of the saints,
and even of the semi-divine mediation of Mohammed himself; Third: the right of private

interpretation of the Mohammadan Scriptures, and the rejection of all priestly glosses of
the Holy Writ; Fourth: absolute rejection of all the forms, ceremonies and outward

observances with which the medieval and modern Mohammedans have overlaid the
pure faith; Fifth: constant looking for the Prophet (Imam), who will lead the true
Believers to victory over the infidels; Sixth: constant recognition, both in theory and

practice, of the obligations to wage war upon all infidels; seventh, implicit obedience to
the spiritual guide."

"Now, there are several errors here. The latter part of the second doctrine is so
ambiguously worded that the meaning does not stand out very clear; it ought to stand
thus:" And to recognize Mohammed as nothing more than an inspired man, and to
disbelieve in any power of mediation by saints or Prophets, including Mohammed
himself, before the Holy Tribunal. "The third doctrine is also ambiguous and I would

amend it thus:" Right of every individual to interpret the Quran according to his lights,
and not to be bound to follow implicitly the interpretation put upon the same by any
former priest. "The fifth doctrine is quite obscure, and its true meaning is much altered.
It bears a great affinity to the belief of the Jews and the Christians in the advent of the
Messiah of the former and the second coming of Christ of the latter. Mohammadans
believe that before the end of the world and before the second advent of Christ, an
Imam will descend on the earth to lead true believers to victory over the infidels ... It

will be observed that Dr. Hunter has perverted its meaning, and has represented the
present generation of Wahhabis as expecting the Imam to lead them to victory against
the English. The sixth doctrine has also suffered at the author's hands. He had added
the words—" provided that the Mohammedans leading the Jihad be not the subjects of
those infidels, living under them in peace, and without any oppression being exercised
towards them—provided that they have not left their properties and families under the
protection of such infidels—provided that there exists no treaty between them and the
Musalmans be powerful enough to be certain of success."—had, I say, all these

provisions been added by our author, his rendering of the doctrine would have been
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correct. His object, however, being to present the Wahhabi doctrine in their most
terrifying form, he wisely omitted all these provisions. I do not understand what the
author means by the words 'spiritual guides' in the seventh doctrine ... If; however, he
means a Mohammedan ruler, he is right. One thing, however, he has omitted to tell us,
viz that Mohammedans are bound to obey an infidel ruler as long as he does not

interfere with their religion. I would particularly urge on my readers to bear these
doctrines in mind as now interpreted by me; Dr. Hunter's rendering of them being
ambiguous and calculated to mislead. I shall now proceed to show the origin of
Wahhabiism—what it was formerly called, when the present name was given it, and
why".

Dr. Hunter writes: "It (Wahhabiism) is a system which reduces the religion of

Mohammed to a pure theism. This is quite true; I would merely remark, however, that
this is exactly what Mohammedanism was in the days of Mohammed, before it was
encrusted with its present forms and ceremonies. Mohammedanism was at first for
many long years a pure and simple theism; but in the second century of the Hijra, when
the ideas of the learned men as to its principles was reduced to writing, it was divided
into four churches—Hanafi, Shafai, Malki, and Hambali, for some time it remained
optional for Mohammedans to choose and follow any doctrine of any of these four

churches. When, however, Bani Umaiya and Bani Abbas became kings, an edict was
issued directing all Mohammedans to embrace the whole doctrine of any one church of
the above four. Those who disobeyed this edict were punished. By this unjust order,
free opinion was summarily suppressed, and religious intolerance gained supremacy.
There were still, however, many who clung to the true faith in its primitive simplicity
but who dared not breathe their opinions except to a trusted few. Their name was then,
'Ahle Hadis' i.e. believers in the sayings of the Prophet who were not bound down by
the doctrines of the four churches. As time went on, the order of the first alluded to (i.e.

Hanafi) was more and more strictly enforced until with the majority of Mohammedans
it became the principal article of faith. The 'Ahle hadis' became hated by the masses and
in Mohammedan law books they were held up to the execration of the faithful. This
state of affairs prevailed throughout the Mohammedan world until the beginning of the
17th century.

"A civil war breaking out just then in Arabia. Abdul Wahab, son of the chief of Nejd,

defeated his opponent and ascended a throne of his own making and as he was
supreme in his own country, he openly preached and spread the doctrines of the
original creed. He died and was succeeded by a ruler of the same faith, who soon after
his accession prepared for a pilgrimage to Mecca. On asking, however, the Sheriff of
Mecca for leave to perform the pilgrimage according to precepts of his faith, his request
was refused."

The applicant denied the right of any one to refuse him entry marched on and captured

both Mecca and Medina. He then proceeded to abolish all forms and ceremonies with
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which pure Mohammedanism was encumbered—demolished the four Towers built
within the Holy Temple for the worshipers of the four churches and destroyed the
tombs of saints which were worshipped as idols. The Mohammedan world plunged
into grief at the—in their opinion—sacrilege perpetrated by the Ahle hadis and a bitter

enemata sprung up between the Turks and the followers of Abdul Wahab. The latter
were henceforth styled WAHHABIS instead of the former name 'Ahle Hadis' ... Such is
the history of Wahabism, the bugbear of Dr. Hunter.

Dr. Hunter says that the word 'Wahabi' belongs to a later period, and that this sect was
styled 'Ghazis' or 'Jihadis' men who join a religious war. This is quite a mistake on his
part; Ghazis and Jihadis are men who join in a religious war without any distinction of
sect. There were Jihadis amongst the Christians in the days of the Crusades.

I shall now endeavour to explain the faith and persuasion of the frontier tribes amongst
whom Dr. Hunter establishes the Rebel Camp. The mountain tribes on our North West
frontier are Sunnis. They belong to the Hanafi sect and are stricter in the observance of
their religion than their coreligionists of the plans. The latter bear no enemata towards
the other three sects whilst the hostility of the mountain tribes to all other sects is bitter
in the extreme. An outsider has no security for his life or property whilst in their

country, unless he changes his tenets, and adapts them to those of the Hanafis amongst
whom his lot is cast. These wild denizens of the hills generally take, as their text books,
commentaries on the Hanafi church, of which Dur-i-Mukhtar is one. This was written in
1660 A.D. and is the work most venerated by them. It contains some Arabic verses
upholding the Hanafi doctrines in preference to all others. A translation of one of these,
showing the hatred borne by the Hanafis to the followers of other churches, is as
follows: -

"May the curses of our God, innumerable as the sands of the sea, fall upon him
who followeth not the doctrines of Abu Hanifa".

These hill tribes lay great stress upon the worship of tombs of saints and monasteries.

In the first chapter of his work, Dr. Hunter has given us an account of the establishment
of the Wahhabi Rebel Camp. I demur, however, to many of his statements, and will

now proceed to give a short account of the Indian Wahhabis, without which it is
impossible to show in what points our author has been misled, and how greatly he has
exaggerated the facts of the case.

The history of the Indian Wahhabis is divided into five periods. The first extends from
1823 to 1830 i.e. from the Sayyid Ahmed (Barelvi) and Maulvi Ismail preached and

inaugurated the holy war against the Sikhs, the oppressors of their Mohammedan
subjects, to the limes when Peshawar was recaptured from the hands of their followers.

The second extends from the re-conquest of Peshawar to the death of Sayyid Ahmed
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(shaheed) and Maulvi Ismail (shaheed). The third embraces the period from the death
of these leaders to the time when, after the annexation of the Punjab by the British, the
Wahabis, and amongst them Inayat Ali and Wilayat Ali, were sent from the frontier to
their bases in Hindustan viz from 1831-1847. The fourth extends from 1847 to the second

expedition of Inayat Ali and Wilayat Ali to the frontier and to their death. The fifth is
the present period which Dr. Hunter erroneously calls the period of Wahhabi
insurrection. The first period of the Wahhabi history was its golden age. Everything that
the Wahhabis of that age did was known to Government, and they were not, at that
time, in any way suspected of disloyally to the British. Mohammedans at that time
openly preached a holy war against the Sikhs in order to relieve their fellow-
countrymen from the tyranny of that race. The leaders of the Jihadis was Sayyid
Ahmed, but he was no pretender. Maulvi Ismail was the man whose preaching worked

marvels on the feelings of Mohammedans. Throughout the whole of his career, not a
word was uttered by this preacher calculated to incite the feelings of his co-religionists
against the English. Once at Calcutta, whilst preaching the Jihad against the Sikhs, he
was interrogated as to his reasons for not proclaiming a religious war against the
British, who were also infidels. In reply he said that, under the English rule,
Mohammedans were not persecuted, and as they were the subjects of that Government,
they were bound by their religion not to join in a Jihad against it. At this time thousands

of armed men and large stores of munitions of war were collected in India for the Jihad
against the Sikhs. Commissioners and Magistrates were aware of this and they reported
the facts to the Government. They were directed not to interfere, as the Government
was of opinion that their object was not inimical to the British. In 1824, these Jihadis
against the Sikhs reached the Frontier and they were afterwards continually
strengthened by recruits and money from India. This was well known to Government,
and in proof of this, I will cite the following case:-

A Hindu banker of Delhi, entrusted with money for the Wahhabi cause on the frontier,
embezzled the same, and a suit was brought against him before Mr. William Fraser, late
Commissioner of Delhi. The suit was decided in favor of the plaintiff, Maulvi Ishaq and
the money paid in by the defendant was forwarded to the Frontier by other means. The
case was afterwards appealed to Super Court at Allahabad, but the decision of the
lower court was upheld. At this time the Wahhabi cause prospered with the aid of the
frontier tribes. Peshawar was conquered, and was made over to Sultan Mohammed

Khan, brother of late Dost Mohammed Khan of Kabul. It was, however, soon after
treacherously sold by him to Ranjit Singh.

During the second period the Wahhabi cause waned. When Peshawar again fell into the
hands of the Sikhs, numbers of the learned men amongst the followers of Syed Ahmed
and Maulvi Ismail lost heart completely. They saw that the Pathan tribes of the Frontier
haled them on account of their faith, that no help was, therefore, to be expected from
them, and they saw that their own number was too small to cope successfully with the

Sikhs. They, therefore, declared that they were no longer bound by their religion to
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continue the contest ... The band was broken up. Thousands returned to their homes in
India, of whom the most noted were Maulvi Mahbub Ali who died in 1864. It may
interest my readers that the above named Mahbub Ali was the same man who in 1857,
was summoned by the rebel leader, Bukht Khan, and requested by him to sign the

proclamation of a religious war against the English. He refused, and told Bukht Khan
that the Mohammedan subjects of the British Government could not, according to the
precepts of their religion, rise up in arms against their rulers. He moreover reproached
him and his followers for the inhuman cruelties perpetrated by them towards the
European ladies and children.

One feels inclined to smile when we read sentences like this in Hunter's book:- "The
second Minute of Lord Dalhousie—had to deal with a proposition for a Frontier war

against the border tribes whose superstitious hatred to the infidel the Hindustani
fanatics had again fanned to a red heat." Our author forgets the very important fact that
these mountain tribes have been turbulent from time immemorial; that they have never
allowed peace to any nation living on their frontiers, whether so-called infidels or
Musalmans; that they fought indiscriminately with the Mohammedan emperors of
Delhi and with the Sikhs in Punjab. Like the Irishman at a fair, it matters little to them
who it was as long as it was someone to fight with. Even the great tyrant, Nadir Shah,

whose name was a terror—was feared throughout India, was never able to keep them
in subjection.

On opening Dr. Hunter's book, in the very first page occurs the following sentence:-
"For a year a rebel colony has threatened our frontier, from time to time sending forth
fanatic swarms, who have attacked our camps, burned our villages, murdered our
subjects, and involved our troops in three costly wars." This is very pretty writing,
enriched, as the sentence is, by the phrases of 'Rebel Colony' and 'Fanatic Swarms' but

the unprejudiced reader will at once ask, to whom does this author refer? "If he refers to
the Wahhabis who settled there to wage Jihad against the Sikhs, I have shown how
unfounded such an assertion would be; and if he means the band of mutineers—
Hindus and Mohammedans who fled from Hindustan during the mutiny, what earthly
connections have their raids with Dr. Hunter's question. Our Indian Musalmans—Are
they bound in Conscience to Rebel against the Queen"?

Our author states:- "Successive State trial prove that a net work of conspiracy has
spread itself over our provinces and that the bleak mountains which rise beyond Punjab
are united by an unbroken chain of treason-depots with tropical swamps through
which the Ganges merges into the sea. They disclose an organization which
systematically levies money and men in the Delta and forwards them by regular stages
along our high roads to the Rebel Camp two thousand miles off. Men of keen
intelligence and ample fortune have embarked in the plot and a skilful system of
remittances has reduced one of the most perilous enterprises of treason to a safe

operation of banking. This, taken in conjunction with his opening sentence, leads the
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reader to believe that this conspiracy was hatched by the Bengal Mohammedans with
the more or less open concurrence of the whole Mohammedan community, with the
object of subverting the English rule in India. Now, I think Dr. Hunter will allow that an
organization can exist for other purposes than that of rebellion; and I think both Dr.

Hunter and myself have shown that an organization existed in India for the purpose of
attacking the Sikhs. It is most unfair of him to insinuate that the organization in
question was one inimical to our Indian Government and thus to prejudice the minds of
his readers against the whole of the Indian Musalmans. Again at page-10 he writes
'while the more fanatical of the Musalmans have thus engaged in overt sedition the
whole Mohammedan community has been openly deliberating on their obligation to
rebel. For some months the Anglo Indian press was inclined to smile at the pains which
the more loyal sort of the Mohammedans were taking to ascertain whether they could

abstain from rebellion without perdition to their souls.' Now, I have no hesitation in
saying that this is just one of the most unjust, illiberal, and insulting sentences ever
penned against my co-religionists. It is very evident that Dr. Hunter could have had a
most superficial knowledge of the state of Mohammedan feeling, and it shows how
weak was the foundation upon which he built his so-called facts.

At page-23 Dr. Hunter corroborates my assertion that, the arms of the Frontier Jihadis

were not directed against the British. He says:—"in the same year (1852) they attacked
our ally, the Chief of Amb State, and necessitate the dispatch of a British force. "He then
goes on to say—"I do not propose to trace in detail the insults, inroads and murders
which led to the Frontier war of 1858. During the whole period the fanatics kept the
border tribes in a state of chronic hostility to the British power. "I should like to know
what authority Dr. Hunter has for maintaining that the 'chronic hostility' to the British
was the work of 'fanatics'. Strange that he should saddle this on them, considering that
for centuries the border tribes had been fighting with the dwellers of the adjacent

plains. I should say that they had quite sufficient inherent fighting proclivities to render
any such instigation unnecessary. Our author, then says:- "That during the time (1852-
57) the Sittana Colony, although stirring up a perpetual spirit of fanaticism along the
Frontier, had wisely avoided direct collusion with our troops. This carries out my
assertion that the holy war against the Sikhs was not transferred to the British." Had it
been so, I think my readers will allow that ten years would not have elapsed without a
blow being struck against the British by the earnest men who inflamed with holy zeal,

so often fought hand to hand with the Sikhs. Dr. Hunter, however, quietly ignores this
patent fact in order to make his tale sensational—to lend might to his title—"Our Indian
Mussalmans: Are they bound in Conscience to Rebel against the Queen?"

CONCLUDING PARA

The evils that now exist, however, owe their origin greatly, to the want of union and

sympathy between the rulers and the ruled, and ideas like Dr. Hunter's only tend to
widen the gap. I admit that owing to the difference in the mode of life, there is but a
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limited number of native gentlemen with whom European gentlemen can have cordial
intercourse; but this number will, I trust, increase largely every year. Let sympathy and
confidence be instilled into the minds of native community, and this desirable
consummation is not far off. Let Government also try to remove the impression now

prevalent amongst Mohammedans that it is inimical to them and desires their
degradation. In conclusion, although cordially thanking Dr. Hunter for the good feeling
which he at times evinces towards my fellow countrymen, I cannot but regret the style
in which he has written. I cannot divest myself of the idea that when he commenced
this work, he was more imbued with the desire to further the interests of
Mohammedans in India than is afterwards apparent in his pages. This Wahabi
conspiracy has, I think, influenced his mind as he wrote; and he has allowed himself to
be carried away by it. His work was politically a grave, and in a minor degree, an

historical mistake. It is, however, hard, as I have already said, for one of the minority to
attempt to remove the impression which literary skills like Dr. Hunter's has
undoubtedly made on the minds of the Indian public. This impression was, as regards
the native community, heightened by Dr. Hunter's work having received the
approbation of the highest functionary in India. I could not, however, in justice to
myself and my co-religionists, have kept silence when such erroneous statements were
thrown broadcast over the land. I have striven as much as in me lay to refute the errors

published by Dr. Hunter, and although my efforts may have been in vain, I feel that I
have done my duty.

G.F.I. Graham the eminent biographer of Sir Syed, has observed in his running
comments:-

"Sir Alfred Lyall, in his book, ISLAM IN INDIA (Asiatic Studies) after reviewing

the historical conditions and consequences of our position in India, says: "It

would, I believe, be much more nearer to the truth to say that the inconsiderate
and uneducated mass of them are against us, than that 'the best men are not on
our side' as Dr. Hunter too insidiously affirms. That author appears to lay loo
much stress upon the significance of the spread of Wahhabiism in Lower Bengal,
in his letter to the 'Indian Pioneer' (1871) denies that even Wahhabis consider that

their situation under the British in India justifies a holy war; and he mentions
that in 1857, when the mutineers held Delhi, Bukhat Khan, the Rebel

Commander, endeavored to compel the Maulvis of that city to declare lawful a
'Jihad' against the British, but was boldly withstood and opposed by two leading
Wahhabis".121

Sir Syed Ahmed's review on Dr. Hunter's book had a magical effect on the British
official mind and the Englishmen in England and India; Dr. Hunter appreciated the
spirited rebuttal of his ideas by Sir Syed and became a friend and admirer—no longer

121
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an adversary of the bitter Wahhabi as Syed Ahmed regarded himself. As a President of
the Education Commission, Dr. W.W. Hunter held the first session (August 1882) at
Aligarh. At a great meeting held in the M.A.O. college, in reply to the address of the
Municipality, he paid glowing tributes to Sir Syed in the following words: -

"The Honorable Syed Ahmed believed in his work, and the other benefactors of
this college, both native and European, have given their subscriptions because
they believed in Syed Ahmed. The Government has more tardily, but in the end
not less munificently, aided in the enterprise, because the Government has also
found good cause to believe in Syed Ahmed. This college is a noble example to
all India, not only of self help, but of the power which an unswerving belief in a
good cause exercises on the minds of men ... Men seek immortality in many

ways. Some write books, others climb to high official rank, others seek the public
reputation of the cannon's mouth, but it has always seemed to me that the most
enviable fame on earth is that of the founder of a great seat of learning."

"I hope, that centuries after our generation, with its cares and hopes and ambitions, has
passed away, the memory of Syed Ahmed will be honored afresh every year, as the
pious founder of the noblest Mohammedan scat of learning which this age has

bequeathed to posterity."

Syed Ahmed had, indeed, rendered a great service to the Muslim community in those
dark and critical times by talking a bold and courageous stand and in his spirited
rebuttal. He demolished completely the arguments of Dr. Hunter and truly redeemed
the honor of the venerable Shah Mohammed Ismail and Syed Ahmed Shaheed and at
the same time saved the Indian Muslims from incalculable harm and mischief that
would have otherwise followed. Not only this, Dr. Hunter and a good many

Englishmen became ardent friends of Sir Syed and well wishers of the Muslim
community.
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Chapter 9

CHARACTER SKETCH AND PEN PORTRAIT OF SIR SYED AHMED
KHAN

Major General G.F.I. Graham, a close friend and biographer of Sir Syed Ahmed, writing
about his friendship that began in 1864, says:-

"It was at this time (9th January, 1864) that I first met Syed Ahmed, being then, an
Assistant District Superintendent of Police at Ghazipur. At the very first interview I felt

greatly attracted to him—a feeling which had deepened with time. The Translation
Society, now known as the Scientific Society of Aligarh, was started by Syed Ahmed at
Ghazipur on 9th January 1864. There was a large assemblage of European and native
gentlemen at Syed Ahmed's house where the first meeting was held." (The inaugural
speech was delivered by Mr. G.F.I. Graham). In 1885, Mr. G.F.I. Graham says: "At that
lime of writing my first edition of his life, Syed Ahmed was alive and well. I then wrote
as follows122:- Syed Ahmed has now resided for many years in his comfortable house in
Aligarh, which was purchased and furnished for him in European style by his son, the

Hon'ble Syed Mahmud. Here he entertains his numerous guests who visit him from all
parts of India—Mohammedans, Sikhs, Hindus and Englishmen. The doors are always
open. The whole atmosphere is redolent of literature. His sitting room, in which he
passes most of the day at the desk, is full of books and papers; the walls of his dining-
room are covered with book cases filled with standard English works ; and his library—
a splendid room—is stocked with a vast variety of books, including numerous
theological works used by him in writing his commentary on the Bible, Koran etc. One

of the not least interesting books to me is Syed Mahmud's prize taken at Cambridge for
the best English Essay". In the Drawing room is the Diploma making Syed Ahmed a
Fellow of the Royal Asiatic Society, of which he is particularly proud. On the wall
opposite is a full length portrait in oil of his friend Stratchey, life-like likeness. There are
also portraits of Sir Salar Jung, Lord Lytton and his Highness the Nizam of Hyderabad.
The days for him pass pleasantly and quickly. One of his great characteristics is his
untiring energy. In addition to great breadth of views on question of national

importance, he possesses a power of work as regards minute details which is
astonishing. Up at 4. A.M. he writes his newspaper articles, his books and pamphlets—
sees visitors, official and private—and conducts the onerous duties of his Secretaryship
to the College Committee not only by day, but not infrequently far into the night. With
his mental labor of the higher kind tends to long life and sound health. His meals are
served in European style, and he is a rigid abstainer from all liquor except Adam's Ale.
At and after dinner friends drop in. The topics of conversation range from discussions

122
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on metaphysics, religion and politics, to quotations from Persian poets and humorous
anecdotes. He is middle height and of massive build, weighing upwards of nineteen
stone. His face is leonine—a rugged witness to his determination and energy. If,
however, rather stern and forbidding when at rest, it lights up genially when speaking,

reflecting the warmth of heart which he so largely possesses. He has a hearty laugh, and
enjoys a joke as much as any man. He will put his stick under the table at dinner, and
suddenly frighten those present by pretending to see a snake. Or again, the subject of
conversation is the reform of his nation. One of his listeners is sleepy and nods. The
Syed is anxious that all should attend. The sleepy member says he hears everything but
he presently nods again.' All of a sudden a terrific shout of alarm is heard which makes
everyone jump, including the sleepy ones; but all they sec is (he old Syed in roars of
laughter. He has been a widower for many years and only had one wife. His lips quiver

with suppressed emotion, the voice and figure follow suit,—and these suppressed
emotion, (he voice and figure follow suit, and these evidences of intense feeling
communicate themselves with electric rapidity to the audience. He is intensely
cosmopolitan. Syed Ahmed is so completely master of this art that national distinctions
disappear before him, and rising above all accidental conditions of climate and race, of
latitude, longitude, the ethnic idiosyncrasy, he gazes, by dint of his own power of
judicious generalization, upon an image which is some other than that of human nature

itself. He preserves the patriotism and pride of the stock from which he is sprung, and
has divested himself of all its prejudices. There was not another Mohammedan in India
so fitted to take the lead in the great Mohammedan educational movement as he; no
other Mohammedan gentleman possessed the ability, the eloquence, the great
reputation, the cosmopolitanism, and the intense energy and perseverance of the subject
of this sketch. Had it not been for his great efforts, the Mohammedans would have been
far further behind the Hindu community as regard education than now is; and if the
movement increases with the rapidity which has hitherto characterized it, the

Mohammedans will soon be abreast of the Hindus. Amongst the mighty forces which
have been silently changing the aspect of affairs in India during the last forty years,
Syed Ahmed Khan's name will, in future generations, occupy a conspicuous place."123

I have now traced his honorable and laborious career from his earliest years upto the
present, and trust, that the picture, though very imperfectly drawn, may act as a
stimulant to the rising generations of our great Indian gentry. I have shown how a

native gentleman of high and distinguished family, but poor, educated only upto his
nineteenth year, has raised himself from the lowest rung of the official ladder to the
highest, and also educated himself, without the great advantage of a knowledge of
English, to become, as he now is, the foremost Mohammedan of his day in India.

123
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THE ST. JAMES GAZETTE

The St. James Gazette published the following short notice:-

"His long and honorable life came to an end in 1898 (27 March) throughout his
life he worked for the greatest good of his fellow-countrymen and co-religionists.
He succeeded in being everything that we desire our Indian fellow subjects to be.
His great aim was to restore the Mussalmans to their former position as a
dominant and forward race, and his aim he carried out by incessantly impressing
on them the virtues of orderly and soberly lives, liberal education, unflinching

loyalty to the Government, and a careful and intelligent adherence to their
religion."

"Today there is no more loyal man than the Mohammedan of the N.W.P. and the
Punjab. At the tomb of Syed Ahmed Englishmen and Indians reverence one who
was beloved and honored by all alike, a firm friend, a very wise man, a very
good man, and an ornament to our Indian Mussalmans."

C.F. Andrews, of St. Stephens College, Delhi, a contemporary of Sir Syed Ahmed (and
biographer of Zakaullah of Delhi) writes about Sir Syed Ahmed:-

"But in the darkest hour a marvelous personality had arisen. Sir Syed Ahmed
Khan, who would have been a commanding Figure and a born leader of men in
any country and at any period of history, at that critical moment came to the
forefront of the battle and led the whole Tight against bigotry and darkness. The

battle had been won. Sir Syed Ahmed at last became loved instead of hated. The
character of the new education was vindicated and the attitude of the English
themselves towards the Mohammedans was strikingly modified. The
imputations leveled against Mussalmans, as discontented and mutinous became
less frequently heard. In certain special cases a mutual friendliness between the
English rulers of Northern India and the Mohammedan gentry arose in its place.
All this had taken half a century to accomplish—years of hard, painful, incessant

struggles, such as the present generation could scarcely appreciate or
understand. It was still true—Munshi Zaka Ullah used to say to me—that the
deficiency to be made good, the lee-way to be recovered, was enormous.
Compared with the standard of intellectual advance among the Hindus,
Mohammedan education in Western knowledge could scarcely be said to have
begun."
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MUNSHI ZAKA ULLAH

Writing about how much Munshi Zakaullah adored Syed Ahmed Khan, C.F. Andrews
says:-

"Zakaullah's eyes used to light up with eager enthusiasm at the mention of the
name of Syed Ahmed Khan, the founder of M.A.O. College, Aligarh. There could
be no question who was Munshi Zaka ullah's greatest living hero; It was Sir Syed
Ahmed. Sir Syed's portrait had the central place of honor in his own sitting room.
Books relating to Sir Syed, or else written by him, were conspicuous on his

shelves, and constantly in his hands, at all limes, to speak about him with the
great reverence and admiration. He would give me his lectures to read, and ask
my opinion about them, saying that to him they seemed to point out clearly the
one true pathway of development for Mussalmans in India."124

SIR WALTER RALEIGH

Sir Walter Releigh, who knew Syed Ahmed during his early association with M.A.O.
College Aligarh, wrote some years after the death of Sir Syed Ahmed to Sir Austen
Chambcrlain:-

"I remember being struck in India by the close grip that Orientals have of the
essentials of politics. My old chief, Sir Syed Ahmed Khan (a great man and a

great politician) was a most potent diplomatist because he knew the value of an
unloved hand. He used to disconcert high officials by blurting out the essentials
at the very beginning of an interview. The diplomatist thinks that diplomacy is
the art of coating pills with sugar".

Sir Syed never flattered any one nor allowed any one to flatter him. He had a high sense
of self respect and courage of conviction. His writings and speeches reflect dignity and
a polished intellect. He was fearless and had the courage to walk out of the Agra

Durbar because Indian and Englishmen were not treated alike in the matter of seating
arrangements and this one incident a—singular one—amply reflects his high sense of
national honor and uncompromising patriotism. He moved with Englishmen, high and
low, on terms of complete equality. When in 1893, his son Syed Mahmud resigned his
High Court judgeship because he would not put up with the overbearing ways of the
British Chief Justice, Syed Ahmed openly expressed his approval. In my opinion, he
said, in a lengthy statement he published on the subject, the time-has not yet come

when our European friends, who have a natural sense of superiority as conquerors of
this land, and Indians who have a natural sense of inferiority as a conquered race, still
sit together on the Bench with equal degree of honor and dignity appropriate to their
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position.... It is not hidden from anybody that there is the same difference between the
British people's treatment of their fellow countrymen and their treatment of individuals
belonging to other nations as exist between black and white. Let liars tell boastful
stories of how nicely they are treated by Europeans, but wise people know the truth. I

am glad that Syed Mahmud is not the type to compromise his self-respect and that the
call of ancestral blood flowing in his veins is still strong. He does not care a fig for a
High Court judgeship. If our friends knew what happened when he was appointed and
why, while officiating, he wrote a Minute in which he declined to be confirmed, they
would not be surprised by his resignation. Mark! Syed Mahmud was the first Indian to
be appointed a judge of the High Court—an unusual honor it was in those days (1882).

LAST DAYS

Sir Syed Syed Ahmed was over eighty but until the last day he was active. His last days
were clouded with personal tragedies. He was having urinary trouble and was under
the treatment of an English doctor. He fell ill on 24th March 1898. On 27th March he had
a headache in the morning and high fever in the evening. He breathed his last at 10 P.M.
while still reciting his favorite prayers from the Holy Quran. India had lost a great

patriot and the Muslims lost a great fighter and benefactor who served them with total
devotion and dedication for full fifty years and won for them a place of honor and
gained them recognition as a 'Nation'—an identity for the first time in the annals of
their history in the subcontinent.
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